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BI CC TVDOWNLEADS
KEEP YOUR CUSTOMERS SATISFIED

Made to close specification with first
grade materials, BICC Downleads have
a long satisfactory life with dependable
characteristics.

For further information please write
for Publication No. 244A/T.

DON'T RISK VALUABLE GOO
ESDWILL

WITH

INFERIOR GABL

RANGE OF BICC T/V DOWNLEADS

USE
NOMINAL

IMPEDANCE
Ohms

NOMINAL ATTENUATION
(db ICE ft)

45 Mc s 51.75 Mc s 61 75 Mc s

OVERALL
SIZE LIST

inch NO.

COAXIAL

Service Area 52 4.5 4.8 52 I 7 dia. T3006
55 5.3 57 6.3 I8 dia. T3008
71 2.8 3.0 3.3 23 dia. T3020
71 3.1 3.3 3.6 .23 dia. T3022

SCREENED

TWIN Service Area 80 4.4 4 8 5 2 27 dia. T3I09
UNSCREENED

TWIN Service Area 80 3.0 3.3 3.6 -10 x16 T3066

COAXIAL

Fringe Area 52 1.4 IS 1-6 405 dia. T311S
71 1.2 1.3 1.4 .45 dia. T3026

SCREENED

TWIN Fringe Area 80 1.3 1 4 1 S 625 dia. T3112
UNSCREENED
TWIN Fringe Area 80 2.6 2.8 3.1 16 x20 T3068

BI.

These cales are in mot cases suitable for receivers having a specified input

impedancbe within plus ors minus 10 ohms of tilt.
nominal impedance of the cable.

AVAILABLE IN STANDARD LENGTHS ON 100 -yd. REELS

TELEVISION DOWNLEADS

BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDER'S CABLES LIMITED
NORFOLK HOUSE, NORFOLK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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Important trends in

VALVE DESIGN

MULLARD LINE OUTPUT PENTODE TYPE PL81

The line output stage of a television

receiver imposes conditions which
call for a valve having properties
which differ considerablyfrom those

of a normal output valve.

The essential requirements for a
line output valve are, first, that it
shall be capable of supplying a large

peak anode current when operated
at a low anode voltage, and second,
that the insulation of the anode
shall be capable of safely withstand-
ing the high voltage peaks, which
may amount to 5KV to 7KV, occur-
ring during the fly -back period.

Satisfaction of the first of these
requirements is mainly a matter
of the geometry of the valve; the
second can be assured only by care-

ful mechanical design.

The PL81 is an all -glass power
pentode on the B9A (Noval) base,
specially designed for use as a line
output valve. Its heater is rated
at 0.3A, 21.5V, and is therefore
suitable for series operation in

transformerless receivers intended
for A.C. or D.C. mains supply.

It will deliver a peak anode cur-
rent of 350 mA at an anode voltage
of only 70V and a screen voltage
of 170V. The efficiency of the
valve is thus intrinsically high.
By adopting the booster diode cir-
cuit whereby the H.T. line voltage
is increased, the required output
can be obtained at a still lower
anode voltage, so that the already
high efficiency of the stage is further

improved.
The necessary high insulation re-
sistance to withstand a peak voltage

of 7KV has been obtained by
special internal construction, and
by bringing out the anode connec-
tion to a top cap so that the use of
a specially insulated valve -holder is

not necessary. Even so, the seated
height of the valve is only 75mm
and the overall diameter 22.2mm
-dimensions only slightly larger
than those of the voltage amplify-
ing pentode in the same range.
The production of a valve of this
output and high insulation in so
small an envelope may be counted
as something of an achievement.

RATINGS & CHARACTERISTICS

Heater Suitable for Series
operation, A.C. or D.C.
Vh 21.5V
Ih 0.3A

Capacitances
cin

Cout

Ca-gl

Cgl-h

Characteristics
Va

Vg3

Vg2

Vg I

Is

Ig2

gm

1.1.g I -g2

14.3µ4F

6.511.1.LF

<0.41411F

<0.21.84F

170V

OV

170V

-22V
45mA
3mA

6.5mA/V
6

Reprints of this article together with
additional data may be obtained free
of charge from the address below

Mullard I

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT

CENTURY USE, SHAFTESBURY AYE. W.C.2

MVM 149
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Vallee Syiiilmis 
BRITISH Standard 1409:1947 " Letter Sym- 

bols for Electronic Valves," issued some 
three years ago, was stated to be " based on 

proposals prepared . with a view to standard- 
izing the letter symbols used by valve manufac- 
turers in their catalogues and other technical 
literature." At the time, Wireless World -not un- 
reasonably, we hope -took the publication of this 
specification as implying a desire that the symbols 
proposed should be generally adopted by a wider 
circle. So, in spite of typographical difficulties, we 
accordingly used the symbols as far as was 
practicable. 

Having gone thus far in the interests of 
uniformity, it comes as something of a shock to us 
to see the revised specification B.S. 1409 :195o, just 
issued.* This publication, under the same title as 
its predecessor, carries on its cover the prominent 
statement " Mainly for use in valve catalogues and 
similar technical literature." That seems to put 
forward a highly undesirable principle: are we to 
have a state of affairs where users of valves ( which 
means all of us) are to learn two languages -one 
for use in dealing with manufacturers and another 
in reading (or writing) technical journals? 

,St('i*cop /ion:/ 
OUR correspondence columns bear witness to 

the widespread interest that exists in stereo- 
phonic broadcasting. Stereophony will no doubt 
attract still more attention next year, as we believe 
the multi -channel principle is to be used in the 
sound -reproducing equipment to be installed at 
the Festival of Britain. That being so, it is a pity 
that a plea for B.B.C. experimental transmissions 
on a binaural system, made in this journal last 
March, was so uncompromisingly turned down. 
The B.B.C. Chief Engineer, in a letter published in 
our April issue, pointed out the admitted complica- 
tions of the system, and expressed doubts as to 

[* British Standards Institution, 28 Victoria Street, 
London, W.i. Price 29. The revised specification includes 
a considerable number of extra symbols.] 
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whether the Corporation would be, justified in 
spending money on a specialized service of mterest 
to a relatively small number of listeners. The 
French broadcasting authorities were, however, 
less pessimistic about stereophony. And staged an 
experimental transmission a few months later. 

We are certain that interest in this subject is 
greater than the B.B.C. imagines, apd venture to 
suggest the Corporation- Should make another 
attempt to find ways and means of staging experi- 
ments in which listeners can participate, as they 
did in France. 

Too Many Bosses P 

THOUGH the uproar provoked by the with- 
drawal of the political play ' ` Party Manners " 

from the B.B.C. television programme was a regret- 
table and unworthy episode that by now has been 
largely forgotten, it raised a matter of principle 
that will, we hope, be borne in mind when the 
B.S.C. Charter comes up for renewal next year. 
Wireless World does not concern itself with details 
of programme organization, but we deplore any- 
thing that tends to reduce the status of British 
broadcasting. 

As we see it, the B.B.C. attitude over this matter 
betrayed that weakness against which the Corpora- 
tion should be most strongly on its guard -timidity. 
This point of view was admirably expressed in a 
leading article in The Times of loth November 
" The listening public will always be behind them 
[the B.B.C.] in refusing to turn broadcasting into 
a colourless bore for the sake of this or that crank 
or fanatic. There would be no intellectual or 

aesthetic worth in broadcasting if it were controlled 
to please every shade of minority opinion. Censor- 
ship by timidity can be as effective as the blue 
pencil of a dictator." As things are, the organiza- 
tion of the B.B.C. tends to favour the timorous. 
Heads of " Programmes " should have sweeping 
powers, and be discouraged from passing on the 
responsibility for awkward decisions to higher 
authority. 
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Sidelights on 

Loudspeaker Cabinet Design 
Acoustical and Electrical Damping in 

Closed -cabinet Loudspeakers 

By D. E. L. SHORTER,* B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E. 

Experimental two- section vented cabinet with top 
half tilted back to show sound -absorbing material 
covering the communicating window. 

IT is not the purpose of the present article to enter 
deeply into the mathematical treatment of the 
problems of loudspeaker cabinet design, since 

this field has already been covered in standard 
works on applied acoustics as well as in a number of 
articles in the technical press. Instead, it is proposed 
to discuss certain aspects of the subject which do 
not always receive full attention in the literature, and 
to illustrate these by a few experimental results 
obtained in the course of development work on 
cabinets during the period 1938-1947. 

Standing Wave Effects 

The subject of loudspeaker cabinet design is 
usually approached by a simplified theory, in which 
the mechanical properties of the cone unit and 
the acoustic properties of the enclosure are represented 
by a set of inductances, capacitances and resistances. 
Equivalent circuits containing these elements can 
then be drawn and the basic features of the design 
calculated. 

Clearly, this simplified theory is only valid at 
frequencies so low that the wavelength of the sound 
is large compared with the dimensions of the cabinet. 
At higher frequencies, at which this condition is not 
fulfilled, the cabinet volume does not behave as a 

38-4 

lumped acoustic capacity, and standing wave effects 
may appear unless the enclosure is adequately 
damped by sound absorbent material. 

Unfortunately, the performance of a cabinet at 
these higher frequencies cannot be readily calculated, 
and in the absence of facilities for response measure- 
ment the degree of damping actually achieved is 
often in doubt. 

The full extent of the standing wave effects in 
loudspeaker cabinets is not always appreciated. 
Cabinets intended to give good response down to 
5o c/s generally have at least one dimension which 
is equal to a half wavelength of sound in the frequency 
range 125 c/s to 25o c /s. Moreover, as some recently 
published work' has shown, that the acoustic imped- 
ance presented by the cabinet to the cone may change 
from a capacitance to an inductance at a frequency 
of which the wavelength of the sound is some seven 
times the maximum dimension of the enclosure. 
In some cases, therefore, the simple theory based 
on lumped constants may break down even below 
too c /s. Reference to a table of absorption coefficients 
will show that the effectiveness of any sound absorbent 
lining of practicable thickness falls off below 500 c /s. 
It will thus be seen that the frequency band within 
which standing wave effects are to be expected may 
extend over some two octaves in an important part 
of the audio -frequency spectrum. 

A practical example will illustrate the foregoing 
discussion. An experimental closed cabinet (the 
so- called " infinite baffle " type) was required for a 
loin. cone unit ; the resonance frequency of the 
unit with the cabinet volume was not to exceed 
45 c /s. 

The suspension of the cone unit had been experi- 
mentally modified to give the maximum compliance 
consistent with mechanical stability, but even so a 
volume of 8 cu. ft. was found to be required to meet 
the specification. For reasons connected with high - 
frequency distribution, the axis of the present loud- 
speaker was required to be about aft. from the 
floor and this consideration led to the adoption of a 
design Oft. high. 

Fig. t (a) shows the free -air axial frequency response 
obtained with this cabinet, the cone unit being 
driven by an amplifier of low output impedance. 
The curve was taken with the cabinet lined with 

* Research Department, B.B.C. Engineering Division. 
" The Acoustical Impedance of Closed Rectangular 

Loudspeaker Housings " by Meeker, Slaymaker and Merrill., 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, March 195o. 
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absorbent material of conventional type. Standing 
wave effects are nevertheless apparent at low fre- 
quencies, showing that the internal damping is 
inadequate. 

Damping by Partitions 

The ineffectiveness of sound absorbent linings at 
low frequencies is due to the fact that all the absorbent 
material lies within a small fraction of a wavelength 
of the inner wall, which is, of course, a velocity node. 
Without motion of the air particles, or of the material 
itself, acoustic power cannot be absorbed and dissi- 
pated. Consideration of these facts suggests that the 
best position for damping material would be some- 
where out in the space inside the cabinet, where the 
standing waves could be caught " on the wing." 
Theoretically, the material would have to be divided 
up into many parts, so disposed that at any one 
frequency there should be an absorbing element 
in the neighbourhood of a velocity antinode. In 
practice, however, such a complication has been 
found unnecessary and effective low frequency 
damping can be achieved by concentrating the 
absorbent material into one or two partitions strateg- 
ically placed across the cabinet. Fig. i (b), for example, 
shows the response of the loudspeaker previously 
referred to when a single sheet of á -in carpet felt was 
stretched horizontally across the inside of the cabinet 
at right angles to the longest dimension ; the reduction 
in standing wave effects can be clearly seen. 

In this system2 of damping by partitions, the cab- 
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Fig. t. Axial response below 500 c/s of to -inch 
speaker in closed cabinet (a) inner surface lined with 
absorbent material in conventional manner; (b) with 
the addition of an. absorbent membrane stretched 
horizontally across the cabinet at right angles to the 
longest dimension. 
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FREQUENCY 
OSCILLATOR 

Fig. z. Bridge circuit 
for motional impedance 
measurements. 

Y Patent Application No. 24528/49 

VALVE 
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0 

inet can be regarded as being divided into sections, 
each so small that any standing wave effects occur 
at high frequencies, at which the sound absorption 
of a lining of the conventional type is adequate. 
It may further be noted that those sections of the 
cabinet which are separated from the cone by one or 
more sound absorbing partitions receive little sound 
at the high frequencies and therefore require very 
little " acoustic treatment." 

The principle of subdivision can be applied in a 
number of ways to suit different cases. The photo- 
graph, for example, shows part of an experimental 
vented cabinet constructed in two separate sections. 
The lower of the two sections houses the power 
amplifier and takes the form of a plinth on which 
the upper section stands. In the illustration the 
upper section is tilted to show the underside which 
has a window communicating with the plinth and 
covered with carpet felt. 

Impedance Test 

Reference was made earlier to the strategic placing 
of absorbent partitions. This operation would 
appear at first sight to require facilities for measuring 
the overall frequency response of the loudspeaker. 
Fortunately, however, it is possible to make the 
necessary experimental adjustments by quite rough 
impedance measurements. Fig. 2 shows the circuit 
used for this purpose. R1 is the resistance of the 
speech coil of the loudspeaker which is fed at constant 
current from an audio -frequency oscillator though a 
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Fig. 3. Typical response curves obtained with the 
circuit of Fig. 2. Curve (a) is for an undamped cabinet 
and (b) for the same cabinet with internal damping 
partition. 
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Ce Cu 

Eiu 

Fig. 4. Equivalent 
electrical circuit of 
acoustic elements in a 
closed -cabinet loud- 
speaker at low fre- 
q uencies. 

80 100 200 100 400 500 

FREQUENCY (cis) 

Fig. 5. Response of closed- cabinet loudspeaker for 
various valves of the effective damping resistance RA. 

relatively high resistance R2. Z,,, is the motional 
impedance of the loudspeaker, so that the voltage 
developed across Z represents the back e.m.f. 
generated by the motion of the speech coil when 
driven by a constant current. Since we are dealing 
only with the frequency range in which the cone 
moves as a whole, this back e.m.f. is a measure of 
the cone velocity. The cone aperture is the only 
outlet from the cabinet ; any internal resonances can 
only influence the sound output from the system by 
modifying the motion of the cone, and must therefore 
reveal themselves by irregularities in the curve of 
motional impedance against frequency. 

In general, the resistance R1 will tend to swamp 
all but the largest of these irregularities so that 
the total impedance of the loudspeaker is not a very 
sensitive index of cabinet performance. In the 
circuit of Fig. 2, therefore, the effect of R1 is roughly 
balanced out. Resistance R3 is made approximately 
equal to R,, and the variable resistance R4 approxi- 
mately equal to R2. the whole circuit forming a 
bridge, the output of which is taken off through the 
isolating transformer T to a valve voltmeter. The 
primary impedance of T should be high compared 
with the maximum speech coil impedance at low 
frequencies, a requirement which is generally easy to 
meet. 

To make a test, the speech coil is temporarily 
prevented from moving, either by disconnecting the 
loudspeaker field supply or, in the case of a permanent 
magnet, by carefully inserting small wedges into the 
gap so as to grip the coil. Assuming complete clamp- 
ing of the movement, Z,,, will now be zero, and in this 
condition, the bridge is balanced at some convenient 
frequency, preferably in the 200 /300 -c /s region, by 
adjusting the value of R4 and using the valve volt- 
meter as a null -indicator. The speech coil is then 
released and the bridge output, which now represents 

384 

the voltage across Z,,, (i.e. the back e.m.f. of the speech 
coil) is read direct on the valve voltmeter and plotted 
against the frequency of the oscillator. A typical 
curve of this kind is shown in Fig. 3(a) which was 
obtained in an ordinary live room with a completely 
undamped cabinet. The radiation efficiency of the 
loudspeaker is too low for any room resonances to 
affect the curve but the internal modes of the cabinet 
are clearly apparent. Fig. 3(b) shows how these 
modes are affected by the introduction of a felt 
partition. 

It will be noted that in this, test, the speech coil is 
being driven with constant force. If the cone were 
mass -controlled, i.e. if the compliance of the suspen- 
sion were infinite and the effect of the cabinet nil, 
the speech coil would move with velocity inversely 
proportional to frequency. In this hypothetical case, 
the curves of Fig. 3 would be straight lines having a 
slope of 6 db per octave ; and it is sometimes con- 
venient to use such a slope as a standard of reference. 
If desired, an equal and opposite slope can be in- 
troduced into the response of the test circuit (for 
example, by interposing in the input of the valve 
voltmeter a small series condenser). With this corn - 
pensation, the valve voltmeter readings will be con- 
fined to a much smaller range, and may be plotted 
to a more open scale. Small irregularities in the curve 
may thus be better observed ; and the reference line 
representing the condition of mass control becomes 
horizontal. 

The method of test described above has been used 
successfully up to about 30o c/s and the accuracy, 
though limited by the difficulty of ensuring complete 
clamping of the cone movement, is sufficient to disclose 
the more troublesome internal cabinet resonances, 
so that these can be dealt with without recourse to 
free -air response measurements. 

Effect of Source Impedance 

Returning to the response characteristic shown in 
Fig. I, it will be seen that although the fundamental 
resonance frequency of the system is at 45 c /s, the 
acoustic output begins to fall away well above this 
frequency. For an efficient loudspeaker, driven by an 
amplifier of low output impedance, this type of 
response is in accordance with theory. The mechanism 
of the effect can be explained in the following way. 

At the lower end of the audio -frequency band, the 
wavelength of the sound is large compared with the 
diameter of the cone, while the polar distribution of 
the sound output varies only slightly with frequency. 
It can be shown that in these circumstances the sound 
pressure produced is proportional to the product of 
the cone velocity and the frequency. Thus, constant 
sound pressure will be obtained if the cone moves 
with a velocity varying inversely as the frequency, 
while constant cone velocity will give a sound output 
falling towards the bass. If the cone unit is very 
efficient, its motional impedance at low frequencies 
will be high, or, in other words, practically the whole 
of the voltage across the loudspeaker terminals will 
be accounted for by the back e.m.f. generated by the 
motion of the speech coil. If, in addition, the im- 
pedance of the driving source is low, the back e.m.f. 
will be nearly equal to the source voltage, and must 
therefore remain nearly constant with frequency. 
In these circumstances, the cone must be moving 
with nearly constant velocity, and the sound output 
will therefore fall at the bass. Regarding the matter 
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from a slightly different viewpoint, we may say that 
the rise in impedance of the speech coil at lower 
frequencies produces an electrical mis -match which 
so reduces the efficiency of power transfer from ampli- 
fier to loudspeaker that, however efficient the electro- 
acoustic power conversion of the system may be, 
constant overall efficiency cannot be obtained. The 
higher the magnetic flux density, the further up the 
frequency range does this effect extend, so that the 
" infinite baffle " may give disappointing results with 
the better class of unit. This does not, of course, mean 
that high efficiency in a cone unit is a bad thing, but 
that in some cases it is difficult to make full use of it. 

It is sometimes suggested that one can never have 
too much electrical damping of a loudspeaker. The 
present case, however, appears to suggest the contrary, 
and in view of the general interest in the subject, it 
may be worth while to study the electro- acoustic 
system from yet another view- point. 

Fig. 4(a) is a simplified electrical equivalent circuit 
of the acoustic system of the loudspeaker. For reasons 
which will appear later, the circuit elements are not 
placed in quite the usual order. Lu represents the 
cone mass plus the effect of radiation reactance, Ru 
the small radiation resistance (which unlike most other 
resistances, varies with frequency), Co and Cu respec- 
tively the acoustic capacitance of the cabinet volume, 
and the equivalent capacitance of the cone suspension. 
12, is a very important quantity which, nevertheless, 
is frequently omitted from these equivalent circuits. 
It represents the effect of the electrical circuit of the 
loudspeaker and driving amplifier reflected into the 
acoustic circuit of the loudspeaker in a similar way to 
that in which the motional impedance is transferred 
into the electrical circuit. At low frequencies, 

B2 
Rd 

ra + ra 
where B is the flux density in the gap, ra is the output 
impedance of the driving amplifier (assumed resistive) 
and re is the d.c. resistance of the speech coil. Any 
internal frictional resistance in the cone suspension 

system can, for simplicity, be lumped with Rs which, 
together with an equivalent constant voltage genera- 
tor Es, represents the source of power. h. 

It has already been remarked that at low audio 
frequencies, the pressure response of the loudspeaker 
is proportional to the product of cone velocity and 
frequency. In the equivalent acoustic circuit of 
Fig. 4 the current Iu represents the alternating air 
current produced by the cone and is thus proportional 
to the cone velocity. Hence the acoustic response of 
the loudspeaker will be proportional to Iuf. The 
voltage ELU is 2nfLuIu. Thus ELU is proportional 
to Iuf and the variation in this voltage with frequency 
for any one value of LT, gives the frequency response 
of the loudspeaker. Over the frequency range for 
which the equivalent circuit is valid and the wave- 
length is large compared with the size of the cone, the 
loudspeaker can be reduced, as far as frequency res- 
ponse is concerned, to a half -section, high -pass filter 
working into open circuit. Small values of Rs, result- 
ing from low flux density or high amplifier output 
impedance give a resonance peak and bad transient 
response, while large values of Rs, corresponding to 
high flux density and low amplifier output impedance 
can give a serious loss of bass. 

The range of possibilities is illustrated by the three 
curves shown in Fig. 5, showing the variation of E 
for a resonance frequency of 45 c/s with different 
values of Rs. Curve 3 will be recognised as approxi- 
mating to the curve of Fig. r(b), and it will be seen 
that when standing wave effects are disposed of, the 
response of the loudspeaker approaches the form 
predicted by simple theory. Curve 3 corresponds to a 
Q of 0.46, only slightly less than the figure of 0.5 
required for critical damping. Whether critical 
damping is really necessary is another matter, to 
which we shall have occasion to refer later ; but in 
the meantime it should be noted that this condition 
can only be achieved at the expense of a drooping 
frequency characteristic. 

(To be concluded) 

Standardized Components 
THE Admiralty announce that their range of hermeti- 

cally sealed transformers and choices are the first 
type to qualify as fully Inter -Service Type- Approved 
Standards. The design comprises " C " core assemblies 
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Hermetically 
sealed power 
transformer to 
Admiralty design. 

accommodated in deep -drawn steel cases, and owing to 
the many technical improvements which have been in- 
corporated, the new transformers and chokes are as 
much as 40% smaller and give up to 5o% reduction in 
external magnetic field compared with their counterparts 
using orthodox laminations. 

The contour for each size has been carefully deter- 
mined to provide the maximum strength, and construc- 
tion is such as to withstand the severest conditions of 
vibration and shock, as well as extremes of climate. 

Thirty -two sizes are available covering a range of 
power transformers from 5 -VA to 2-kVA, also a range 
of audio -frequency transformers and power chokes to 
suit all normal requirements. Thirty -one of these sizes 
have tapped fixing holes at each end, thus permitting 
upright or inverted mounting at will. 

Although the design of this range is Admiralty pro- 
perty, it may be used freely for commercial purposes 
by any manufacturer who so desires. Where firms do 
not wish to tool the range for themselves, they can 
obtain supplies of cases, internal fittings, etc., from 
commercial sources. More than twelve firms have 
already taken advantage of this arrangement, and as 
their production increases so a greater flow of these 
standardized transformers and chokes will reach the 
home and export markets. 
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I 

Pickup Input Circuits 
Compensating for 78 and 33% r.p.ni. Recording Characteristics 

By R. L. WEST, B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., and S. KELLY 

MUCH disappointment can be avoided by a 
simple understanding of the principles 
underlying the design and selection of input 

arrangements for standard 78 r.p.m. and 331 r:p.m. 
long -playing records. An exhaustive treatment is 
not intended, but it is hoped that this article will help 
the beginner to avoid the commoner pitfalls. 

Most pickups fall into two main types- crystal (or 
piezoelectric) and magnetic -the latter covering 
ribbon and moving coil, as well as moving -iron 
armature and " variable reluctance " types. Crystal 
pickups are always of high -impedance; they are thus 
suitable for more or less direct connection to a grid 
ercuit. Magnetic pickups are sometimes wound with 
a large number of turns of wire to generate the 
relatively large voltage required for the grid circuit; 
this can introduce electrical resonance (of self 
capacity and inductance of coil) unless great care is 
taken in the design. For high- fidelity pickups it is 
normally more convenient to use fewer turns (only 
one in the ribbon) these produce very small e.m.f.'s 
but are capable of delivering a much larger current. 
Since it is voltage and not current that matters at 
the grid circuit a suitable step -up transformer is 
normally used. The following remarks assume the 
use of a transformer where necessary and apply 
mainly to the high- impedance (secondary) side. 

Effect of Load. -The input impedance of a valve 
is usually very high compared with the generator 
impedance and can be neglected; the value of the 
grid leak will therefore be dictated by the load impe- 
dance requirements of the pickup. 

Magnetic pickups have internal impedance which 
is principally L and R in series, whereas crystal types 

Fig. I. -Effect of resistance on output from magnetic 
and piezoelectric pickups. 
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are principally C and R in series and R is usually 
very small. Fig. r shows the effect of load resist- 
ance and assumes constant output voltage on open 
circuit. In each case the dotted characteristic repre- 
sents the effect of a lower value of load resistance. 

Incidental Capacitance. -(i) Screened lead between 
pickup (or transformer secondary) and amplifier. - 
Again the internal impedance has to be introduced 
(see Fig. 2). By way of simplification the small 
resistive component has been omitted from the 
crystal case but should be included in the event of 
using very high cable capacities. The slight peak 
shown in the magnetic case is seldom noticeable 
since the internal R and the external R (not shown) 
damp it very thoroughly. 

(ii) Screened lead after the volume control. -This 
is a common trap for beginners and is often over- 
looked by those who should know better ! The 
Fig. z (c) shows the effective circuit, and the result- 
ing top loss with intermediate settings of the volume 
control, which can be very considerable, particularly 
if a high -value volume control is used. The effect 
disappears as the slider approaches the " bottom 
end " and turns into an example of the previous 
type when the slider approaches the " top end." 
The use of a compensating condenser C as shown 
sometimes helps a little, but note that a capacity 
varying between Cy and Cy / 2 is now permanently 
across the input, and only when the slider is half 
way (electrically) is the " compensation " correct ! 

Far better, if enough gain is available, to use circuit 
of Fig. z (d). Here the very low output resistance 
will " swamp " the capacity of most normal screened 
lead requirements. 

Pickup Resonances. -Low resonances, say under 
r ,000 cis, include those due to the tone arm torsional 
resonance and the effective mass of the whole pickup 
resonating with the armature mounting compliance. 
If these are excessive within the working range, the 
pickup can be considered unsatisfactory, since it will 
be found that very heavy tracking pressures are 
necessary to keep the needle in the groove at these 
frequencies, with consequent increase in record wear. 
Electrical correction is no remedy. 

The most noticeable high -frequency resonance is 
where the stylus and /or armature flexes. This 
ranges from about 3,500 c /g in the older pickups to 
well above audibility in some modern ones. The 
" height " of the resonance varies, from rz db or 
more in the case of an undamped system, down to a 
barely perceptible rise if sufficient damping is added 
and in the right place. This is the resonance which, 
if within the audible range, considerably augments 
needle scratch. Above this resonance, the output 
usually falls off very rapidly (see Fig. 3a). 

A simple treatment for magnetic types is to use a 
rather lower load than normal, and so produce top 
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Fig. 2.- Illustrating the effect of external capacitance on the responso of magnetic and crystal pickups. 

attenuation at the rate of 6 db per octave. This 
improves the general balance -Fig. 3(b) -and assists 
the electromagnetic damping. 

A more elaborate circuit uses a tuned series filter 
--Fig. 3 (c). R is seldom needed as the pickup 
impedance is usually sufficient. As a rule R, can 
likewise be dispensed with since there is some resist- 
ance in the inductance. It is better to over -emphasise 
the correction in order to reduce to a minimum sur- 
face noise due to the armature resonance. " L " can 
be an air -cored or dust -cored choke of between 

and I henry. An ordinary laminated core usually 
exhibits a marked change of inductance with signal 
strength at these very low operating levels. 

The older crystal types usually had an overall 
output of the type shown in Fig. 3 (d). Here it 
will be seen that the overall balance is sufficiently 
good for average domestic use. 

Results can be improved by a tuned filter, a 
parallel -tuned (rejector) circuit is the simplest to use. 
In Fig. 3 (e), " L " would be the same component 
as in the magnetic case. 

Choice of Load. -In general, the higher the load 
resistance, the greater the voltage developed by the 
pickup. For magnetic types the load can be several 
megohms if the top resonance frequency is very 
high, the grid circuit capacitance low and no top 
attenuation desired at this point. The makers' 
recommendations will have taken these factors into 
consideration. 

For the older crystal types it is usually necessary 
to use a load under one megohm in order to attenuate 
the bass response somewhat- unless one is trying to 
get bass from a small cabinet ! Values of megohm 
to roo,000 ohms are most common. 

Hum -Causes and Cure. -There are two main 
sources of hum -by induction from an alternating 
magnetic field such as from the mains transformer 
or gramophone motor, and by electrostatic induction 
from wiring and compofients usually connected to 
the mains or other high voltage a.c. sources.. 

Magnetic hum introduced into the leads and 
wiring represents only a very small e.m.f., since only 
one complete turn is involved. This can be trouble- 
some when a step -up transformer follows the lead 
in question, how troublesome depends on the trans- 
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former turns ratio and the e.m.f. generated by the 
pickup. 

The best treatment is to twist tightly these low - 
impedance leads all the way from the pickup coil 
itself right up to the transformer input terminals. 
For the secondary connections, ordinary screened 
leads are sufficient, but it is advisable to keep all 
these leads as far from stray magnetic fields (includ- 
ing heater wiring) as possible. The transformer hum 
problem is dealt with later. On the high- impedance 
side the magnetic and crystal types experience 
mainly hum from electrostatic induction. The cure 
is simple -just plain good screening everywhere, 
and this precludes mains switches on volume con - 
trpls, unless they are well shielded. 

Rumble. -This consists usually of vibrations 
originating from the motor, with the main com- 

Fig. 3. -" Top " resonances in magnetic and crystal 
pickups. 
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ponents between about 5 to 3oc /s. Magnetic pick- 
ups are seldom troubled with rumble since their out- 
put is proportional to velocity which falls with 
frequency for a given amplitude -hence very little 
output occurs at these low frequencies. 

Crystal pickups, on the other hand, usually show 
up the motor deficiencies on this score, since the 
output voltage is proportional to amplitude. In a 
recent design (Acos GP2o) a velocity type character- 
istic has been introduced below about 30 c/ s and 
the trouble is considerably reduced. 

Where necessary, a simple high -pass filter, such 
as that shown in Fig. 4, gives useful rumble attenua- 
tion without spoiling the bass response. This 
attenuates at r2 db / octave and gives a more rapid 
rate of fall at small values of attenuation than the 
more usual circuit, having equal capacities and equal 
resistances. Using the circuit shown, values of 

Fig. 4.- Simple " rumble " 
filter. 

(a) 

100w(1 i00 tl ioo n 

Fig. 5. -Top boost controls (a) with variable cut -off 
frequency, (b) with variable attenuation slope. 

Fig. 6.- Principal commercial recording character- 
istics plotted on the basis of equal velocity at r,000 c /s. 
A, standard 78 r.p.m. ; B, Decca FFRR, 78 r.p.m. ; 

C, Decca long playing. 

C = o.or µF and R = 0.5 MCI have proved satisfactory. 
Pickup Transformers. -(a) Step-up ratio. -In 

general, as high a step -up ratio as practical is used. 
Suppose the grid leak- cum -load has been chosen as 
r MO, then the actual load on the pickup will be 
Io6 /N2 where N is the turns ratio. The larger N, 
the smaller is the load, so one must not make N too 
large by trying to increase the output voltage too far, 
or severe top loss will occur. If the d.c. resistance 
of the pickup is, say, 25 ohms, then its impedance 
at r,000c /s we know must be more than this, say 
5o ohms, and the load should be much greater still, 
say, roo ohms if minimum top loss is desired. This 
makes N equal to roo. If top loss is definitely 
desired N could be increased to, say, zoo. This will 
not quite double the output voltage since the lower 
load will cause a larger voltage drop (at all fre- 
quencies) in the resistive component of the pickup 
impedance. 

(b) Choice of primary turns. -For any given ratio 
and core, two few primary turns, i.e., low inductance, 
will lead to loss of bass. 

At the lowest frequency involved the primary re- 
actance must be equal to or greater than the pickup 
impedance or load, whichever is the larger. A rough 
and ready rule, which is liable to err only on the 
generous side is to put the same number of turns on 
the primary as there are in the pickup coil, be it one 
or many. 

(c) Core Material. -In the interests of minimum dis- 
tortion (due to hysteresis), at the very low signal levels 
involved, a nickel alloy such as Mumetal is by far the 
best material. Not much will be needed, a 1 -in square 
core section should be ample for any design. 

(d) Screening. -Enclosure in any earthed metal can 
will look after the electrostatic component. From the 
magnetic point of view the best method is to select 
a spot as far as possible from the mains transformer, 
smoothing choke and motor. Use a Mumetal can, 
which should be earthed, care being taken to prevent 
the transformer core from touching the can, and 
remembering that the magnetic properties of Mumetal 
deteriorate if the material is stressed by cold working 
in any way. Any residual (magnetic) hum can be 
reduced by orienting the transformer in the can, or the 
can as a whole. In severe cases, a second Mumetal 
can, to enclose without touching the first, may be 
necessary. 

Mechanical Feedback. -On occasions, when the 
loudspeaker is in the same cabinet as the turntable, 
mechanical feedback will occur when the pickup 
stylus is in contact with the record. This is usually 
due to flimsy cabinet construction or to attempting 
a very large low- frequency output. Each case must 
be treated on its merits, but trouble of this nature 
emphasises the desirability of a separate speaker. 
When this is not practicable cases may be dealt with 
by rubber or felt mounting for the whole baseboard, 
stiffening the baseboard, tightening or slackening 
slightly the motor mounting, or even reducing the bass 
response at the extreme low frequencies. 

Simple Pickup Measurements. -Very little appara- 
tus is necessary to carry out useful checks on fre- 
quency characteristics. A standard frequency record, 
preferably the type with bands of fixed frequency 
ranging from, say, 3o c /s up to r 4,000 c / s or more, 
a fixed resistor of 5 to ro -watt rating equal to the 
nominal speaker load, an a.c. voltmeter (rectifier 
type) of range o to 5 V or o to ro V. 

Most modern amplifiers employ sufficient feedback 
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to be virtually flat over the audio range, so, with a 
resistive load in place of the speaker and the voltmeter 
across that, they make a very nice valve voltmeter, 
provided the volume control is not disturbed after 
the initial setting. 

A response curve can then be obtained quite easily 
by converting voltage ratios to the voltage at, say, 
I,000 c/s into decibels by the usual formula : 

Decibels =20 X log. ratio -or by referring to decibel 
tables or abacs if these are available. 

Be careful not to overload the amplifier when taking 
these readings. Knowing the maximum power out- 
put of the amplifier and remembering that Watts = 
V2R calculate the highest reading V you can allow to 
be seen on the voltmeter. 

In the absence of an LP test record, the circuit 
can be checked satisfactorily using a 78- r.p.m. stan- 
dard frequency record, run at 78 r.p.m. and using the 
correct stylus. To the readings obtained, when con- 
verted to decibels, add the bass -cut figures quoted on 
the record, then the final curve should look like the 
inverse of curve C in Fig. 6 if equalization is correct. 
This method is quite accurate except for the top re- 
sonance, if any. 

Controls for a Pickup. -Two controls are really suf- 
ficient-a top attenuator, preferably switched in 4 or 
5 stages, to cover age, origin, and condition of 78- 
r.p.m. records, and a changeover switch to effect the 
major 78 -LP change. A three -position switch is use- 
ful, in the form 78-LP- Radio. The more ambitious 
might like to expand it to : -78 NORMAL -78 FFRR 
-LP- Radio, but the extra top of the Decca FFRR 
can be dealt with quite adequately by the normal 
top control. 

Two top cut circuits are shown. Fig. 5(a) is the 
conventional one with 6 db /octave attenuation, start- 
ing higher or lower in the scale according to the capa- 
city chosen. With the values given attenuation starts, 
according to the switch position, at frequencies in the 
neighbourhood of io, 6 and 3 kc / s and for really bad 
records at about 3oo c /s. Fig. 5(b) varies the slope 
from 5 to zo db /octave, with a little variation of the 
starting point, which is in the region of I,000- 
2,000 c / s. 

A 78 /LP changeover is suggested, rather than using 
the top and bass controls ; this enables the changeover 
to be made with a single operation. Further, exact 
equalization of LP recordings is not possible with 
simple cut /boost controls, and it is in any case desir- 
able that the whole of the variable top and bass con- 
trol range should be available for special conditions. 

78 r.p.m. -(i) The recording characteristic. -Fig. 6 
shows (A and B) the two recording characteristics pro- 
duced in this country in terms of velocity against 
frequency. 

(ii) Correction circuits. -The magnetic types require 
a bass -lifting circuit of the type shown in Fig. 7(a). 
In reality it " attenuates- everything- but -the -bass," a 
matter of ro times for both sets of values given, so 
that adequate gain must be available in the amplifier. 

The circuit of Fig. 7(b) for the crystal type is similar 
in this respect. With the older crystal types it must 
be used with discretion, though, on account of the 
rather large high -note resonance. An elaboration of 
this circuit which was recommended for use with the 
Acos GPI 2 is shown in Fig. 8. This pickup followed 
closely the theoretical amplitude operation of piezo 
crystals. 

With the later types of crystal pickup, such as the 
Acos GPzo, the high -frequency response does not 
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follow this law, but has an internally -compensated 
response which approximates to a velocity law at high 
frequencies when terminated by a resistive load. For 
those who would like to improve the response, a cir- 
cuit is shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 7.- Simple compensating circuits for 78- r.p.m. 
recordings (a) magnetic (velocity) pickups, (b) crystal 
(amplitude) pickups. The dotted curves indicate 
voltage output before correction. 
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Fig. 8.- Correction circuit for the Acos GPI2 pickup 
on 78 r.p.m. records. 

Fig. 9. - -- Correction circuit 
for Acos GP2o pickup on 
78 r.p.m. recordings. 

Fig. Io. -Complete compensating circuit (78 r.p.m.) 
for magnetic (velocity) pickups. 
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None of these circuits include top correction for the 
difference between standard and FFRR character- 
istics, but this will be covered by the suggested top 
control. 

A complete circuit for a magnetic pickup is shown 
in Fig. ro, and for an Acos GP2o in Fig. ii. This 
latter includes the anti- rumble circuit of Fig. 4. 

Long -playing (33+ r.p.m.). -The successful adapta- 
tion of standard pickups for microgroove recording is 
dependent on the recognition of several factors. If 
the pickup will not track standard 78- r.p.m. test re- 
cordings satisfactorily at 14 grams or less, it is im- 
probable that the same pickup (with a correct radius 
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Fig. I I.- Complete compensating circuit (78 r.p.m.) 
.`or Acos GP2o pickup. 

Fig. I2.- Output of high- impedance Decca Model D2 
(3 -pin type) moving -iron pickup on 331 r.p.m. test 
record ; A, without correction ; B, with equalizer 
circuit shown inset. 
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Fig. 03. -Low- impedance Leak moving -coil pickup 
and transformer on 331 r.p.m. test record ; A, without 
correction ; B, with equalizer circuit. 
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stylus, of course) will track long -playing records at 
7 grams. The tracking problem is not only important 
at the low frequencies, but also at the extreme high 
frequencies, where the velocity of the microgroove 
recording approaches that of the standard record, 
although the tracking weight of the pickup is con- 
siderably less and mechanical impedance of the arma- 
ture is rising rapidly. 

Assuming, however, that the pickup is satisfactory 
in this respect, there is no reason why it should not 
give satisfactory results on microgrooves, providing 
it is correctly equalized. It should be noted that the 
effective resonance frequency of the armature system 
is usually decreased by about half an octave on. micro- 
groove compared with standard records, so that if any 
resonance is at all apparent in the upper register on 
standard records it will, in general, be more prominent 
and at a lower frequency on microgrooves. 

Frequency correction. -As examples, two high - 
fidelity magnetic pickups and a similar type crystal 
pickup are presented herewith. The open- circuit 
response characteristic of the Decca Model D2, 3 -pin 
type, magnetic pickup is given in Fig. 12(A). It will 
be seen that this response, in the mid and lower regis- 
ters, approximates to the recording characteristic, 
Fig. 6(C), but in the higher frequencies rises rather 
more steeply because of the lowered resonant fre- 
quency of the armature system. The electrical net- 
work, shown inset, corrects the response of the pickup 
and gives the overall response shown in curve B. 
Although this final response is not in the " straight 
line from d.c. to infinity " beloved by the pedants, it 
is well within ±2 db. The components in question 
were radio -tolerance units. It may be pointed out 
that the 500 pF terminating condenser and the 
4,000 -fl resistance may have to be varied with indivi- 
dual pickups to get a satisfactory balance between 
the middle and upper frequencies. This equalizer 
has been successfully used with a variety of pickups 
of up to 5,000 ohms impedance (connected direct or 
taken on the secondary of the coupling transformer) 
which normally require a load resistance of quarter to 
half megohm. 

The best of the moving -coil pickups show a reson- 
ance of at least 2okc /s on standard 78- r.p.m. records 
and even when played on microgroove records the 
resonance is seldom lower than 15 or 16 kc / s and the 
pickup response is very nearly that of the record. 
With care the low- frequency resonance can be below 
3o c / s and the low- frequency response will also be 

Fig. 04.- Cosmocord GP2o crystal pickup on 
331 r.p.m. test record ; A, without correction ; 

B, with " bridged T " equalizer circuit. 
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very nearly that of the recording characteristic. The 

Leak moving -coil pickup and its transformer are 

shown as being representative of this type of instru- 
ment. The open- circuit response is given in Fig. 
i3(A); when connected with the appropriate equalizer 
network the response shown at B is obtained. The 
high -frequency " roll -off " is controlled by the 0.015- 
µF condenser; decreasing it to o.oi µF will increase 
the io -kc / s response by about 4db. This condenser 
can be adjusted to meet individual requirements. If 
the low- frequency end is considered excessive a con- 

denser can be inserted between the transformer 
secondary and the 44,000 R resistor. A value of 

0.25 µF will give a reduction of about 6 db at 5o c / s. 

The " roll -off " at low frequency can be adjusted to 

suit conditions by varying the value of this condenser, 
lower values increasing the attenuation. 

The case of the crystal pickup is shown in Fig. 14, 

the unequalized response being shown at A and the 

equalized at B. It will be seen that a modified 

" bridged T " network is used, and, within reason, 

the equalizing is independent of the pickup imped- 

ance. In all cases the terminating resistance should 

be 0.5 MI If the input impedance of the amplifier 

is other than this value, a simple potential -divider 

matching arrangement should be used. 
It may be found, especially with cheaper type turn- 

tables or units that have been modified from 78 

r.p.m., that motor rumble is excessive. Should this 
be the case, the high -pass filter unit described earlier 

may be used successfully, but should be connected 

between the equalizing unit and its load resistance. 
In conclusion, the authors are indebted to Messrs. 

Decca Radio and Television, Cosmocord and H. J. 
Leak & Company for information regarding character- 

istics of records and pickups. 

SHORT -WAVE CONDITIONS 
October in Retrospect : Forecast for December 

By T. W. BENNINGTON (Engineering Division, B.B.C.) 

DURING October the average maximum usable fre- 

quencies for these latitudes increased very consider- 

ably during the daytime, and decreased considerably 

during the night. These variations were in accordance 

with the normal seasonal trend. 
Daytime working frequencies for long -distance com- 

munication were fairly high, though not so high as had 

been expected. The 28 -Mc / s band was sometimes, but 
not often, usable to the U.S.A., though it was frequently 

usable in more southerly directions. The failure of the 

working frequencies to increase as much as was expected 
was probably due, in part, to the large amount of iono- 

spheric disturbance, and in part to the rapidly decreas- 

ing solar activity. Night -time working frequencies were 

also low, being generally below 9 Mc / s. There was a 

small decrease in the rate of incidence of Sporadic E, and 

not much communication on high frequencies occurred 

by way of this medium.. 
Sunspot activity was, on the average, slightly higher 

than during September, but the general level has now 

fallen by well over one -third since sunspot maximum. 
Several severe ionospheric storms occurred during the 

month, the most disturbed periods being ist to 8th, i4th 
to 18th, 23rd to 24th and 28th to 3rst. No Dellinger fade- 

outs have, as yet, been reported. 
Forecast. -There may be a small decrease in the day- 

time m.u.fs for these latitudes during December, as 

compared with those for November. Night -time m.u.fs 

should also decrease and perhaps reach their lowest values 

for the present winter season. 
As a result of these variations, the long -distance work- 

ing frequencies should be rather high by day, though 

the higher frequencies will be usable only for relatively 
short periods daily. It is doubtful whether 28 Mc / s will 

be regularly usable over most circuits, though it may well 

be so on those running in southerly directions. The 

medium -high frequencies will provide the main means of 

daytime communication in most directions, and .at night 

6 to 7 Mc / s should. be the highest regularly usable fre- 

quencies. 
Sporadic E is not likely to be very prevalent and 

medium- distance communication on high frequencies by 

way of this medium should be very infrequent. Iono- 
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spheric storms are not, as a rule, particularly common 

during December, but those which do occur are likely 

to be troublesome, particularly at night. 
The curves indicate the highest frequencies likely to be 

usable over four long- distance circuits during the month. 
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NEW BOOKS

Aerials for Centimetre Wavelengths (Modern Radio
Technique Series). By D. W. Fry and F. K. Goward.
Pp. 172 + x, figs. 65. Cambridge University Press,
200, Euston Road, London, N.W.r. Price 18s.

THIS is a book of interest primarily to engineers con-
cerned with the design and development of special-

ized aerials for radar applications at centimetric wave-
lengths. The authors themselves were concerned at the
Telecommunications Research Establishment in much
of the early design of, aerials of this type. The treat-
ment is not elementary, and a considerable knowledge
of transmission lines, wave -guides, and general aerial
and radiation theory on the part of the' reader is
assumed. Nevertheless, the mathematical aspect is not
unduly laboured, and mathematical expressions are con-
fined to the minimum necessary for the purpose of
theoretical design.

It is in no sense a practical designer's handbook. It
describes and catalogues the various types of aerials
which have been used or are used for particular radar
work, and it discusses in considerable detail the
analytical methods of designing a radiating system so as
to obtain a specified radiation pattern. Generally a
centimetric aerial comprises two principal parts-a
primary radiator, such as a dipole or an open-ended
wave -guide, which feeds the energy to the secondary
radiator, the latter being a reflector, a lens or a horn:
primary and secondary radiators are dealt with in
separate chapters, which are sub -divided according to
the various distinct types.

A large part of the work is concerned with means of
scanning, that is, causing the radiated beam to explore
continuously a particular area in space. It is shown to
be a valuable feature of centimetric aerials that scan -

 ping can usually be accomplished at the primary radia-
tor which leads to simpler mechanics and higher
scanning speeds than if displacement of the secondary
radiator were necessary.

The close resemblance between centimetric work and
optical theory is well brought out, and the application
of optical methods to the design of centimetric reflec-
tors and lenses is described. Both dielectric and metal
plate type lenses are treated, and a note on errors and
aberrations in optical systems is given in an appendix.

There are liberal references in the text to relevant
literature, all the references being grouped in the form
of a valuable bibliography at the end of the book. Print-
ing and production are alike excellent, and the book is
a worthy addition to the publishers' " Modern Radio
Technique " series. C. G.

Super -Regenerative Receivers. By. J. R. Whitehead,
Ph.D., A.M.I.E.E. Pp. 169 + xin. Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, zoo, Euston Road, London, N.W.r.
Price 21S.
BEFORE the war the super -regenerative receiver had

gained a reputation for being a tricky and unpredic-
table device that sometimes gave wonderful results.
Published information was considerable in quantity, but
generally evasive when it came to clear-cut questions
such as: how its signal/ noise ratio compared with that
of a superheterodyne ; how one would design it for a
given selectivity; how much gain could be obtained,
and what factors determined it; what was the optimum
quench frequency and waveform ; how the shape of the
frequency response curve compared with those of other
types of receiver; and so on.

The answers to these and other questions are given in
clear and definite terms in the book under review-the
first to be devoted exclusively to the super -regenerative
receiver. Although it has resulted from work that was
done in developing radio and radar equipment for the
war, it is by no means a one-sided account of specialized

development. On the contrary, the author has started
by getting down to the essential core of any super -
regenerative circuit ; in fact, of any oscillator-a parallel
combination of inductance, capacitance, and conduc-
tance. The special feature of super-regeneration-
periodical variation of the conductance each side of zero
-is then considered. The treatment is therefore per-
fectly general, and the influence of particular conditions
and modes of operation are only brought in when the
more general results have been fully established.

The treatment is mathematical and makes use of fairly
advanced techniques, but, even if the reader is insuffi-
ciently adept to follow all the steps, he should have no
difficulty in making use of the results, for the author
has arranged his work admirably and has expressed the
results clearly in words and in formulae that can be
directly applied in design. An appendix contains
valuable graphical design data, and the final chapter is
devoted to a representative selection of practical circuits,
complete with component values.

Most of the pre-war knowledge and use of the super-
* regenerative receiver were in its logarithmic mode, in

which oscillations are allowed to build up to saturation,
resulting in strong a.g.c. action, and distortion of deep
modulation. So it is only reasonable that special pro-
minence should be given to the linear mode, in which
at the cost of some complication of the equipment the
distortion is avoided and greater selectivity obtained.
The differences between this and the logarithmic and self -
quenching modes are adequately coverd.

The proof of this attractive -looking pudding was in
the remarkable reliability and consistency in performance
of 200,000 IFF receivers (to mention only one item of
super -regenerative equipment) during the war. The
approximations which the author has had to make in
order to get anywhere at all with his mathematical treat-
ment seem to be fully justified by the results, within
the limits laid down. Confidence in the diagrams is
reinforced by a number of excellent oscillograms from
actual receivers, in which the various conditions are
clearly exemplified.

Errors appear to be confined mainly to incidental
results of last-minute changes in the book; for example,
what appears as Appendix z was presumably at one time
No. 3, for several of the references are so numbered.
Similarly with Fig. 3.3. And a paper which on p.67 is
described as " in the Press " has, by the time one reaches
the Bibliography, been published. These are trifling
slips. One would wish that every technical book treated
its subject so satisfactorily.

M. G. S.

How to Become a Radio Amateur is a 58 -page
American publication, now in its eleventh edition, and
its aim is to show the beginner how to make a start in
amateur transmission. It opens by giving a very brief
account of basic radio theory.

The main body of the book is devoted to the choice
of apparatus for the beginner with emphasis placed on
construction as being the surest way of getting to know
how things work. The most ambitious receiver described
is a 4 -valve communications superhet. V.H.F. apparatus
is included.

The book, which is published by the American Radio
Relay League, West Hartford, 7, Connecticut, U.S.A.,
is well illustrated with diagrams and photographs and
in the U.K. is obtainable through the Radio Society of
Great Britain, New Ruskin House, Little Russell Street,
London, W.C.f . It is delivered direct from the U.S.A.
in from four to five weeks and the price is 4s.
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Variable Filter Tuning
Concluded from p. 358 of the previous issue)

2.-Design Procedure for R.F. and LF. Stages

By A. B. SHONE, B.Eng., A.M.I.E.E.

IN the earlier part of this article we established
in Fig. 3 the general shape of the receiver response
characteristic at which we intend to aim.

It is possible to obtain such a response in the long -
wave band by any of the three alternative circuits
which were given in Fig. 9. Considering the case of
the long -wave Droitwich station, the response
required is shown in Fig. 1 o, i.e., sensibly flat from
195 kc/s to 205 kc/s and heavily attenuated at 191
kc/s and below and at 209 kc/s and above. Using
filters, this would require sections introducing a
heavy attenuation at 1.02 times the cut-off frequency
(i.e., 209/205 kc/s). As will be seen in the curves
given later, this is quite practical.

In the medium -wave band it is not really practical
to obtain such characteristics directly by any of the
three methods compared, and a superheterodyne
type of circuit becomes almost essential.

It is in choosing a suitable intermediate frequency
that the filter -tuned receiver begins to depart from
normal practice. If the delineation of the response
is to be divided between the high -frequency filter
and the intermediate -frequency filter, then it is
reasonable, if not axiomatic, to suppose that the
minimum number of sections will be required when
the work is shared equally between the two filters.

Referring to Fig. II : If fk represents the carrier
frequency of the wanted transmission and fi and f,
the extremes of its sidebands, if fp represents the
carrier of the second channel and fe and fs its objec-
tionable sidebands and if f represents the inter-
mediate frequency with fb and fd being the sidebands
it is desired to receive unattenuated and fa and h
being the adjacent stations carriers it is required to
reject, then we can set down this equation if the two
filters are to be of equal
sharpness :-

io fg
f1 fd

or
- 5 kc/s

fk io kc/s
fo 9 kc/s

fc + 5 kc/s
Taking the worst positio

in the medium -wave band
i.e. when fk = 1,500 kc/s, wi
get fc = 56 kc/s approxi
mately. This intermediate
frequency will require filter:.
whose sharpest sections in-
troduce a heavy attenuation
at 1.06 times their cut-off
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56 kc/s + 9 kc/s
frequency (i.e.,

56 kc/s 5
kc/s) and the high -fre-

quency filters will require sections of equal sharpness.
Bearing in mind that the high -frequency filter

has to be variable over the medium -wave band, i.e.,
from 600 kc/s to 1,500 kc/s, whereas the intermediate -
frequency filter is a fixed filter (or, 'at the most com-
plicated, a filter with small percentage changes to
give the variable characteristics found desirable in
Fig. 3), it may be desirable to reduce slightly the
high -frequency filter and, at the same time, increase
the intermediate frequency filter by raising the

Fig. lo. Wanted and unwanted bands
in the Droitwich long -wave case.

Fig. Is. Wanted and unwanted bands
in the superheterodyne case.
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intermediate frequency slightly. If it is increased to 
8o kc /s, the sharpest sections in the high- frequency 

filter become I.o9 f..e., 1,500 kc /s -}- 160 kc /s - 5 kc /sl 
1,500 kc /s - io kc /s / 

while the sharpest sections in the intermediate 
frequency filter are correspondingly reduced to 1.047 
/ 8o kc /s -i-- 9 kc /s\ 

I i.e., 
8o kc /s -F 5 kc /s; . 

However, as will be seen 

below, this process should not be carried too far as 
the very sharp filter sections become relatively 
inefficient. 

Considering now the actual filter sections available, 
the filters can be built in the form of high- and low - 
pass filters in tandem, the former having a lower 
cut -off frequency than the latter. Taken together, 
they jointly form a bandpass filter. This arrangement, 
although requiring a few more components than 
conventional bandpass filters, is preferable as the 
component values are in general much more con- 
venient. 

The sections we can use are tabulated in Fig. 12, 
together with the relevant formulae for calculating 
component values expressed in terms of R the 
terminal impedance of the filter, L the cut -off fre- 
quency, and a term m. The latter term is evaluated 

2 - I 
by the formula ni = where a is the ratio of 

a 
the frequency of maximum attenuation to the cut -off 
frequency of the filter section. We can use either the 
" w" form of the section of the "T" form, whichever is 

...'kt,i 

the more convenient. As we want to keep the variable 
condensers down to a minimum, we shall in general 
use the " T " form of the low -pass filter and the 
" a " form of the high -pass filter. 

In each case there are two main sections, the 
prototype sections and the derived sections. (In 
each case the filter ends in half a derived section.) 
The prototype section begins to attenuate at the cut- 
off frequeicy and continues with steadily increasing 
attenuation all the way to infinite frequency in the 
case of the low -pass filter (or to zero frequency in the 
case of the high -pass filter). The derived sections, 
however, are arrang'd to give their maximum 
attenuation at some frequency between infinite 
frequency (in the case of the low -pass filter or zero 
frequency in the case of the high -pass filter) and cut- 
off frequency. Between these limits we can make the 
frequency of maximum attenuation of a derived 
section what we like, and we describe the section by 
the ratio of this frequency to its cut -off frequency in 
the case of the low -pass filter or the inverse in the case 
of the high -pass filter. This ratio is usually known 
as the " a " of the sections and a is always greater 
than 1. (We can, in fact, now describe the prototype 
section as being merely a special case of the derived 
section where a = infinity.) 

The attenuations obtainable with sections having 
various values of a are shown in Fig. 13 where fo is 
the cut -off frequency. In these curves it is assumed 
that the coils used have a ratio of reactance to resis- 
tance (Q) of ioo which should be quite practical at 

Fig. 12. Filter design formulae. 
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these frequencies. (The coils should be either wave - 
wound or wound on dust cores using formers with at 
least foursldts in order to k.ep down their capacitance.) 

The characteristic imp, dance of various sections 
-by which is meant the impedance looking into such 
a section when terminated with an infinite train of 
similar sections -will vary with frequency, and only 
equals the value R at . zero fix quency in the case of 
the low -pass and at infinite frequency in the case of 
the high -pass sections. For all values of a the derived 
sections quoted in Fig. [z have the same character- 
istic impedance as the prototype sections, and there- 
fore the two types can be connected together without 
introducing any impedance mismatch. But the 
mid -section impedance of a derived half -section, 
when correctly terminated with its characteristic 
impedance, will not be equal to the characteristic 
impedance of the whole section, but will vary with 
a as is shown in Fig. 14 where the mid -section im- 
pedance is expressed in relation to R. For certain 
values of a around 1.25 the ratio is constant over a 
large portion of the pass band of the filter. Such 
a half -section is therefore very useful for terminating 
a filter, as its mid -section impedance is approximately 
a constant resistance. 

An inspection of the curves of Fig. 13 shows the 
relative inefficiency of the sections having low values 
of " a," for not only do they put in less attenuation 
at their resonant frequency but they require to be 
used in conjunction with other sections of higher 
value of " a " if the filter is to maintain its attenuation 
in the stop range. For instance, it becomes necessary 
to follow a section having a = r.oz by a section of 
a = 1.09, if the attenuation is to be maintained 
beyond the cut -off frequency. Similarly, a section 
of a = 1.09 will require to be followed by a section 
having an " a " of about 1.6 and so on. There are, 
of course, an infinite number of values of " a " which 
might be chosen, but as it is impossible to give a 
complete set of filter tables in an article such as this, 
the above values for " a " have been chosen as being 
representative. These particular values are advan- 
tageous because a = 1.o2 gives m = 0.2, a = 1.09 
gives m = 0.4, while a = 1.6 gives m = o.8. As these 
three values of " Fn " are each double the previous 
value, it will be seen from the formulae given in Fig. 
12 that using such values there will be a great deal 
of similarity in the component values of the various 
sections. Similarly a = 1.06 gives m = 0.33, a = 
1.35 gives m = o.66 and a = infinity gives m = r, 
and again using these sections together we'may expect 
to get a certain similarity in component values. 

A further inspection of the formulae in Fig. 12 will 
reveal that in the formulae for the prototype low -pass 
filter 

R 1 L= 
a 

an dC = 
fc fc 

Eliminating R we get, 
A/LC 

LC (f) or f6 - (I) 

From this we see that we can vary the cut -off 

frequency by altering either L or C or both. 
Eliminating h we get, 

.R2 (2) 

From equations (r) and (z) we see that if we alter 

both L and C maintaining the ratio constant, we can 
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Fig. z3. Attenuation curves of typical filter sections. 

alter the cut -off frequency of the filter and at the same 
time keep R constant, and this is, in fact, what is 
generally done. 

If, however, we are prepared to let the value of R 
vary according to equation (z), then by equation (z) 
we can vary the cut -off frequency by altering either 
C or L. In practice it is easier to alter C, as ganged 
condensers are readily available commercially. 

Considering the medium -wave band, the frequency 
range is from about 600 kc /s to 1,5oo kc /s, or a 
ratio of 2.5. By equation (r) this will require a 
change of L or C by 2.52 and this in turn will cause 
R to alter by a ratio of 2.5. To be absolutely correct 
we could make the termination of the filter a variable 
resistance and adjust it to the right value for the 
particular cut -off frequency. In practice this is not 
necessary, and if it is made a fixed resistance of A/2.5 
its correct value when the filter is adjusted for a cut -off 
of 600 kc /s, then the error introduced is not serious 
and we need not worry about it. 

If it is chosen to alter the cut -off frequency by 
varying C (keeping L constant), then the " IT " type 

z 

Fig. 14. Mid -section impedance of derived sections 
expressed relative to R, plotted against frequency 
relative to f,. 
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/2a=1.6 a= 1'09 a= 1'09 

HIGH -PASS FILTER 

'/2a= 16 

Fig. 15. Typical radio -frequency three -section filter 
i.e., two whole sections plus two half sections in both the 

high -pass and low -pass filter). 
106.5µH 710 

of low -pass filter and the " T " type of high -pass 
filter should be avoided, as the derived forms of these 
sections call for two variable condensers of different 
value, which are not readily available in ganged 
form. 

By way of an example, let us consider the design 
of a high- frequency filter with a cut -off ratio of Lon. 
Using the " T " form of the low -pass filter, we can 
keep all the condensers to the same value if all the 
sections are derived and the half sections at the end 
have an " m " of double the middle sections, i.e., if 
the middle sections are m = 0.4 (a = 1.09) and the 
half sections at the end are m = o.8 (a = I.6), then 
all the condensers in the filter are 0.4 of the value of 
the condenser in the prototype section, which is 

0.4 
CIp 

TrflpcR 
.. (3) 

where flpc is the cut -off frequency of the low -pass 
filter. 

Again, using the " it " section of the high -pass 
filter, we can keep all the condensers in the filter to 
the same value if all the sections are derived and if the 

106.5N.ii 

1/2a =I.6 a .A1'09 a=i09 
LOW -PASS FILTER 

7/2a= 16 

half sections at the end have an " m " of double the 
middle sections. Again, using m = 0.4 (a = Log) 
for the middle sections and m = o.8 (a = 1.6) for 

the half sections at the end, the condensers are I 
0.4 

of the condenser for the prototype section, which is 

Chp 
I I - 
I 

I.6nf55 R 
where Ay, is the cut -off frequency of the half -pass 
filter. 

Bearing in mind (Fig. 3 of previous instalment) 
that we required fhpó to be o.8 of fi, we get 

I 

0.4 

(4) 

Chp - 
r.67ro.8f12, R 

o.8 
(approx.) 

irflpiR 
From the above it will 

Fig. 16. Calculated characteristic of radio -frequency filter as in Fig. 15 for 
position where all variable capacitors are set to o.0002p.F. 
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be seen that we have now 
got all the condensers in the 
low -pass filter the same and 
all the condensers in the 
high -pass filter equal to and 
double the value of those in 
the low -pass filter. This 
was another important 
reason in the choice of these 
particular values of " a " 
as it means that standard 
condensers can be used 
throughout, the only differ- 
ence between high- and 
low -pass filters being that 
each condenser in the for-. 
mer is built by putting two 
condensers in parallel. 

The above completes the 
design considerations for 
the high- and low -pass filters 
except to give an idea of 
practical values. If a 
commercial o.0005p,F 
ganged condenser is made 
the basis of the design, then 
putting Cl2, = 0.0005 µF 
when ftpó = 600 kc /s in 
equation (3), we get R = 
400 ohms at 600 kc /s. 

As already explained, a 
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Fig. 18. Measured characteristics of variable inter- 
mediate- frequency filter for various capacitance 
settings. 

90 

o 

5 

suitable mean terminating resis- 
tance would be this value mul- 

Io tiplied by V2.5, i.e., 65o ohms. 
The circuit of the above filter 

is given in Fig. 25. its calculated 
characteristic is give 3 in Fig. 16 
and its measured characteristic 
at various points on the medium - 
wave band is given in Fig. 17. 

The above is a typical r.f. filter. 
The i.f. filter follows on similar 

i0.000 lines but from consideration of 
component values and in order to 

Fig. 09. Overall a.f. response of work at a suitable intervalve 
the receiver for various positions impedance, it is designed with 
of the variable i.f. filter. a characteristic impedance of 

12,000 ohms. In addition the con- 
densers are not made completely variable, but consist 
of a fixed portion and a so per cent variable portion : 

further the variable portions in the high- and low -pass 
sections of the filter are connected in opposition 
in such a way that the cut -off frequency of the one 
rises as the other falls and finally the ratio of the 
high- and low -pass variable condensers is chosen to 
be such that for any movement of the condensers 
both filters change their cut -off frequency by the same 
amount in cycles per second. 
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The measured characteristic of this filter for various 
positions of the condenser shaft is shown in Fig. 18. 
(The dotted curve represents the characteristic of a 
sharply -tuned circuit which is in the " magic eye " 
circuit and enables the receiver to be tuned to the 
centre of its i.f. characteristic -an important require- 
ment in such a receiver as this.) The audio- frequency 
response of the receiver for various positions of the 
i.f. condensers is shown in Fig. 09. 

In its simplest form the practical design of such a 
receiver is shown in Fig. 20 which is a back view. It 
contains five sub -chassis namely :- 

(r) The decoupling resistor and 
condenser assembly. 

(2) The valveholder assembly. 
(3) The r.f. filter assembly. 
(4) The screened coils assembly. 
(5) The i.f. filter assembly. Fig. 20. Practical lay-out of a filter -tuned receiver as 

seen from the back. 

Fig. 21. The three 
main assemblies. 
(Left) the i.f. filter, 
showing the ten 
fixed capacitors 
(air- spaced trim- 
mers are used for 
convenience) and 
the eight variable 
condensers (four 
" split stator " 
condensers were 
used for conveni- 
ence) connected by 
gears. (Centre) the 
scr eened coil 
assembly and 
(right) the r.f. 
filter showing the 
wire and drum 
drive. 
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The last three assemblies are shown removed in 
Fig. 21 which indicates the method of ganging the 
condensers in the r.f. and i.f. filters. In the former 
case a wire and drum drive is used, and as two of the 
condensers are above earth potential they are mounted 
on a sheet of Paxolin and the drums are made of 
ebonite : no difficulty is experienced in ganging the 
condensers if the grub screws in the drums are tightened 
when all the condensers are maximum. The con- 
densers are not likely to get out of gang if suitable 
wire is used, but if they should they can quickly be 
re- ganged by slackening off the grub screws, setting all 
the condensers to maximum and then retightening the 
screws. ' 

In the case of the i.f. filter, air dielectric trimmers 
have been used for the fixed portion of the capaci- 
tances and the variable portions are coupled together 
by means of gears, though a wire and drum drive 
could equally well have been used. 

Space has precluded giving complete details of the 
receiver design but it is hoped that enough has been 
given to show the general lines of approach. The 
resulting receiver has much to recommend it, par- 
ticularly its relative freedom from noise and its 
variable i.f. filter, which can be adjusted con- 
tinuously and without introducing clicks or noise of 
any kind until the best position is found. It is, 

Fig. 22. Front 
view of receiver. 

however, a complicated design and cannot be built 
without adequate test equipment. Furthermore, 
when built it is still only a compromise solution. In 
the author's opinion, it is the best compromise possible 
in modern listening conditions. 

HOUSE OF COMMONS S.R.E. 
APART from the general interest in the sound 

reinforcing system in the new Chamber of the 
House of Commons this low- intensity installa- 

tion is of particular interest in that it has been designed 
to ensure that all members can hear and, if desired, 
be heard without having to leave their seats. 

To achieve this a large number of low- intensity 
loudspeakers have been installed in the woodwork at 
the back of the seats -one unit for two members -and 
six uni- directional microphones have been suspended 
from the ceiling over the front benches and three each 
side, mounted on cantilever arms, over the back 

Loudspeakers behind bronze grilles in the carved oak rail 
above members' seating in the new House of Commons. 
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benches. The selection of the microphones during 
debates and the general supervision of the installation 
is undertaken by an operator in a cubicle overlooking 
the chamber. 

To obviate " howl " caused by acoustic feedback 
when microphones and loudspeakers are in close 
proximity, the reproducers are arranged in groups 
which are co- related with the pick -up area of the 
microphones. When a microphone is brought into 
circuit the reproducers in the immediate vicinity are 
muted and in certain cases the input to those in 
adjacent areas is attenuated. 

The main equipment comprises fourteen micro- 
phone pre- ampifiers with stand -by units. After pre - 
amplification, frequency and volume correction, the 
signals are passed through a " buffer" amplifier to 
raise the level sufficiently to energize the power ampli- 
fiers. There are eighteen of these, plus spares, and 
each one provides power for one loudspeaker zone, the 
input to which is connected through two relays and 
attentuators to provide, automatically, the correct 
degree of muting or volume reduction associated with 
the microphone employed in each particular zone. 
Separate amplifiers are provided for operating db 
volume indicator meters, which provide visual indica- 
tion of output signals at the main operating position 
and at the alternative control position below the floor 
of the House. A periscope is provided at this position 
to enable the operator tò view the chamber and select 
the appropriate microphone. 

In addition to the microphones and loudspeakers 
already referred to there is a microphone above the 
Speaker's chair and another on the Table of the 
House. It should be pointed out that the reproducers 
on the tables in the Press Gallery and in other galleries 
are operated at a constant level. 

The entire installation was undertaken by Tannoy 
Products (Sound Rentals, Ltd.). 
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WOIILI OF V1R[LESS 

International Vision Standards + Short -Wave Broadcasting + R.T.E.B. 

Exam. Results + Training Opportunities + Television Relay Service 

European Television 
DETAILS of the standards drawn 

up by the Television Study 
Group of the International Radio 
Consultative Committee (C.C.I.R.), 
following the investigation of 
systems at present in use in France, 
the U.S. and the U.K., have been 
published by the European Broad- 
casting Union, and we give below a 
summary of them :- 

The width of the channel is to be 
7 Mc / s (U.S. standard is 6 Mc / s and 
the British 5 Mc / s) with the vision 
carrier 5.5 Mc / s below the sound 
carrier -in this country, of course, 
it is 3.5 Mc / s below. 

There are to be 625 lines per pic- 
ture with interlaced. scanning. The 
line and frame recurrence frequen- 
cies are 15,625 c/s and 5o c/ s, re- 
spectively. The British line fre- 
quency is 10,125 c/ s. The aspect 
ratio of the picture is that now used 
in this country -4: 3, horizontal to 
vertical. 

The lower sideband of the vision 
channel is to be partially suppressed, 
and, as in the U.S., negative modu- 
lation will be used. The pedestal 
level (normal black level) will be 
represented by a definite camer 
level independent of light and shad- 
in the picture, and this will be 
transmitted at 75 per cent -with a 
tolerance of ±2j, per cent -of the 
peak carrier amplitude. Peak white 
will be at least ro per cent of the 
full carrier amplitude. 

It is recommended that frequency 
modulation be used for the sound 
transmission. No reference is made 
in the recommendations to the 
polarization of the transmissions. 

H.F. Broadcasting 
WHEN the Hague Radio Con- 

ference, due to have opened 
in September, was called off (see 
page 318, September issue) the dele- 
gates to the International High - 
Frequency Broadcasting Conference, 
which had been in session, first at 
Florence and then Rapallo, since 
April 1st, decided by 39 votes to 
13 (with 4 abstentions) to conclude 
their deliberations. This was on 
August 19th. The main reason for 
discontinuing all work on pre- 
paring a plan for h.f. broadcasting 
was that such a plan, based on the 
new bands allocated at Atlantic 
City (1947), coud be implemented 
only if another Conference, such as 
that planned for the Hague, made 
available other frequencies to the 
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services at present occupying these 
bands. 

The Conference was convened to 
draw up plans for the allocation of 
frequencies (between 5.95 and 
26.1 Mc / s) to the world's short- 
wave broadcasting stations on the 
basis of time sharing and simul- 
taneous channel sharing. These 
plans were based on the various 
phases of the sun -spot cycle. 

Being unable to produce the 
plan envisaged, the Conference, at 
its final meeting, made a number 
of recommendations which are in- 
cluded in the September 15th issue 
of the European Broadcasting 
Union Bulletin. To encourage the 
use of the higher frequencies for 
broadcasting and thereby reduce 
the congestion in other sections of 
the h.f. band, it is recommended that 
the frequency coverage of receivers 
should be extended to include the 
upper limits of the band. 

Servicing Examinations 
THE result of the first Television 

Servicing Certificate examina- 
tion held last May by the Radio 
Trades Examination Board, which 
was restricted to the London area, 
shows that of 3o entries 16 passed 
and 12 were referred in the prac- 
tical examination. Of the 264 can- 
didates who entered for the Radio 
Servicing Certificate examination, 
also held in May, 137 were success- 
ful and 45 were referred in the 
practical tests. 

Application forms for the next 
examinations, to be held in May, 
1951, may be obtained from the 
R.T.E.B., 9, Bedford Square, Lon- 
don, W.C.r. The closing date for 
entries for the Television Certificate 
is January 15th and that for the 
Radio Certificate is February 1st. 

Frequency Control 
THE need for a simple method of 

quoting frequency stability was 
stressed by C. F. Booth, the new 
chairman of the I.E.E. Radio Sec- 
tion, in his inaugural address on 
" The Evolution of Frequency Con- 
trol." A proposed method, that he 
felt was worthy of consideration, is 
to express frequency stability in 
terms of the common logarithm of 
the reciprocal of the frequency varia- 
tion when the latter is expressed as 
a fraction ; for example, an oscillator 
subject to frequency variations' of 
1 in 10° would have a stability of 6 
stability units, or, say, 6 S.U. 

Technical Experience 
Abroad 

OF the 1,672 University and Col- 
lege students who, through the 

International Association for the 
Exchange of Students for Technical 
Experience, gained experience in in- 
dustry overseas during the summer 
vacation this year, 353 were from 
Great Britain, 204 from France, 197 
from the Netherlands and 184 from 
Sweden. Twelve countries, includ- 
ing, for the first time, the U.S.A. 
and Germany, took part in the ex- 
change scheme. Great Britain and 
Sweden headed the list of countries 
receiving students with an intake of 
368 and 344 respectively. 

The third Annual Report of the 
Association records that there was 
an increase of 436 on the exchanges 
made in 1949. About a dozen British 
radio firms received overseas stu- 
dents under the scheme. 

Particulars of the Association, 
which, it is stressed, organizes these 
exchanges on a reciprocal basis, are 
obtainable from the General Secre- 
tary, J. Newby, Imperial College, 
South Kensington, London, S.W.7. 

B.B.C. Changes 
FOLLOWING the much -talked -of 

resignation of Norman Collins as 
Controller of B.B.C. Television, the 
politics of which we will not enter 
into, George Barnes, who has been 
B.B.C. Director of the Spoken Word 
since the creation of the post in 1948, 
has been appointed to the new post 
of Director of Television. Norman. 
Collins has stated that he has left the 
Corporation because of the principle 
which was being adopted in the 
development of television -its mer- 
ger " into the Colossus of sound 
broadcasting." 

T. W. Chalmers, Controller of the 
Light Programme, has been seconded 
for three years to become head of the 
new Nigerian Broadcasting Service 
(see " In Brief ") and has been suc- 
ceeded by Kenneth Adam. 

Electronics Scholarships 
TO meet the growing need for 

technicians in the research and 
design sections of E.M.I. a scholar- 
ship scheme for a special four -year 
course in electronics has been pro- 
vided by E.M.I. Institutes. 

The scheme provides for a grant 
of L50 p.a. to each successful appli- 
cant towards the L40o course and a 
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maintenance grant of at least £50 
p.a. Candidates, who must be be- 
tween 16 and 18 years of age, and 
preferably of Higher School Certifi- 
cate standard in science, must enter 
the company's service for four years 
after the satisfactory completion of 
the course. 

Application forms and particulars 
of the course, which provides for 
three years at the Institute and one 
year's practical experience in the 
company's factories and workshops, 
are obtainable from the Principal, 
E.M.I. Institutes, ro, Pembridge 
Square, London, W.2. The first 
course commences on January r7th. 

It is stated that, in normal circum- 
stances, students will receive a de- 
ferment from National Service during 
the period of the course. 

News in Morse 
SINCE the publication of the 

schedule of the morse transmis- 
sions of the London Press Service in 
our May issue, a number of changes 
have been introduced, and we give 
below a revised list. In addition to 
the morse transmissions listed, the 
speed of which is between 20 and 
27 w.p.m., a large number of 
bulletins are transmitted by Hell - 
schreiber. 

O.M.T. Call 
Freq. 
(MC/a) Areas 

0030-0130§ ... MIK 9.725 1 
GPJ 10.885 2 

0045-0230* ... MIK 9.725 1 
GPJ 10.885 2 

0130-0230§ ... MIK 9.725 1 
GPJ 10.885 2 

0130-0300* ... GDI 7.780 3 
GAH 8.065 4 

0130-0300 ... GCX 8.920 5 
0945-1045* ... GCV 19.365 6, 8. 
1100-1200j ... GCV 19.365 6, 8. 
1115-121511 ... GAG 17.105 7 
1200-130011 ... GCF 19.005 5 
1215-1315# ... GAG 17.105 7 
1600-1700 ... GCF 19.005 6 

GBI 10.865 6, 8. 
1600- 1800* ... GIB 11.980 7 
1700-180011 ... GBI 10.865 6 
1815-1930 ... GBG 9.395 7 

GBI 10.865 6, 8. 
1845-1945* ... GIM 12.957 3 

GBO 13.665 4 
1945- 2215* ... GDT 8.925 6, 8. 

GBG 9.395 7 
2045- 2200t ... GBG 9.395 7 

GDT 8.925 6, 8. 
2100- 2200* ... GBO 13.665 5 
2251-0030* ... GPX 11.645 1 

2830- 0030t ... GIB 1 980 5 

Weekdays only. 
t Sundays only. 
§ Mondays only. 
I Mondays and Saturdays only. 
11 

Alternate Fridays. 

The number in the fourth column 
of the table denotes the area for 
which the transmissions are des- 
tined: r, N. America; 2, S. 
America ; 3, Distant Europe ; 4, 
Middle East; 5, Africa; 6, N.E. 
Asia ; 7, S.E. Asia ; 8, Australasia. 

There is no restriction on the re- 
ception of these transmissions, 
which are radiated by Post Office 
stations, and the use of their con- 
tents outside the United Kingdom. 
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National Exhibition 
THE Radio Industry Council has 

announced the date of next 
year's National Radio Show -August 
28th to September 8th. As already 
stated, the show -the 18th in the 
series -will be at Earls Court, Lon- 
don, and not Olympia, so that the 
well -established title Radiolympia 
will not be applicable. 

Greenwich Time Signal 
AMEAN time signal is now being 

transmitted twice daily from 
the Royal Greenwich Observatory, 
Ahinger Common, Surrey, in addi- 
tion to the present rhythmic signal. 
The schedule is :- 

G.M.T. 
h m s 
09 54 00 

to 09 54 45 Preamble: " GBR GDR TIME " 
(4 times) followed by tuning dash. 

09 55 00 
to 10 00 00 Mean time signal : Seconds dots, 

lengthened to dashes at the 
minutes. 

10 01 00 
to 10 06 00 Rhythmic signal: Dots spaced 61 

to the minute, lengthened to 
dashes at the minutes. 

10 06 05 
to 10 06 15 Tuning dash. 

This sequence is repeated from 
1754. 

The morning transmission is 
radiated by GBR, r6 kc / s ; GIC, 
8,64okc /s and GIA, 19,64okc is, 
and the evening transmission by. 
GBR, 16 kc /s ; GIC, 8,64o kc / s and 
GKU3, 12,455 kc /s. 

The duration of each dot is 
approx. o.1 sec, and that of the 
dashes at the minutes is approx. 
o.6 sec. The beginning of each dot 
or dash is the timing reference 
point. 

Hotel Television 
ATELEVISION relay service has 

been installed in each of the 
940 bedrooms in the Cumberland 
Hotel, London, W.I. The hotel 
was already equipped with an a.f. 
distribution system giving a choice 
of four programmes, and the same 
wiring is used for television. 

A four- element aerial is employed 
on the roof of the building to mini- 
mize the pick -up of interference 
and its output is fed to seven am- 
plifiers, of which one is a spare. 
With a maximum gain of 55 db they 
provide an output of 2 V r.m.s. in 
75 -ohm feeders. 

The audio wiring of the hotel is 
. carried out in 63 vertical ducts each 

feeding about 16 rooms. The r.f. 
television signal is fed by 75 -ohm 
balanced cable to the tops of these 
ducts, each amplifier feeding 9 -12 
ducts. They are there connected by 
resistance hold -off pads to the audio 
wires which are used in a quad 
phantom circuit. A It /4 stub is 
connected a quarter -wavelength be- 
yond the junction to prevent r.f.s. 
passing back to the a.f. source. 

Resistive stopper pads are in- 

eluded at the loudspeaker for the 
audio channel to divert the tele- 
vision r.f. signal to the outlet 
socket. Standard television receivers 
are used and the hotel charges 3s a 
night for the service. 

The equipment was installed by 
British Relay Wireless. 

Television Components 
IN preparation for the expected 

demand for television receivers 
when the projected stations open 
in Montreal and Toronto, the 
Canadian Government has autho- 
rized the release of U.S. dollars 
to fifteen Canadian set manufac- 
turers for the purpose of buying 
components in the U.S.A. Atten- 
tion having subsequently been 
drawn to the availability of tele- 
vision components in the U.K., the 
Canadian Department of Trade and 
Commerce has agreed, in principle, 
that where practicable the com- 
ponents should be secured in this 
country. British manufacturers 
who are represented in the 
Dominion, and wish to bring their 
components to the notice of the 
Canadian set manufacturers, should 
send catalogues and price lists in 
duplicate to E. J. McWilliams, 
Assistant Director, Emergency Im- 
port Control Branch, Department 
of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa. 
Firms without agents in Canada 
may like to use the services of the 
Board of Trade to secure representa- 
tion, in which case communications 
should be sent to the Commercial 
Relations and Export Department, 
Thames House North, Millbank, 
London, S.W.r, quoting reference 
C.R.E. 5902/50. 

IN BRIEF 
Consol. -The second edition of the 

Ministry of Civil Aviation publication 
" Consol -A Radio Aid to Navigation " 
(M.C.A.P. 59), which has been pub- 
lished by H.M. Stationery Office. 
price is 6d, contains complete details of 
the service and coverage of the exist- 
ing Consol stations at Bushmills, 
Stavanger, Lugo and Seville and also 
of the service to be provided by the 
new station at Plonéis, near Quimper, 
Finistère (France), which will be 
brought into use in the near future. 

Amateurs and Distress Calls. -In con- 
trast with the facilities provided by 
American amateurs for a network of 
stations in cases of emergency, such 
as forest fires, floods, etc., which were 
tested during a recent nation -wide, exer- 
cise, the Ministry of Transport has de- 
clined the offer made by the Radio 
Society of Great Britain for British 
amateurs to place themselves at the 
disposal of the appropriate authority 
for receiving distress messages from 
vessels at sea. 

M.F. Air Navigation. -it is pointed 
out by the Ministry apf Civil Aviation 
that, while every fort is made to 
assign to m.f. navigational facilities fre- 
quencies from the aeronautical bands 
(255 to 285 kc /s and 315 to 405 kc /s), 
it is not always possible to do so be- 
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cause of the congestion within those 
bands. Use is, therefore, made of 
broadcasting stations as non -directional 
beacons and of other non -directional 
beacons operating on frequencies out- 
side the aeronautical bands but within 
the limits of zoo to 1,75o kc /s. 

Netherlands F.M.According to in- 
formation issued by the European 
Broadcasting Union, the Netherlands 
Government is planning the erection of 
a network of 12 f.m stations operating 
on frequencies between 92.5 and 94.7 
Mc/s. 

Suppressing the ignition system of 
motor vehicles is dealt with in one of 
the chapters of the fourth edition of 
" Automobile Electrical Equipment," 
by A. P. Young and L. Griffiths, which 
is issued by our Publishers for our 
associate journal Aatornobile Engineer. 
This 386 -page book, which deals ex- 
haustively with electric lighting, 
starting and ignition as applied to the 
internal combustion engine, costs 255. 

Multitone. -The results of investiga- 
tions, using the "Optimeter," in the 
volume requirements of five hundrad 
hearing -aid users are given in the 
article " How Loud Should I Listen ?" 
included in the first issue if 
Hearing Aid News which will be issued 
at irregular intervals by the Multitone 
Electric Co. 

Hearing Aids. -The National Insti- 
tute for the Deaf has issued a booklet, 
No. 4 &1, giving approved lists of manu- 
facturers and suppliers of hearing aids 
in the United Kingdom. Makers of 
mechanical as well as electronic aids 
are listed and those supplying group 
hearing aids are indicated. 

Christmas lectures " adapted to a 
juvenile auditory," which will again be 
given at the Royal Institution this year, 
will be on " Waves and Vibrations," by 
Prof. E. N. da C. Andrade, D.Sc., 
E.R.S. This t2tst course of six lectures, 
the fee for which is ins 6d tor children 
between 10 and 17 years of age, will he 
given on December 28th and 3oth and 
January 2nd, 4th, 6th and 9th at 3. 

" The Use of Radar at Sea " is the 
provisional title given to a textbook on 
the operational use of marine radar, 
which is in course of preparation by 
the Institute of Navigation. The book 
will contain contributions by twelve 
authors and will deal with every aspect 
of the subject. This is announced in 
the annual report of the Institute for 
the year ended June 30th, 1950, in 
which it is reported that the member- 
ship is now over 1,roo. 

" Decca News " is the title given to 
the recently introduced journal of the 
Decca Navigator Company, which at 
present is issued bi- monthly. Descrip- 
tive articles on both radar and Decca 
Navigator installations are included. 

Post -graduate Training. - Twenty - 
eight university graduates and tech- 
nical college students recently com- 
menced a special training course at the 
New Southgate Works of Standard 
Telephones and Cables. The course, 
which lasts a year and is the fourth since 
the commencement of the company's 
present postgraduate training scheme, 
is designed to provide opportunities for 
candidates to relate their theoretical 
and practical training to the whole field 
of activities within the Standard 
organization. 

Convention Cancelled. -The Radio 
Section of the I.E.E. had proposed to 
hold a convention covering " Current 
Researches in Electron Valves " during 
the Festival of Britain, but having been 
advised that to hold such a convention 
in prevailing circumstances might not 
be in the National interest, it has been 
decided not to proceed with the arrange- 
ments. 

Interference Suppression. -The tele= 
vision -conscious motorist who fits 
Lucas suppressors to his car ignition 
system will be easily identified by a 
transparency hearing the words " This 
car has been suppressed," which is 
being fixed to windscreens. At both 
the recent Motor Shows in London the 
firm demonstrated the effects on tele- 
vision reception of suppressed and un- 

suppressed car ignition systems 
which, according to the Radio 
Industry Council, are'respon- 
sible for 85 per cent of the in- 
terference caused. Lucas have 
recently produced a prototype 
of a distributor incorporating 
a carbon brush of resistive 
material which acts as a sup- 
pressor. 

Nigeria, which at present 
relies on a wired -wireless dis- 
tribution system for radio pro- 
grammes. Is to be served by 
six broadcasting stations to be 
erected at a cost of about 
£350,000, which is being shared 
by the Nigerian Government 
and the U.K. 
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COMET RADIO. -The 
Marconi radio installation 
in the de Havilland 
" Comet " jet air liner. The 
equipment shown includes 
intercom. units, direction 
finders (duplicate control 
units for which are in the 
cockpit) and high -power 
transmitters. 

Instrument Show. -Scientific and in- 
dustrial instruments are to have an 
exhibition of their own in London next 
year. Among the supporting organiza- 
tions of the exhibition, which will be 
held at Olympia from July 4th -r4th, is 
the Scientific Instrument Manufacturers' 
Association. 

Television in Industry. -The use of 
television to permit the remote observa- 
tion of dangerous industrial processes 
was recently demonstrated when the 
English Electric Co. employed it to show 
the operation of high -power switch 
gear. Standard 405 -line Marconi 
apparatus was used. 

Blind Technicians. -The Report of 
the National Institute for the Blind 
records that an experimental training 
scheme has been arranged with Electric 
and Musical Industries to ascertain to 
what extent the blind can be instructed 
to undertake receiver repairs. This has 
necessitated the provision of circuit 
diagrams in relief and Braille -calibrated 
test equipment. 

" Broadcast News," which is pub- 
lished by the Radio Corporation of 
America and is devoted almost entirely 
to descriptions of transmitting equip- 
ment for sound and vision, is now 
available to subscribers in this country 
from RCA Photophone, 36, Wood- 
stock Grove, London, W.rz. It is 
published at two-monthly intervals 
and the subscription rate is L2 for 
twelve issues. 

Vox Populi. -The International 
Short -Wave Club has announced the 
result of a census taken among its 
members in all parts of the world to 
ascertain the most popular short-wave 
broadcasting station. Leopoldville 
(OTC) comes first with 609 votes, 
Radio Australia second with 446 and 
Switzerland third with 435, followed 
by Canada (419), B.B.C. Overseas 
Service (401), Hilversum (388), The 
Voice of America (38o) and many other 
stations with fewer votes. 

Sound Letters -magnetically re- 
corded mes,aees on metallized paper 
tape -nave been introduced by the 
Welfare Council of the Norwegian 
whaling fleht for use by the men work- 
ing on the factory ship and their 
relatives. They are regularly flown 
to and from the Antarctic whaling 
grounds. 

B.I.F. -Next year's British Indus- 
tries Fair will be held from 30th April 
to nth May, at Olympia and Earls 
Court, London, and Castle Bromwich, 
Birmingham. 

Institute of Physics announces an in- 
crease in its membership of some zoo 
during 1949. 

Airborne Television. -A Marconi 
image -orthicon camera and 3o-watt 
" suitcase " transmitter were used by 
the B.B.C. for the first television broad- 
cast from the air which was radiated 
from the London and Sutton Goldfield 
stations on October 1st. 

BUSINESS NOTES 
Rural Radio. -The Persian Govern- 

ment is considering the purchase of 
50,000 radio receivers for use in rural 
areas. They should be battery- 
operated, six -valve sets, fitted with 
" magic eye " tuning and covering the 
6o to no-metre and 180 to 360-metre 
bands. Interested firms should com- 
municate with Esfandiar Bouzourg- 
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mehr, Director, Government Propa- 
ganda Department, Tehran, forward- 
ing details, and prices of their products. 
It is stated by the Board of Trade that 
it will be appreciated if copies of 
correspondence are sent to the Coun- 
Tellor (Commercial) British Embassy, 

ehran. 
R.T.S. -We understand that it is 

only the stock and plant of the trans- 
former business formerly operated by 
R.T.S. Electronics which has been 
acquired by EARL Services and to 
which reference was made in our last 
issue. R.T.S. are continuing the manu- 
facture of the " Motoradio " car set and 
the " Minicomm " intercommunication 
equipment. 

I.A.L. -Consequent on the with- 
drawal of the R.A.F. from Hargeisa 
Airfield, British Somaliland, Inter- 
national Aeradio, Ltd., will provide an 
Airport Controller for service in the 
Protectorate. 

A contract for the supply of Decca 
navigational radar gear to be installed 
in ships of the Royal Navy has been 
received by Decca. The company 
states that orders to equip nearly five 
hundred naval and merchant ships 
have been received during the past 
twelve months. 

British Radar for Japan. -The first 
Japanese ship to be fitted with British 
marine radar equipment is a whale -oil 
refinery vessel which was equipped by 
Cossor Radar prior to leaving for the 
Antarctic. 

Marconi Marine Radio gear, including 
two transmitters, two receivers, direc- 
tion finder and echometer, is being 
installed in the new 28,000-ton turbine 
tanker Verena under construction 
for the Anglo -Saxon Petroleum 
Company. The radio-communication 
and navigation equipment installed in 
the new Argentine liner 17 de Octubre 
has also been supplied by Marconi's. 

Trawler Radar. -Ten trawlers now 
under construction in this country for 
the Icelandic Government are to be 
equipped with Decca radar gear, Type 
159A. 

Pakistan. -Seven more ships of the 
Pakistan merchant fleet are being 
fitted with radio equipment by the 
Marconi International Marine Com- 
munication Co., Ltd. 

Plessey announce the resignation of 
Wing Commander G. C. Cunningham, 
O.B.E., who was the company's com- 
munications sales manager. 

Aerialite, Ltd.. of Stalybridge, 
Cheshire, announce that O. E. Trivett, 
M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E., has been 
appointed personal assistant to the 
Managing Director. Before taking up 
this appointment he was concerned 
with the setting up of a plastics ex- 
trusion and radio factory in India in 
conjunction with General Electric of 
America. 

Ersin Multicore Solder is being ex- 
ported to an increasing number of 
countries; among the latest are Brazil, 
Argentina, South Africa, Syria and 
Mexico. In addition agents have 
recently been appointed in Iceland and 
Iran. 

Oldham & Son, the battery manu- 
facturers, are to establish a factory 
in Madras, India, which is to be 
managed by Oldham & Son, India, 
Ltd. 
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Detteo announce that, following the 
recent resignation of D. W. Heìghtman 
from the Board, A. W. Allwright has 
rejoined the company as Managing 
Director. 

I.M.R.C. -The Brazilian Navy train- 
ing ship Almirante Saldanha, re- 
cently refitted at Barrow, has been 
equipped with m.f. and h.f. trans- 
mitters by the International Marine 
Radio Company. The vessel was 
equipped by I.M.`R.C. when built in 
1934. 

Sobell Model 61o, six -valve superhet 
has been tested by the School Broad- 
casting Council for the United King- 
dom and approved for use in schools. 

E.E.G. Exports. -Edison Swan have 
recently received orders from Spain, 
Poland, Egypt and Ceylon for their 
Mark II electro-encephalograph. 

E. K. Cole announce that Bentley 
Jones has resigned from the position of 
sales manager of the company's radio 
division. He has joined Thorn Elec- 
trical Industries as commercial director 
of the Ferguson television and radio 
division. 

Dubilier Condenser Co. announce 
that F. H. McCrea, Managing Director, 
is undertaking an extensive business 
tour of Canada and the United States. 

The Electrical Apparatus Co., of St. 
Albans, announce that J. de Gruehy 
has been appointed Head of the Instru- 
ment Department which at present 1s 
concentrating on the production of 
moving -iron and moving -coil meters. 

.NEW ADDRESSES 
British Standards Institution has 

opened an office at 12, Hilton Street. 
Manchester, 1 (Tel. Central 4856), 
where a complete set of British Stan- 
dards may be consulted and copies 
purchased. 

Marconi's have recently established 
an Inspectorate at Mombasa providing 
radio and radar maintenance for vessels 
calling at ports in the area. 

Depots are being opened by Aerialite, 
Ltd., at 343, Deansgate, Manchester, 3 
(Tel. BLA. 35:4); and 50, Cathay, Red - 
cliffe, Bristol (Tel. 2613o). 

Southern Radio Supply, Ltd., have 
moved from 46, Lisle Street, London, 
W.C.r, to ix, Little Newport Street, 
London, W.C.2 (Tel. Gerrard 6653). 

MEETINGS 
Institution of Electrical Engineers 

Radio Section. -" Crystal Iliodes," 
by R. W. Douglas, B.Sc., and E. G. 
James, Ph. D., and " Crystal Triodes," 
by T. R. Scott, B.Sc., at 5.30 on 
December 6th. 

Discussion on " Have Post -War 
Broadcast Receivers taken Full Advan- 
tage of Wartime Development 2" 
opened by R. B. Armstrong, B.Sc., at 
53o on December 18th. 

The above meetings will be held at 
5.30 at the I.E.E., Savoy Place, 
London, W.C.z. 

Cambridge Radio Group. -" A Re- 
view of some Television Pick -up 
Tubes," by J. D. McGee, M.Sc., Ph.D., 
and ' The Design of a Television 
Camera Channel for Use with the 
C.P.S. Emitron," by E. L. C. White, 
M.A., Ph.D., and M. G. Harker, B.Sc. 
(Eng.), at 6 on December 5th at the 
Cambridgeshire Technical College. 

North -Eastern Radio Group. -" Elec- 
tronic Counters and Some Applica- 
tions," by R. B. Conn B.Sc., at 6.15 
on December 18th at King's College, 
Newcastle -on -Tyne. 

Sheffield Sub -Centre -" Some Elec- 
tromagnetic Problems," by Prof. 
G. W. O. Howe, D.Sc., LL.D., at 6.3o 
on December 13th at the Grand Hotel, 
Sheffield. 

North Lancashire Sub -Centre. -' The 
General Aspects of Television," by 

A. J. Biggs, Ph.D., B.Sc., at 7 on 
December zoth at the Harris Institute, 
Corporation Street, Preston. 

South Midland Centre. -" Generation 
and Flow of Harmonics in Trans- 
mission Systems," by S. Whitehead, 
M.A., Ph.D., and W. G. Radley, 
C.B.E., Ph.D.(Eng.), at 6 on December 
4th at the James Watt Memorial 
Institute, Great Charles Street, Bir- 
mingham. 

Reading (Berks) District. - "Tele- 
vision Engineering," by D. C. Birkin- 
shaw, M.B.E., M.A., at 7 on December 
11th at the Great Western Hotel, 
Reading. 
British Institution of Radio Engineers 

London Section. - Discussion on 
" Progress in Loudspeaker Design," 
opened by R. L. West, B.Sc., at 6.3o 
on December 15th at the London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine, Keppel Street, Gower Street, 
W.G1. 

North -Eastern Section. -' A Survey 
of Television Development and its 
Problems," by H. J. Barton Chapple,. 
B.Sc., at 6 on December 13th at Neville 
Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle -on- 
Tyne. 

Scottish Section. -"Vacuum Engin- 
eering Applied to Electronics," by D. 
Latham, B.Sc., at 6.45 on December 
7th at Heriot -Watt College, Edinburgh. 

North Western Section." High 
Fidelity Reproduction," by H. J. Leak, 
at 6.45 on December 7th at the College 
of Technology, Manchester. 
British Sound Recording Association 

" The Application of Magnetic Coat- 
ings to Film Stock," by G. F. Dutton, 
Ph.D., D.I.C., at 7 on December 6th 
at E.M.I. Studios, Ltd., 3, Abbey 
Road, St. John's Wood, London, 
N.W.8 (Joint Meeting with the British 
Kinematograph Society). 

"Modern Recording Technique," by 
C. E. Watts at 7 on December 13th at 
the Central Library, Guildhall, Ports- 
mouth. Demonstrations from 5 p.m. 
(Joint Meeting with the Institution of 
Electronics). 

' The Crystal Pickup With Particu- 
lar Reference to Long- Playing 
Records," by S. Kelly at 7 on Decem- 
ber zoth at the Royal Society of Arts, 
John Adam Street, London, W.C.z. 
Television Society 

Engineering Group. - " Television 
Transmission for the Amateur " by 
M. Barlow (Hon. Sec. British Amateur 
Television Society), at 7.o on Decem- 
ber 14th, at the Cinema Exhibitors' 
Association, 164, Shaftesbury Avenue, 
W.C.z. 

Institution of Electronics 
Midlands Branch.-" Electronic In- 

struments for Temperature Measure- 
ments and Control, and for Safeguard- 
ing Combustion," by H. A. Stevenson 
and C. Smith at 7 on December 5th 
at the Warwick Room, Imperial Hotel, 
Temple Street, Birmingham, 2. 
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Tolerances and Errors 
" CATHODE RAY " Explains How They Add Up in the Final Result 

SOMEONE has written to me to ask : what about 
tolerances ? And to make his point clear he 
proceeded to fire a number of diverse examples 

in rapid succession. Some of these concerned com- 
binations of resistors, and he ended by asking "Is 
there a ' tolerance arithmetic ' for simple series/ 
parallel networks ? " To tell the truth, I hadn't 
given the matter much thought, but after having 
done so I can answer with a definite " yes." 

The subject of errors, even if confined to the field 
of measurement, is a very large one, and to the 
mathematically -minded a very attractive one. Large 
and excessively learned books have been written on 
it. But they concentrate on the question of probable 
error, which must be clearly distinguished from 
maximum error or, as it is called in engineering, 
tolerance. The tolerance is so important in connection 
with radio components that the colour code applicable 
to them has one unit devoted to indicating it. 

So when one buys even such a simple thing as a 
resistor one must be prepared to answer the question 
" Yes, sir ; what tolerance ? "-or look a fool. It 
is not merely an academic question ; it has more 
to do with the price, apparently, than anything else. 
The reason lies in the fact that the manufacture of 
resistors (of the ordinary composition type) is rather 
like shooting at a target from a considerable 
distance. The resistances no more come out all 
exactly the right value than all the bullets go through 
a single hole exactly in the centre. In the absence 
of any special trends, the distribution of bullets 
relative to the centre of the target, and of resistances 
relative to the nominal value, is found to follow what 
is referred to in the learned books as a normal (or 
Gaussian) error curve, Fig. i. Over a narrow' range 
on each side of the nominal value the quantities are 
distributed almost evenly. Those falling within 5% 
of the nominal value are picked out and marked 
" : 5 %." From the remainder, those falling within 
10% are picked out and marked " ÿ 10 %." 
Similarly for the ± 20 %. Those not within 20% 
of one nominal value come within 20% of another 
nominal value and can be marked accordingly. So, 
on this plan, buyers of + ro% resistors are unlikely 
to find them within 5 %, and the usual assumptions 
made by the " probable -error " school of thought 
fall down. 

If all were offered at the same price, the makers 
would have no sale for the ro% and 20% stocks, so 
the prices are graduated to equalize the demand. 

Generally one does not buy a resistor as a self - 
contained unit, to be preserved for ever in complete 
isolation. It is intended to be used in conjunction 
with other components, to achieve some desired 
result. Even if it is wanted as a single fixed standard 
of resistance, the ultimately important matter is not 
the maximum error in that resistance but the error 
in the results of measurements based on it. So one 
ought to have a clear idea of how tolerances in 
components affect the maximum possible error in the 
final result. It is because I suspected that one does 
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not have this clear idea that the subject struck me 
as being just the thing for considering here. 

The sort of question one ought to be able to answer 
can be indicated by an example : We want to pass a 
current of 5o mA ± A.% from a zoo -V supply and 
we have a 6.8k S2 resistor with a tolerance of 5 %. 
This resistance is too high, because what is wanted 
is 4k S2 ; but a iokL2 in parallel would do the trick 
(within about r %) ; what tolerance can this iokS2 
be allowed ? 

Series Combinations 

Let us, then, tackle resistance networks, or at any 
rate those whose overall resistance can be calculated 
by the two simple principles of series and parallel 
addition. Before starting there are one or two 
things we ought to be quite clear about. 

When a resistor is marked " zoo S2 ± io% " (read 
as " 200 ohms plus -or -minus io per cent ") it means 
that if its actual resistance is anything between 
r 8o S2 and 2200 you have to be satisfied ; but if it is 
outside those limits you can claim your money back. 
Dimensions in engineering drawings are sometimes 
marked with unequal positive and negative toler- 
ances ; but we shall exclude them, or (if you insist) 
alter the main dimension so as to divide the tolerance 
equally. We make this assumption so that we can 
simplify our calculations by using- + signs for all 
tolerances, except where a positive overall error is 
contributed to by a negative tolerance, as for example 
in the effect of shunt resistance on meter current. , 

If we had been interested in probable errors we 
would have had to take account of the fact that when 
two quantities are combined, each having random 
variations from the nominal value, there is a lucky 
chance that the errors will tend to cancel one another 
out, as well as the unlucky chance that they may 
add up. So the most probable error is less than the 
sum of the two. But here we are taking a sternly 
engineering attitude, leaving nothing to chance, and 
(whatever we may secretly hope) being prepared for 
the worst. So we shall assume in every case that the 
tolerances combine in the worst possible way. 

If in an unguarded moment one were to be asked 

o 

DIVERGENCE FROM CORRECT VALUE 

Fig. t. If the components in a very large batch are 
arranged according to their departure from the 
nominal value, their quantities tend (theoretically) to 
follow a curve something like this. 

4n; 
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about the overall tolerance when two equal ± 5% 
resistances are connected in series one might (without 
thinking) answer " Io% " But this would be 
confusing percentages (or proportional errors) with 
absolute errors. If the two resistors were each t,000ll, 
each would have a tolerance of 50ít, so the tolerance 
in the combination would be too 12, it is true. But 
relative to the resistance of the combination, 2,000 0, 
this would still be 5 %. One can go further and say 
that in any combination of resistances having equal 
percentage tolerance the overall percentage tolerance 
is the same as that of the components. The proof, 
if one is wanted, will emerge as a special case of the 
less obvious problem of any -value tolerances. 

This problem can be solved by at least three 
methods : by common sense, by simple algebra, and 
by dill -rential calculus. I am leaving out of account 
a fourth method -by arithmetic -because that solves 
only one example at a time, and I assume that 
anybody reading this article is more interested in 
getting to the root of the matter. 

The common -sense method is to argue that in a 
combination of any number of resistors in series the 
tolerances in ohms add up together, just like the 
nominal resistances, but when they are expressed as 
percentages of the whole combination they aff ect it 
only in proportion to the individual resistances. 
For example, if a 20% resistor comprises one quarter 
of the resistance of the combination, its contribution 
to the overall tolerance will be one quarter of zo %. 
Similarly for the other resistors. 

Simple algebra reaches the same result by denoting 
the resistances by symbols and subjecting them to 
the ordinary arithmetical operations. Suppose there 
are two resistances, nominally R1 and R2 (Fig. 2), 
and their respective tolerances, expressed in the 
same units as R1 and R2, are r1 and The The cor- 
responding percentage tolerances, p1 and p2, are 
therefore too r1 /R1 and roo r2/R2. The nominal 
value of the combination, which we shall denote by 
R, is of course, R1 +R2 ; and according to the rules 
we have just laid down the tolerance of the combina- 
tion (call it r) is r1+r2. What we want to find is 
p, the percentage tolerance of the combination. 
It is, of course 

I00r 
p R 

Ioo(r1+r2) 
R1+R2 

Since pl = Ioor1/R1, rl must be p1R1/Ioo. So 

Ioo(p1R1 p2R21 
p = \ 100 I00 J 

R1+R2 
p1R1+p2R2 

If we had had three resistances, it would have been 
p1R1 +p2R2+paRa 

p = R1+R2+Ra 
and so on. 

This just puts in symbols what we have already 
said in words. Perhaps this would be made clearer 
if we rewrote the formula thus : 

p = p1Rl +pR2 

etc. Example : A 200 -12 fro% resistor is connected 
in series with a 5oo -12 ±5% resistor ; what is the 
overall percentage tolerance and the contribution 
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Fig. 2. Two resist- 
ances in series, the 
nominal values being 
indicated by capital 
letters and the toler- 
ances by small. 

R ±ri RZ±rz 

R±r -J 

of each resistor ? The first contributes io x 200/700 
= 2.86 %, and the second 5 x 500/700 = 3.57% 
total 6.43%. 

As a matter of fact it is rather silly to give this 
answer to two decimal places, because the resistor 
sorters certainly do not work to that degree of pre- 
cision. Another reason is that in general the accep- 
ted methods of calculating tolerances are only approx- 
imate. As it happens, however, this simple case 
of adding two quantities is an exception, thanks to 
the custom of reckoning tolerances relative to the 
nominal values. You can check this by taking an 
extreme case : suppose the tolerance of the zoo -0 
had been 1% and that of the Soo -û had been 6o %. 
Then with positive errors the components would have 
been 202 and 800f2 respectively, so R2 would 
have been nearly four times R1. With negative 
errors they would have been 19812 and 20° 0, 
making R2 and R1 almost equal. So it would seem 
as if the proportions in which each error contributed 
to the overall result would be greatly influenced 
by the errors themselves. And so they would, if they 
were reckoned on the actual values, of if the errors 
interacted on one another (as would be indicated 
if there were terms containing both p1 and p2). 
Check it with the example if you like ; the maximum 
error (positive or negative) is 30212, which relative 
to the nominal value of the combination (7oo í2) 
is 43.15 %. The calculated contributions are I X 
200/700 = 0.29% and 6o X 500 /700 = 42.86 %, which 
add up to 43.15%. 

But what about the differential calculus method ? 

In this case it offers no advantage whatever ; in 
fact, it only tells us what we have already accepted 
as obvious, namely that r = r -r2. But it is quite 
otherwise with more complicated cases, which by 
simple algebra are usually unbearably tedious. 

And Now in Parallel 
Even such an apparently simple situation as two 

resistances in parallel is bad enough. The nominal 
value R, according to the well -known formula, is 

RI R, 
can see that a positive error in either R,±112. 

leads to a positive error in the combination, so + 
signs throughout are in order, and the maximum value 
of the combination is 

L 
R +r / 

(R1 +r1) (R2 +r2) 
(R1 +r1) + (R2 +r2) 

and r is obtained by subtracting R from this. As 
before, p = toor /R. Now you can go ahead and work 
it out, on the same principle as for resistances in 
series. But make sure you have plenty of paper ! 

The result, in spite of a considerable amount of 
boiling down and tidying up, is the rather unpleasant 

p1R2(I+ per) + p2R1(I+ 
ool p= 

Rl(I+ oo) + R2 \I+ too/ 
But provided that the tolerance percentages are 
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reasonably small, one can get a sufficiently good 
approximation by neglecting them where they are 
divided by too ; thus 

p1R2- I-p2R1 
R1-I-R2 

This is rather interesting, b °cause it is the same 
as for resistances in series, except that each tolerance 
contributes in proportion to the other resistance. 
Which fits in with common sense, because if too(2 
is shunted by to,000S2 the too -S2 resistance is thereby 
ali cted only very slightly (being reduced to about 
990) and the effect of small tolerances in the to,000i2 
is quite negligible. On the other hand, the tolerance 
in the too fl is practically the same as that of the 
combination. In the parallel connection, then, the 
two tolerances are not independent of one another ; 

the effect of varying one resistance depends on the 
value of the other. 

Having neglected p2 /too in comparison with t, 
we should not expect to find this formula very accurate 
if applied to our Soo- n ±6o% resistor. In parallel 
with the zoo -Q ±1% resistor, the result is (by 
exact calculation) 142.812 +12.9% or -30.2 %. 
(Note how much smaller the positive tolerance is 
than when they are in series, because the greater 
part of the current flows through the t% resistor. 
This is much less so with the negative tolerance.) 
According to the approximate formula. p is f 17.86 %. 

I have made rather a lot of this difference between 
the two cases because it forms an interesting analogy 
with intermodulation in amplifiers. If an amplifier 
is perfectly linear, then the effect of amplifying two 
signals at once is equal to the sum of the effects of 
separate amplification. But if, as is always more 
or less so, there is non -linearity, the signals inter - 
modulate. And while this may be negligible when 
the amplitudes (relative to the steady valve current) 
are small, it will probably not be when they are 
large. The tolerances or errors correspond to the 
signal amplitudes. 

The differential calculus method is a considerable 
help with the parallel circuit. Normally, for the 
benefit of readers who look on it as something much 
too intellectual, 1 keep the calculus out of these 
pages ; but this time, for the benefit of those who 
have learnt the elements of it and are looking around 
for something not too.hard to practise on, I will just 
stop to point out the way. It is based on the assump- 
tion that over the range of variation represented by 
the tolerance the " curve " is linear. In other words, 
exactly the same assumption as we make in most 
valve calculations. Using the same symbols as 
before, one can write it 

R R 
r -r1R +72R +. 

which means that to find the contribution of r1 to 
the overall error one multiplies it by the rate at 
which R changes when R1 is varied ; and similarly 
for any number of resistors connected in any way 
whatsoever. One only needs to know how R is related 
to the component resistances and how to differentiate 
with respect to each of these. 

With two resistances in parallel the result of the 
differentiation is 

R2 2 R1 2 

p= 

(R1 -I- R2} ! 
+ 

72 
(R, 

and when the substitution has been made for p, etc., 
the result is the same approximate formula as 
before. 
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The more complicated the problem, the greater 
the saving by using the calculus. 

By one method or another we now have formulae 
for dealing with both series and parallel arrange- 
ments, and with these can solve any resistance 
network that can be reduced to such arrangements. 
And remembering that capacitances in series are 
calculated as for resistances in parallel, and vice versa, 
we can deal with them, too ; which is rather useful 
when designing oscillator circuits for superhets. 

In practice, one may have to take into account 
temperature tolerances as well as manufacturing 
tolerances ; but the methods are the same. 

Meter Tolerances 

When one comes to meters there is more need to 
consider the causes of the errors. Meter tolerances 
are generally stated as a percentage of full -scale 
reading ; in other words, as a constant amount 
regardless of reading. For instance, if a o-5oo volt- 
meter is said to have an aceuracy of ± 1 %, it means 
that the readings are (or should be) reliable within 
5 V. If one tries to read to V on such a meter, 
p is ± 5o %, which is not very good. Moral : use 
a lower range. The only sort of error I can think of 
that would strictly follow this law is a faulty adjust- 
ment of the zero-setting device, and that doesn't 
count ! Most of the inherent errors of the instrument - temperature, lack of balance, non -linearity of field 
and spring, etc. -have some sort of proportionality 
to the deflection ; but it is not necessarily simple 
proportion, so to be on the safe side the maker quotes 
a full -scale error everywhere. 

When using multipliers and shunts the plot 
thickens. Presumably any errors arising from un- 
certainty in the resistance of the meter are not 
included in the quoted inaccuracy and have to be 
added. So the question " A meter f 1 % f.s.r. is 
used with a shunt f 2% ; what is the accuracy of the 
reading ? " is less simple than it looks. Assuming 
that the ± t% refers to the meter used unshunted, 
we would have to know the maximum error in the 
specified or measured value of the meter resistance. 

Fig. 3. Symbols 
used in working 
out the shunting 
error due to toler- 
ances in the 
shunt and meter 
resistances. 

IS 
Rs=rs 

Fig. 4. Showing 
how a tolerance 
in a dimension is 
approximately 
doubled when the 
quantity is 
squared. 
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This would enable us to calculate the corresponding 
figure for the meter current in relation to the total 
current to be measured. We assume that this total 
current is unaffected by inserting the meter ; other- 
wise that error would have to be calculated, too. The 
r% meter error is additional to the shunting error. 

The symbols in Fig. 3 are, I hope, self -explanatory. 
A shunting -error formula can be obtained in much 
the same way as the parallel- resistance formula, but 
the starting point is different : 

Rs Im= IR3 
±Rm 

The result, either by straightforward algebra, neglect- 
ing terms divided by roo, or by short-cut calculus, is 

P = (P3 - pm, 
Rm 

This shows that if both meter and shunt resistance 
are high or low by the same percentage, the shunting 
error is nil (which is what one would expect). 

An important thing to know is that if the value of 
a component has to be squared to give the answer, 
the overall tolerance is doubled. Similarly, cubing 
multiplies the tolerance by 3 ; a square root by 4 ; 

and so on. This is another of the rules that is a good 
approximation for small tolerances only. It is very 
obvious to anybody who has absorbed the first stages 
of the differential calculus ; and can be demonstrated 
to others by the simple diagram Fig. 4. The area A 
of a square is of course equal to L2. If L is increased 
by a small amount, 1, A increases in the same propor- 
tion in two places, plus a little corner piece. If the 

corner is neglected, the area therefore varies twice 
as fast as L. 

The same sort of game can be played with a cube, 
but beyond that it is difficult. 

If there is still space I would like to refer to a 
formula quoted on page 358 of Scroggie's " Radio 
Laboratory Handbook " (5th edn.) as an example of 
a type that should be avoided for its insidious error - 
multiplying nature. It refers to the method of 
measuring the total initial capacitance of a tuned 
circuit by noting the frequencies fr and f, to which 
it resonates when two known capacitances, C1 and 
C2, are added. The f ormula is 

C1f12 - C2f22 
Co { { 

J22 -f12 
Unless you have some time on your hands I don't 

advise working out the maximum error formula for 
this ; but having done so I would like to give a 
typical example, assuming these values : 

C, = z00pF ± 0.5% 
; 

C2 = 400pF ± 0.5% 
; 

f1 = r,000 kc /s ± 0.1 % ; f2 = 733 kc /s + o. r %. 
Anybody using these figures might imagine that the 
data were pretty accurate ; nevertheless, he would 
not be justified in relying on the answer to better 
than zo%. Yes ; decidedly a method to be avoided. 
Answer to Introductory Example 

Apart from the 1% by which the nominal value of 
the parallel combination fails to fit the exact require- 
ment, the tolerance in the ro -k(Z resistor could be 
(calculated by substitution in the given formula) 
11.2 %. So a ± ro% resistor would do. 

APPLIED ELECTRONICS 
Brit.I.R.E. Presidential Address 

" `) ELLING " electronics to industry, the dissemi- \ nation of technical information, aeronautical 
radio and the possibilities of employing ver- 

tically radiated transmissions in an endeavour to 
accommodate more stations within the limits of the 
h.f. broadcasting bands are some of the matters dealt 
with by Paul Adorian in his recent Presidential 
address to the British Institution of Radio Engineers. 

He suggested that in order to stimulate interest 
in, and secure the acceptance of, electronic methods 
in industry and medicine, papers should be presented, 
not only to radio engineers but to those engaged in 
fields of research to which the techniques are applic- 
able 

In regard to the problems associated with broad- 
casting, Mr. Adorian summarized the difficulties, so 
far as medium- and long -wave stations are concerned, 
by saying that, allowing for a 9 -kc /s separation be- 
tween channels, it would be necessary to use each 
available channel twenty -five times to cover the 
world's land mass with one programme. 

On the question of h.f. broadcasting, he outlined 
a system employing aerials which radiate a large pro- 
portion of their power vertically, giving relatively 
short-range reflections from the Heaviside layer. The 
system, using the wavelength of 3o metres, has been 
used in Trinidad since 1947 and has given satisfactory 
reception throughout the island in daylight, but at 
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night interference is caused by stations operating in 
different parts of the world on the same wavelength 
but with aerials radiating considerable power at low 
angles. Another station using the system has re- cently been opened in Jamaica. 

RCA Receiving Tube Manual 
ANEW and completely revised edition of this useful 

reference book has recently been announced by the 
RCA Tube Department. It contains general information 
on valves, ranging from elementary theory to descriptions 
of the latest applications of receiving valves, and has some 
new features reflecting developments in electronics. The 
section on valve and circuit theory has been expanded 
and includes formula and examples for the calculation of 
power output, load resistance and distortion for several 
classes of amplification, as well as information on the 
design of cathode followers. New designs for receivers 
and amplifiers have also been added, and there is a corn - 
plete section on resistance -coupled amplifiers. 

In addition, the manual provides technical data on more 
than 46o RCA receiving valves and television picture 
tubes, including many discontinued types. For quick and 
easy reference there is a classification chart which groups 
together the types having similar characteristics and the 
same filament or heater voltages. 

Single copies of this new edition, RC -16, can be ordered 
from RCA Photophone Ltd., 36, Woodstock Grove, 
London, W.1z, price 5s 6d, post free. 
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Long RaHe Television 
Review of Propagation Conditions 

Prevailing During Reception in. South Africa 

By T. W. BENNINGTON (B.B.C.) and R. MORRIS (Panorama Receiving Station, S.A.B.C.) 

R EGULAR reports on reception of the Alexandra 
Palace 41.5 -Mc /s sound channel have been 
sent since 13th March, 194g, to the B.B.C. 

from the Panorama Receiving Station of the South 
African Broadcasting Corporation, near Johannes- 
burg. At this station from 5 to 7 observations are 
made daily throughout the year on this frequency, 
covering both the forenoon and afternoon transmit- 
ting periods. The results of the observations are 
reported in a 5 -figure code, in which the first figure 
designates the signal strength on a scale of o -5, while 
the remaining figures indicate respectively the fading, 
noise, interference and overall merit. In this review 
we are concerned with the propagation conditions and 
so the signal strength figure only has been used. 
During all observations when it is not possible to 
allot a figure of 1, or greater, to the reception, either 
" Nil " reports are given, or else the designation 
" BNL " (Below Noise Level) is used, both of which 
classifications are taken to mean that the signal 
strength is, in fact, zero. 

The reports have here been analysed for the period 
13th March 1949 to 31st July 195o. In the upper 
section of Fig. i are shown the days on which recep- 
tion was obtained. On each of these days the obser- 
vation giving the strongest signal of the day was 
taken and the results are plotted as vertical lines on 
the scale o -5. During 1949 reception was far more 
frequent, and signals were, in general, stronger 
during the months of March, April, October and 
November than during the other months of the year. 
It should be noted, however, that had observations 
been made during the early part of the year, fre- 
quent reception might have been had during Feb- 
ruary. Reception conditions were the most favour- 
able in the early spring and late autumn, though mid- 
winter produced occasional reception. During the 

summer conditions were particularly poor and on one 
day only during June, and on not a single day in 
July, was reception obtained, though just as many 
observations were made then as during other months. 
In 195o signals were heard on several days during 
mid -winter, though it again tended to increase 
towards the vernal equinox. It is again significant 
that not a single case of reception was obtained 
between z4th May and 31st July when our record 
finishes. It is to be noted that reception during the 
early spring of 195o was much less frequent than 
during that of 1949, due, no doubt, to the decreased 
solar activity and the consequent fall in the ionization 
of thé F2 layer. 

In the lower section of Fig. 1 there are given, in 
histogram form, the total number of cases of recep- 
tion at strength r or greater, as a percentage of the 
total number of observations made during the month. 
Reception on 41.5 Mc / s was most frequent during 
March 1949, when 65 per cent of the observations 
produced signals, and it was least frequent during 
June and July 1949, while June and July 195o were 
completely blank months. It will be noted that in 
the late winter / early spring period reception peaked 
during the equinoctial month of March, whereas at 
the late autumn /early winter period the equinoctial 
month of September did not produce a notable 
increase in reception, which reached its seasonal peak 
in the following month. It would be expected that 
reception would peak just after and just before the 
mid -winter period rather than at the equinoxes, and 
it is difficult to assign a reason for this assymmetry 
in regard to the peak reception months of 1949, par- 
ticularly as sunspot activity during April and Sep- 
tember was at similar levels. 

It seems reasonable to assume that the best condi- 
tions for reception tended to occur towards both 

Fig. r. Graphical records of reception of Alexandra Palace 41.5 Mc!s sound signals in Panorama South Africa. 
Day -to -day signal strength is given in the top half, the lower showing the monthly reception as a percentage of 
the observations made. 
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Fig. z. Predicted monthly m.u.f.s for the Daventry ¡Johannesburg path at Itoo and 1500 
hours G.M.T. during 1949 and 195o. 

vernal and autumnal equinoxes. Again in March and 
April 195o there occurred an increase in reception, 
followed by a sharp decrease in June. The level of 
reception in the spring of 195o was very much less 
than in the same months of the previous year, which 
may be accounted for by the fact that the sunspot 
activity (as indicated by the monthly sunspot num- 
bers) has decreased by approximately one -third as 
between March /April 1949 and March /April 195o. 

Comparison with Ionospheric Data 

It is not feasible to compare these results with any 
measured m.u.f. (maximum usable frequency) data, 
because no such charts are published, and there do 
not exist enough measured critical frequencies over 
this path on which to estimate the results with the 
predicted m.u.f. for the path, as obtained from the 
world ionospheric contour charts, which are compiled 
on the basis of past measured data supplied by the 
world network of ionospheric measuring stations. 

It is not to be expected that, because reception was 
obtained on a few days during any particular month, 
the mean m.u.f. for that month would reach 41.5 
Mc /s. It is known that there is a very considerable 
clay -to -day variation about the monthly mean value, 
and so it might be possible to receive 41.5 Mc /s on 
several days during the month when the mean, m.u.f. 
for the path was much lower. Nevertheless, when 
reception was obtained on 5o per cent, or more, of 
the observations made, it would indicate that the 
mean monthly m.u.f. for the path must have been 
near 41.5 Mc /s. 

In Fig. 2 are plotted, for Itoo and 15oo G.M.T., 
the predicted monthly m.u.f.s for the path for 1949 
and 195o, as obtained by the use of world ionospheric 
contour charts. It will be seen that there is a large 
seasonal variation in the predicted m.u.f. for the 
path, such that low values are to be expected in the 
summer, highest values before and after the mid- 
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winter period and 
medium - high 
values at mid- 
winter. The 
general trend of 
the seasonal varia- 
tions in m.u.f. thus 
agrees exactly with 
the observed re- 
sults at Panorama, 
in that the seasonal 
periods when no 
reception was ob- 
tained occur when 
the predicted 
m.u.f. was lowest, 
the most frequent 
reception when it 
was highest and 
occasional recep- 
tion when it was 
less than the 
highest expected. 
It is to be noticed 
that there is a 
general fall in pre- 
dicted m.u.f.s with 
time, in accord- 
ance with the de- 
crease in sunspot 

activity, so that the late ,inter /early spring peak 
in m.u.f. in 195o is lower than either peak of 1949, 
and this agrees with the decreased amount of recep- 
tion in the late winter /early spring of 195o as com- 
pared with the peak reception periods of 1949. 
Actual values of predicted m.u.f. would appear to be 
somewhat lower than those which must have pre- 
vailed, for during no month did the predicted mean 
exceed 36 Mc / s, whereas during several months 41.5 
Mc /s was received frequently. 

In conclusion we can summarize :- 
(r) Reception of 41.5 Mc / s over the London / 

Panorama transmission path was obtained ; (a) fre- 
quently during the late winter /early spring and late 
autumn/early winter periods, (b) occasionally during 
the mid -winter period, and (c) not at all during the 
summer period. 

(2) The seasonal variation thus disclosed is in exact 
accordance with the expected variation of m.u.f. over 
the path, as indicated by the predicted m.u.f. values. 
There is strong evidence, however, that the predicted 
m.u.f.s were somewhat lower than the actual fre- 
quencies for the path, at least during the equinoxes. 

(3) Reception during the late winter /early spring 
period of 195o was much less frequent than during 
both periods df peak reception of 1949, due to the 
general fall in sunspot activity and the consequent 
decrease in the ionization of the Fa layer. 

INTERFERENCE MEASURING SET 
THE Electrical Research Association has recently 

designed for the Admiralty a portable interference 
measuring set in conformity with the requirements of 
BSI597 (suppression of marine installations) and BS727 
(general measurement of radio interference). Sets to 
this specification, which are equally suitable for marine 
or land use, are being made by E.M.I., though the 
Admiralty states other civilian organizations may use 
the design without change. Further information may be 
had from the E.R.A., Perivale, Middlesex. 
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Phase -Shift Oscillators 
New Circuit Giving Constant Amplitude 

By W. G. RAISTRICK (Pye, Ltd., Cambridge) 

THE circuits to be described are all based upon 
the phase -shift oscillator shown in Fig. 1. 
In order to produce self -sustaining oscillation 

in this arrangement two conditions must be satisfied. 
First, the voltage introduced from the output of the 
amplifier must be in phase with that fed back to the 
input, and, secondly, the voltage gain in the amplifier 
must he rather greater than the loss in the resista nce- 
capacitance network. 

A further requirement, important when a variable - 
frequency oscillator is considered, is that the sum of 
the amplifier -gain and the network loss should be 
constant over the whole of the frequency range in 
order that the voltage output may remain constant 
and the amplifier valve work always on the same part 
of its characteristic. The success or otherwise 
of any RC oscillator with low harmonic distortion 
depends very largely upon how accurately one can 
maintain the system in a condition when it oscillates 
only very gently, and in practice most oscillators of 
this type embody some form of automatic amplitude 
control. The design of this control is greatly simpli- 
fied if the amplitude variation in the first place is 
only slight. 

If we make the assumption that the valve -amplifier 
gives a constant voltage -gain and a constant phase - 
shift of 180° over the whole range of frequencies 
to be considered, then we are left with the problem of 
designing a phase- shifting network which gives a 
phase change of 180° and a constant loss over the 
frequency range. 

In the circuit of Fig. 1 it is not feasible to obtain 
a phase shift of more than 60° in each resistance - 
capacitance section so that the minimum requirement 
for oscillation is three sections. If the network loss 
is to remain constant then either all the capacitors 
or all the resistors must be varied simultaneously 
and it is this latter feature which has led to the 
comparative neglect of this type of oscillator for 
generating variable- frequencies. 

Three -gang potentiometers are not easy to obtain, 
and if the normal type of tuning capacitor of 500 - 
60o pF, is pressed into service then at least two will 
be required for each section, if frequencies of the 
order of 20 c/s are contemplated, otherwise the 
associated fixed resistors become of so high a value 
that the valve grid is extremely susceptible to hum 
pick -up. A further consideration is that the loss 
in the network decreases with the number of sections. 
It is 1 /29 for a three -section network and 1 /18 for 
a four -section one, necessitating valve voltage gains 
of rather more than 29 and 18 respectively. This 
is one reason why some of the oscillators described 
in the past have had as their tuning elements two 
four -gang capacitors coupled together. 

By employing the more elaborate phase- shifting 
circuit of Fig. 2 it is possible to obtain a phase -shift 
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per stage of approximately twice that obtained 
with the simpler circuit. As is well- known, the vir- 
tues of this particular phase- shifting circuit are that 
the phase may be changed from 2O° to 160° without 
any appreciable change of amplitude at the output 
terminals, so long as no attempt is made to draw 
power from the circuit, and it thus becomes possible 
to design an oscillator with only two stages of phase - 
shifting. Also, only one variable element is required 
although, as will be pointed out later, it is not always 
advisable to avail oneself of this characteristic. 

Phase -splitting Valve 

In all the oscillator circuits which have so far been 
tried by the author the centre -tapped transformer 
of Fig. z has been replaced by a phase -splitting valve. 
Each phase -shifting section then becomes as in Fig. 3. 

For a first analysis we may neglect the effects of 
the valve anode resistance, the input impedance of 
the succeeding stage and the cathode -bias resistor. 

Fig. i. Con- 
ventional phase - 
shift oscillator. 

Fig. z. Constant- ampli- 
tude phase -shift circuit 
with transformer input. 

Fig. 3. Push -pull phase - 
splitting circuit which can 
replace the transformer of 
Fig. z. 
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The equivalent circuit is then that 
of Fig. 4(a). If now a sinusoidal vol- 
tage of amplitude E is applied between 
terminals ab, then the current through 

E 
the resistive branch becomes 

2Ro' 
and that through the RC branch 

E 
The resulting voltage 

R-1-T /jwC. 
distribution is shown in the vector 
diagram of Fig. 4(b) ; note in this that 
the angle adb will remain a right angle 
as C or R is varied assuming C to be a 
capacitor of low power factor, so that 
the point d will describe a semicircle 
about the centre c, and cd will always 
be equal to both ac and cb since all 
three are radii of the same circle. 
The voltage cb, the cathode voltage, 
is in phase with the input voltage to 
the valve grid, and cd is the output 
voltage, so that the phase angle O 

between input and output voltages is 
the angle bed. By the process of 
completing the parallelogram, Fig. 
4(c), and bisecting angle O by the per- 
pendicular cf, it can easily be seen by 
inspection that the tangent of half 

this angle is : tan- 0 = wCR. Now 
2 

2 tan x tan 2 x 
I -tan3x 

2 wCR 
tan B - 

w2C2R2 -T 
Fig. 5 depicts an oscillator constructed 
by associating two such phase -shifting 
stages with a valve -amplifier V3. 
If we denote the phase shift 
obtained in the second stage by 
1 

2wC1R1 
W = w2C12R12- then 

when O -{- = 180 °. 

Now tan (8 + ¢) _ 
from (I) 

tan 18o° = o 

from which 

.. (I) 

(a) 

Fig. 4. Basic phase -shift circuit alone (a) and vector diagram of 
voltages (b). The parallelogram is completed in (c). 

Fig. 5. Circuit of complete oscillator with two phase -shift and one 
amplifier stages. 

oiµF 

sMR 

SkI1 

oscillation will 

tan 0+tan ¢ 

r -tan O tan 

2wCR 

w2C2R2 - I 

be obtained 

and substituting 

2wC1R1 

w2C12R12 - I 
I 

From which w2 

(2CR 
- I 

I 
RCR1C1 

I 
.And f - (2) 

21T\/RCR1C1 
It now can be seen wherein lies the disadvantage in 
having only one tuning element, for assuming we 
decide to allow the resistance R to fulfill this function 
then C = C1 and the expression for oscillation fre- 

quency becomes f = I ; in other words the 
A/R. -VRIC 

2wC1R1 

w2C1 2R1 2-I/ 

frequency becomes proportional to I and a linear 
A/R 

control will give an extremely cramped scale if a 
coverage of the order of Io : I for each range is 
considered. In order to obtain an approximately 
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logarithmic scale then a logarithmic potentiometer 
will have to be used and unfortunately logarithmic 
wire -wound potentiometers are not obtainable in 
large ohmic values. 

However, when extreme accuracy and permanence 
of calibration are not important, quite useful instru- 
ments can be assembled around the ordinary carbon - 
track volume control with a log or semi -log law. 
A practical design along these lines would proceed 
somewhat as follows. The minimum value of R 
should not be reduced below about 5 ka and from 
(2) it can be seen that the maximum value is equal to 
(fl /f2)2Rm, where f1 /f2 is the ratio between maxi- 
mum and minimum frequencies on any one range. 
For decimal scales this ratio is, of course, Io, and R,,, 
becomes 0.5 Mf . R could conveniently be a fixed 
resistor of 5 kLi in series with a o.5-MO potentiometer. 
R1 should be a fixed resistor equal in value to 

= 5 x Io kÇ2, and C would equal C1, 

and be simultaneously switched for each range, 
increasing in capacitance in multiples of Io. It will 
be found that sufficiently good multiplication will 
be obtained over the whole frequency range to enable 
a single calibration to be used, and the range- chang- 
ing switch used merely as a multiplier, labelled 
x I, x Io, x Too, etc., so long as sufficient care is 
taken over decoupling arrangements at the lower 
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frequencies. The coupling capacitors preceding the 
phase- splitting stages need not be embarrassingly 
large even for quite low frequencies as the input 
impedance of the particular type of phase -splitter 
used is high. A value of o.i /1.F is adequate for 
frequencies of the order of 20 c /s. 

The anode and cathode load resistors Ro should be 
of fairly low value- something between 2 and 5 kt2 
will be found suitable. The " gain " of each phase - 
shifting stage is that which is normal for this type of 
phase -splitter and should not be less than o.8 or 0.64 
for the two together ; thus the gain of the amplifier 
V3 need not exceed 1.6 and its design becomes very 
simple. 

No provision for automatic amplitude control is 
made in the circuit of Fig. 5. The feedback is con- 
trolled by the 5 -k12 potentiometer and, once set, it 
will be found that reasonably constant output will be 
obtained over the frequency range without further 
adjustment. When the output is required to be as 
free from harmonic distortion as possible, then it must 
be set at the lowest possible setting consistent with 
reliable oscillation, and under this condition the 
total harmonic content can easily better 1 per cent. 

Readers who prefer to embody some kind of ampli- 
tude limiting in their designs can use any of the usual 
arrangements. In this connection it may be mentioned 
that both valve- operated control circuits and tem- 
perature- controlled devices, such as Thermistors, 

have been used by the writer with good results 
Enough has been said to indicate that the use of the 
valve phase -shifter* principle makes available a 
RC oscillator allowing fair flexibility of design. 
A single- or a double- element control may be used as 
desired, and this control may be either resistive or 
capacitive ; for instance the circuit of Fig. 5 could have 
employed a single capacitor as the tuning control 
with a range of 3.16 to 1, covering the audio -fre- 
quency band of 20- 20,000 c;s in 6 switch -positions. 
Alternatively a twin -gang potentiometer can be 
made to give a range in excess of 30 : I in one sweep, 
and in all cases the output remains constant. 

These advantages are secured at the expense of two 
extra valves, but this is not so great a complication 
when it is remembered that both phase -shifters 
can be sections of one of . the popular small twin - 
triodes, and V3 can be another section of a further 
valve of the same type. The complete oscillator 
plus output stage need therefore have no more than 
two " bottles." With the circuit of Fig. 1 the valve 
must nearly always be a multigrid type in order to 
obtain the necessary gain. In addition a cathode - 
follower is commonly added, so that the RC network 
may be fed from a low- impedance source, and two 
glass envelopes are still required, for the oscillator 
alone. 

*British Patent No. 3516/1949. 

B.B.C. REPORT FOR 1949/50 

ACOMPREHENSIVE account of the work and 
progress in the operation of both the sound and 

vision services of the B.B.C. during the year ended last 
March is given in the Annual Report of the Corporation, 
which is published by H.M. Stationery Office. 

After dealing with the engineering developments of 
the year, the section devoted to the technical aspects 
of the Corporation's activities, concludes with some notes 
on the television research undertaken. In order to 
obtain data concerning the probable mutual interference 
which would be experienced with synchronized tele- 
vision stations working on the same wavelength (which 
will, of course, be necessary as there are only five 
channels available and ten stations are planned) six 
recording posts were in almost continuous operation 
during the year and an unbroken record was kept of 
reception from experimental transmitters over long dis- 
tances. Recordings were also made of the Alexandra 
Palace transmissions in Scotland and of the Sutton Cold- 
field transmissions in the London area. 

As a long -term project to appraise the relative merits 
of different systems, it is stated in the Report that pre- 
liminary experiments are being made on systems using 
higher standards of definition and on colour television. 
To facilitate work of this kind, a new flexible television 
transmitter designed to operate at will on standards of 
definition from 400 to 900 lines, has been constructed 
for use in the laboratories. 

On the financial side, the Report records that although 
the Treasury retained 15 per cent of the licence revenue - LI,753,926 -and the Post Office received £814,111 for 
expenses of collection and interference investigation, the 
Corporation's net licence income was ¿9,938,917 -an 
increase of ¿494,445 on the previous year. Of this 
amount ¿272,747 was derived from the additional ¿1 
charged for the combined sound and television licence. 
The revenue from the sale of publications was ¿1,039,464. 
It is noteworthy that 25.3 per cent of the year's expen- 
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diture on the Home and Television Services is classified 
as " engineering." 

One of the best reproductions of an end -of -tube picture 
-showing Their Majesties at the Royal Opera House, 
Covent Garden -is among the illustrations in the Report, 
which costs 35. 

TELEVISION O.B. LINKS. -Six centimetre -wave 
transmitters, similar to that illustrated, are to be 
supplied to the B.B.C. by Marconi's to provide radio 
links for television outside broadcasts. 
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Communications on 460 Meis 
Suitability of the Decimetre Waves for Mobile Services 

By E. G. HAMER, B.Sc. (Eng.) (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E., Ass.Brit.I.R.E. (G.E.C. Research Laboratories, Wembley) 

AFEW years ago it was thought that the fre- 
quency spectrum between 7o and roo Mc /s 
would be wide enough to accommodate . most 

of the necessary radio services, particularly short- 
range fixed links and mobile communication. The 
demand for frequencies in this band for use in 
essential services such as police work has, however, 
been so heavy that additional allocations are not now 
readily available. Higher frequencies were therefore 
sought for some less essential services, including 
taxis and the press, and, at the 1947 Atlantic City 
conference, the International Telegraph Union allo- 
cated the band between 156 and 184 Mc / s for this 
type of user. Here again, since only part of this 
band is available for commercial fixed link and mobile 
services, it appears that the congestion in this new 
band will shortly be the same as it is now between 
7o and roo Mc / s. All the available frequencies are 
rapidly being allocated and the next logical step will 
obviously be to move yet higher up the frequency 
spectrum to the range between 460 and 47o Mc / s, 
which was allocated at Atlantic City to fixed and 
mobile stations, and is used in America for " citizens' 
radio." 

Previous work has shown that frequencies in the 
700 - zoo -Mc / s band give slightly better results than 
those between 156 and 184 Mc / s when used for 
mobile types of service. For frequencies of the order 
of 460 Mc / s, however, the performance has not been 
so accurately known. The various conflicting reports 
made in the past had led to the assumption that the 
usefulness of such frequencies for mobile communica- 
tion largely depended on the location of the fixed 
station aerial. 

Mobile Station 
lu order to obtain more precise information on this 

point and, further, to investigate the behaviour of the 
received signals under non -' ` line -of -sight " con- 
ditions, an extensive programme of tests was under- 
taken in the London area. During these tests, the 
opportunity was taken of measuring the field 
strengths received at the mobile station and compar- 
ing these measured values with those predicted from 
theoretical considerations. 

The tests were made using various fixed station 
sites, roughly corresponding to sites in open country, 
together with a site in the centre of a built -up area. 
The receiver was installed in a car, which was used 
as the mobile station and, in some of the tests, the 
transmitted power and the receiver sensitivity were 
adjusted to a value likely to be obtained with 
" walkie- talkie " type of equipment. 

The transmitter consisted of a low power r.f. 
unit giving a frequency modulated signal at a 
frequency of about 115 Mc/ s. This unit was 
used to drive a series of doubler and earthed -grid 
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amplifier stages. A power output of 3o watts 
was obtained from the final amplifier and, with 
the length of the feeder in use, gave a radiated 
power of 6 watts from a simple vertical dipole aerial 
fitted with a quarter wave co -axial stub standing 
wave suppressor. The immense loss of power in the 
feeder with this arrangement was due to the unavoid- 
ably large separation between the transmitter and its 
aerial. No attempt was made to increase the all- 
round aerial gain, although at these frequencies an 
aerial array is very attractive owing to its small 
physical size. 

A normal frequency modulated receiver was used 
in the car and operated on a frequency of 4o Mc /s. 
This receiver was preceded by an extra frequency 
changing unit. Figure r gives a block schematic 
diagram of this arrangement, which consists of a 
capacity- loaded line connected to a silicon crystal 
valve used as a frequency changer. The local oscil- 
lator frequency is provided by a quartz crystal 
oscillator, followed by a chain of multiplier valves. 
An additional stage of amplification at the first i.f. 
of 40 Mc / s is included between the mixer head and 
the normal receiver. Such an arrangement gave a 
minimum receiver sensitivity for an intelligible out- 
put of 4µV input across 70 ohms. - A complete 
receiver designed in accordance with the latest 
practice might be expected to have a sensitivity of 
the order of 1 -2 µV across 70 ohms. The aerial fitted 
to the car consisted of a quarter wave whip aerial 
mounted above a metal sheet acting as an earth 
plane. Again, no attempt was made to use an aerial 
array to give an increased gain. 

Communication from the car to the fixed station 
was provided by normal v.h.f. equipment with a 
transmitted power of ro watts and a receiver sensi- 
tivity of r ,uV across 7o ohms. This circuit was 
operated at a frequency of roo Mc / s, so that an 
indirect comparison with the performance of the 
46o -Mc / s equipment was obtained by noting the 
areas in which signals to and from the car could not 
be received. 

The characteristics of the equipment used can be 

FROM 
AERIAL 

CAPACITY LOADED LINE 

MULTIPL. IER 
UNIT 
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TO 
RECEIVER 

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the experimental 460 -Mc s 

receiver. 
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summarized as follows: (a) transmitter; radiated 
power 6 watts; peak deviation ±45kc Is; operating 
frequency 466 Mc Is; (b) receiver; sensitivity (for 
usable signal) 4 µV across 7o ohms; bandwidth 
±16o kc / s at 3 db points. 

For the first series of trials, the fixed station aerial 
was located on top of a water tower near Ealing, 
120 feet above local ground level and some zoo feet 
above the surrounding terrain. The mobile set in the 
car was taken to a number of places, including non- 
" line -of- sight " locations behind near and distant 
hills. Field strength measurements were also made 
at selected sites, for subsequent comparison with the 
calculated values. The non -" line -of -sight " positions 
can be described as: (a) behind a long range of hills 
seven miles away ; (b) behind a local hill two miles 
away; (c) behind a large hill four miles away, also 
partly screened by another hill between it and the 
fixed station. 

The approximate service area for continuous 
reception had a radius of about eight miles, compar- 
ing very favourably with the too-Mc/ s signals. On 
good receiving sites, of course, much greater ranges 
were obtainable, 

The second series of trials was made with the fixed 
station in the centre of London, the aerial being 
mounted 3o feet above roof level, the aerial height 
above ground level being 13o feet. Mobile tests were 
again conducted in and about the City of London, 
and field strength measurements were taken behind 
Hampstead Hill. Reliable communication in this 

. instance was obtained up to a range of seven miles, 
and within a radius of two miles the effects due to 
fading of the signal were negligible. 

Some Comparisons 

The results obtained in the two series of tests 
described above gave rise to the following con- 
clusions : communication results obtained during 
mobile working on a frequency of 46o Mc / s are, in 
general, inferior to those experienced using a fre- 
quency of wo Mc /s. In isolated instances in built -up 
areas the 46o -Mc /s frequency may give a better 
service owing to standing wave effect. As is usual 
with v.h.f. and e.h.f. installations, there is a varia- 
tion in field strength depending on multi -path propa- 
gation and, as a car moves through the resultant 
field, a fluctuation in field strength is encountered 
causing the strength of the received signal to vary. 
The rate of flutter is greater at 460 Mc / s than at 
too Mc / s since the wavelength involved is shorter. 
When frequency modulated transmissions are used, 
and provided the receiver has good limiters, the effect 
on intelligibility is of the same order as when using 
too-Mc /s equipment. If, however, the limiting 
action of the receiver is poor, or the a.g.c. time -con- 
stant incorrect, this rapid flutter fading may give rise 
to an effect which is similar to a superimposed low 
frequency modulating the speech intelligence. The 
effect is to mar the speech quality badly and to reduce 
the intelligibility. 

During both trials the equipment operating on 
460 Mc /s did not give as great a range as that used 
on too Mc /s. The difference between the two values 
was, however, usually small, being of the order of 
so to zo per cent. It was also interesting to observe 
that, during communication to a heavily wooded 
country area, the trees appeared to cause more 
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Fig. 2. Ground contour of typical site used for field 
strength measurements. 
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attenuation of the 46o-Mc/ s signal than of the 
roo -Mc /s signal. This effect was more pronounced 
when the trees were wet, although the presence of 

wet buildings in a built -up area appeared, if any- 
thing, to improve the 46o-Mc/ s communications. 

The effect of operating the mobile station under 
trolley -bus wires and bridges was negligible, unless 
the bridge was of metal and, at the same time very 
low and wide. Even in a town in very heavy traffic, 
the amount of ignition interference experienced was 
very small, despite the use of an intermediate fre- 

quency of 40 Mc /s and a relatively poorly screened 
experimental receiver. Good signals were obtained 
in the centre of the City of London about z miles 
from the fixed station, even in very narrow " can- 

yon " -like streets, and again the effects of passing 
traffic caused very little alteration in the signal. In 
particular, it was found that, in these narrow streets, 
there appeared to be no significant difference in signal 
level between adjacent streets which were radial and 
circumferential to the fixed station. 

A further series of tests was carried out to simulate 
the conditions likely to be obtained using " walkie- 
talkie " type of equipment, and in some instances' the 
receiver used was of the simple super- regenerative 
type. The transmitted power was 0.25 to 0.5 watt, 
and the minimum receiver sensitivity for a usable 
signal was 3o µV across 7o ohms. From a high site 
the range to the sensitive receiver (4 AV) was zj- miles 
in open country and t to r4 miles in a built -up area. 
With the super- regenerative receiver the range was 
reduced to 400 yards in a built -up area. In another 
instance the transmitter aerial was placed about 3 

feet above ground level, adjacent to and outside the 
wall of a brick and steel building, halfway between 
the two ends of the wall. When using the super - 
regenerative receiver inside the building the range 
obtained was between 6o and loo yards, depending 
on the type of obstructions inside the building and 
upon the floor level on which the receiver was used. 
Outside the building (which was approximately too 
yards square) signals were received along the side 
where the transmitting aerial was located and along 
the adjacent sides, but they were not received on the 
opposite side of the building. 

As a general rule the simple " walkie- talkie " 
equipment gives service, when used in the open, over 
a range of 200 -400 yards, depending on the location 
of the aerials. When used inside a building the range 
is reduced to 6o -too yards. It should, however, be 
remembered that at present it may not always be 
possible to achieve such performances using filament 
type battery valves. 

An approximate analysis was made of the antici- 
pated field strength in the areas where the field 
strength had actually been measured This analy- 
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sis was based on the nomograms published by 
Buffington.* >For the non -" line -of- sight " position, 
the field strengths were calculated at the crest of the 
intervening hill to determine whether smooth earth or 
free space conditions should be used. The appro- 
priate shadow loss and, if necessary, the grazing loss 
were taken into account. 

Figure 2 shows the ground contour of a typical site 
tested. Allowance is made for the grazing loss over 
the intermediate hill, and for the shadow loss due to 
the principal hill. The calculated transmission loss is 
i r9 db, which is in satisfactory agreement with the 
measured loss of 524 db. A series of some 40 readings 
were made and the results were found to be consistent 
for any transmitting station site. 

The results obtained with the transmitter on an 
open site show very close agreement with the results 
calculated by the Bullington method, the two values 
usually being within 3 db of one another for a simple 
non -" line -of -sight " path. This may, to some extent, 
be fortuitous in view of some of the assumptions 
made, particularly in regard to the gain or loss of the 
aerials and feeders. Using identical equipment in a 
built -up area, it was found that there was an extra 
loss of some ro db in the measured values. This loss 
may be accounted for by the indeterminate extra 
" grazing " loss due to the roofs of surrounding build- 
ings. Such extra indeterminate losses can be re- 
garded as being a function of the transmitter aerial 
height above roof level rather than of its actual height 
above ground level. Small increases in aerial height 
are therefore likely to give much greater signals, while 
the converse is also true. 

It can therefore be stated that, where a high trans- 
mitting aerial is situated in the open, the propaga- 
tion loss may be evaluated to a fair degree of accur 
acy, even under non -" line -of- sight " conditions. In 
a built -up area, however, an extra fixed loss must be 
added to the calculated loss. This extra fixed loss 
may vary in any given direction depending upon the 
heights and types of building near to the fixed station 
aerial. 

The general conclusion drawn from the entire series 
of tests was that frequencies in the 46o- 47o -Mc / s 
band could be used for many mobile radio services. A 
satisfactory service would definitely be obtained, 
although the service area would be slightly less than 
when using frequencies in the 7o- roo -Mc /s band. The 
service area could be increased by the use of aerial 
arrays giving omni -directional gain, these aerials 
being physically small, and might then be compar- 
able with the roo -Mc / s service area. This general 
statement may not, however, be applicable in ex- 
tremely rugged terrain so that, as when lower fre- 
quencies are used, exploratory tests on the actual 
site are desirable under such conditions. 

K. Bullington, Radio Propagation at Frequencies Above 30 Mc /s. 
Proc. I.R.E., 35, 1122 -1136 (October, 1947). 

Presenting Pickup Characteristics 
THE need for a standardized presentation of audio - 

frequency response curves, to facilitate comparison, 
has long been recognized, and, as a first step, the 
Gramophone Equipment Panel of the Radio and Elec- 
tronic Component Manufacturers Association have 
recommended their members to adopt a scale ratio of 
38 db per octave. Graph paper on this basis (actually 
3 inches per octave of frequency and i centimetre to 5db 
of vertical scale) has been prepared and is obtainable 
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from H. K. Lewis & Co., 136, Gower Street, London, 
W.C.i. The chart includes a useful ruled panel for 
relevant data. 

Nomenclature : Standard Terms 
SEVERAL supplements to British Standard 204 1943 ("Glossary of Terms used in Telecommunica- 

tion ") have recently been issued by the British Stan- 
dards Institution, z8 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I. 

Supt. No. 2 : Glossary of Terms used in Radio Propa- 
gation. -Terms connected with radio propagation 
through the ionosphere and troposphere. Price zs. 

Supt. No. 3 : Fundamental Radio Terms.- Definitions 
of the terms used for the various applications of radio 
in communication and location, with a chart showing 
the relation between the various methods. Price is. 

Supt. No. 4: Glossary of Terms used in Radar. - 
Price 2s. 

CLUB NEWS 
Basingstoke. -The secretary of the Basingstoke District 

.Amateur Radio Society advises us that owing to lack of 
.upport it has been decided to discontinue the Club's 
activities. Sec.: L. S. Adams, " Roslen," 16, Bramblys 
Drive, Basingstoke, Hants. 

Belfast.-Two 150-watt transmitters, one 'phone and one 
c.w., are now in use at the headquarters of the City of Belfast 
Y.M.C.A. Radio Club, Wellington Place, under the call sign 
G16YMVI. Morse classes are held on Wednesdays -the club 
night -and Thursdays. Sec.: S. H. Foster (GI3GAL), 3r, 
Belmont l'ark, Belfast. 

Birmingham. -At the meeting of the Slade Radio Society 
in the Parochial Hall, Broomfield Road, Erdington, on 
December 8th at 7.45, W. H. Yeates (G.P.O.) will speak on 
" Telephone Transmission Systems." Sec.: C. N. Smart, 

io, \Voolmore Road, Erdington, Birmingham, 23. 
Bournemouth. -Meetings of the Bournemouth Radio and 

Television Society (G3FVU) are held on the first and third 
Thursdays of each month at 7.30 at the Cricketer's Arms, 
Windham Road. Sec.: F. G. Hamshere, gg, Elmes Road, 
\Vinton, Bournemouth, Hants. 

Brighton. - Membership of the Brighton and District Radio 
Club is now about 8o and meetings are held every Tuesday 
evening at 7.30 at the " Eagle Inn," Gloucester Road. The 
club station, G3EVE, is operated on alternate Tuesday even- 
ings on So metres (c.w. and 'phone). Sec.: L. Hohden, ]7, 
Hartington Road, Brighton, Sussex. 

Chester. -Morse classes are held for an hour prior to the 
weekly meetings of the Chester and District Amateur Radio 
Society (G3GIZ) which are held at 7.30 on Tuesdays in the 
Tarran hut in the Y.M.C.A. grounds. Sec. : R. C. Windsor, 
17, Hough Green, Chester. 

Coventry. - Fortnightly meetings of the Coventry Amateur 
Radio Society are held on alternate Mondays at 7.3o at the 
B.T.H. Social Club, Holyhead Road. On December 4th 
demonstrations will be given of aids to reception. Sec.: 
K. G. Lines (G3FOH), 142, Shorncliffe Road, Coventry. 

Dorking.- Weekly meetings of the Dorking and District 
Radio Society (G3CZU) are held at the H.Q., 5, London 
Road on Tuesdays at 7.30. A lecture on valve technique 
will be given on December 19th. Sec.: J. Greenwell, 
G3AEZ, 7, Sondes Place Drive, Dorking. 

Gravesend.- Weekly meetings of the Gravesend Amateur 
Radio Society are held on Wednesdays at 7.30 at the club 
headquarters, 30, Darnley Road, Gravesend. Sec.: R. E. 
Appleton, 23, Laurel Avenue, Gravesend. 

Malvern. - Meetings of the Malvern and District Radio 
Society are held on the first Wednesday of each month at 7.45 at the " Foley Arms Hotel." A lecture on " Microphones and 
T,oudspeakers " will be given at the December meeting. 

Wakefield. -The Secretary of the Wakefield and District 
.Amateur Radio Society will give members of the club " An 
Introduction to Frequency Modulation " at the meeting at 
Service House, Providence Street, at 7.30 on December 13äh. 
Sec.: W. Farrar (G3ESP), "Holmcroft," Durkar, Wakefield. 

Walworth. -Meetings of the Walworth (Men's Institute) 
Radio Club are being held each Wednesday and Friday from 
7 to 9 at The Avenue School, John Ruskin Street, London, 
S.E.S. Sec.: J. Gibbs, 22, Caspian Street, Camberwell, S.E.S. 
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The Hall Effect 

IN Clerk Maxwell's time it was thought that the 
distribution of current in a network of wires or 
a fixed solid conductor was unaffected -apart 

from initial transient induction effects -by the appli- 
cation of a constant external magnetic field. Explana- 
tions of the failure of experiments to disclose any 
movement of the current itself, in spite of the very 
considerable forces experienced by the conductor, 
were usually sought in terms of the " incompressible 
fluid " theories then current. They did not entirely 
convince E. H. Hall,' working in John Hopkins' 
University, U.S.A., who held that even if the incom- 
pressible fluid entirely pervaded the conducting 
material, a lateral pressure, if not a flow, should be 
detectable. 

His early efforts to detect changes due to a magnetic 
field in the equipotential points at the sides of metal 
strips carrying longitudinal current (Fig. r) were in- 
conclusive until, at the suggestion of Prof. Rowland, 
he tried extremely thin conductors (gold leaf on glass). 
These gave positive results and he was able to show 
that the lateral galvanometer current was, in fact, 
proportional to the product of the main current 
strength and the magnetic field. Later the effect 
was shown to be inversely proportional to the thick- 
ness of the material. Thus the lateral change can 
be expressed V = RIH it. Where R is the ' 

` Halaj co- 
efficient " of the material, I = longitudinal current in 
amperes, H= magnetic flux density in gauss and t= 
thickness of conductor in centimetres. 

Theories of Conduction 

According to modern theories of conduction in 
simple metals (e.g., copper and silver), in which the 
current is due to a drift of electrons from atom to 
atom under the influence of an external field, the 
effect is explained if we assume that the electrons 
travel in straight lines under the electric field, but 
describe curved paths under the influence of the per- 
pendicular magnetic field. There is a corresponding 
distortion of the equipotential lines which gives rise 
to a potential difference at the side contacts. 
(Fig. r b 

In other metals and semi -conductors the polarity of 
the Hall voltage may be of opposite sign, indicating 
that the current -carrying elements have the equiva- 
lent of a positive charge. These elements are not 
necessarily particles, but may be " holes " in the 
structure of a crystal lattice which are temporarily 
unfilled by electrons. When an electron moves into 
a vacant site, a " hole " is left in an adjacent part of 
the structure and this vacancy can travel through the 
material until it reaches the negative point of connec- 
tion, when it will be filled by an electron. At the 
other end electrons are extracted, thus keeping up the 
supply of holes." 

The Hall effect in germanium is very high and the 
ratio of Hall coefficient to specific resistance, upon 
which the deflection of any current -indicating meter 

American Journal of Mathematics, 1879, and Phil. Mag., 1880, Series 5, 
Vol. 9, p. 225. 
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Its Application to the Measurement of 
the Flux Density of Magnetic Fields 

connected to the lateral terminals will depend, is about 
zoo times that of copper. G. L. Pearson2 has shown 
that it is suitable for the direct measurement of flux 
densities up to 20,000 gauss, and has described a 
simple instrument, involving only a 4f -V battery, a 

(b) 

Fig. s. Illustrating the Hall effect. Current distribu- 
tion (a) without magnetic field (b) with field perpendicu- 
lar to the paper. Transverse equipotential lines are 
shown dotted. 

Fig. 2. Typical circuit for measuring field strength by 
means of the Hall effect in germanium. 

GERMANIUM 
CRYSTAL 

I Sn 135kn 

450 n 

Rev. Sci. Instr. Vol. 19, No. 4. April. 1945. 
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microammeter and resistances, which can be used in 
conjunction with a thin slip of germanium crystal for 
measuring, for example, the flux in loudspeaker 
magnet gaps. 

The circuit used by Pearson is given in Fig. 2. 
Ranges of 5, ro and 20 kilogauss are provided and 
the fourth position on the range switch is used to 
connect the meter across a r5 -ohm series resistor to 
check the main crystal current against a calibration 
mark. A potentiometer (" set zero ") is used to 
offset any residual lateral current arising from the 
difficulty of soldering the leads accurately to spots of 
equal potential. 
In Commercial Form 

In this country a similar type of instrument has 
been produced commercially by the British Thomson 
Houston Company, Rugby, and is known as the 
Type G gauss meter. A five -way rotary switch gives 
ranges of 5, ro and 25 kilogauss and has " Off " and 
" Calibrate " positions; there are separate calibration 
and zero -setting controls. The germanium crystal is 
in the form of a probe and is protected by a non- 
magnetic sheath having external dimensions of 
0.14 x 0.035 x 1.25 inches; longer probes are available. 
The polarity of the transverse field corresponding to 
positive meter readings is marked on the probe. 

B.T.H. gauss meter, Type G, and (below) close -up of 
the probe, which is protected by a non- magnetic 
sheath. 
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" RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK " 
NEW EDITION 

VALUABLE information on all aspects of test and 
measurement is given in the fifth, revised, edition 

of this popular book, recently issued from our publishers 
at 15s. The author, who is well -known as a consulting 
engineer and as a contributor to Wireless World, writes 
knowledgeably from a long and varied experience of 
radio. He does so in a way that will appeal to the 
amateur and to the Professional radio man alike, for he 
is concerned not only with commercial laboratory 
apparatus but with keeping down expenditure by con- 
structing and improvising one's own equipment. After 
dealing with the principles of correct measurement, he 
goes on to describe at length the various types of instru- 
ments and how they are used, then makes helpful 
suggestions on the most suitable apparatus for equipping 
a laboratory. Considerable space is devoted to particular 
methods of measurement on components, amplifiers and 
receivers, and special attention is given to v.h.f. work. 
There is also a chapter of useful reference information, 
together with an appendix on the construction of bridges. 

This edition has been revised and new material has 
been added. In particular, the pages on oscillators have 
been re- written to include the latest developments in 
RC oscillators, additional information is given on 
thermistors, valve -voltmeters and cathode -ray oscillo- 
scopes, and the reference section is up to date. 

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 
Microphones and associated sound equipment described 

in a set of leaflets from Lustraphone, Ltd., 84, Belsize 
Lane, London, N.W.3. 

Electric Motors of the more popular ratings in an 
abridged list from Higgs Motors, Ltd., Witton, Birming- 
ham, 6. 

Television Aerials and accessories described in an 
illustrated pamphlet from Validus Aerials, 69, Hornsey 
Road, London, N.7. 

Coilpacks are catalogued and suitable receiver circuits 
given in a brochure from Osmor Radio Products, Ltd., 
Bridge View Works, Borough Hill, Croydon, Surrey. 

Midget Paper Capacitors, type W99, described in a 
" Hunt's News " leaflet issued by A. H. Hunt, Ltd., 
Garratt Lane, London. S.W.r8. 

Television Components illustrated catalogue, available 
to manufacturers from the Plessey Company, Ltd. (Com- 
ponents Division), Ilford, Essex. 

Communications Receiver, Eddystone " 74o " general - 
purpose model described in a leaflet from Stratton & 
Co., Ltd., Eddystone Works, Alvechurch Road, Bir- 
mingham, 31. 

" Noise and Vibration in Industry," a booklet dealing 
with noise- measuring instruments, from A. E. Cawkell, 
7, Victory Arcade, The Broadway, Southall, Middlesex. 

Sound -level Recorder, high speed, and pH Meter, Type 
1900, described in leaflets from Dawe Instruments, Ltd., 
13o, Uxbridge Road, Hanwell, Lôndon, W.7. 

Schering Bridge specification in a bulletin from Muir - 
head & Co., Ltd., Beckenham, Kent. 

Intercommunication system ; the Ediswan Mark II 
Loudspeakerphone described in a brochure from the 
Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., 155, Charing Cross 
Road, London, W.C.2. 

Receivers and Radiograms for 1951 ; short specifica- 
tions in a catalogue from Pye, Ltd., Radio Works, 
Cambridge. 

Television Receiver, Model TC 142 ; a descriptive leaflet 
from E. K. Cole, Ltd., Ekco Works, Southend -on -Sea, 
Essex. 

Sound Heads for magnetic recorders; brief details in 
a leaflet from Bradmatic, Ltd., Station Road, Aston, 
Birmingham, 6. 

Earth Analyser for detecting earthing faults on elec- 
trical apparatus; a leaflet from Runbaken Electrical 
Products, 71 -73A, Oxford Road, Manchester, 1. 
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t)arkScreeu Television 
Use of Tinted Implosion Guards 

IN a television picture, the " blacks " are actually 
the colour of the unexcited portions of the phos- 
phors on the face of the cathode -ray tube as 

they appear in the particular conditions of external 
lignting which exist at the time of viewing. Conse- 
quently, if the external lighting is fairly nigh, con- 
siderable loss of contrast is noted in the picture, 
because the light reflected from the face of the tube 
gives a greyish look to the phosphors. 

The obvious way of preventing this loss of contrast 
is to eliminate external light altogether, but this is 

often impracticable or undesirable. When the picture 
must be viewed under conditions of high external 
lighting it is possible to maintain an adequate degree 
of contrast by using a suitably tinted transparent 
light -filter in front of the cathode -ray tube to cut 
down the light reflected from the face of the tube. 

Such a neutral -tinted filter in the form of acrylic 
sheet is now quite often used in television receivers 
and it fulfils a double function. In addition to 
improving the contrast of the picture when viewed 
in a room not completely blacked -out, its strength in 
the appropriate thickness gives adequate protection 
to the viewer should the tube collapse. 

The increased contrast is due to the fact that 
external light in the room passes through the filter, 
strikes the face of ' the cathode -ray tube and is 

reflected back through the filter again, whereas the 
radiations of the tube phosphors pass through the 
filter once only. This considerably reduces interfer- 
ence by reflected light. 

At first sight it would seem that to obtain a picture 
of comparable brightness when using a filter to that 
obtained on a set with the ordinary clear guard, the 
tube brightness would have to be turned up con- 
siderably to make up for the light absorbed in the 
filter. This is true to a certain extent, but in practice 
the actual colour of the filter is not a true " straight 
line " neutral and although the overall transmissions 
of the colours used are on the average about 50-55 
per cent, their transmission curves show a consider- 
able increase in transmission 
in the blue and red ranges. 
Transmission curves for the 
three " neutrals " which have 
been specially developed for 
this application are given in 
Fig. r, and show that the 
transmission rises in the blue 
to about 70 per cent and in 
the red to over 8o per cent. 
As the visible light from the 
excited phosphors of the 
average cathode -ray tube 
also peaks in the blue and 
red, the filter transmits about 
7o per cent of the phosphor 
radiations as against only 
about 5o per cent of daylight 
or other external lighting. 

A further point which must be remembered is that 
any type of clear guard of glass or plastic transmits 
at the best only about 90 per cent of the light from 
the cathode -ray tube falling on it, so that the corn- 
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WAVELENGTH (MILLIMICRONS) 

Fig. s. Light transmission of "Perspex " acrylic sheet 
television implosion guards. The spectrum colours are 
indicated approximately against the wave -length scale. 

This photograph shows identical sets under conditions 
of fairly high external illumination. The left -hand set 
has a clear guard and gives a picture of poor contrast; 
the right- hand set has a neutral tinted " Perspex " 

filter and produces a picture of good contrast. 
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parison of transmission of a tinted to a clear filter 
is about 70 : 90 and not 70 : too. 

A further effect of the coloured filter is that it com- 
pletely alters the " dead pan " appearance of the 
cathode -ray tube and mask. 

The photograph -taken in the Pye development 
laboratories, Cambridge -shows two identical sets 
operating side by side under conditions of fairly 
high external illumination. The left -hand set, which 
has an ordinary clear guard, demonstrates a picture 

of poor contrast. The right -hand set, which has a 
neutral tinted " Perspex " acrylic filter, manufac- 
tured by I.C.I. Plastics Division, England, shows good 
contrast. Behind the sets are exposure squares rang- 
ing in colour from white to black which demonstrate 
that the photograph shows the effect as nearly as pos- 
sible as it is observed by the eye. These sets were, 
of course, individually adjusted to give as good a 
picture as possible under the existing circum- 
stances. 

Radio in Germany 
Broadcast Receivers and Sound Reproduction at Dusseldorf 

FORMING an opinion of the broadcast receivers 
on show at the first German post -war radio ex- 
hibition, held at Dusseldorf in August, was not 

made any easier by the scarcity of circuit diagrams, 
but in spite of this one gained the impression that 
modern German design techniques are much the same 
as ours, and no unusual principles are invòlved. In 
outward form the sets compare very favourably with 
models from other countries, and have 'neat and 
attractive cabinets without too much emphasis on 
originality of appearance. At the same time, there 
is a tendency in some quarters to camouflage re- 
ceivers as objects of furniture. One superhet, for in- 
stance, takes the form of an easy chair, with con- 
trols fitted on the arms and a loudspeaker in the 
back facing outwards. The built -in frame- aerial gives 
somewhat directional reception, so the chair is pro- 
vided with wheels to permit easy positioning. An- 
other example is the " Straight Three Bedside 
Lamp," which has nothing in its outward appear- 
ance to reveal that it is a receiver, except that the 
station names are printed on the shade and a shadow 
line indicates the station to which the " lamp " is 
tuned. 

Most of the medium- priced German receivers now 
have an e.h.f. band (86.5 Mc /s to tot Mc /s approx.) 
incorporated in the design, and if not, arrangements 
are made for adding a separate e.h.f. unit by plug - 
and- socket connection. Some makes also provide for 
f.m. reception, as there are several f.m. transmitters 
in use now, in Bavaria and N.W. Germany. 

Interest in Tuned Circuits 
When judging the merits of a receiver, the German 

public is interested not only in the number of valves 
that go with it (usually five or six) but in the number 
of tuned circuits in the r.f. stages, and this habit of 
counting tuned . circuits (an i.f. transformer counts 
as two) is reflected in all the sales literature. " Seven tuned circuits " is a sales point, so that a dealer wish 
ing to do business with only three has a difficult time. 
However, the importance of the properties of the 
tuned circuits is also appreciated, and quite a few 
receivers at the exhibition had resonant circuits with 
adjustable characteristics- vaTjable bandwidth, for instance, With settle models, the bandwidth 'auto- 
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matically contracts on reception of a weak signal - thereby giving selectivity and an adequate signal -to- noise ratio in exchange for a loss in quality -and then expands again when a strong station is tuned in. Other sets are fitted with a manual bandwidth con- trol, and one manufacturer has combined this with a tone control. 
The average price of broadcast receivers in Ger- many is much the same as in this country, but the lowest prices are well below those charged here. For instance, a straight a.c. /d.c. set for reception of local stations can be bought for 65 Deutsch -Marks (just over 5 guineas), whilst the " Straight Three Bedside Lamp " mentioned above costs about the same. These low prices may be partly accounted for by the fact that the number of German manufacturers pro- ducing receiving sets has greatly increased since 1939 and competition is more intense. 

Unusual Recording System 
Among the exhibits of the German Federal Post department, the most up-to -date equipment on show 

was a telephone amplifier using germanium crystal 
triodes, or transistors. Compared with the 8 watts 
of non- utilized power consumed by an equivalent 
valve amplifier (for heater supplies, standing anode 
current, etc.) this amplifier required only o.16 watt - 
a saving in power or efficiency of 98 per cent. 

In the acoustics section, a long -playing gramophone 
recording system was displayed, giving a smaller 
average spacing between grooves than is normally 
possible. With conventional systems of recording, 
the width of the grooves and the spacing of any two 
neighbouring grooves is kept large enough to accom- 
modate any sound amplitude -that is, any lateral 
needle swing -that may be necessary in a recording, 
but in this new system the width and spacing are 
arranged to be dependent on the amplitudes which 
actually do occur in the individual grooves and 
neighbouring grooves. The result of this more econo- 
mical method of " packing " is that more grooves can 
be got into the space available, and it is claimed that 
this gives an average increase in playing time of Too 
per cent. Speech recordings would probably allow 
a greater increase in playing time than would musical 
performances. M. L. T. 
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Mallulacturers.' Products 
New Equipment and Accessories for Radio and 

Miniature Three -Range 
Coil Pack 
A THREE -RANGE coil pack 

measuring 2jin x zlin x rjin 
and intended for use in small super - 
heterodynes without r.f. stage has 
been introduced by British Distri- 
buting Co., 66, High Street, 
London, N.8. When tuned by 
o.0005 -mfd capacitors the three 
ranges available are: 16 to Som, 
190 to 55om and 1,000 to 2,000nr 
respectively. 

The six coils have dust -iron cores. 
The pack is inductance- trimmed in 
the factory, and the only adjust- 
ments needed after its assembly in 
a receiver will be to the six trimmer 
capacitors accessibly mounted on 
top of the unit. With the single 
hole fixing and simple wiring, 
assembly takes only a few minutes. 
It is designed for an i.f. of 465kc / s. 
The Bridisco sub- miniature coil 
pack is priced at 3os 6d. 

Quality Amplifiers 
ARANGE of quality amplifiers 

costing approximately ¿x per 
watt has been introduced by the 
Broadcast and Acoustic Equipment 
Company, Tombland, Norwich. 
Resistance -capacity coupling is em- 
ployed with a paraphase -coupled 
push -pull output stage. 

In the 1z -watt amplifier, 6V6 or 
6L6 valves are used in the output 
stage and a rzo mV input is re- 
quired for full output. Feedback 
is applied over three loops, and the 
response is flat within zi db be- 
tween zoc /s and 15kc /s. Variable 

bass and treble boost is included 
with maximum lifts of zo db. The 
price is ¿12 iris, or L8 ros without 
power pack. 

The r5 -watt model has 6L6 or 
807 output valves and the overall 
sensitivity is higher, being suitable 
for use with a microphone or photo 
cell. The frequency range is 4o c/ s 
to 20 kc / s within 1.8 db. Bass and 
treble tone controls are included and 
the price is ¿r5 ros or ¿ro ros with- 
out power pack. 

Breeze Plug and Socket for 
heavy -duty applications has two 
roo -amp pins and one r9 -amp pilot 
pin, in a brass housing that is water- 
proof when screwed together. All 
three socket inserts and the two 
100 -amp pins can be removed for 
soldering. The makers are The 
Plessey Company, Ltd., of Ilford, 
Essex. 

High -Voltage Adaptor, Model 
341, has been introduced by Taylor 
Electrical Instruments Ltd., 419-424 
Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks, to 
extend the voltage range of their 
Model r7oA Electric Testmeter up to 
rokV. 

Television Receivers. Suitable for 
viewing in normal room lighting is 
the 600A table model projection 
television receiver produced by 
Philips Electrical, Ltd., of Century 
House, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2. 
It has a flat screen measuring 13. in 
x Iolin with lenticular rulings on 

the black face to give a wide hori- 
zontal angle of view, and is fitted 
with safety devices to prevent dam- 
age to the projection tube should 

either of the deflecting cir- 
cuits fail. In a walnut 
cabinet, the set costs 
¿gr gs 8d with a table - 
stand or ¿88 14s 6d with- 
out. 

Ferranti, Ltd., of Hol- 
linwood, Lancs, have intro- 
duced a new range of sets 
by adding to their console 

12 -watt gramophone am- 
plifier (Broadcast and 
Acoustic Equipment). 
The underside shows a 
simplified sub -assembly 
for coupling components. 
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Bridisco sub -miniature coil pack. 

Ferranti Model T1505 combined 
radio and television receiver, with 
self- contained radio aerials. 

receiver T1205 two more 12 -ill 
models, the Tr4o5 table model, and 
the Tr5o5 combined radio and tele- 
vision receiver. There will be two 
versions of each model available, 
and Ferranti will incorporate con- 
verter units, free of charge, in all 
Sutton Coldfield models which may 
have to be converted as a result of 
the forthcoming opening of the 
Holme Moss transmitter. 

Two -speed Gram Motor. Coincid- 
ing with the recent offer to the 
public of long -playing records, 
Small Electric Motors, Ltd., Eagle 
Works, Churchfields Road, Beck- 
enham, Kent, have produced a two 
speed gramophone motor oper- 
ating at 78 and 33¡ r.p.m. fhe 
complete motor assembly, which is 
of the rim drive type, is compact 
and suitable for mounting direct on 
to a metal or wooden baseboard. 
Although at the moment the stan- 
dard unit is for use only on 50 -c /s 
a.c. mains, a 6o -c /s unit can be 
offered for the export market. 
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UNBIASHI 
Radio and Road Hogs 
DECENTLY .I was telling you 

about a small radio transmitter 
installed in my car which, without 
infringing the law, enables me, a 
mile or so from home, to flood the 
house with light, warmth, music 
and the smell of sizzling kippers. 

A reader who signs himself 
" Autophile," which, on the face of 
it, sounds like another name for 
Narcissus but probably means a car 
lover, has written to tell me that 
there is a far more necessary use for 
a short -range e.h.f. car transmitter 
than pandering to the soul- destroy- 
ing Sybaritism in which I indulge. 
He is apparently troubled by the 
number of inexperienced drivers and 
experienced road hogs who hurtle 
along dark country roads at night 
with dazzling headlamps which they 
haven't, respectively, the savvy or 
the courtesy to dip when passing 
other road users; in fact, according 
to him, night driving has become a 
regular battle of headlights. I can- 
not confirm or deny his words from 
my own experience as I am at the 
present time far too engrossed in 
trying to navigate my car solely by 

FREE GRID 

radio beam from an approaching 
car was picked up by a simple fixed - 
frequency receiver which would 
operate the necessary switch by a 
relay. 

Time Gentlemen, Please 

NATIONALIZATION of coal is a 
burning topic, but, being poli- 

tically controversial, is naturally 
barred, together with discussions of 
other nationalization matters, from 
the pages of Wireless World. I do 
think, however, that the Editor may 
make an exception when I call 
attention to the shameless manner 
in which the Government's own ser- 
vants are deliberately sabotaging its 
most cherished monopolies. I refer 
to Time, which has had the offices 
of its control board at Greenwich 
since vesting day. Wireless, and in 
particular the B.B.C., has made us 
all conscious of the boon and bless- 
ing of this particular piece of 
nationalization. 

Yet one need only go into any 
nationalized railway refreshment 
room to see B.P.T. (British Pub 
Time) still rigidly observed and the 
Government's wishes flouted by its 

its radar screen and accordingly I 
leave lighting and all such matters 
to Mrs. Free Grid, but possibly my 
correspondent's information explains 
the presence of the ex -A.A. search- 
light that I notice has recently been 
mounted on the car roof. 

Briefly, my correspondent's idea 
is that headlamps should all be made 
illegal and the latest type of over- 
head lighting installed on all roads 
throughout the land, the capital cost 
being met partly by the money 
saved by not manufacturing head- 
lamps and partly by one of the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer's once - 
for -all levies. Running costs, repre- 
sented chiefly by the huge current 
consumption, could be virtually 
wiped out by using radio since the 
lights on any particular furlong of 
road would not come on until a 
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Night driving 
difficulties. 

of the self- contained type using a 
magnetic wire or tape from which 
the programme can be easily and 
quickly wiped out when desired. I 
have for a long time used a home- 
made one of this type and I make 
a regular habit of recording certain 
B.B.C. programmes just for the 
pleasure of wiping them out without 
listening to them. 

However, as I have said on a pre- 
vious occasion, the real function of 
these instruments, in my opinion, 
is to record programmes which we 
cannot otherwise hear. Next year 
during the Festival of Britain when, 
as we have all been bidden, we are 
devoting all our energies to en- 
lightening the overseas visitors on 
" this realm, this England," we 
shall have still less time to listen. 
We shall, in fact, have to bottle not 
only the B.B.C.'s day -time pro- 
grammes but the evening ones as 
well for consumption in what we 
shall with literal truth be able, with 
apologies to Thomas Hood, to call 
" The Stille Night." 

It is possible, of course, to bottle 
any programme at will by means of 
an ordinary receiver, a time switch 
and a recording unit. We can, in 

tor 
" Oft in the 
stille night." 

own lackeys who fling thirsty elec- 
tors out on to the cold hard plat- 
form five minutes before the legally 
appointed time. This five- minutes- 
fast rule must irritate teetotallers 
also, for after gulping down Govern- 
ment tea and the very aptly named 
rock cakes, they rush out on to the 
platform only to find to their chagrin 
that they have plenty of time to get 
sedately into the third -class accom- 
modation for which they have paid 
instead of flinging open the door of 
a moving first -class compartment 
and collapsing breathlessly into its 
cushioned comfort. 

Home -bottled Programmes 
T AM glad to see that more and 
1 more home recorders are coming 
on to the market, especially those 

fact, select and bottle all our listen- 
ing for a week ahead for consump- 
tion at our leisure. I am able, by 
this means, to keep a car full of 
guests cheerful and free from the 
vice of backseat driving when roll- 
ing home in the small hours long 
after the B.B.C. has closed down. 

I have little doubt that by doing 
this I am not only infringing copy- 
rights galore but also tianseressing 
against the rights of innumerable 
recording companies; I trust they 
will all send along the necessary 
writs to the Editor who will accept 
service on my behalf. I can only 
think that it is this question of copy- 
right and recording rights that pre- 
vents manufacturers putting forward 
an s 1 -in -one receiver- cum -automatic 
recording unit. Can some of you 
legal luminaries enlighten me ? 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
A 

TORE 
ANYTI.ME 

,bou 
cart use 

The Editor does not necessarily endorse the 

opinions expressed by his correspondents. 

Resistor Colour -coding 
IS it not time that the manufac- 

turers of colour -coded resistors 
made u.p their minds as to the mean- 
ings of the colours? There is great 
confusion between Black for 
Nought and Brown for One -I have 
before me two resistors with orange 
body and tip, and brown spot ; on 
a bridge they are 33 ohms and 33o 
ohms respectively ! Green Black 
Black is shown on the bridge to be 
5o ohms -how would 5 ohms be 
marked, then? Among a batch of 
5o,000 -ohm resistors, the honours 
are about even between Black and 
Brown for the tip colour. Surely, 
if Black means Nought, when it 
appears as body or tip it must mean 
Not Even a Nought (a simple ex- 
plantation becomes a little Irish, but 
you must see what I mean). 

Worse is to come -with certain 
high -stability resistors a fourth 
stripe appears for the tolerance and 
bears its correct colour (in place of 
the familiar gold and silver of the 
humdrum resistor). Some resistors 
have a black moulded body ; here 
is one with brown tip and yellow 
spot; it measures 100,000 ohms, 
using the body colour for the initial 
ONE. But here is one with black 
body and two red stripes; it 
measures 2,zoo ohms, showing that 
this time the black body forms 
either the intermediate or final 
colour, according to taste; finally, 
a brown moulded body with three 
stripes, Red Red Brown ; this 
measures 220 ohms, showing that 
the body colour is now disregarded 
-you have my sympathy if you 
thought that this was a .r,zoo -ohm 
1 per cent resistor. 

No wonder one manufacturer 
takes no chances and places round 
his colour -coded product a label 
bearing the value in clearly printed 
figures! PETER D. DAW. 

London, S.E.r. 

Stereophonic Broadcasting 
IN your issue of September, 1950, 

I read an article about improved 
stereophony in which E. Ainberg 
started his article with the following 
words : 

' The first broadcast of stereo- 
phony. the system in which sources 
of sound are restored to their rela- 
tive positions in space, took place in 
France on June 19th, 195o.' 

Although I understand the feeling 
of stating something new, in this 
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case there is a deus ex machina 
in Holland. 

On June 15th, 1946, there was a 
stereophonic transmission with a 
specially, constructed artificial head, 
equipped with two condenser micro- 
phones, that broadcasted a con- 
cert given by the Dutch Radio - 
Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Also the manifold publications of 
our industry- Philips, Eindhoven, 
about stereophony (Dr. K. de Boer), 
were not mentioned at all in this 
publication. 

J. J. GELUK, 
Netherlands Broadcasting Union. 
Hilversum, Holland. 

THE article by E. Aisberg in your 
September number was of con- 

siderable interest to me, having had 
experience of an opposite problem 
during the earlier stages of the late 
war with acoustic locational appara- 
tus for aircraft. 

In his seventh paragraph he men- 
tions the differential intensity of 
sound being responsible for the 
binaural effect. Although the inten- 
sity effect exists over short periods 
with human ears, it was always my 
experience that it was the phase 
differential aspect which predomin- 
ated in any locational exercise or 
practice. To be equipped with tubes 
and receiving horns extending the 
aural, sound base from Gin to 8ft 
and to centre these upon a sta- 
tionary sound source produced .a 
remarkable effect in that the nodal 
point of no phase difference tra- 
velled recognisably round the back 
of the cranium. This, of course, 
operated in one plane only for one 
" listener." 

For perfection we will need a wall 
in which are positioned 5 loud- 
speakers (the middle one to take up 
slack) and twò listeners, one sitting 
normally to recognize what is going 
on in the horizontal plane, and one 
prone to follow the vertical move- 
ments of those who climb staircases 
or rise upon piano wire, or to hear, 
for example, the gravitational 
descent of " Les Larmes du Diable." 

M. F. L. FALKNER. 
Holmes Chapel, Cheshire. 

YOUR contributor's account (Sep- 
tember issue, page 3z7) of the 

recent French broadcast over two 
channels does not. to my way of 
thinking, make a clear enough dis- 
tinction between true binaural 
stereophony (in which two micro- 
phones mounted in an artificial head 

POR1AFICE 

SOUND EQUIPMENT 

ortable Model B 63 (open/ 

Can you provide a public address 
system at a moment's notice ? 

With a B65 it is simple -just 
place the equipment in a suitable 
position and switch on. Incor- 
porated within an easily portable 
case are the amplifier complete 
with loudspeaker, rotary trans- 
former, 6 -volt unspillable accu- 
mulator and microphone with 
cable. Power output is approxi- 
mately 5 watts. The equipment 
is a most useful outfit for political 
meetings, religious gatherings, 
auctioneers, etc., and numerous 
other applications where no 
electric supply mains are avail- 
able. 

Price complete £32 10 0 
An external speaker can be attached ii 
desired. 

Portable Bat.ery Moins Amplifier B 619 

Operates on 12 -volt battery or by means 
of separate plug -in adaptor unit, on A.C. 
mains. Power output approximately 
16 watts. 

Full derails of these models and others in the large 
Trix range of equipment available on request. 

Send for latest catalogues and price list. 

THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD. 
I -5 Map e Place lottenham Cour, Road, 
London. W.I. 'Phone Museum 5817 

Grams S Inxadio Wes io .ondon. 

AMPLIFIERS MICROPHONES LOUDSPEAKERS 
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LETTERS, TO THE EDITOR . . continued 

are used at the source, and head- 
phones are used at the receiving end) 
and other systems which simulate 
directional effects. 

Neither is it true to say that the 
appreciation of acoustic depth is 
essentially a product of binaural 
hearing. Distance between sound 
source and microphone in a studio 
is readily judged in a single -channel 
system by the ratio of direct to 
reverberant sound. The inclusion of 
a reverberation chamber in the sys- 
tem described suggests that the 
designers are well aware of these 
facts, and, together with two -chan- 
nel control of volume, they have 
placed at the disposal of producers 
a versatile medium of expression. I 
believe that Bernhart and Garrett 
describe their work as " directed " 
stereophony, which seems a happy 
phrase. HENRY MORGAN. 

Hindhead. 

WITH reference to the article 
in the September Wireless 

World, I note that there is no refer- 
ence to the effect of phase displace- 
ment in the location of a source of 
sound. 

I had understood that whereas 
amplitude formed the chief dis- 
criminating factor in the case of the 
high notes, phase discrimination was 
important in the lower register 
where amplitude differences are less 
marked. 

(This is physiologically possible 
since at low frequency the nerve im- 
pulses are synchronous with the 
sound waves. Note that this does 
not involve phase discrimination 
between waves of different fre- 
quency.) 

If this is so Fig. r (a and b at 
least) will preserve the original 
phase relations intact, provided the 
channels are balanced, but Fig. z 
ought to introduce a certain amount 
of distortion unless the faders can 
be made to introduce the correct 
phase displacement, a problem of no 
small magnitude in an electrical 
circuit. 

H. R. A. TOWNSEND. 
South Cerney, Glos. 

Hint to Manufacturers 
WHEN buying a television set its 

position in the home should 
be in a room different from that in 
which a wireless set is kept. This 
is obviously desirable when only one 
wireless set is available, as a 
member of a family may well wish 
to hear a particular sound pro- 
gramme during television transmit- 
ting hours. It is also desirable in 
these days of flats and small rooms 
which quickly tend to become 
overcrowded. At the same time 
sound broadcasting is sometimes re- 
quired in the room used for tele- 
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vision. The answer, of course, is 
an extension speaker, but this not 
only adds to the overcrowding, but 
is an additional expense. In the 
television set, however, there is a 
loudspeaker which is idle for a large 
part of the day. May it be sug- 
gested to television manufacturers 
that a simple switching apparatus 
be incorporated in television sets 
(other than combined sound models, 
of course) so that the speaker may 
be used as an extension speaker from 
a wireless set. The speaker could 
be wired for use when the television 
set is installed. D. R. BRAY. 

London, N.z2. 

Raising E.H.T. Voltage 
IFEEL the greatly improved 
brightness and focus of modern 

receivers is due to using voltages of 
6 to ro kV whereas it was quite 
common in older types of receiver to 
use from 3 to 4 kV. 

The obvious method of changing 
the e.h.t. transformer for one of 
higher voltage might be considered 
too costly in an old receiver. The 
only alternative is to use line fly- 
back e.h.t. but it will usually be 
found that the line output trans- 
former is unsuitable for this purpose 
and with a simple half -wave system 
would only provide allout 2 to 
3 kV. But if this voltage could be 
added to the existing system the 
e.h.t. could then be 6 to 7 kV or 
more. Unfortunately, however, the 
straightforward connection of a rec- 
tifier and condenser would not work 
as the cathode of the rectifier would 
he at a higher positive potential 
than the flyback pulse feeding the 
anode. The best way of adding the 
voltages is as shown in my diagram. 
This circuit might seem a bit puz- 
zling until it is realized that the extra 
components V2C. C2R are really the 
top half components of the usual 
voltage doubler system sometimes 
used in flyback e.h.t. systems. 

During the forward scan C2 will 
be charged up through R to the 
same potential as C,; When the 

C2 

flyback pulse comes along these two 
voltages will be added and will be 
applied to the anode of V2, thereby 
charging C, and C, to the combined 
voltage. So therefore with the 
simple addition of two condensers, a 
resistor, and a rectifier, almost 
double the e.h.t. voltage could be 
obtained. This would naturally 
mean that increased scanning power 
would be required and whether this 
is within the capability of the set is 
another matter, although I have 
found this just possible in most 
cases. 

It would be rather more difficult 
using the voltage doubler system 
with the existing mains transformer 
as one side is usually earthed and 
must remain so. In any case, much 
larger capacitors would' be required 
whereas with the above method C, 
and C, need only be 0.0003 µF; R 
is 2 MSZ. 

It would be better to use a metal 
rectifier for V, and no heater voltage 
would then be required. 

L. J. HILLS. 
Belvedere, Kent. 

American Insularity 
HAVING read with interest the 

correspondence on the above 
subject in your journal, I felt it 
would be interesting to analyse the 
footnotes and references in a typical 
American publication. This I have 
done for the excellent collection of 
articles entitled " Electronics 
Manual for Radio Engineers " 
(Zeluff and Markus; Pub. McGraw - 
Hill). This book contains 872 pages 
of text, covering 289 " all -time- 
great articles " from Electronics 
1940-48. 

The total numbers of separate 
references are as follows : American, 
466; British, 38; others (mainly 
German), 14; (A few references are 
of doubtful origin and may have 
been added to the wrong list). Of 
the 38 British references, 6 are to 
O S. Puckle's "Time Bases," 5 to 
Wireless World and 3 to Electronic 
Engineering, leaving a paltry 24 to 

ANODE OF 
LA T. 

LINE OUTPUT 
VALVE 

E.H.T. 
TRANSFORMER 
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represent the remainder of British 
brains. 

A further analysis shows that of 
77 pages of microwaves (did we do 
any radar work in this country ?) 
there are 3 British references, and of 
75 pages on television, only I ! In 
an article on the " Phantastron," 
although it is admitted that the cir- 
cuit originated at T.R.E., there are 
no British references and 3 Ameri- 
can references. 

It is important to realize that 
these figures are not taken from one 
isolated case, but represent the 
attitude of 270 different authors to 
the efforts of workers outside their 
own country. 

Although I have not made a 
similar count in any British publica- 
tions, a quick check through 3 
copies of Wireless World and 3 of 
Electronic Engineering shows that 
more than 56 per cent of references 
are to American literature. 

A. T. COLBECK. 
Talgarth, Brecon. 

Names and Titles 
AS an " old timer " in the world 

of wireless I have been giving 
some thought to nomenclature and 
titles. 

The first refers to v.h.f. radio- 
telephony between private vehicles, 
tugs and the like, offices, etc., with, 
at present, the unwieldy designation 
of " Business Radio." It is extra- 
ordinary how difficult it is to arrive - 
at a suitable name covering this 
application of the art. Of course 
there is R/ T, but this encroaches 
upon service terminology and in any 
case is still not a word. RADIO - 
PHONY appears to cover it, but it 
would be interesting to have opinions 
of your many readers. 

My second search has been for a 
suitable title covering the 1951 
Radio Exhibition, observing it can- 
not be held at Olympia. RADIO - 
SHOW is what it is, but RADIO - 
BRITAIN seems to cover the special 
occasion. Again, what do your 
readers think? 

H. ANTHONY HANKEY. 
London, W.4. 

"Television In Your Home," a 
new booklet written for the layman 
by W. E. Miller in clear non- 
technical language, provides all the 
information a viewer needs to know 
before and after purchasing a 
receiver. The confirmed televiewer 
also will find here answers to some 
of the questions which may have 
cropped up during his viewing 
experience. After describing the 
television service and sketching the 
basic principles of television, the 
booklet gives useful advice on the 
choice, installation and correct 
operation of a receiver, and ends 
with a comprehensive list of ques- 
tions and answers. Copies can be 
obtained from all bookstalls, price 
2s, or direct from our Publishers, 
price 2s 2d. 
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RESISTORS 
FROM 4 TO 100 WATTS 
Illustrated below are four types in the extensive BULGIN range 
of Resistors. 

Solenoidal single -layer models of 4-100W., they are a most useful 
class of Heavy -Duty Resistor designed to meet all requirements for 
power -handling, in light electrical and Radio equipment. 

Except in a few of the higher -U models, Constant -O. nickel alloy 
wire is used, only the highest grades being employed -highly 
normal- atmosphere- resistant -with oxide insulation to the con- 
tiguous turns. 

Wound on heat -resisting formers, and rated for 450 "F. surface 
temperature, with adequte ventilation, from 60 °F. ambient. 
De -rate for use at higher ambients and,or lower working °F., 
U- tolerance ±I0 %. Rated S2, 2.5 to 10K. Models of 4, 6, IOW. 
also available. 

List Nos. P.R.170 -191 

60W Size, 41," 

4W Size, I" 

itattes() 
List Nos. P.R. 199 -217 

16 

80W Size, 6" x 

I00W Size, 6" WO. O. 

f`11h1llllllllìll 
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List Nos. P.R.220-23. 

, 

-Illar=r_rc \. 

` 

ty 

List Nos. P.R.240-2S3 

6W Size, I8" ; }t "g, 

IOW Size, I;" x A1"¢ 

30W Size, 32" 1 "0 

* Send now for our 80 page, fully illustrated catalogue (W.W.185) 
Price Is. post free. 

Within its Dove -Grey and Signal -Red covers you will find listed 
the full range of BULGIN Resistors and a complete list with data . 

of all other up -to -date BULGIN Electrical and Electronic Compon- 
ents. 

;BULGIN; A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD. 
BYE -PASS ROAD, BARKING 
Telephone: RIPpleway 3474 (5Iines) 
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IIANIJOM RADIATIONS 
By " DIALLIST " 

Big Tube or. Projection? 
INTERESTING TO NOTICE that tele- 

vision receivers seem to be develop- 
ing along quite different lines in this 
country and in the United States. 
Viewers in both countries .want big 
images : here the tendency is to pro- 
vide them by projection methods ; 

on the other side of the Pond they 
are all in favour of the monster 
c.r.t. I don't know of any model 
amongst this year's British receivers 
with a tube bigger than 15 inches, 
nor are there many such ; but in 
America there are quite a few with 
19 -inch tubes and for all I know 
some may use even larger ones. 
One reason, I suppose, for our 
different approaches to the problem 
of the big image is that America, 
with an output that runs into quasi - 
astronomical figures, can turn out 
c.r.t.s a good deal more cheaply 
than we can. We, on the other hand, 
seem to have advanced rather 
further in the technique of making 
reasonably long -lived, small, super - 
brilliant projection -type tubes. 

Direct Comparison 
Not all comparisons are odious, 

despite the old saying. I recently 
had the opportunity of making one 
that can't have been possible to any 
vast number of people, and, far from 
being odious, it was surprisingly 
interesting and instructive. Briefly, 
I watched the simultaneous display 
of a whole television programme by 
projection and big -tube methods. 
The images were of the same size - 
about 16 by 12 inches -and the two 
screens were side by side. The big 
tube was provided with optional 
spot-wobble; that is, the " spot - 
wobbulator " could be switched on 
or off at will. The first thing to 
strike one was that, even at short 
range, no lininess was apparent in 
the projected image, though it was 
very much in evidence in that on 
the large tube when the spot -wobble 
was not applied. The reason, presum- 
ably, is that in small high -voltage 
tubes one cannot obtain a focus that 
is relatively as sharp as that of a 
high quality tube of large diameter. 
Ir other words, the spot on the small 
tube has sufficient spread to cover 
up the effects of lininess. One might 
expect this to lead to a rather 
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poorly- defined image; but I cannot 
honestly say that it had this effect. 
My general impression was that 
though the projected image might 
be a little lacking in depth when 
directly compared with the other, it 
was distinctly more pleasing (and 
less tiring) to the eyes than an un- 
wobbled image on the big c.r.t. 

Passing Thought 
It must be no mean job to design 

and manufacture very large cathode - 
ray tubes. It wouldn't be so bad if 
the business end could have a pro- 
nounced convex curve, for this 
would have a much better chance of 
standing up to the strains resulting 
from a vacuum within and an out- 
side atmospheric pressure of getting 
on for 15 lb to the square inch, but 
the end of the television c.r.t. must 
be as nearly flat as possible. Take a 
20 -inch tube to make calculations 
nice and easy, and you have a sur - 
face area for the screen of 314 square 
inches. That multiplied by 14.5 
gives a total air pressure on the 
screen of 4,553 lb, or a little over 2 
tons -the combined weight of 32 
average men and women. 

Nomenclature 
SOMEHOW, I am not attracted by 

F. B. Rudd's suggestion in the Sep- 
tember Wireless World that what we 
now know as the intermediate fre- 
quency should be styled hence- 
forward the resultant frequency. For 
one thing, you could not abbreviate 
it to r.f., for that is already in use 
for radio frequency. Our frequency 
designations are a pretty bad 
muddle, anyhow. The main reason 
is that so many of the terms are 
used sometimes with a relative and 
sometimes with an absolute mean- 
ing. What, for instance, is a high 
frequency or a low frequency? 
Glance through disquisitions by 
various writers on the amplification 
problems in different parts of the 
receiving set and you will see what 
I am driving at. Myself, I would 
like to see a standardization on the 
following lines. Let the three main 
classes of frequency met with in a 
receiver be named respectively sig- 
nal, intermediate and audio fre- 
quencies-s.f., i.f., and a.f.; divide 
each of these into three degrees: 

upper, middle and lower. All the 
three class terms are relative, for 
s.f.s may be anything from a few 
kilocycles to thousands of mega- 
cycles, i.f.s have a smaller but 
similar possible range and a.f.s run 
from frequencies below the limits of 
human hearing to those a long way 
above those limits, but, as applied 
to the receiving set they are per- 
fectly clear. 

Still They Come 
THERE CAN BE no doubt that tele- 

vision has caught on as a national 
hobby. By the time that this is 
printed the number of licences will 
probably have passed the half - 
million mark, which means that, 
despite raw material shortages and 
production difficulties, a very con- 
siderable proportion of the homes in 
which reception is possible will have 
television sets. Between them the 
London and Birmingham service 
areas have a population of some 18 
millions. Allowing an average of 
four persons to each household gives 
a figure of 4.5 million homes in the 
areas. For one reason or another 
television reception is probably im- 
possible in at least half -a- million of 
these. Hence, just about one home 
in every eight in which reception is 
possible now has the necessary 
equipment. What will the satura- 
tion figure be? Higher costs -initial, 
maintenance, running and replace- 
ment -will naturally make it much 
lower than the figure for sound 
broadcast receivers, which are now 
part of almost every home. For 
television I predict it will turn out 
to be somewhere between one home 
in four and one home in five. 

Terminals 
THE TERMINAL (Arnericè : binding 

post) as we know it to -day and 
have known it for umpteen years 
is definitely not a satisfactory elec- 
trical device. There are only two 
main types. In one of these a nut 
clamps the wire or wires to a non- 
moving base. In the other the base 
is again fixed, but the clamping is 
done by the point of a screw. The 
trouble in either case is that the 
moving part of the clamping system 
rotates and in so doing grinds, 
bruises and even cuts the wires. 
We're all only too familiar with de- 
fects due to the eventual breaking 
of wires -particularly flex -at the 
point of compression in the ter- 
minal. What is urgently wanted 
is a terminal in which a straight 
push, without any twisting action, 
is exercised on the wires. 
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CORRECTION
In our advertisement in the September
issue of " Wireless World ", it was
stated in error that the new " Ave "
Valve Data Manual is being supp.ied
tree with the Avo " Electronic Test -
meter. The Book in question is, in
fact, supplied free only with the "Aro"
Valve Characteristic Meter.

T H E

FREE INFORMATION

VALVE TESTING

MAHUAI
FOR USE WITH THE "AVO" VALVE TESTER &
THE "AVO " VALVE CHARACTERISTIC METER

The most comprehensive work of its kind
available. It is the outcome of months of
research and intricate preparation and
has been produced in response to a definite
demand by Service Engineers for a
quick -reference data book to facilitate
the rapid checking of the multitudinous
variety of valves in use to -day.

It contains tabulated data covering
more than 3,000 different valves in
current use-British, American and
Continental - and approximately
1,200 Service and Civilian equivalents.

All owners of the " Avo " Valve Character-
istic Meter who have returned the Regis-
tration Form supplied with the instrument
will receive a copy of this publication
free of charge. Future purchasers of the
" Avo " Valve Characteristic Meter will
receive their copy automatically. As,
however, it also contains data and informa-
tion for use with the original " Avo "
Valve Tester and a comprehensive treatise
on the technique of valve testing, it has
been decided to make the book generally
available at 15/- post free.

SERVICE :
An important feature is the FREE INFORMATION SERVICE, to the end
of June, 1952, whereby supplementary data, to cover new valves
as they are introduced, will be mailed from time to time. These
supplementary items will be issued on perforated adhesive sheets
so that they can be easily detached and inserted in the book in their
correct alphabetical and numerical positions.

USE THE COUPON BELOW (OR WRITE IF YOU PREFER)
ENCLOSING P.O. OR CHEQUE FOR 15/ -

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER &
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

WINDER HOUSE DOUGLAS STREET
LONDON  S.W.I

Telephone : VICtoria 3404-9

To:-The Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.
Dept. W.20, Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.

Name

Address

Please send me a copy of the "Avo" Valve Testing
Manual, for which I enclose P.0./Cheque 15/-

V M.
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GOODSELL
RECEIVERS & HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS

With the development of the latest GOODSELL receivers and high-fidelity
amplifiers, you can at last be sure of good reproduction over the whole tonal range.
Construction is to the highest standard throughout and, like all GOODSELL equip -
Went, is dependable for long and trouble -
free service.
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE.

Williamson amplifier to specification. Illus-
trated is the dual power supply model with
Partridge transformers, large paper con-
densers and B.V.A. valves.
Price f29/5,=.

Other models from £197191-.

A new range of medium priced
amplifiers with performance and
distortion figures second to none.
Using overall negative feed -back
and a new output transformer
highly sectionalised, with an
exceedingly low leakage induc-
tance especially developed for us
by Partridge Ltd. B.V.A. valves.

Prices from E I 6 16 -.

Superheterodyne tuning units, 195-550 and 1,000-
2,000 metres with special position on wave change
switch I -everting set to " straight " T.R.F. for local
station listening. EF4I, ECH42, EF4I, ECC40,
EM34.

Price E157151-. P. Tax L3/10 -.
With wide range tone control, additional L.F. stage
and extra 6dB per octave valve correction circuit
on gram input only.
Suitable to drive Williamson amplifier.

F4 I, ECH42, EF4I, ECC40, EF40, EF40, EF40,
EM34.

Price E22/-/-. P. Tax £4/17/9.

Amplifiers using transformers and .chokes hermetically sealed in oil
are available for export or special orders.

or tropicalised

You need a GOODSELL for good reproduction

GOODSELL LTD., 40 GARDNER ST., BRIGHTON, SUSSEX.
LONDON REPRESENTATIVE

HOLLEYS RADIO, 285 CAMBERWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.E.5.

Phone: BRIGHTON 26735

Phone : RODney 4988
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if you can buy 10,000 cycles for £5, how many cycles
can you buy for £135 ?

 No bid.
If, by sitting with your ear in a loudspeaker

fed from an audio frequency oscillator, you
hear something when the dial is set at 3o cps

and something when it is set at 20,000
cps, then you can, presumably, with a semi

transparent, if not clear, conscience say
that the speaker has a response of 3o -

20,00o cps. Whether this information is of any
use or not depends upon whether you wane

the loudspeaker to listen to or talk
about. By these standards a poor loudspeaker

looks as good on paper as a good one, which is
why we try to refrain from sticking

our necks out and say as little about the
performance of our speakers as possible.

When it comes to listening tests however, we find
quite a lot of people choose our models, and

only a few refuse to believe their ears
and insist on knowing what the speaker looks

like. If you must know, even our sceptical
ears can hear 3o and 55,000 cps signals on

the Klipschorn Reproducer at a
reasonable level, but it's really made for

reproducing music, and it's quite good at
that too.

40de/~e
90m-eke"(

dear Were/
VITAVOX LIMITED,

Westmoreland Road,
London, N.W.9.

Telephone : COLindale 8671.
Telegrams : Vitavox, Hyde, London.

Cables: Vitavox, London.

During December you
can hear the Klipsahorn
Reproducer at:

Webb's Radio,
1-4 Soho Street,

Oxford Street,
London, W.I.

Cabot Radio Ltd.,
28 Bedminster Parade,

Bristol.
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the finest aerials are made by

AERIALITE
The demand for " AERIALITE " Television Aerials increases
daily-WHY? Simply because Aerialite are alive to the
exacting requirements of an aerial under all conditions. Here
are a few of the models from our wide range, all proved sellers.

MODEL 67 (Illustrated)
This model is another recent addition to the Aerialite range of TV aerials.
It is easily adjustable to all channels and gives excellent results. It can
be fixed to window -sills or adjacent brickwork and
against climatic conditions. 27/6.

is ful y proofed

MODEL 55
This is the well -proved and popular Aerialite "H" array.
It is robustly constructed, corrosion proofed inside and
out and is supplied with a 10ft. x 2in. alloy mast which
will withstand 100 m.p.h. gales. Model 55, 125'-.

Model 55X Aerial only, 65,'-.

MODEL 65 & 66 (Indoor)
Two new indoor models for skirting board of window fitting. The
65 has one telescopic and flexible section, whilst the 66 has two
flexible sections. Each complete with five yards of coaxial* cable
for receiver connection. The range of both these easily fitted
aerials can exceed 20 miles. Model 65, 28/6. Model 66, 16/6.

 Models 65A and 66A. As above but supplied with balanced twin feeder. (Cat. 387).

MODEL 63
(Illustrated)
Designed for fringe areas the
Model 63 has broad band-
width, high gain and direct-
ivity. The array comprises a
folded dipole, director and
reflector robustly construc-
ted and corrosion proofed.
Fully tested to withstand the
strongest gales.
Supplied complete for f10.

MODEL 53 (Indoor)
This aerial is intended for erecting in lofts and can be mounted in
a variety of positions. It gives excellent results and requires only
the connection of the cable for immediate operation. Price 25/-.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
Showing our full range of Television, Radio and Car Aerials, as
well as our aerial accessories, including coaxial cables, plugs,
sockets, etc.

THE AERIAL DE -LUXE FOR
THE FRINGE AREAS

Don't Miss Seeing the

NEW MODEL 64
(Patent applied for)

This aerial is a development
of our Model 63 and has an
exceptionally high forward
gain. It is specially designed
for fringe areas where signal
strength is exceptionally low.
The aerial is highly directional
with a very sharp pattern.
Price with 10 ft. Heavy duty
Dual Mast: £13/10/-.

AERIALITE LTD. STALYBRIDGE  CHESHIRE
If
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because
It has a specially flat face.

It gives a bright,

pleasantly coloured

image.

Ferranti reliability

ensures long life.

It gives freedom

from ion burns.

The price is reasonable.

FERRANTI CATHODE RAY TUBES
There's a keen demand for this Ferranti T12/44 12' Television Tube, so place your order NOW !

FERRANTI LTD MOSTON MANCHESTER 10; & 36 KINGSWAY LONDON WC2
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SO SMALL -
IT DOES
A BIG JOB

Miniature in Size, but big in performance.
The M.M. 2 Gang Condenser has frame
dimensions of only 11-7g." x 11-1" x 1-a".
Complete with dust cover. Cat. No. 4702.

PRICE 10/6

TYPE 604 (illustrated) is a low -loss short-
wave condenser suitable for Chassis or
one -hole fixing. Brass vanes are soldered
to supports and electroplated.

TYPE 603 is a split stator condenser of
similar construction.

The S.1 series in both types are particu-
larly suitable for low power transmitters.

PRICES : Type 604 .. 15/3-17/0
Type 603 .. 16/0-17/6

Replacement Scales calibrated to Copenhagen
Plan now available for :-
Airplane Drive .. .. 2/3 retail
Squareplane Drive .. 2/6 retail
Full Vision Drive .. 2/9 retail
S.L.8 or S.L.5 Drive 4/6 retail

PRECISION COMPONENTS BY

JACKSON
BROS (LONDON) LIMITED
KINGSWAY WADDON SURREY
Tel. : Croydon 2754-5 Grams: Walfilco, Souphone, London

MAIN LONDON STOCKISTS
E-DERrmNIE

EQUIPMENT

EDDYSTONE " 750 "
Communications Receiver

A double -superheterodyne circuit, with variable selectivity,
eleven valves. Covers 32 Mc is to 48o Kc/s in four wave-
bands. Easy tuning by mechanical band -spread allowing
accurate re -setting and calibration.

E49 10s. Od.

EDDYSTONE " 680 "
Communications Receiver

Uses fifteen valves in advanced circuitry design. Covers
3o Mc/s to 480 Kc/s. Two R.F. and two I.F. stages.
Crystal Gate. Variable Selectivity. Push-pull output.
" S " meter. Designed for professional communications
work, its many features commend it to the discriminating
amateur. Brochure with performance figures and curves
free on request.

£89 5s. Od.

EDDYSTONE " 740 "
Communications Receiver

A newcomer to the Eddystone range, offering unparallelled
value for money. Uses eight valves, including rectifier.
Covers 30.6 to 1.4 Mcls and 205 to 620 metres in four
bands. Flywheel tuning gives silky and precise control.

£29 10s. Od.

EDDYSTONE " 720 "
" YACHTSMAN'S" Receiver

Designed for use in cabin cruisers, yachts, etc. Internal
loudspeaker. 8o to 620 and 900 to 2,300 metres, covering
Consol signals, weather forecasts, 600 metre distress
band, time signals, trawler and small ships band, news and
broadcast. Operates from 6 volts (2 amps.).

£39 7s. 6d.

EDDYSTONE " 670 "
" MARINE " Receiver

Used the world over by seafarers. Desii tied for general
purpose broadcast cabin listening. A.C. D.C. mains
operation 110-200-230 volts.

£39 is. 6d. (plus Purchase Tax E8 I9s. 2d.)

EDDYSTONE " 710 "
"All World Six" Receiver

For overseas use, operating from 6 volts (2.5 amps). A
high-performance short and medium wave broadcast
receiver.

E39 7s. 6d. (no Purchase Tax for Export)

Fully descriptive details of any receiver gladly sent on request
WEBB'S OFFER PROMPT DELIVERY FOR HOME OR

EXPORT ORDERS

14, SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.
Phone : GERrard 2089. Shop Hours 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Sats. 9 a.m -I p.m
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EFFICIENCY

FULLY

DUSTPROOF

AtifW HIGH FIDELITY - 12" P. M.
£8.8s

LIST

Tar AXIOM 150
This 12in. high fidelity unit has a twin -curvi-
linear diaphragm (Patent No. 451754). A
carefully designed magnet assembly using
anisotropic material provides a total flux of
T58,000 maxwells on a I in. pole. The back cen-

tring device is a dustproof
bakelised linen disc with

For use with this model
we recommend Good -
mans High Fidelity Heavy
Duty Output Transformer
Type H.4.
Nett Weight. . . 5 lbs.-
2,265 grammes.

concentric corrugations.

The combination of these features gives this
precision built instrument an outstandingly
wide coverage from 4o to 15,000 c.p.s. free from
bass modulation effects.
An ideal high fidelity reproducer for the record
enthusiast and the connoisseur of wide range
musical reproduction, it gives exceptionally
fine transient and frequency response.

Frequency Coverage 40,15,000 c.p.s.
Overall Diameter 12 -1 -tin. (31.3 cms.)
Overall Depth Win. (17.6 cms.)
Fundamental Resonance 55 c.p s.
Voice Coil Diameter (4.4 ems.)
Voice Coil Impedance IS ohms at 400 c.p.s
Maximum Power Capacity 15 Watts Peak A.C.
Flux Density 14,000 gauss
Nett Weight 12 lbs. 13 az. (5,810 grammes)
Finish Grey Rivelling Ename

A Bass Reflex
Cabinet measur-
ing approximate-
ly 30" x 23" x 11;"

and a corner
cabinet have

been specially
designed for this
loudspeaker and

working draw-
ings are

available.

GOODIVIANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
LANCELOT ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX

Telephone WEMbley 1200 (8 lines). : Goodox(orn Wembley, England
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The

DDYSTONE '680'
COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVERf/IA high-grade instrument with wide frequency coverage
for PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
The '680' is a fifteen valve superheterodyne receiver embodying advanced technique. Among its special features are
included: continuous coverage from 30 Mc's to 480 Kc/s, two R.F. stages, two I.F. stages, crystal filter, B.F.O.,
push-pull output stage, variable selectivity, "S" meter, noise limiter, standby switch, stabilised H.T. voltage to
oscillator, provision for relay operation of transmitter, high signal-to-noise ratio and sensitivity, highly attenuated
image response, very effective A.V.C., provision for twin feeder and single aerial, modern miniature all -glass valves,
mechanical bandspread logging device. Available for rack mounting.

The complete frequency range is covered by five switched coil assemblies with an overlap between each. The
gear -driven, flywheel controlled mechanism is positive, free from backlash and very smooth in action. The
mechanical bandspread device takes the form of an auxiliary dial and gives a scale length equal to ninety inches per
range. The dial can be read to one degree. I.F. transformers are permeability tuned to 450 Kc/s. Operates from
A.C. mains 110 and 200/240 volts, 40/60 cycles. The front panel and tuner unit chassis are aluminium, and the
remaining units of stout brass, heavily nickel -plated. Lift -up lid. The cabinet and front panel are finished a handsome
ripple black, set off by plated handles. The finger plate is black and silver. x 131in. x 8i -in. high. Weight 41 lbs.

LIST PRICE IN U.K. c89.5.0 (No Purchase Tax)
Manufacturers:

STRATTON & Co. Ltd., West Heath, Birmingham 31 "IIRMITNRGAHTZ°'°'

TO PUT TELEVISION

ALL DAY
TELEVISION
TESTING AND
ADJUSTING

SERVICING ON AN ECONOMIC LEV EL

Now your service department need not be held up during non-
transmission hours. Here is an economically priced portable
instrument, perfected after more than two years of research and
development, capable of the complete checking and adjustment
of television receivers at any time, independent of transmissions.
The RADAR Video and Sync Generator will produce a fully
synchronised and correctly proportioned test pattern, togefier
with Sound, for the adjustment of LINE HOLD and WIDTH,
FRAME HOLD and HEIGHT, LINE and FRAME LINE-
ARITY, BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST, INTERLACING,
SOUND on VISION interference, etc.
The pattern generated consists of a number of vertical bars
divided into horizontal sections, each section graded linearly from
black (30% mod) to full white (100% mod) and the output level
of the generator is ample for connection to the input of normal
receivers.

Weighing only 151 lb. and measuring 13in. by 8in. by 5fin., the
generator, with self-contained power supply, is housed in a robust
steel case finished black crystalline enamel. Models available for
London or Birmingham frequencies. In every way a superb
instrument. Price £45.

Rackvt video and sync
generator

26 Oakleigh Rd., New Southgate, London, N.11
Phone: ENTerprise 5967
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You can't take it
with you

eitt-

the \TANNOY/ DUAL CONCENTRIC
brings the concert to your home

(din. Dual Concentric Unit
showing cross -over network.

The Tannoy twin loudspeaker system consists of a direct radiator low frequency
unit and a horn loaded high frequency unit fed through a cross -over network.
The entire system is aperiodic, and with its wide frequency range gives (pro-
viding a high quality input is used) high fidelity reproduction of a stereophonic
quality and an intimacy and presence to solo instruments and voices.

This loudspeaker system is offered in the 15 inch size at £26.5.0. We will be
glad to send full technical specifications on receipt of a postcard, or to arrange
a demonstration in our showrooms at West Norwood.

Also available in 52 inch
size at Liy.o.o com-
plete with cross -over
network on separate
chassis. This speaker is
identical in every way
with the 15 inch model,
except in size and power
handling capacity.

76Ar.V1\.\itlVi

1 illiriEnr
*--

to'

DUAL CONCENTRIC LOUDSPEAKER UNIT
SR REFLEXIN CORNER' MSSm

----'----'CABINET
MOUNTEDCABI

EEC ON
-30

6J 5

FREOUENCV

Frequency curve of 15in. unit.

\TANNOY/
PRODUCTS

SOUND RENTALS LIMITED
CANTERBURY GROVE, WEST NORWOOD, LONDON, S.E.27 Telephone GIPsy Hill 1131
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STILL BETTER
T.V. RECEPTION

WHEN the
new "Antex" was
introduced it set a
new and higher
standard in T.V.
Aerial performance.
Now the NEW
" Antes " comes to
provide even better
television recep-
tion. Its greatly
improved construc-
t -ion ensures long
service free of
trouble.

 HIGH GAIN. Approximately double that of a standard dipole.
 LESS INTERFERENCE. Front!back ratio is 22 db. Back pick-
up below horizontal is eliminated.  WIDE RANGE. For use
wherever an ' H' array would be employed. Highly efficient in fringe areas
when mounted at adequate height.  EASY TO INSTAL. Rods are
fitted after all connections are made. Connections accessible without
removing rods. (Pat. No. 630795.) RIGIDITY WITH LIGHT
WEIGHT. Weighs approx. 2 lb. No picture flutter in high gales.

FOUR MODELS to meet every mounting requirement.
POLE 10 FT. MAST

MOUNTING 5 FT. MAST MOUNTING MOUNTING
,complete with 14"

wo4dtorefittn einrg tometal

mounting
mast and wall with mast and Aluminium alloychimney lashingmounting bracket. mast and chimneymasts. bracket. llashing equipment.

Model X2P'* Model X2W * ; Model X2L.* Model X2M,,*

E2. 5. 0. E3. 3. 0 E3. 15. 0. E5. 0. 0.

s For Channel served add figure as follows :
for London, 4 for Birmingham. 2 for Holme Moss, i.e. X2P14 is the Pole

Mounting type for Birmingham.

Antiference Aerials carry a ree 12 months' insurance comer of
£250 against lightning damage.

Full details in leaflet E'30 W sent on request.

Chosen by the
Connoisseur
" BAKERS " High Fidelity Loud Speakers are
now in constant demand by Acoustical Labora-
tories, Gramophone Societies, and the true
Music Lovers throughout the World. No finer
speaker exists today, for over twenty-five years'
experience of speaker design renders each model
the finest value that money can buy.

12" and 18" "TRIPLE CONE " and " DUPLEX "
Models.

Write for Descriptive Leaflet giving full technical details
(or better still call for an audition) of :-" BAKERS "
SPEAKERS, RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS,
ETC. A combination offering the highest
possible quality radiogram unit.

sAKE Rs
4.5.22"4401.6-e

RADIO ffiffle

Pioneers of Moving Coil Speakers
Since 1925

Dingwall Road, Croydon Telephone: CROydon 2211

ANTIFERENCE LIMITED 67 BRTANSTON STREET - LONDON W.I
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FAMOUS

CHARACTERISTICS . . 2

1..

The CHARACTERISTICS of

HAVE MADE RADIO HISTORY

PHOTO CELLS CATHODE RAY TUBES

sr
VALVES

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE. KINGSWAY, W.C.2
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* The College backed log an industry

E.M.I. Insviuuec hare behind them
the vast resources of Electric &
Musical Industries Ltd. (H.M. V.:
Marconiphone ; etc.)

More qualified technologists
urgently required everywhere.

Because of our unique backing, we can offer the most
authoritative courses in Radio, Television, and other appli-
cations of Electronics. For Free Brochure giving details of
Home Study, and Daytime Attendance Courses at moderate
fees apply to :

The Registrar, Dept. 16,

E.M.I. INSTITUTES
10 PEMBRIDGE SQUARE, LONDON, W.2 Telephone BAYswater 5131/2

1.19

TELEVISION & RADAR

SQUARE WAVES
THIS OSCILLOSCOPE HAS A
STEPPED Y - AMPLIFIER GAIN
CONTROL COMPENSATED, ON
EACH STEP OF APPROXIMATELY
6 DB., TO ENSURE ACCURATE
REPRODUCTION OF SQUARE WAVES

OTHER FEATURES

BUILT-IN WOBBULATOR
TIME -BASE 10-250,000 cis
BRILLIANCE MODULATION
SHIFT CONTROLS, etc., etc.

PRICE £25 MODEL 11W
WRITE FOR DETAILS ALSO OF MODEL I B, LIS

HIRE PURCHASE TERMS AVAILABLE

ERSKINE LABORATORIES LTD., SCALBY, SCARBOROUGH, YORKS.
(THE DEVELOPERS and MANUFACTURERS OF THE NOW FAMOUS TYPE 13 FOR THE SERVICES)
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EDISNW1
LOW FREQUENCY

OSCILLATOR
TYPE R 666

* VERY LOW FREQUENCIES

* HIGH STABILITY

* WIDE RANGE

* PURE WAVEFORM

* PUSH-PULL OUTPUT

EDISW AN L F OSCILLATOR TYPE 11666
0

OF

7.Z \

(514)
mor

* FREQUENCY INCREMENT SWITCH

* CONSTANT OUTPUT VOLTAGE

* OUTPUT ATTENUATOR

* COMPACT AND PORTABLE

* STANDARD RACK MOUNTING

THIS is a much -needed oscillator designed specific-
ally for testing, calibration and set-up of biological

amplifiers and recorders, strain and vibration recorders,

and low frequency wave analysers.

It has a resistance/capacity circuit of special design

with automatic amplitude control to ensure constant

output and good waveform at frequencies from

1.1 to 5,000 c.p.s. The circuit is remarkably free from

trouble associated with change of valve characteristics,

ensuring that accuracy is dependent only upon the
frequency selective network components.

An incremental frequency switch is included

specifically for the measurement of `Q' in frequency
selective circuits of filters or wave analysers.

Further details will be given on request.

E DI SWAIN
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

Lung
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THE

Clik
MouldkO0

ed

B I 2A- Duodecal
FOR CATHODE RAY TUBES

Recognised as the Most Reliable Valveholders

ENE PUSH-ON COVER

POLYTH

Ref. No. B.I2 U.I-moulded in Phenol -Formaldehyde
B.I2 U- with Polythene Cover

McMURDO INSTRUMENT COMPANY LTD.. VICTORIA WORKS, ASHTEAD, SURREY ASHTEAD 3 4 0 1

ALONG THE WAY...OF TWA
You Can Ship Almost Anything Anywhere

by TWA AIR CARGO
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, including radio
and television parts, is more and more commonly being
shipped, these days, via TWA. Damage to fragile
components is minimal because handling is miminised,
and because the loading has to be skilled. The lighter
packing requirement saves time, labour, material and
cost on all such cargo.

When you Ship via WIA
YOU SAVE MONEY-crating costs, insurance
costs, warehouse costs.

YOU SAVE TIME-days, weeks, even months. You
get goods to markets safely, at low cost.

YOU SAVE WORK-simplify your shipping
problems. Make one call . . . get one air waybill, one
invoice. Save filing, paper work, worry

YOU INCREASE SALES-shipments arrive
fast . . . ahead o. competition . in time to benefit
from peak buying seasons

TWA-The Modern Way to Ship
Big, 4-engined, all -cargo TWA ships
depart every week from important indus-
trial centres . . . assure prompt deliver-
ies from these and connecting cities to
any point in U.S.A. Low rates. Fast
service. Whenever you have a shipping
problem . . . ask TWA for help. Get
rates, schedules, shipping details today.
See your shipping Agent, or call TWA

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

U.S.A EUROPE  AFRICA . ASIA

All TWA flights carry Air Cargo and Air Mall
200 PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.I. Tel.: Regent 3211
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COSSOR announce ...

au vivo* AttOsori
s 14.470,54 SiktifAlOst

1.011.

The Television Alignment and Pattern Generator

is an inexpensive instrument designed by Cossor to

provide a simple, efficient and much needed aid to tele-

vision receiver alignment. The tuning sweep of the
alignment oscillator is achieved by frequency modulation

of its carrier which can be set to any frequency between

7 and 70 mc/s. A response curve of 7 mc/s. bandwidth

is presented on the tube of any standard oscillograph, the

time base voltage providing the frequency modulation.

The instrument also incorporates a Pattern Generator

which enables frame and line Time Base linearity checks

to be carried out in the absence of Television trans-

mission. Compact, easily portable-weight under 14 lbs.

THE FIRST

ENTIRELY ELECTRONIC

INSTRUMENT FOR

TELEVISION ALIGNMENT

AND LINEARITY CHECKS

* Carrier frequency 7-70
me/s. (on fundamental).
Continuously variable.

* Frequency modulation up to 7 me/s.
bandwidth.

* Square Wave Modulation for linearity
check of Time Rases. Frequency 400
c.p.s. (Horizontal); 80 KcIs. (Vertical).

* Maximum autput 50 mV. Minimum 25
microvolts. Standard 80 ohm output
impedance.

* Write for, fully descriptive leaflet to:-

A. C. COSSOR LTD., INSTRUMENT DIVISION, COSSOR HOUSE, HIGHBURY, LONDON, N.5.
0.1. 20
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WHEN TRANSFORMS
IRE SPIE1111111111
THE NAME IS USUALLY <LUODEp

Woden components are specified
for the most popular circuits
published in the leading technical
journals.

Send for catalogue and details
of components for the " Wireless
World " Williamson Amplifier.

WODEN TRANSFORMER [0. LTD.111111113XIL ES, ROAD EIIIIIILST01%  SIMMS  PHONE: 911. 41959

THE INSULATOR

 Watertight assembly.

 Long leakage path.

 Element rods reinforced by
the inserted metal tubes,
at a point where fracture
is liable to occur.

0 Mycalex has high surface
resistivity to moisture
under damp conditions.

 Great physical strength due
to nature of Mycalex which
is a bond of Mica and Glass.

I.T. L.

MYCPILEX TELEVISION
DIPOLE and REFLECTOR
AERIAL MOULDINGS

Phone CIRENCESTER 4% or send enquiries to
riYCALEX COMPANY LTD  ASHCROFT ROAD CIRENCESTER GLOS
1...1111.11111111111111.111111.11111mimmiimmommo
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Complete

Economical

Simple

Versatile

The SIMPHONIC is a completely self-contained and portable recording
instrument, simple to operate, economical to run and gives a high
standard of reproduction on both speech and music.

The recorder uses inexpensive reels of oxide coated plastic tape on
which recordings of up to 30 minutes duration may be made. Rapid
rewind enables recordings to be played back almost immediately.

All sound may be erased and the tape used many times for fresh
recordings. A recording may be replayed as often as required or stored
almost indefinitely without deterioration.

Such a versatile instrument has obvious applications in many fields
including EDUCATION, SPEECH THERAPY, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH,
MEDICINE, ADVERTISING and ENTERTAINMENT. A moment's
thought will suggest many more.

SIMON SOUND SERVICE
RECORDER HOUSE, 48 SO, GEORGE ST., PORTMAN SQ., LONDON, W.I., ENG

Telephone . Welbeck 2371 (5 lines) Telegrams Simsale, Wesdo, London. Cables Simsale, London
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Estd. 1925

FOR PROMPT and EFFICIENT SERVICE

CASH or EASY TERMS

ARMSTRONG ALL -WAVE CHASSIS
(including speaker and output transformer)

MODEL EXP 83/3. Cash L18/17/1 or L4,10 - with order and 8
monthly instalments of 40:-.

MODEL EXP 125/2. Cash 147/16/- or L II with order and 10

monthly instalments of 80 -.

GOODSELL - WILLIAMSON
AMPLIFIER and TUNER UNITS

LEAK AMPLIFIER & PRE -AMPLIFIER UNITS

WHARFEDALE LOUDSPEAKERS
MODEL W 12/CS. Cash L8 or 40/- with order and six monthly

instalments of 22/-.
MODEL W IS/CS. Cash Il2r 10 or 60j -with order and 7 monthly

instalments of 30/-.
MODEL SUPER EIGHT CS'AL. Cash L4,5- or 35/- with

order and 3 monthly instalments of 20 -.

"W.B." 12 in. CONCENTRIC DUPLEX SPEAKER
with transformer and crossover net work. Cash LIS/151- or
[4/16/- with order and eight monthly instalments of 30/-.

GOODMANS LOUDSPEAKERS
AXIOM ISO. Cash L8/8/- or 40/- with order and 7 monthly

instalments of 20/-.
AUDIOM 60. Cash L6/15/.. or 25/- with order and 6 monthly

instalments of 20/-.

BARKER and HARTLEY-TURNER SPEAKERS

For Motorists

The ATLAS H.5 BATTERY CHARGER
Output 5 amps at 6 or 12 volts. A substantially made charger
complete with meter. Cash f7/15/- or 50,- with order and 6
monthly instalments of 20/-.

The REMINGTON-RAND ELECTRIC SHAVER
really does give a better, quicker and more pleasant shave than
the blade and soap method.

We are so convinced you will agree that we shall be pleased to
send either model on TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL, on receipt of
deposit.

The "Foursome" (for average beards). Cash price L7/16/S or
30:- with order and 7 monthly instalments of 20/-.

The "Five" (for stubborn beards). Cash price L8/17/7 or 50/ -
with order and 7 monthly instalments of 20i-.

Both models are despatched in beautiful silk -lined case per
registered post.

Brochure FREE by return from the Electric Shaver Specialists.

All Goods despatched carriage paid.
Descriptive literature available on request. Kindly enclose stamp

The L. R. SUPPLY CO., LTD.
!LONDON RAD:0 SUPPLY CO.),

BALCOMBE, SUSSEX

CAN YOU READ A
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM ?

-if .you can, and if you are reasonably competent in
radio assembly work, you'll find it easy to build this

GRAMPIAN
15 WATT
AMPLIFIER
UNIT

ASK
TO SEE IT AT
YOUR DEALERS

GRAMPIAN
KIT No. 392
A.C. mains and or battery
operated. poll instruc-
tions, pnotos and diagrams
2/6. Complete kit of
parts and chassis £24.7.6

(less vales).

For name of nearest stockist, write to

GRAMOION REPRODUCERS LTD
9 Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex.

Telephone : FELtham 2657 8. Telegrams : " REAMP," Feltham

1848

Wharfedale
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
The new W.I5 output transformer is illustrated
below. The inductance is 70 H. with a leak-
age inductance of only 0.1 H., thus ensuring sat-
isfactory results in wide response circuits with
negative feedback. Maximum input 20 watts.

LIST PRICES
0.P.3
P. Type
G.P.8
Universal
De Luxe
W.12
W.12
W.I5

W.I5.

3 ratios ..
4 ratios with C.T.
8 ratios
6 ratios
6 ratios
3 ratios
Any ratio to order
Any ratio to order

PP

.. 6/6

.. 7/2

.. 11/6

.. 13/6

.. 22/6

.. 21/0
.. 25/0

. 60/0

WHARFEDALE

WIRELESS WORKS

BRADFORD ROAD,
IDLE, BRADFORD

Telephone : Idle 461

Telegrams :
Wharfdel, Idle, Bradford
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Recipe for Reliability

ELECTRONIC & RADIO
APPLICATIONS

For more than 50 years the name
Cutler -Hammer has stood for all that is best
in switch design. Now C -H switches are
being made in Britain in a wide range of
3, 6 and 10 amp. types operated by lever,
plunger, slider or trigger mechanisms. To
be sure of long dependable service for your
product with complete freedom from all

switch troubles, it is in your interests to
standardise on Cutler -
Hammer.

(I41 la0: E
CUTLER -HAMMER

Take

add

16 gms. of moulding powder; I gm. of S.R.B.P.
sheet; 14 gms. of brass bar; 3 gms. of brass
strip; 5 gms. of steel strip; 4 gms. of copper
strip;

Silver alloy, aluminium wire and steel wire as
required.

plus 50 years of experience,

and the result is

Other British N.S.F. Products
include: ' OAK ' Rotary, Push-
button and Slider switches;
Carbon and wire -wound
potentiometers for Television

and Radio applications.

" THE sno/rcoi PEOPLE"
BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD.  KEIGHLEY  YORKS

Phone: Keighley 4221/5. Grams: ENESEF, Keighley. LONDON OFFICE: 9 Stratford Place, W.I Phone: Mayfair 4234

Licensees of Igranic Electric Co. Ltd. for the above products of Cutler -Hammer Inc. Milwaukee, U.S.A.
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(SOUND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT(

A Diffuser Loudspeaker
This Philips all -metal central Diffusion Loudspeaker
is for ceiling mounting or suspension. It is attractively
finished in a pleasing shade of cream that will harmonise
well with any type of surrounding. Dimensions are
I5in. diameter, 8in. deep. The loudspeaker is fitted to
Philips type 9803 unit, and has a 100 volt transformer
tapped for 1, 3 and 6 watt operation.

CEDED

1197 LIMITED
AMPLIFIER DEPARTMENT, CENTURY HOUSE,

As specified for con-
version of t he Type 25
unit of the TR. 1196,
Wartime utility re-
ceivers and others.

TO EASIER
ASSEMBLING

 5 SIMPLE
CONNECTIONS

 SAVES TIME
 SAVES MONEY
 SAVES WORRY
 A PERFECT JOB

The OSMOR "Q" Coilpack
is the solution to the problem

of coils and switching. Just 5 simple
connections,afew minutes work, saves
hours of puzzling over complicated
circuits-and gives you a better job in every
way, and at less cost, too ! All types available
for mains and battery sets. Complete with
full instructions and circuit diagrams.

OSMOR
`Q' COILPACKS

fend stomp for new illustrated lists of Coils, Coilhacks and all Radio Components

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD., (Dept. W.12)
BRIDGE VIEW WORKS, BOROUGH HILL, CROYDON, SURREY

Telephone: Croydon 1220

A 100 Watt Amplifier
The outstanding features of this Philips Amplifier
include : a high degree of voltage amplification ; an
output of 100 watts ; and very little waste heat, giving
cool running and long life. The output is well maintained
even at extremes of the audio spectrum, and generous
negative feedback taken over the output transformer
provides excellent loudspeaker damping.

Send for literature covering the full Philips range of S.R.E.

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL ALSO MAKERS OF :
RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEIVERS.
LAMPS AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT, ETC.

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.
A 687 A

ICS
HOME STUDY
backs radio experience with
sound technical knowledge
MANY men who wished to link their radio experience with
a sound technological background have received successful
instruction by means of an ICS Course. Its value has been
proved not only to amateurs but to men who already have a
professional interest in radio and television engineering,
including those taking qualifying examinations. It is invalu-
able, also, to students who wish to prepare themselves for
a' job in this field. Courses of instruction covering radio
and, if necessary, television, include the following :

Complete Radio Engineering Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales  Advanced Short -Wave Radio

Elementary Electronics, Radar and Radio
Television Technology

And the followinq Radio Examinations

British Institution of Radi, Engineers
P.M.G. Certif.cates for Wireless Operators

City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics R.A.F.

Write today for our FREE  Radio " booklet which fully
describes the above !CS Courses and the facilities for the
complete study of Radio ancEor Television technology. The
CS Advisory Department will also give free and impartial
advice on the need of and the means of instruction

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. W.L.16, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C..
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10 Important development
IN THE DESIGN OF

MULTICHANNEL

V.H.F. RADIO

TELEPHONE LINKS

The V.H.F. Multi -channel Radio Telephone type
VMS which has been designed by Automatic
Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., provides radio
links for the transmission of international 12-

channel carrier groups. It will handle simultane-
ously three such groups giving a total of 36channels.

The equipment can be supplied to cover radio
frequencies in the bands, 4o -6o Mc/s., 6o-90 Mc 's,
and 156-20o Mc/s. Under normal conditions
ranges of 3o -4o miles can be attained between
stations and links, up to several hundred miles in
length, can be provided by the use of specially
designed relay stations.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE

& ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
(RADIO & TRANSMISSION DIVISION)

Strowger House, Arundel Street, London, W.C.2.
Telephone : TE:\ Iplo Bar o2(2 Folegranis St ro e, ger,: I xlrid.a

STROWGER WORKS, LIVERPOOL, 7.
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One dog - One bone
One man - one job
One plant - one purpose
One factory - one plant

Technicians with a

background of 25 years'

experience, working with

single -purpose plant

in a factory

designed for one object

produce nothing but

the high standard of

transformers

that bear the name

PARMEKO
  

PARMEKO of LEICESTER

[ A new invention
rationalising the detection

of intermittent faults
--7a-mr.mirmr.rwmw

FRANKE the Accoustic Fault -Trap
(Patents granted and pending.)

220 V. A.C. - PRICE 19 . 0 . 0
Main Function.: Silent as long as radio is
working faultlessly. Gives special alarm -
tone regardless of how fast and short-lived
the occurring fault is. Fault - Sensitivity

variable from -_ 0.1 db. to ± 3 db.

Indispensable to the modern Service -Engineer.

Sole agents wanted where not already represented.

FRANCK NIELSEN RADIO
Prinsensgade 46, AALBORG, Denmark

Technical news
from France!

FRANCE is playing an increasingly
important part in the manufacture of

high -quality radio and electrical products
for world markets. The latest advances in
this field are shown in the new publication
L'Exportation Electricite-Radio-the only
export review of its kind. If you are seeking
news of these developments, information on
the current prices of French radio and
electrical equipment, or even a new British
Sales or Agency representation, write now for
a free copy of this important journal (printed
in English, French and Spanish).

Published Quarterly. Annual subscription 10 -

L'EXPORTATION

Makers of Transformers for the Electronic and Llearical Industries ELECTRIC Tit_ RADIO
E.T.P., 81 rue de la POMPE, PARIS 16e, FRANCE
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with
e9d.e.
QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS

The Police -999 emergency call system depends for its
successful operation on instantaneous radio communication
between Police headquarters and the fleet of patrol cars. Radio
equipment in the patrol cars is used under the most arduous
conditions but it must be available for instant use 24 hours in
the day.

No wonder then that more and more Police authorities
throughout the country are using G.E.C. quartz crystals in their
radio equipment.

Pioneering research and experience in making over a million
units, ensure a product of the highest quality. For all your
quartz crystal requirements be sure to specify G.E C

Quick delivery service for urgent requirements for experi-
mental or replacement purposes.

Write for our leaflet QC.4904.

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
PEEL WORKS  SILK STREET  SALFORD 3 LANCS.

A SUBSIDIARY OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO LTD OF ENGLAND
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NOT-so -simple Arithmetic
FROM one extreme to the other ! From the simple arithmetic of

15 22 - 8 - 35, representing the number of individual types and
sizes of current R. & A. Reproducers, to

fdx = R + A
a modified calculus expression meaning something far less tangible but
equally important.

It represents the integration of all the little bits of experience and
know-how, all the countless refinements of design and technique, accumu-
lated by R. & A. during zo years of specialised loud-smaker manufacture
for the equipment making industry.

Twenty years is a long time for the solution of any problem and we
don't pretend to have the final answer even yet ; but we genuinely believe
that the " sum of all the elements " of our particular " x " puts us nearer
to it than most people.

As ,a first step towards proving our case, may we send you our current
leaflets, so that you can select samples for test?

IR6A REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LIMITED
WOLVERHAMPTON  ENGLAND
Telephone : Wolverhampton 22241. Telegrams : Audio, Wolverhampton

SOLVE YOUR
RADIO PROBLEMS WITH

OUR HOME CONSTRUCTION UNITS!
ANYONE can build our handsome SUPERHETS !"' And the
knowledge that the performance will equal that of commercially
built units at double the cost, will make you EXTRA PROUD
of your achievement !
As our delighted friends already know the secret ,s our 30
TUNING UNIT comprising the famous 3 band 30 Coil pack,

MM I.F.T.'s, new Bin. x 6in. 3 colour Dial and 2 gang-
ALIGNED AND MATCHED ' Price 69,9 (inc.) or 90,6 with
1.8. S.L.8. spin -wheel Tuner. ' All parts and full construction
Sheets available.
NOTE for Connoisseurs Our 40 Feeder Unit and lOw push pul.
Quality Ampr. with variable negative feedback is the TOPS ! !

For details, eleven circuits, data, etc., send 1/6 NOW for NEW
ENLARGED EDITION (44 pp.) of Home Constructor's Hand-
book All items supplied by Mail DIRECT ONLY from

ROBING LABORATORIES
70, LORD AVENUE, ILFORD, ESSEX

' oLone WAN 5480

SIFA M Prerisi,,,, ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
2" to 8"

DC Moving Coil.
Rectifier. HF Thermo-
couple. Hour Meters.
Panel mounting, Port-
able or 45° Bench type.

PROMPT DELIVERY AND TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE

At.'

SIFAM ELECTRICAL

ACCURATE
measurement
of time
or electricity
for industrial
or laboratory
purposes.

INSTRUMENT CO LTD
LEIGH COURT TORQUAY Telephone Torquay 4547:6

17665
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To the electrical anti radio serriee engineer . . .

e in miniature .

An oscilloscop

The criterion of usefulness of a cathode-ray tube as an
oscilloscope is the ratio of the screen diameter to the
diameter of the spot but there is a practical limit to
the extent to which the screen diameter can be

,reduced, even though the spot size is reduced in
proportion. One outstanding feature of this oscil-
loscope is the comparatively large screen for an
instrument of such small dimensions. Although the
overall dimensions of the case are I 12 in. x S4 in. x
4.14 in., the tube has a 2 in. screen.

The
Miniature
Cathode-ray
Oseilloseope

pe 244

METROPOLITAN -VICKERS ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
MANCHESTER 17, ENGLAND

Member of the A .E.1. group of companies

ME TRO VICK

R E 00,

Pioneers in Radio and Electronic equipment
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LONG PLAYING RECORDS ON STANDARD RADIOGRAMS
OR RECORD PLAYERS

THE CHANCERY

Price complete

£4 17s. 6d.
(including Purchase Tax)

Price less Pick-up

£2 18s. Od.
linclud ng Purchase Tax)

LONG PLAYING RECORD ATTACHMENT G33
(patents pending) is precision
engineered to convert existing
equipment (78 r.p.m.) to 33',
r.p.m. This is effected by an epi-
cyclic transmission and reduction
mechanism, ensuring a constant
speed of 33 r.p.m. necessary
for true reproduction of long
playing records. Elimination of
" wow " and waver has been
achieved to a remarkable extent.
The G.33 has been designed for
simplicity of conversion, having
merely to be placed on the
existing turntable, and no special
fixing is required.
The special Decca Crystal Micro-
groove Pick-up embodies a

sapphire stylus and a lightweight
balanced arm, and gives an ex-
tremely wide frequency response.

This instrument is
as supplied to the
DeccaRecordCo.Ltd.

CHANCERY PRECISION INSTRUMENT SERVICE LTD.
Sales Department: 64, GEORGE STREET, BAKER STREET, LONDON, W.I

BA WIN*

VISUAL NULL INDICATOR
for A.C. Bridges

Range 40 c,s to 20 kc s.

The Sensitivity which is adjustable from
zero is higher than that of headphones.
It is very robust and will withstand
considerable overloads - no acoustic
shock. Operates on A.C. mains.

BALDWIN INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
DARTFORD, KENT Dartford 2989 & 2980

POLASPEX "
(Reg. Brit. Pat. Off 674076)

BLACK SCREEN
TELEVISION

Latest scientific development as featured at
National Radio Exhibition.

* BLACK SCREEN means real daylight
viewing

* BLACK SCREEN improves contrast
and tones of picture

* BLACK SCREEN means no eye strain
* BLACK SCREEN gives a clear black

and white picture
YOU, TOO, can have a black screen on your existing
receiver. 9 in. tube size 18!-, 12 in. tube size 21!-.
Obtainable from your television dealer or direct

from manufacturers and patentees

MAURICE CHESHIRE & COMPANY,
29, SOHO HILL, BIRMINGHAM

NORthern 5128
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Yo ASSEMBLY
COSTS

PROBLEM:

Secure top of talc container so that it can be

rotated under spring tension for alignment of

sifter holes.

SOLUTION:

Type SFW Spire fix inside container is pressed

over integrally moulded stud. Top rotates under

spring tension and is permanently secured.

THAT'S FIXED THAT - FASTER, CHEAPER
It just shows how Spire, in one simple operation, can solve what
threatens to be an assembly headache. Very few awkward locations or
blind assemblies present much of a problem to Spire these days. And
once a Spire is on it stays put- the unique double -spring action sees
to that. We'd like to know if you think Spire, the fastest thing in
fastenings, can help you-will you write to us ?

SPEED NUTS
Enquiries to:
SIMMONDS AEROCESSORIES LTD. BY RON HOUSE, 7-8-9 ST. JAMES'S ST., LONDON, S. W.1

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS: TREFOREST, GLAMORGAN
Also BIRMINGHAM STOCKHOLM ' MELBOURNE 'Is
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r7ULTRA
eccentricities

NUMBER THREE

No TV set that has ever been
made yet has been immune

from the need for some after -

sales service. But 90% of
the difficulty in coping

with adjustments and breakdowns is diagnosing ,/
what has gone wrong. That is why we always

give Ultra Television Dealers the fullest

possible technical information about the

product they are handling, in the form of service

sheets dealing with circuitry and component value,,

valve trouble diagnosis (showing, for example,

the effect of every possible valve electrode internal

short circuit in the performance of the set) and, in
fact, a classification of almost every symptom of trouble

and its treatment, all of which help to make Ultra TV
just about the best value for money on the market today.

ULTRA ELECTRIC LIMITED
WESTERN AVENUE, ACTON, LONDON, W.3

PLEASE tell us
of OTHER applications

Drayton 'Hydrotlex'
Metal Bellows are an
essential component
part in Automatic
coolant regulation . .

Movement for press-
ure change .. Packless
gland to seal spindle in
high vacua Reservoir
to accept liquid ex-
pansion .. Dashpot or delay device
. . Barometric measurement or
control . . Pressurised couplings
where vibration or movement is
present . . Dust seal to prevent
ingress of dirt . . pressure reducing

valves . . Hydraulic
transmission . . Dis-
tance thermostatic
control . . Low torque
flexible coupling . .

Pressure sealed
rocking movement . .

Pressurised rotating
shaft seals . . Aircraft
pressurised cabin con-

trol . . Refrigeration expansion
valves . . Thermostatic Steam
Traps . . Pressure amplifiers . .

Differential pressure measure-
ments . . Thermostatic operation
of louvre or damper.

for HYDRAULICALLY FORMED
Seamless, one-piece, metal bellows combining the properties of a
compression spring able to withstand repeated flexing, a packless
gland and a container which can be hermetically sealed. Made by
a process unique in this country, they are tough, resilient, with."'
uniformity of life, performance and reliability in operation
unobtainable by any other method.

Drayton METAL BELLOWS
Writ o fa Lin No. N800.1 DRAYTON REGULATOR 6 INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.,

WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX. West Drayton 2611 6.8
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-M.R. SUPPLIES Ltd
Some exceptional opportunities In Laboratory Equipment, etc., in new or otherwise
excellent condition: As usual, each Item Is guaranteed to be in perfect order. All
prices nett.
Emu= BRIDGE MEGGERS (230 volt). Secondhand ex -Govt. Each °attested,
before despatch. Range Megger, 0/50 megohms. Bridge : .001,100,000 ohms
showuln f our digit windows with 10/1 and L00/1 multiples and divider, with carry-
ing case, 615 nett (despatch 4/6). Also EVERSHED CIRCUIT TESTING TRUE
0I1K.METERE, S.M. ex -Govt. Range: 0.1-200,000 ohms (in two scales) with leads.
prods, carrying case, etc., but less dashlamp battery, 65/- (despatch 1/6).
FLUXIIIEFERS (Model WY0023 No. 1). (Unheated in three ranges, 50011,000.
1,030/2,000 and 2,000/4,000 Gauss, direct reading. Complete with metered polarity
Indicator and probe for ml Ammo gap of Ilk. Brand new In portable case
12 x s x bin. g5/10 0 (dee 2/.).
LABORATORY VOLTMETERS, Grade I, m/coil, 0/150 v. D.C. t1,000 ohms per volt)
o ingamo-Weston, brand new, 6 -herb scale. In portable case 811Ik. eq., by 4tin
57/6 Ides. 2/6). Also same reading, first grade by Howard Butler, Ltd., with 51n
scale, in portable case, 61 in. sq. by 3in , 37/6 des. 2/6). Both of these are excellent
for conversion to multi -range Instruments.
CALIBRATED RESISTANCES (New ex-P.O. instrument). Ten located steps each
of 400 ohms( total 1,000 ohms) with knob control. Additional50, 100 and 200 ohms
by plugs. Useful as Wheatstone Bridge or f or series resistance. Size: 311t. x 21in.
and 51 in. deep. 15/- :des. 110.
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS (Carbon Pile). Further small supply-
early epplicatlon advised. Automatically holds maths supply at any voltage between
180 and 230 v. A.O. Loading up to 500 watts. Contained in ventilated steel case
61 n, *711n. x 10114. Silo, with ter uln S panel and pre-set voltage control knob on

top. Easy to instal-diagram supplied. Ideal( ortelevision,laboratory,dark-room
etc., where constant voltage Is required. Brand new, 57/6 (des. 4/6).
HIGH -DUTY MAINS VOLTAGE BLOWERS. Fitted Briggs 1/8th h.p. Induction
motor,220/250 volts A.C. Diameter of blowerhoueing 101n., overalllength of motor
and blower 14th. 2,850 r.p.m. Outlet orifice 31h. 5, 21n. Reconditioned as new,
2517,6 (des. England, 5/6). Also MINIATURE BLOWERS. Operation 24/36 volts
A.C./D.C., 7,000 r.p.m., overall length 4114., max. diameter3 lin., very efficient and
reasonably quiet-Ideal for electronic cooling, projectors, etc., 15/- (new). Our
MULTI -PURPOSE TRANSFORMER is suitable for these blowers and much other
L.V. equipment. Prim. tapped 200/220/240 v. Sec. providee 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18,
90, 25 and 30 v. at 2 amps, 27/6 (des. 1/4.
SHADED POLE MOTORS (Hoover-brand Dew). 200/250 v. A.C. R.P.M. constant
at 1,200, very silent running. Suitable for very many purposes Including wire
Recorders, Chic Projectors, Gram. Motors, Cooling and Extractor Fans, small
Grindstones, etc. Body 3 (in. x 31in., shaft each end, 29/6 Ides- 1/-).
GEARED MOTORS. Very high grade product of Bodine, U.S.A. Operation
110 v. A.C. (We van supply suitable transformer). Various gear ratios: Model A
(induction), 5 r.p.m. final; Model B (Induction), 2 r.p.m. final; Model 0 (commutator),
140 r.p,m. final ; Model D (0o.ninutator). 180 r.p.m. Oaal. R.P.M. figure Is approx.
Overalllength 7In., dia.311n., new and perfect. 57/6 any one (des. 1)0).
A popular offer for everybody 1 SMALL EXTENSION SPEAKERS made by Goodman
forthe Admiralty. Fitted3 lies. P.M. UnIt(15 ohme)in neatcaathotialng 61 x3 x3 fin.
with top and bottom mounting lugs and colume controL Can also be used eis spjlaker
microphone for intercom., etc. Fine bargain, 17/II (des. 110).
VITAVOX P.M. PRESSURE UNITS, 10 watt, 15 ohms 85/. (des. 1/6). Range of
suitable Projector Hurns--details on request.

M.R. SUPPLIES Ltd., 68, New Oxford Street, London, W.0.1
Telephone: MUSeum 2958
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TIME CHANGES...
accurately measured
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The CINTEL ' Microsecond Counter
Chronometer

Will measure very short time intervals in the range
1 Microsecond to 1 Second with an accuracy of + 0.005%,
± 1 µ S and 10 Microseconds to 10 seconds with an accuracy
of -I- 0-005°,0, 10 µ S.
The instrument has many other applications apart from
Time measurement including Random Counting, Frequency
Measurement, Frequency Division, etc.
For further particulars please write for Leaflet No. MCC1I1.

Counters & Chronometer, Metal Detector; Oscilloscopes Photo -Electric

Cells Cathode Ray Tubes Geiger -Muller Tubes Electronic Instruments

FOREMOST IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
A Company within the J.Arthur Rank Organisation

111
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CINEMA -TELEVISION LIMITED

...WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD LONDON  SE26
Telephone: HITher Green 4600

Northern Agents: Scottish Agents:
F. C. ROBINSON & PARTNERS LTD ATKINS, ROBERTSON & WHITEFORD LTD

287 Deansgate, Manchester 3 100 Torrisdale Street, Glasgow, 5.2

tl NT Ei.
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WAVEFORM ANALYSER TYPE A201

A simple and accurate means of measuring the individual harmonics of a complex
waveform. By using a heterodyne circuit with a crystal filter, this instrument
gives the high selectivity necessary for working with modern L.F. design. Input
impedance is high enough to allow connection across a transmission path without
disturbing the level at the point of connection. An outstanding feature of the
A201 is its compactness and portability. It weighs only 40 lbs. complete with
carrying case. Also supplied for rack mounting. Please write for details.
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Wayne

WAYNE-KERR LABORATORIES LTD., NEW

THE Rothermel D1 0 4
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
Ideal for Sound Recording
THIS popular microphone combines rug -
I ged construction with dependable trouble -

free operation, and although low-priced,
gives a performance comparable with an
instrument of much greater cost. It is
eminently suitable for tape, wire and disc
recording, also for 16 mm. sound projectors,
and is also largely used for running com-
mentaries and announcement work. Ex-
cellent frequency response. No input
transformers required. Output approxi-
mately -60 db

P
relative to

1 volt -dyne -cm. RICE 5 10
With plain handle £6 / 0/0
With handle and switch E6/17 / 6
SOUND CELL CRYSTAL MICROPHONES

We can thoroughly recommend the following:
Model BR2S, a very fine general£1 0/1 0/0
purpose microphone. PRICE
Model AR12, a studio type microphone having
24 individual sound cells. An instrument
of the very highest ordekicE £20711070

ROTHERMEL CRYSTAL PICKUPS
Brilliant reproduction. The finest made.
Prices from 19/6 to 28/-, plus P.T.
Informative literature free on request

* Microphone
inserts supplied to
manufacturers of
microphones and
tape recording in-
struments.

Kerr
MALDEN, SURREY. TELEPHONE: MALDEN, 2202

If your Retailer cannot cuppt t,, write direct to

ROTHERMEL, LTD.,
Rothermel House, Canterbury Road, Kilburn, London, N.W.6

Telephone: lti AIDA VALE 6066.

The MODERN BOOK Co.
can supply from stock these well known works by

G. A. BRIGGS
which present the results of many years' practical experi-
ence and musical activity-with facts and figures relieved

by touches of humour.

SOUND REPRODUCTION
(2n1 Edition)

A technical education in itself, containing reliable, up-to-
the-minute information in ali aspects of sound reproduction.
Explains and discusses everything from Cabinet Design
to Needles and Grooves. 248 pages. 193 diagrams.
BOUND FULL 10/L (11/- Post' De Lure LW -dry Edition

REX1NE k, Free 1 Bound in Real Leather 17/6
(18/3 Post Free)

LOUDSPEAKERS
The Why and How of Good Reproduction

(3rd Edition. 5th Impression)
One of the most authoritative, accurate works ever
published on the reproduction of sound via the loud-
speaker. Just the thing for both the expert and the
amateur enthusiast.
88 pages. 36 illustrations.

5/.. k.(5/3FrPeeost)

Published by
Works, Bradford Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorks.Wharfedale Wireless

POST THIS
NOW TO

THE

MODERN
BOOK Co.
I9-23 PRAED ST.,
LONDON W.2.

Please semi me * Sound Reproduct on* sount Reproduction Library Eda.
* Loudspeakers, for which I enclose P.O.
value

NAME
ADDRESS

W.W.
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You COULD MAKE AN AIRCRAFT '/e

A Lincoln, a Hastings, a Sunderland could no more fly without its Signal-
ler than the ".Queen Elizabeth " could sail without her Radio Officer.
Often flying long distances, the Signaller maintains communications by
keeping in touch with other aircraft and Ground Stations. He is not only
a skilled wireless operator but also an expert operator of radar navigational
aids and secret radio devices. To qualify for this fascinating and im-
portant career, you must first satisfy the R.A.F.'s high standards of
intelligence and physique. If you can, you will be certain of N.C.O.
rank : and, later on, have a good chance of gaining a commission,

There are also special opportunities for certain Qualified Pilots, Navigators and
Signallers who are above the normal age limits for direct entrants.

Fly in the

ROYAL AIR FORCE
and be trained to lead !

TO: AIR MINISTRY,
(DEPT. W.D.9.) VICTORY
HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2.
* Send details of (1) direct entry to
Flying Branch (2) special schemes for
ex -pilots and navigators (give previous
rank) (3) special schemes for ex -
signallers.

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE
 delete two of these.
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? k HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER
k ti

The , fr with REMOTE CONTROL UNIT

5E LONG, *Na

O L OW
moo'

Where larger
outputs are

essenlial, ask
for de'ails

of th' Felicity 10 Watt

MAJOR
AMPLIFIER

POWER

Also Radio
Feeder Uifts :

Model SH6 3-wavetand
superhet

£12 10 Od
plus£2 15 7d tax

Model PB5 4 -station

preset push-button
TRF

£12..2....1Plus:1...2...6:.........1
tat

Start catering NOW for
high fidelity with this
new amplifier. Incor-
porates all the essentials
for first-class reproduc-
tion.

 Wide, frequency range, 40-15,000 cps. with ade-
quate variable bass lift and treble cut

 Hum -free at full output
 Harmonic distortion below 1%
 Attractive finish and layout
 £14 17 6d complete
 Immediate delivery
Microphone stage can be supplied

ac extra at £3 15 Od list

Further details and literature from :
FELICITY AMPLIFIERS, 26a, Wadham Road, Putney, London, S.W.15.

Our Silvered Mica Capacitors are made
in all values between 3 pF and 7000 pF.
Our aim is to supply these Capacitors
with the smallest possible dimensions,
and we have a range of 7 sizes which
allows us to offer for almost any capacit-
ance a "made -to -measure" type.

STABILITY RADIO COMPONENTS LP

C')MMERCE ESTATE, WOODFORD AV.,
LONDON, E.18

Telephone: BUCkhurst 650112

Strand

instruments n for Research and industry

Model 44 SUBSTANDARD

MULTI -RANGE METER
A self-contained pre-
cision instrument for
general laboratory use
and for calibrating first

grade single or multi -

range meters. The
accuracy on the 44 range
is Substandard on D.C.
and within ± o.j %
on A.C.

* These meters are made with the greatest care and
have been supplied for a number of years to the leading
laboratories at home and abroad.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS LTD
17, PARADISE ROAD RICHMOND SURREY ENGLAND
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A new
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MINIATURE g
kss-

Voltage

Reference
a

e,,,,z:mmg:.;\,\EmomomENELI

Designers of compact industrial equipments will welcome this new Mullard

Miniature Voltage Reference Tube. Built on the small B7G base, it is characterised

by high stability and robust construction. It should prove of great value where an
extremely accurate and reliable performance, coupled with a maximum saving of

space, is required. The larger version of this tube known as the 85A1 built on a B8G

loctal base is also freely available.
Working in a constant current circuit, these tubes provide a voltage source

of extremely high constancy, and in the majority of applications may be used to replace

a standard cell as a built-in source of voltage reference. They may likewise be used

as a reference against which to compare or fix the level of almost any physical

quantity which is convertible into an e.m.f.

Their use in this manner in position control
systems, temperature control devices, etc., will

thus be apparent.

Mullard
Mullard
Uf THERMIONIC VALVES

AND ELECTRON TUBES

VALVE DATA
Nominal Operating
Voltage 85V

Max. Starting Voltage I 25V

Current Range I-8mA

Operating Current 4-5mA

Internal Resistance at

4.5mA 290 ohms

INDUSTRIAL POWER VALVES  THYRATRONS INDUSTRIAL RECTIFIERS PHOTOCELLS

FLASH TUBES ACCELEROMETERS CATHODE RAY TUBES STABILISERS AND

REFERENCE LEVEL TUBES COLD CATHODE TUBES ELECTROMETERS, ETC.

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON,
MVT 8

W.CR81.2

4
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RADIOandTELEV1510A1 ENONEER5/ SEkVICFMFV

THE
TRIMMER
KIT which no Amateur or Professional Radio or
Engineer, or Service Man, can afford to be without.
1 End Trimmer, 1 Side Trimmer,
1 Yaxley Switch Contact Adjuster,
1 Low Capacity Trimmer, 1 Screwdriver,
I Set of Feeler Gauges,
1 Set of six Box Spanners from 1 to 8 B.A.,
I Set of four Spanners front 0 to 8 B.A.

In durable black crackle finish metal case.

SEND YOUR ORDER TO._

J. & S. NEWMAN
100 HAMPSTEAD ROAD, N.W.I. Tel.:

IMP

/ONO
Television
Contains :

LTD.
EUSton 5176

TELEVISION
FOR "E.E."
TELEVISOR

(London or Midland)

Vision Chassis

Sound Chassis

Power Chassis

Time Base Chassis

Focus Coils

Focus Rings

Scanning Units

Line Output
Transformers

FOR OTHER MAKES
OF HOME

CONSTRUCTED
TELEVISORS

(London or Midland)

Sound/Vision Chassis
with valve holders

Vision Chassis
Support

Power and Time Base
Chassis, complete
with valve holders

Heater Transformer

Smoothing Choke

9" Mask (Cream)

12" Mask (Cream)

5, Shakespeare Rd., Finchley, N.3.
Phone: FlNchley 2188

Ca
RADIO Skyg.., en A ues, constructLonal design with push-

pull output and separate power pack for building a de -luxe
radiogram chassis. The 8 -page booklet gives wiring plantin
four easy stages, together with circuits and constructional
data. Basic parts including chassis, coil pack, 1FTs and
dial assembly cost only 881-. Booklet 1/-.

AMPLIFIERS New "Skyway" push-pull designs-"Junior," a competitive
design for the beginner, can be built for mum including
valves. Booklet SC "The Baby Grand," a de -luxe design
restricted to 5-6 watts in class "A," but incorporating all
the features of high power amplifiers. Dual inputs for 50

cr
500mV. Wiring diagrams in four easy stages. Can be

onstructed for 29/10/0. 8 -page booklet 1/-.
These designs and all parts are available to the trade, home
or overseas. Sample designs and price list free on receipt
of trade card.

POST FREE
/11/11/1/M MRS

TV

MOTORS

PICK-UPS

SPEAKERS

All parts for "Viewmaster," "Wireless World" and "Elec-
tronic Engineering" designs from stack. New aspect 12 -in.
white masks for round end CRTs now available, price 22/II.
Tenon packed -fiat cabinets, 9 -in. table VM, £511510;
table VM, £7 ; 12 -in. console VM, E12/1011:1; 12 -in. console
BE, £1311010. Lenses sin., 30/- ; sin., 60/- ; 1210., 76I-.

BSR motors for recorders, etc. SRI 2 -pole, 32/-;
25/-; FP10 4 -pole, 38/,
78 R.P.M. Single players, Garrard, Collard from 25/3/2.
Auto -changers from 4/12/11, including purchase tax.
33-1/3 R.P.M. Deem 33A motor and microgroove pick-up,
mum; 33 A/C1 do., with PU changeover switch, 29/12/0,
both from stock. Auto-changers-details on request.

Marconi model 14 pick-ups now halved in price. Pick-up,
25/-, plus 14/2 tax ; transformer, 12/8.

PM types, well-known brands : 61n., 10/- ; tin, 12/6;
12/8; 1010., 22/8; 1219., 45/.. W.B. 10 -in. Stentorian, dimast,
37/8. Wharfedale 12 in. de -luxe, cloth suspension, 150/ -
eta x 4in. oval PM with transformer, 211-.

I ts free on request. Poet extra undei
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ii

T.V.
eke au -Ground

III

E

INSULATION

EN
FOR ALL TELECOMMUNICATIONS RADAR
& TELEVISION TRANSMITTING & RECEIVING

EQUIPMENT

Taylor Tunnicliff & Co Ltd. EASTWOOD HANLEY STAFFS
TELEPHONE STOKE on TRENT 5272 4

London Office 125 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON W.C.I Telephone HOLBORN 1951/2

35
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SOUND & VISION KIT
2i Valves. Suitable for 9in., 10in. and I2in. Magnetic Tubes.

Less Tube, tube holder and Mask. Chassis all stamped out.
State whether for Sutton Coldfield or Alexandra Park.

Complete with booklet, instructions, etc. £21 12s. 6d.
carr. paid.

Pre -Amplifier for Birmingham. High gain, low noise, with built-
in power pack, tunable for peak sound and vision. Completely
screened. 19s. 6d.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, FULLY INTERLEAVED,
SCREENED AND IMPREGNATED. ALL GUARANTEED.
ALL PRIMARIES ARE 200;250 v. Half Shrouded.
HSM63. (Midget) Output 250/0/250v. 60 m/a. 6.3v. at 3 amps.

5v. at 2 amps 15/-
H563. Output 250/0/250v. 60 m/a. 6.3v. at 3 amps. 5v. at 2 amps 15/6
H540. Windings as above. 4v. at 4 amps. 4v. at 2 amps 15/6

Output
HS2. 250/0/250v. 80 m/a. 17/6
HS30. 300/0/300v. 80 m/a. 17/6
HS3. 350/0/350v. 80 m/a. 17/6
HS2X. 250/0/250v. 100 m/a. 19/6
HS75. 275/0/275v.100 m/a 19/6
HS30X. 300/0/300v. 100 m/a 19/6
HS3X. 350/0/350v. 100 m/a. 19/6

Fully Shrouded
Output

FSM63. (Midget) Output 250/0/250v. 60 m/a. 6.3v. at 3 amps.
Sv. at 2 amps 15/6

FS2. 250/0/250v. 80 m/a. 19/6
FS30. 300/0/300v. 80 m/a. 19/6
FS3. 350/0/350v. 80 m/a. 19/6
FS2X. 250/0/250v. 100 m/a. 21/6
FS75. 275/0/275v. 100 m/a. 21/6
FS30X. 300/0/300v. 100 m/a 21/6
FS3 X. 350.0/350v. 100 m/a. 21/6
All the above have 6-3-4-0v. at 4 amps., 5-4-0v. at 2 amps.
FS43. Output, 425/0/425v. 200 rn..a. 6.3v. 4 amps. C.T. 6.3v.

4 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 42/6
FS50. Output, 450/0/450v. 250 m/a. 6.3v. 2 amps. C.T., 6.3v

4 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 62/6
F30X. Output, 300/0/300v. 80 m/a. 6.3v. 7 amps. 5v. 2 amps

Framed, Flying leads 26/6
F35X. Output, 350/0/350v. 250 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. 4v. 8 amps ,

4v. 3 amps., 0-2-6.3v. 2 amps. Fully shrouded 59/6
FSI60X. Output 350/0/350v. 160 m/a., 6.3v. 6 amps, 6.3v

3 amps., 5v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 37/6
FS43X. Output, 425/0/425v. 250 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. 6.3v. 6 amps

5v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded 57/6
HS6. Output, 250/0/250v. 100 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps

For receiver R1355. Half shrouded 24/6
HSI50. Output, 350/0/350v. 150 m/a. 6.3v. 3 amps. C.T. 5v

3 amps. Half shrouded 25/9
F36. Output, 250/0/250v. 100 m/a. 6.3v. 6 amps. C.T. 5v. 3 amps

Half shrouded 25/9
FSI20. Output, 350/0/350v. 120 m/a. 6.3v. 2 amps. C.T. 6.3v

2 amps. C.T. Sv. 3 amp. Fully shrouded 27/6
PRI/I. Output 230v. at 30 m/a., 6.3v. at 15/2 amps 19/6
The above have inputs of 200/250v.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
F4. Output, 4v. 2 amps. 7/6
F6. Output, 6.3v. 2 amps 7/6
F6X. Output, 6.3v. 3 amps 5/-
FI2X. Output 12v. at I amp 7/9
F12. Output, 12.6v. tapped 6.3v. at 3 amps 15/6
F24. Output, 24v. tapped 12 v. at 3 amps 21/6

F12 and F24 framed with Flying Leads.
FU6. Output, 0-2-4-5-6.3v. at 2 amps. 9/-
F29. Output, 0-2-4-5-6.3v. at 4 amps 15/-

FU6 and F29 clamped with Flying Leads.
F5. Output, 6.3v at 10 amps. or 5v. at 10 amps. or 12.6v. at

5 amps. or 10v. at 5 amps. 31/6
F6 4. Output, four at 6.3v. tapped at 5v. at 5 amps. per winding,

..iving by suitable series and parallel connections 24v. at 5 amp.
20v. at 5 amp., 18v. at 5 amp., ISv. at 5 amp., 12.6v. at 10 amp.,
10v. at 10 amp., 6.3v. at 20 amp., 5v. at 20 amp. 47,6
F5 and F6/4 framed with Flying Leads.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
MOPI. Ratios 26, 46, 56, 66, 90, 120-1 50 m/a. max. current.

C.T. for Q.P.P. Class B, etc. Secondary 2/4 ohms. Top panel
and clamped each 5 -

OPI. Midget Power Pentode, ratios 30, 60, 90-1, 40 m/a.,
Secondary 2/3 ohms. each 3/2

OP2. Midget Pentode, ratios 45-1, Secondary 2/3 ohms. 40 m/a.
per doz. 33/-

0P10. 10/15 watts output. 20 ratios on Full and Half primary 16/3
OP30. 30 watts output, 20 ratios on Full and Half primary 23/9
Williamson's O.P. Transformer to Author's specification 63/12/6
Chokes for Williamson's Amplifier. 30H ac 20 m/a., 15/6 ;

10H ac 150 m/a 29/6
Choke C.4. 60 ma., approx. 8 H., 350 ohms 4/3
Choke CS. 40 m/a., approx. 5 H., 360 ohms 3/3
Choke C6. 50 m/a., 50 H., 1,500 ohms 18/6
Choke C6. 50 m /a., 50 H., 1,500 ohms 18/6
Belling Lee Co -Axial Plugs. Type 642/F each 1/3
Belling Lee Co -Axial Sockets. Type 604/5 each 1/3
B.1. Condensers, all new. 3 mfd. carton type, 3/2 ea.; 8 x 8

mfd., carton type, 4/9 ea.: 8 x 8 mfd., can type, 5/- ea. ; clips
,or same 5d. each

C.W.O. ladd 1/- in E tor carriage), all orders over £2 carriage paid.
Trade enquiries invited.

H. ASHWORTH (Dept. W.W.)
676 GT. HORTON ROAD, BRADFORD, YORKS

VALVES!! VALVES!!
RECEIVING, TRANSMITTING, MAGNETRONS,
KLYSTRONS, CATHODE-RAY TUBES, PHOTO-

CELLS, ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES
& GREAT VARIETIES

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES FROM
STOCK

WRITE OR PHONE :-

(Pronounced
811E-31ALINIE:SECKTER EoN)Ic

ENGINEER & STOCKIST

SzskiS. y man

95 STRODES CRESCENT
STAINES - MIDDLESEX

TELEPHONE : STAINES 3971

PROBABLY THE LARGEST ACTUAL STOCKIST
IN ENGLAND

WHOLESALE & EXPORT ONLY

f(J11\1`120
FOR T -V AERIALS

B<SMFH\v114itie

DURALUMIN, the aluminium alloy
which combines great strength with
lightness, is ideally suitable for
television aerials. It is of good
appearance, withstands wind and
weather, will not rust and is non-
magnetic. Moreover, DURALUMIN
is easily workable without the aid
of special tools.
Our range of non-ferrous metals
covers every requirement in the
wireless field, whether it be alumin-
ium alloys, brass or copper, and is
available in a variety of forms
including extruded rods and sections,
tubes, sheet, strip and wire.

JAMES BOOTH & COMPANY LIMITED
ARGYLE STREET WORKS  BIRMINGHAM 7
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THE COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM OSCILLOGRAPHS

Here are some details of
Model 1049 as illustrated:
The Double Beam Tube presents
two simultaneous independent
traces over the full diameter of a
90 mm. screen, and provision is
made for the measurement of
both input voltage and time upon
the calibrated dials of the instru-
ment. The specification also
includes facilities for Time Mark-
ing. The Oscillograph is particu-
larly suited for the investigation
of very low frequency phenomena
and high-speed transients where
writing speeds of 45 Km/sec. are
attainable, using the Cossor
Model 1428 Camera for which a
Motor Drive Attachment Model
1429 is available.

Can this
Instrument
solve a
problem
for you ?

Widely different industries are daily finding new uses for

the COSSOR Double Beam Oscillograph. Sometimes it

provides the answer to an industrial problem of long

standing. The tracing and measurement of noise, strain

and vibration are typical everyday applications of this

versatile instrument which is already helping engineers in

industries as far apart as brewing and the manufacture of

jet engines. Call on our technical advisory staff if you have

a problem. They will quickly let you know whether the

Oscillograph can help you.

COSSOR
Doable Beam OSCILLOGRAPHS

Please address enquiries to :
A. C. COSSOR LTD., INSTRUMENT DIVISION (Dept. C), HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.5.

Telephone: CANonbury 1234 (30 lines) CI.21
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UNITED INSULATOR CO. IAD. OAKCROFT RD. TOLWORTH SURBITON SURREY

TELEPHONE ELMBRIDGE 5241

IDEAL BARGAINS FOR CONSTRUCTORS
Assemble your own

Table Electric Gramophone

CABINETS
Beautifully polished
Walnut with Rumanian
Birch grille and feet.
Lid interior felted. Top
plate cut out for gramo-
phone unit. Recessed
escutcheon plate fitted
in side for volume
control. Access trap-
door in base. Rubber
non -scratch feet. Sub -
baffle for 61in. loud-
speaker. External 16 x
tq x I2in. deep. In-
ternal 15 x 13 x 7in.
below top plate, 3M.
above to lid. Solid ant'
finely built.

£3. 10. 0.
each, inc. Purchase Tax.
Packing and carriage 71-.

or Record Player

Similar quality Walnut

TABLE RADIO

CABINETS
23 x 9 x 13m. high. Speaker
opening 71 in. square. Dial
opening 81x Olin. Four in.
holes for controls. Suitable
for J.B. Tuning Units.

£2. IS. 0. .h Packing and
Carriage

5 1 -No MIERS & CO. LTD., Telephone. EUSton. 7313.

115, Gower Street, London, W.C.I

CABLES (ALANEL, SURBITON

P.M. FOCUSSING
UNITS

High flux density, narrow focus-
sing gap.

Alcornax 111 magnet.

Minimum forward leakage, focus
not deranged by deflecting fields.

Shuffle plate centring, in-
dependent of focus.

Generous return path to equalise
flux distribution.

Remote focussing control working
1 through reduction gears.

iTypes PM ISA (tet rode) and

PM20A (triode). Price 36s.

SCANNING UNITS and LINE TRANSFORMERS.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS.

See Publication No. 40

COMPLETE TELEVISION CHASSIS embodying every
up-to-date feature.

"TELEVISION CIRCUITS." New edition (yellow cover).
Now available. Post free 1'6

- DEMONSTRATION NIGHT
Every Friday at our Enfield Works. 8 to 10 p.m.

HAYNES RADIO Ltd. Queensway, Enfield, Middlesex.
HOWard 1171

r.e. .1284

I
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'ENGLISH ELECTRIC'
C -Type CORES

for Transformers and Chokes
 Low iron loss and magnetising v.a. at high flux density  Up to 30% saving in space and

weight  Ease of assembly  Available in three thicknesses of strip for power, audio or

pulse frequencies  Sets of clamps, pillars and cans available for complete sealed transformers

and chokes  Cores and cases comply with RCL.215 and are approved for Service use

Cold -Rolled Grain -Oriented Silicon Steel  Deliveries Available from Stock

The ENGLISH ELECTRIC Company Ltd.
Transformer Sales Department : East Lancashire Road, Liverpool, 10. Works . Stafford, Preston, Rugby, Bradford, Liverpoo
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I

totatlAree

FREQUENCY

MEASURING

EQUIPMENT

Type TME I

Years ago, the frequency
measuring equipments
made by Marconi's were for
their own use - because nowhere else could sufficiently
accurate instruments be obtained. The present equipment
therefore, Type THE 1, boasts a long and distinguished
pedigree and, like its predecessors, is precision -built to an
exacting specification. Anywhere in the world it can be
rapidly installed and its rated stability of 1 part in 106

maintained indefinitely. In price too, it commends itself
as the ideal laboratory standard. Please ask for further
details. Type TME 1 Frequency Measuring Equipment is
available for early delivery.

Marconi Instruments Ltd
ST. ALBANS, HERTS. Telephone: St. Albans 6161/5
Northern Office: 30 Albion Street, Hull. Western Office: 76 Portview
Road, Avonmouth. Southern Office & Showrooms: 109 Eaton Square

London, S.W.I. Midland Office: 19 The Parade, Leamington Spa.

Customers
always write
when in need of quality components, quick delivery and
courteous attention to detail.

We hold big stocks of all types of resistors from
I ohm -I00 megohms. Welwyn High Stability
Resistors 1, 1, I, and 2 watt, 100 and 5".

Precision Resistors.-Any value up to 50,000 ohms
made to your specification-with a tolerance of

'1%.

Switches to your requirements, Condensers, Plugs,
Sockets, in fact all-or nearly all-those components
required for that new prototype and construction idea
you have in mind.

TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD.
177, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Tel.: PAD. 6116
PAD. 5606

Shop Hours

Mon. -Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m

Thursday. 9 a.m.-1 p.m'

00eolio
410001,0

PRODUCED IN

3 SIZES
Telescopic Mountings offer the most con-
venient means of obtaining complete
accessibility of rack mounted equipment
as each chassis can be withdrawn com-
pletely clear of its framework for easy
examination.

WRITE FOR

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE

ESTABLISHED 1898

Technical & Sales Agent

C. H. DAVIS
59 Brompton Road,
LONDON, S. W.3
Phone KENSINGTON 4201

LIGHT

MEDIUM4

MANUFACTURERS

HALLAM, SLEIGH & CHESTON
bVIDNEV WORKS  BIRMINGHAM  4

on.: Aston C,,., 0.14 4.44.4.  Geom. Superltn 11.4.41.nimm .
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from every
point of view

4mmummumilimmiskintLizr

Frequentite is the most suitable insulating material for all high frequency
applications. Seventeen years ago we introduced the first British -made
low -loss ceramic, and consultation with us before finalising the design of

new components is a wise precaution.

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
Head Office: Stourport-on-Severn, Worcestershire. Telephone: Stou rport I I I. felegrams: Steatain, Stourport

S.P.67
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miracle dolma'

REPRODUCTION
A TWELVE -INCH LOUD-

SPEAKER
plus

TWO OUTPUT VALVES
in push pull

function together in this latest Ambassador
Console to give you the finest quality of
reproduction ever presented in an average -
priced instrument.
Its superb cabinet in piano finish walnut will
enhance the charm of your home. A.C. or
A.C./D.C.

Styled and produced

Obtainable from Ambassador
Agents only. Illustrated
leaflet of this and other
models on request to :-

AMBASSADOR RADIO, YORKS.
\\::

V..L\\ *

Most reasonably
priced at £36

Hire purchase terms are
availab:e

PRINCESS WORKS, BRIGHOUSE,

Ot Induction Motors..

FOUR POLE MOTOR FP. 10
A precision engineered well

balanced motor, designed to give
constant, trouble free performance
indefinitely. This motor is used
extensively in many wire and tape
recorders, and gramophone units
now manufactured.

Note these features :-Fully pro-
tected Dual voltage range
Negligible external magnetic field 
Oil impregnated self aligning
bearings  Speed constancy and silent
running.

Speed (light) igoo r.p.m. Torque
3 inch ozs. Weight tI lbs.

TWO POLE MOTORS SRI & SR2.
A rugged and highly efficient motor that will stand heavy

overloads, and for intermittent ratings is capable of giving up to
twice the rated power. Used extensively in many motion displays,
fans and gramophones now manufactured. SRI MODEL; Speed
(light) 273o r.p.m. Torque 3.o inch . ozs.-Wcight 2.31 lbs.
SR2 MODEL; Speed (light) 2730 r.p.m. Torque 2.o inch ozs.-
Weight 1.7 lbs.

.. Leaders in their field
Birmingham Sound. Reproducers Ltd., Old Hill, Staffs. Tel. Cradley Heath 6712/3

\s- S PA Ceo

ART/CU LA

THE LOWEST EVER
CAPACITANCE OR
ATTENUATION

IMMEDIATE
DELIVER/ES

SPEC/AL/ITT IN AIR SPACED
ARTICULATED CABLES INCE/.929

TRANSRADIO LTD
CONTRACTORS TO N m GOVERNMENT

138A CROMWELL ROAD LONDON SW7
ENGLAND

Polenr,
Aes.c% 7:ade Mark.

LOW ATTER

TYPES.

IMDED

OHMS di
ATTER

zto;Iv:72,
LOADING .

oz.

A 1 74 1.7 0.11 0.36
A 2 74 1.3 0.24 0.44
A34 73 0.6 1.5 0.88

LRCM CAPAC I MRS. ATTEN.

TYPES. ...V OHMS. fligt 0.D.

C 1 7.3 150 2.5 0.36
P.C.1 10.2 132 3.1 0.36
C11 6.3 173 3.2 0.36
C2 6.3 171 2.15 0.44
C22 5.5 184 0.44
C3 5.4 197

_2.8
1.9 0.64

C33 4.8 220 2.4 0.64
C44 4.1 252 2.1 1.03
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POWER: STABILIZED:
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE

ZERO TO MAXIMUM VOLTS
WITHOUT CHANGE OF 0 UTP UT IMPEDANCE

Example C

CHANGE OF 1- MAINS :- 205V to 260V = D.C.:- < SO mV
LOAD :- ZERO to MAX = D.C. :- < 50 mV

any voltage 10-600V

Models available for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

THE ACCURACY OF ALL MEASUREMENTS DEPENDS
UPON A STABLE SOURCE OF VOLTAGE-A.C. or D.C.

INTER ELECTRON INDUSTRIES, 7 CHILTERN ST., W.1. Tel. WEL 6029
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We are interested in
purchasing large

quantities of

t AND i WATT

RESISTORS
We will pay £8 per 1,000 for Erie
type 8-9 and 16 insulated type. If
you have any to offer, please air
mail list stating quantity, type,
size and tolerance ; we will also
consider any other type you may
have.

We are also interested in pur-
chasing receiving and transmitting
valves and components.

All the above material is for ex-
port. Payment for any merchan-
dise you may be able to supply
will be made by our London
shippers, Davies Turner Co., Ltd.,
immediately upon receipt of the
merchandise at their London
Warehouse. Write or cable us what
you have to offer.

CALIFORNIA RADIO

& ELECTRONICS C°
823 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE.,
HOLLYWOOD, 38, CALIFORNIA
Cable Address: CALRAD, LOS ANGELES

High Quality
Reproduction

TYPE "K"

For details of other S.

from 30/- to 77/6) write
HEADPHONES IV

Telephone :

Watford
7241

The S. G. Brown Type
-K" Moving Coil head-
phones, with the following
outstanding characteristics,
supply that High Fidelity
Reproductiondemandedfor
DX work, monitoring and
laboratory purposes, etc.

CHARACTERISTICS.
D.C. RESISTANCE,

47 Ohms.
MPEDANCE 52 Ohms at

1,000 c.p.s.
SENSITIVITY, 1.2 x

Watts at I kc. = .0002
Dyne/cm2

Descriptive Literature on request

PRICE £55.0 PER PAIR

Your Local Dealer can supply

G. Brown Headphones (prices
for illustrated Brochure "W.W."
UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS.

B.P.L. TEST SETS
NOW AVAILABLE

AT NET PRICES
B.P.L. UNIVERSAL TEST SET

£5 -10 - 0
B.P.L. SUPER RANGER 1,0004v.

£12 - 5 - 0
B.P.L. SUPER RANGER 20,000c2/v.

£14 - 10 - 0

Prices include postage and packing,
and are applicable to Home Market
only.

Send your order direct to:-

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS, RADLETT, HERTS

Tei Radlett 5674-5-6
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THE LAIEST
TECHNICA,L

OD ENGINEERING

ACHIEVEMENT
IN VOLUME

CONT ROLS

TYPE

The new Dubilier Type Q Volume Control has all
the essential outstanding features.

 Only ir diameter.
 Conservatively rated at s watt.

 Specially processed moisture -proof element.

 Contactor, non -tarnishing bronze alloy dual
spring of unique design.

Full details and samples are available to
switch models of this volume control

 Noise level uniform and consistently low.

Small physical size and light weight.

 Wear, average variation 5% after
rotations.

45

25,000

 Temperature Coefficient 0.02% per °C to
0.05% per °C.

Radio Manufacturers upon application, but
cannot be supplied for the time being.

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3

'Phone: Acorn 2241 (5 lines). 'Grams: Hivoltcon,Wesphone, London. Cables: Hivoltcon, London. Marconi International Code.

D41 A.
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THE NEW "Q -MAX" Q5 10X
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER FOR AMATEUR BANDS

10 -Valve Double Superhet,
1.8 to 30 mcs. in 6 bands.
6 degrees of var. selectivity.
B.F.O. Automatic noise

limiter. "S" Meter.
Crystal Gate.

Price : 50 GNS.
"S" METER FOR
FITTING TO AR88's
(with backplate) 63/ -

NEW SIZES IN
"Q -MAX" CUTTERS
4' , round and I" square.

Fully Illustrated Catalogue, 6d. post free

BERR.YLLAgi:NAalial.L i

25 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
(Tel.: HOLborn 6231)

GRID DIP OSCIL-
LATOR with Built-in
Mains Pack.

With one coil, 94 Gns.
Full range from 1.5-300 Mcs.
8 coils at 3 6 each.

(L to R): Coaxial ; Bal-
anced Twin Screened
(U.K. Pat. No. 559518);
Twin Unscreened.

We manufacture a complete
range of Television Lead-in

Cables for Local and Fringe Area
service ; full details sent on

request.
In addition we make all types
of Polythene and P.V.C. Cables
for radio, radar and for all

branches of H.F. work. Our
long experience enables us to
produce cables with specified
characteristics and we shall be
pleased to put forward sugges-
tio,is.

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
51-53 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.I

3 WAY PICK-UP FOR STANDARD AND
LONG PLAYING RECORDS

Goldring introduces Pickup 150, incorporating the first British
Magnetic Cartridge. Cartridge 150X available separately. The
movement of this Cartridge is of balanced armature construction, and
combines high output with wide frequency range and exceptionally
'ow tracing distortion. Needle armature is easily replaceable by
user.

Data 78 r.p.m. 45 and 331 r.p.m.
Armature resonance
Output ... ...

Tracking weight ...
Load ... ...
Stylus ... ...

16 KO
70 mV

15-20 grms.
30 k S2
.003 code blue

9 kc/s
Equivalent to 150 mV

on 78 r.p.m.
7 grms.
30 k 0
.001 code yellow

Comprehensive information service on circuitry available to users
Write for full technical information to :-

ERWIN SCHARF
49-51a, DE BEAUVOIR ROAD, N.I

Telephone : CLIssold 3434
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ONDON CENT -RA
RADIO STORES

Gooernroenil Surplus - Immediate Dellinery from Stock
DECCA TABLE MODEL RADIOGRAM. 3 Wavebands. 200-250v. A.C. only. FOR CALLERS ONLY. S16 . 10 . 01

Another
Startling
Of

PHILCO Reconditioned 5 -VALVE RECEIVERS
Long and medium wavebands. A.C. or A.C./D.C. 200-250v. Mains energised
speaker. In walnut cabinet (slightly soiled), size 19 x 13 X10 ins. Every set has
been overhauled at our works.
N,B.- There is a shortage of Utility Sets but we have been fortunate in replacing
these with the above excellent 2 -waveband receivers.

PRICE

90/-
( arr. and pkg. 7'6

NEW EXIDE
ACCUMULATORS

2 -volt in black

bakelite case,15-20
amps. Size 6in. x

11 in. square.
Weight 26 ozs.

Brand new C /6
Carr, paid. .

or in lots of 30/.
six

BLOWER MOTORS
With fan blades.
Size 4 x;3 ins. 10/6

PHILIPS 6 -VALVE
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

AS N1,1%

16-50, 200-550 and 800-2,500 metres. 12/F, F/C, 2 I.F.'s D.D.T. Pentode
Output. Spin -wheel tuning. In black metal case with built-in speaker
Complete with power pack, AC 200-250v. Can also e 16.10.0
be supplied with 12v. D.C. power pack if required.

MEGGER CIRCUIT TESTING OHMMETER

3 -terminal type Mali, 1,erstfed & Vignoles,
Ltd. Two ranges: Inner scale 0-1,000; outer
scale, 100-200,000 ohms and infinity. Green
bakelite case, size 5} x 4 x 2f ins. deep. Com-
plete with test prods. In solid leather 77 /6
carrying case. Price, less battery  

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
by Film Industries, Ltd., with metal flare.
Unit 4fin. dia.
Weight 711b. £5 .10.0

BRAND NEW ACCUMULATORS
Complete
in stronga; work very well
2:seticited, in amiunctimBrt h With an ordinarymade'.'6%. speaker transformer. Is of the type used by many leading
S5 a.Size bodies, such as the B.B.C. and G.P.O. for £4.17.6
12 x 9 x 7in. high fidelity reproduction,
Weight PLEASE NOTE45 lb.
£3 . 10 . 0 0 We do not issue lists or catalogues.
Carriage and
hacking 5/-.

Carriage charges relate to British Isles only,

PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS, 2 -VOLT VIBRATORS, Type
Type GS16. These cells are the R78C. 7 -pin self -rectifying.
gas -filled type with caesium Output 200v. at 60 m/A.
Cathode. Made by Cintel. Made by Electronic 7/6
Minimum sensitivity 100µA./- Laboratories Inc.
lumen, working volts 100 D.C. Mallory Type 650, 6v.
or peak A.C. Projected cath- 4 -pin American base /
ode area 16 sq. cm. Suitable Also 12v. 4 -pin 7/8
for 16 mm. Home Cinema FIVE -WAY RUBBER COY -
Talkie equipment, Safety BRED CABLE. Suitable for
Devices, Colour and Photo lighting and other pur- A /.
Matching, Burglar Alarms, poses. Per doz. yds. IF
Automatic Counting, Door CO -AXIAL CABLE for T.V.,
Opening, etc. Brand new. 75 ohms, 12 -yard
la original cartons. 8/' 3 wavebands, L., M. and S. Push -pail amplifier4216 SMALL FRACTIONAL Hy. output 15 watts, using two 6V6 valves.

lengths

MOVING COIL HAND MIC- MOTORS. 24v. A.C./D.C. Connections for gramophone and microphone.
ROPHONE. 30 -ohm Double -ended spindle. In black metal cabinet, crackle finish. Sizec
voice coil. Complete  / .0

7/A
Size 2in. square. /11, 21 X 12 x 10in. Built-in speaker. Suitable

for concert halls, works, etc. Thoroughly over-
hauled by our experienced Ei5.0.0
daft. Carr. pd.

TELEPHONE LINE or 1TNISFLFCTOR
SWITCHES

With complete wi-
pers, 4 -bank, 87/6 ;
6 -bank, 37/6 ; S-
hank, 22/8.

Have various applications including
automatic tuning, circuit selection.
etc. Operates on 25-50v.

ELECTRO - MAGNETIC COUNTERS
Ex-G.P.O., every one perfect, electro-
magnetic, 600 -ohm coil, counting to
9,999, operated from 25v. -50v. D.C.,
many industrial and domestic 7/6
applications.

BALL MICROPHONE
Manufactured
by Standard
Electric. All in
perfect condi-
tion. Suitable
for broadcasting
and recording.
Moving Coil
tDynamic).
Omni -direc-tional. Noenergising
necessary. High
Fidelity. Coil
Impedance 15
ohm and will

MAGNETA 6 -VALVE A.C. RECEIVER

10 -VALVE COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS,
Type 1155. Guaranteed equal to new. Freq.
range 7.5 me/s. 75 kc/s. in five wavebands.
Complete with 10 valves including magic eye.
Enclosed in metal case. Every receiver is
aerial tested. Complete with Power Pack and
Loudspeaker for A.C. mains, E lo 10.0220/250v.
RECEIVER ONLY. Equal to new I 0
(Carr. and pkg. 10/6).

(See July issue for illustration)
FREE with each receiver ! Complete circuit,
description and modifications for civil use,
reprinted from "W.W.," July, 1946.

MAP READING TORCH

owerfth magnifying .ens,
3in. diam. Inbakelite case.
Fitted with dimmer switch.

Takes 2 U2 cells. With bulb, less 22/6batteries.

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23 LISLE ST, (GERra rd 2969) LONDON, W,C,2
Closed Thursday 1 r.m. Open al. day Saturday and weekdays 9" a.m.-6 p.m.
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Whatever your favourite
piece of music, the
Soundmirror will record it
and play it back for you
again and again. There is no
end to the thrills which this
new magic entertainer can
bring. It will record the
humorous patter of your
favourite comedian, the art
of the orator, the fun of a
party or important family
occasions like weddings.
It will play them back with perfect fidelity immediately it is recorded and
as often as you wish. Unwanted recordings are automatically erased as
new ones are made and the magnetic tape used time and time again.

PRICES FROM £62, exclusive of microphone.
Manufactured under agreement with the Brush Development Co. of the U.S.A.
Licensed under the Brush Development Co., the Brush Crystal Co., Magnetone
Inc., and Thermionic Products Ltd. Patent No. 454595 and others, and patents

pending in all the principal countries of the world.

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER

CALL ON YOUR LOCAL RADIO DEALER AND HEAR YOUR
OWN VOICE RECORDED OR WRITE FOR BROCHURE,
WHICH GIVES FULL DETAILS, TO THE MANUFACTURERS

THERMIONIC PRODUCTS LTD.
(D.,s,on M WWI

Morr.s House, Jermyn Street, Haymarket, London, S.W.I
Telephone Whitehall 6422 (5 lines)

Jules & Service Centres : Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds. Glasgow, etc

ircs=131
3", 3.1", 6"

RECTANGULAR
INSTRUMENTS

by

PULLIN
These three rectan-
gular instru ments are
designed on symmet-
rical lines, thus giving
a distinctive clear
open scale and
pleasing appearance.
Each size available
in all standard ranges.
The Series 65 and 35
can be fitted with
dial illumination.

hi I P

Soros 'JO

Series 35

eries 61,

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD.
Electrin Works, Winchester Street, Acton, London, W.3.

Telephone ACOrn 4651/3 & 4595

BRIERLEY
-RIBBON" AND "ARMATURE"

PICKUPS

POINTS OF FUNDAMENTAL IMPORTANCE

THAT DISTINGUISH THE RIBBON CARTRIDGE PICKUP
I. The total moving mass is not greater than 2 milligrams

-a figure many times less than any other pickup made in this
country and, so far as we know, in any country.

2. The output E.M.F. is generated by the moving conductor
itself flexing. The movement has therefore a very low stiff-
ness factor and requires no extraneous suspension. This is
most distinct from other types relying on moving parts that
are in themselves rigid and rely on some external device for
their suspension.
THESE ARE TWO OF MANY POINTS THAT DISTINGUISH

THE RIBBON CARTRIDGE PICKUP
Details of this pickup and our three -speed transcription

turntable chassis will be sent on request.
J. H. BRIERLEY (GRAMOPHONES & RECORDINGS) LTD.

46 TITHEBARN STREET, LIVERPOOL,
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Baby ... El 19 6

Minor ... £2 12 6

Major £3 5 0

And a Richard Allan Speaker to go with it, Sir ?

If you have a Radio set you need a Richard Allan
extension speaker.
..put this speaker in the kitchen, connect it with flex to
your main set and your wife can have radio in the kitchen-
whilst you listen in the sitting room WITH THE DOOR
CLOSED. Cosy evenings for you, Sir, no draughty doors
open-and no need to have your ear drums split with the
volume turned up. Yes, Sir, it is a good idea and the
reproducticn's excellent. So it should be with a 61"
speaker in a baffle cabinet. It costs nothing to run and
there's nothing to wear out. Yes, Sir, 39 6. Yes, that's
all, Sir, for a 61" baffle speaker. Remarkable, isn't it

Consider these advantages and buy
a Richard Allan extension speaker

Ottiumialau
Bafflette E4 4 0
De -Luxe E4 15 0
Console ... E6 15 0
Prestige ... E12 19 6

RADIO LTD., BAFFLETTE HOUSE, BATLEY, YORKSHIRE
Please note that " BONNIE and " JUNIOR " models are now out of production

YOU CAN MAGNETICALLY RECORDusing your Gramophone Motor as a Drive

Necessary parts, also usable later for a more
ambitious job, plans available, 1 Spool Diamond Magnetic
Recording Tape and 1 take-up spool, 2 Corner Brackets, 1 Roller,
1 Record -playback Head Kit, 1 Friction Clutch, 1 Dual-purpose Supersonic Oscillator and Two -
stage Preamplifier and your Radio Chassis. Set of parts £7 . 15 . 0, or items supplied separately.

Also Constructional Data for Wire and Tape Recorders 5s.

PARK RADIO OF MANOR PARK, 676/8, 783 Romford Road, London, E.I2
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THE MIGHTY MIDGET, most recent development in the
Radio and Electronic field, embodies more than a complete
break away from traditional ideas of size. Type W99 Midget
Moldseal Metallised Paper Capacitor has the clean, neat finish
of an entirely new type of moulding recently developed by
Hunt's. Providing hermetic sealing, this Moldseal capacitor
is invaluable for use with compact mobile equipment where
risk of encountering more than the usual conditions of
moisture is incurred.

Though tiny, W99 has a high insulation resistance
and self -healing characteristics! If you have Capacitor
problems technical assistance is freely available. Enquiries
are welcomed !

Wkg. Voltage Cap. Range. yF Size

150 D.C. 0.004 to 0.01 A
0.02 to 0.04 B

350 D.C. 0.001 to 0.003
0.004 to 0.01 B Size A -h" x gib "

600 D.C. 2.5 pF to 0.0005

300 A.G.
0.001 to 0.002

0.00005 to 0.001
B Size B x

0.002 B

A. H. HUNT LTD., LONDON,

THE VALRADIO
HEAVY DUTY CONVERTER RANGE

(Famous since 1937)

Will supply A.C. at standard voltage
for numerous applications from D.C. supply
voltage ranging from 6-250 volts with
wattage outputs from 30-300 watts.

Frequency stability
at 50, 60 or 75 cycles per second f of I per
cent of dead frequency.
Let us bring to your notice a lew listed by
us in popular demand, others can be con-
sidered on receipt of specification. All here-
under incorporate Radio and Low Frequency
suppression from interference.

Type D.C.
Input

A.C.
Output

Wattage
Load

Price

230/300-A 200/250 v. 200/250 v. 200/300 E16
230/300/110-A 100/120 v. 200/250 v. 150/300 E116

230/200-A 200/250 v. 200/250 v. 100/200 £14
230/200/110-A 100/120 v. 200/250 v. 100/200 E14
230/200/50-A 50 v. 200/2W v. 100/200 E16
230/110-A 180-270 v. 200/250 v. 60/110 flO I

Also similar types available to operate from D.C. input voltages of
6, 12, 24, 32 and to order.

All above prices advanced 10 per cent. from July 1st, 1950.

Literature upon request from

VALRADIO Limited,
57, Fortess Road,

LONDON, N.W.5
'Phone : GULLIVER 5165

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

CAPACITORS
THE TRADE MARK OF RELIABILITY

S.W.I8. Tel.: BATtersea 3131. Est. 1901

PYROBRAZE 2
FOR ALL SOLDERING
OR BRAZING WORK

-A.C. MAINS OPERATED-

QUICK - SURE - EFFICIENT
Ask for leaflet

SOLE MAKERS

THE ACRU ELECTRIC TOOL MFG CO. LTD.
123, HYDE ROAD, MANCHESTER, 12

TEL.: ARDwick 4284
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The New  BRADMATE 
)REG'D TRADE MARK)

HI -FIDELITY
MAGNETIC SOUND HEADS

(PATENTS PENDING)

 A quality head for magnetic tape recorders
 Single Hole Fixing
 Detachable reversible head
 Precision ground tape bearing faces

NO OTHER HEAD HAS ALL THESE FEATURES

PRICE, each head complete, post free, E3 5s. Od.

Model 5 R.P. combined record and playback head
Model 5E erase head
Standard heads are high impedance

Mumetal Shields supplied separately

We specialise-that is why deck manufacturers are standardising
our heads

BRADMASTER MODEL 5 TAPE DECK
Three heads. Two speeds, 31) and 71 inches per second. Push-
button control. Quality reproduction.

PRICE 07 10s. Od.

Williamson and Leak amplifier enthusiasts piease note that a range
of pre -amplifiers and recording amplifiers will shortly be available
for use with this high grade equipment. Literature will be

available shortly.
Stocks of E.M.I., G.E.C. and DUREX tape and spare reels.

Oscillator Coils.
Trade supplied.

Send for lists to sole manufacturers :-

BRADMATIC LIMITED
STATION ROAD, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM, 6

Telephone : Telegrams : Bradmatic
East 0574 Birmingham

CC

H
300mm

MAX

950
mm MAX

The CC2R is a cold

cathode triode on the

octal base.

it may be triggered

by a power of only a

few microwatts and

thus provides a means

of relay operations

from D.C., A.C., or

R.F. high impedance

sources.

RATINGS

Nominal control gap breakdown ...

Minimum main gap breakdown ...

Maximum cathode current (continuous)...

Maximum cathode current
(Intermittent or pulse)

s?kxYltc
THE SCIENTIFIC

VALVE

75 V

200 V

10 mA

30 mA

GREENHILL CRESCENT,
HARROW -ON -THE -HILL, MIDDLESEX

Telephone : HARrow 2655
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ACE MODEL GOO

AVAILABLE IN CHASSIS FORM
An outstanding achievement in radio engineering

* 9 Valves
* 9 Wavebands
* Tuned RF Stage
* Permeability
* Full Bandspreading on 11, 16, 19, 25, 31, 41

and 49 m Bands
* Plus Trawler and Medium or Medium and Long

Bands

* 10 Watts Push -Pull Output
* Twin 10" Speakers

Price £25 0 0 plus £5 11 2 tax

LIMITED
QUANTITY ONLY

Model 600 chassis and
speakers in magnificen
walnut cabinet of specia

acoustic design

Size :
40 in. X 20 in. X 12 in

(approx.)

Price £30 0 0
plus £6 13 4 tax

MAJOR DISTRIBUTORS
7-11 CAVENDISH PLACE
LONDON W.1

Tel WILlesden 6713

THE SPENCER -WEST TELEVISION PRE -AMPLIFIER
Users say :
"I will certainly recommend your excellent T.V. pre -amp.'

R.P., Exeter, Devon.
"The tests carried out have shown us that this Pre -
Amplifier is the best of several makes tested."

-"Morecambe."
"We find that the signal-to-noise ratio is outstandingly
good as claimed." -Exeter, Devon.
And many other letters in similar vein.
May we add that the type AC/3 Pre -amplifier employs two
triode valves in a circuit arrangement which ensures the
lowest possible "noise" level. A self-contained power
supply unit and mains supply interference filter is included
thereby ensuring that no additional amplified "noise" is fed
to the Television receiver.
The price is 10 gns. complete. Delivery ex -stock.
Full particulars on request.

Illustrated Leaflets are also available for the type AC 4
Converter. This unit permits reception of Birmingham
on a London type receiver without alterations. The
unit, in accordance with our policy of ensuring satisfaction
in every particular, is available on trial. Specification
includes 5 valves, self-contained power supply unit and
low noise pre -amplifier. Price 15 gns. complete.
Carriage paid. (Crate charged 5/-, returnable.)

SPENCER -WEST, North Quay, Gt. Yarmouth, Norfolk
Telephone : Gt. Yarmouth 3009

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS
MODEL 51. 49 GNS.
6 -valve p.p. Amplifier. 8 -in.
H. Duty Speaker. Powerful
10-W re -play. 3 speeds,
twin tracks, 1- hr continu-
ous play, music at radio
quality with I -hr speech.
Will record from radio
disc or mic, with fader
mixers on two inputs. Uses
crystal or m.c. Also makes
powerful P.A. Sound from
mic, gram or tape
recordings.

This powerful, portable record -playback machine will
faithfully record on plastic tape from a mere whisper to
full orchestra. Re -play at astounding quality and volume
equal to largest radiogram. New circuitry gives wide
frequency range of upper and lower for true reproduction
unmistakable from the original.
Used by Government Departments, Training Centres, Broadcasting
Stations-home and overseas, Universities, Colleges, Research
Establishments, as well as by leading stars of the stage and radio.
Model 51 in handsome leathercloth case to include
microphone and four reels, dimensions 15 x 10 x 11 in.
high, weight 32 lb. Price, complete with crystal micro-
phone and tape, L.57 I5s. Od.
See and hear them at our works, or in London at Modern Electrics Ltd.,

164 Charing Cross Road, W.C.2
Please write to us direct for photographs and brochures

GENERAL LAMINATION PRODUCTS LTD.
294 BROADWAY, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT
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,051flviry
and BANDWID1111

when considering oscilloscopes.
Furzehill d.c. coupled oscilloscopes have

been designed with high sensitivity
amplifiers having a linear response from

d.c. upwards to 3 me/s.

IMMEINIMPTINNIIIP7PNAML21iwiiiA,ii 4,41
IMIMINNPm .011P.IF 2IMMI

%WSAr ATIA/41C Avf! d IF AI
W 2 211  *1 0%W

FTJRZEITILL LABORATORIES LTD., BOREHAM WOOD, HERTS.
Telephone: ELStree 3940

dOSOKS
LET US BRING THEM TO

aft,/

Made in Three Principal Materials
FREQUELEX

An insulating material of Low
Di -electric Loss, for Coil
Formers, Aerial Insulators,
Valve Holders, etc.

PERMALEX
A High Permittivity Material.
For the construction of
Condensers of the smallest
possible dimensions.

TEMPLEX
A Condenser material of med-
ium permittivity. For the
construction of Condensers
having a constant capacity g.
all temperatures.

the most difficult problems solved by . . .

Bullers
BULLERS LOW LOSS CERAMICS

BULLERS LTD., 6, LAURENCE POUNTNEY HILL,
Telephone : Mansion House 9971 (3 lines) Telegrams : Bullers, Cannon. London

LONDON, E.C.4
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IGRANIC
ROBSHAW BROTHERS LTD

as Sole Distributors
IN THE U.K. TO THE

WHOLESALE & RETAIL TRADE
OF IGRANIC JACKS, PLUGS, RHEOSTATS,
POTENTIOMETERS AND PRE-SET RESISTORS

invite you to write now for
fully illustrated catalogue

,ei,,.40.IVIAISPANSTHESOuh,

,,,,RINfireN111M1111°

ROBSHAW BROTHERS LTD
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

4 Mount Zion
Tun. Wells 1668

Volvo, Tunbridge Wells

BOURNEMOUTH ROCHESTER
10 Exeter Road

Bournemouth 5896/7
Volvo. Bournemouth

232/4 High Street
Chatham 3115

Vale°, Rochester

MAINS
TRANSFORMERS &CHOKES

All "Varley- products are manufactured irom the
highest quality materials.
Transformers, etc., are individually wound and have
interleaved windings with ample insulation, ensuring
freedom from breakdown.
The comprehensive range of Shielded and Open type
Transformers available meets the requirements of
every circuit. Write for list, etc.

MADE BY

OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD
CAMBRIDGE ROW  WOOLWICH  SE18

Telephone: WOOLWICH 1422

" You're CERTAIN to get

it at ARTHURS
*VALVES: We have probably the largest stock of
valves in the country. Send your enquiries

AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7 119 I

Avo Model 7, high resistance /19 I

Avo Model 40 /17 1

Valve Tester C16 I

Test Bridge Ell
Avo Minor, AC/DC model GI I

Electronic Test Meter L35
Signal Generator 125
Valve Characteristic Meter /50

*Demonstrations of Philips
Prometion Television set,

n our Mowrooms.

LATEST VALVE
MANUALS

Mullard 5/- ea.
New Mazda - 2/. ea.
Brimar Teletube &
Radio - - 4,-
Post 4d. each extra

Send for catalogue

TAYLORS METERS. List on request.
DECCA PICK-UPS 3 15 S
DECCA HEAD 2 19 2
ADAPTOR tor Garrard 3 8
COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM

OSCILLOSCOPE 185 10 0
"Viewmaster- Television Kits in stock
or Birmingham and London areas. Please
state which required.
LONDON'S OLDEST LEADING

RADIO DEALERS

LTD.

PROPS:
'ARTHUR CRAY.

Ou On1 Address . Gray House, 150152 Charing Cross Rd.,
London, W.C.2 TEMple Bar 583314 and 4765

ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION & RADIO ENGINEERS

EST.
1919

Terms C.O.D.
Lash with order

I
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More about the Q.U.A.D.
It is the only "quality" amplifier which is not
embarrassed by the presence of sum and
difference tones falling outside the normal feed-
back range. (Strong beats in choral works, etc.)

It is the only amplifier which takes into
account the inherent quality of the input signal.
(The harmonic range is adjustable to provide an
inverse characteristic of the distortion rise in
the programme signal itself.)

Because of the harmonic con-
trol it is the only amplifier which
can be used successfully with a
very wide range loudspeaker if
"average" as well as "picked"
recordings are to be played.

It is the only amplifier in which
the treble and bass controls can
be and are designed to give the
correct variations in response at
all settings for the conditions
under which the equipment is
used. The method of setting is
definite, simple and no longer
haphazard.

Day-by-day adjustments are confined
to programme quality and volume
controls, a procedure which is simple
and accurate and therefore not subject
to misuse other than by deliberate
intent.
Type Q.U.A.D. 12 watt quality
amplifier for A.C. mains. £33
Complete in two units as illustrated

The Musician and High Fidelity

it has been a puzz.e to many high fidelity enthusiasts that some o the sounds which
they reproduce fail to satisfy the musician. Having had their equipment measured
they conclude that the musician is no judge of quality. It is true that the musician
may be over -influenced by interpretation and other factors, but the occurrence
is far too frequent and too well known to be so lightly brushed aside.

The fault does not lie with the musician, nor with the measurements. Rather
does it lie in the interpretation of those measurements. The output from
a gramophone pickup for example cannot wholly be represented by simple
combinations of sine waves, neither can it be assumed to represent a near approach
to the original sound.

Our Huntingdon laboratories have specialised in sound waves and methods of
analysis, from very low frequencies in measuring anti -vibration devices up to

ultrasonic equipment for medical research. They
have produced the Corner Ribbon loudspeaker,
amplifiers and other equipment used by the leading
Broadcasting and Recording Companies both here
and abroad. Even so, we cannot claim a perfect
method of measuring the accuracy of a reproduced
complex sound. The limitations imposed by a

monaural system even procludes us from laying down
an ideal specification.

On this page we mention five points which we
know to be of the utmost importance in quality
reproduction-points which are usually overlooked
or to which insufficient attention is paid.

If you are a technical enthusiast you will find the
Q.U.A.D. specification of the utmost interest and
second to none. If you are a musician, you will
find that the sound you hear bears a closer
resemblance to the original sound than any
amplifier yet offered to the public.

HUNT1N GOON  HUNTS  TEL(361

AN AUDIO FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVE TRACER
On the production line or laboratory bench, or
anywhere a response curve in the audio spectrum
is required, the Model 1900 Portable A.F.
Response Curve Tracer will trace it in seconds
on a log log or log linear scale.

The instrument may be set to repetition fre-
quency sweep (variable rate),

or single sweep (variable speed),

or frequency may be set by hand to any part
of the response curve for detailed investigation.

Built-in calibration checks are provided.

Calibration drift, harmonic distortion and hum
is very low.

THE CURVE MAY BE PHOTOGRAPHED OR
TRACED ON TRACING PAPER.

EARLY DELIVERY

Camera available
Model
1900 A.F. Response Curve
Tracer-Write for specification.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
99 GRAYS INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.I Telephone:

Holborn 9873
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THE POCKET SIZE

MULTIMETER
TAYLOR'S new pocket size multimeter is the first
instrument in the inexpensive field that has been
specifically designed to provide all the following
features. . . .

*7 RANGES VOLTAGE 0-6-30-150-300 A.C.volts
CURRENT 0-30mA-300mA- D.C.3 Amperes

.*CIRCUIT Self-contained battery, for quick
TESTS continuity testing.

*RELIABILITY Precision built moving iron move-
ment, designed to stand up to
everyday use.

*SIMPLICITY No complicated switching. Fool-
proof range selection by plug and
socket.

*CONVENIENT Small . . . compact .. . handy .. .

POCKET SIZE without sacrifice of performance.
Size -3.2/3x3. I/12x 1. 7 10 ins.
Weight -8 oz.

The ideal instrument for electricians,

garage hands, amateurs, students

and beginners in radio.

List price 42'1-
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
419-424 Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks, England
Telephone SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines) Grams and Cables TAYLINS, SLOUGH

Other products ,nclude SIGNAL GENERATORS VALVE TESTERS
A.C. BRIDGES CIRCUIT ANALYSERS CATHODE RAY OSCILLO-
GRAPHS HIGH AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS : OUTPUT
METERS NSULATION TESTERS MOVING COIL INSTRUMENTS

Type
No. I P

long.
1" wide.

EA" high.

Type No. 16G
4 to 40pF. I to 6 way.
between trimming plate
centres. I" between fix-
ng screws. r high.

MICA TRIMMERS to AIR DIELECTRIC
HIGH -VOLTAGE ..7wezzPinzetazy. aziazathui

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS,LTD.
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD.. ENFIELD, MIDDX.
Phone: Ealie/cI207/ -2. Grams: CapociWnlield.

WEYRAD
Components for all users. If you are interested in these
or any other items please write for further details.
BANDSPREAD UNITS-Ranges to suit all require-
ments -9 Wavebands-with or without R.F. stage.

TUNING SCALES NOW AVAILABLE. Size
9in. x 9in.

COIL PACKS -3 and 4 Waveband with R.F. stage.
3 -Wave packs-Special versions for battery operation.

COILS -12.5 to 2,000 Metres. Air cored, Iron cored
midget and Screened types available.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS-Miniature, Midget and Stan-
dard types, all of high performance.

FILTERS, CHOKES AND SPECIAL COILS to
order. We are coil winding and assembly Contractors
to well known manufacturers at home and overseas.
Your enquiries, large or small, are invited.

WEYMOUTH RADIO MANUFACTURING
CO., LTD.,

CRESCENT STREET, WEYMOUTH
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When a factory
needs a sound

sytern-and it's
a

thing few modern
OCLOTICS can

do without-it

needs something
that will reproduce

words and

Music as clearly
as they

will d to Meitner°.

phow, in spite of
possible distracting

noise. This

is the end
to which

G.E.C.. sound
systems were

designed and
built; and is

one of the
seasons why

they are so
well suited to

Modern factories.
The

other
reaons? You

can count
in unobtrusive

loudspeakers,
simpleinstallatiomeasy

controls and

economy too.
If you need

a sound
system in your

factory we'll
be glad-without

obligation 0 you

--to give
you details

and estimates.
You wilt find

SOUND
SYSTEMS

BY.. addr.,bdow,

"THE CONCERT
MASTER"

The 4mptifier with
all the p/us features

E29.10 -o

FOR STANDARD AND
LONG PLAYING RECORDS

MICROPHONE,
Radio, Gram Selector

SPECIAL LOWS
NOISE Volume

Control.

EXCLUSIVE - Detach-
able Control Head, has 3'
cable and contains no valves
-all the valves are on the

chassis.

TREBLE CON-
TROLcut, linear
or boost posi-
tions.

THIS G.E.C. ADVERTISING
MEANS NEW BUSINESS

FOR YOU

DISTORTION I/20th
of I " overall including
Tone Control stages and

pre -amplifier.

The advertisement on the left for G.E.C.

Sound Systems is appearing in FACTORY

MANAGER, MAKER UP, MASS PRODUCTION,

TAILOR AND CUTTER. Follow up this adver-

tising by 'tying up' with your own local

publicity . . . and take full advantage of

G.E.C. technical co-operation

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED

MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, WC2

TRIODE VALVES
throughout for stabil-
ity and low distor-

tion.

Write for 20 -page Cata-
logue of Amplifiers. Tuning
Units and other interesting

BASS CON- items TO -DAY.

TROL deeper
& smoother than Phone :

ever before. WEStern 3350.

FREQUENCY
RANGE EXTEND-
ED TO 20 to 30,000

c.p.s.

Finished in Dimenso,
a new rustproof
finish that will
last a lifetime.

A full two years'
guarantee.

3,7,15 ohms output.

Feeder Socket pro-
vides L.T. and H.T.

MATCHING SWITCH
for low or high output

pick-ups.

/MPLIFIERS(/ >ALEV LTD.

181 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W.8
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The Fisher folk
Calais come to
Britain
Televised by

Marconi
Cameras

On August 27th, for the first
time in history, a television broad-
cast was transmitted over the sea
and across national frontiers. For
this important programme, which
brought the people of ancient
Calais to British firesides and
marked the greatest advance in
technique since the birth of tele-
vision, the B.B.C. used Marconi
Image Orthicon Television Cameras.

In technical significance this
historic event ranks with that earlier
Marconi achievement, in 1901, of
trans -Atlantic radio communi-
cation. The fidelity and stability of reception on British
screens is a measure of the success attending this

pioneering transmission and of the design standards of
the Marconi equipment which made it possible.

MARCO NI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. LTD., MARCO NI HOUSE, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

THE
TAYLORj
BUZZER

This small buzzer has a
number of applications, such as continuity
testing, a signal for telephones and communica-
tion circuits, or as a source of interrupted
supply for bridge circuits.

It operates at approximately
800 cycles per second, and the consumption at
3 volts is very approximately 100 mA. Also it
will operate satisfactorily from 4 volts A.C.
80 cycles.

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
419-424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENGLAND
Tut'phone SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines) Grams & Cables TAYLINS, SLOUGH

Brabazons and Comets,
Princesses and Hermes . . .

are fitted with
LONDEX

AERIAL -EARTHING RELAYS

The LONDEX range of Relays, believed to be the most
comprehensive made in the country, also includes a
Miniature Relay (occupying only 14 cubic inches) and
the Multi -Contact Type LF (of which over 100,000 have
been fitted in aircraft). Write for set of leaflets R/WW

LONDEX

AIRCRAFT RELAYS
LONDEX LTD., Anerley Works, London, S.E.20 SYD 6258
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SIZE 21" 31" 5"

RANGE 251 A 10t4A 10/LA

to to to
50A 50A 50A

PRICE
50t.tA 55 -

45 -
61 -
51 -

93
83 -

lrnA 35 - 41 - 73 -
(Export prices on application)

All sizes available with
MIRROR SCALE

1st Grade Accuracy

SENSITIVE PANEL MOUNTING METERS
For particulars of these and our full range of measuring instruments write to :-

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS RADLETT HERTS Telephone : RADlett 5674-5-6

Simple
and

Reliable
IN areas where the cost of installation and maintenance

of line communications is prohibitive, the Redifon
GR. 49D comes into its own. Many hundreds have already
been supplied for small communities, oilfields, forestry
workings and similar assignments. Equally suitable for
static or mobile installations, the set is a complete transmitting
and receiving station and can be used for point-to-point or
ground -to -air services with both C.W. and R.T. facilities.
Radio Telephony operation is as simple as using an ordinary
dial telephone, and the fully tropicalised design ensures low
operating costs and complete reliability under the most
adverse climatic conditions. Contact Redifon for full details.

cl4t4 0o
1101t

nedifon
Radio

Radio Communications Division

REDIFON LIMITED, BROOMHILL ROAD, WANDSWORTH, S.W.18
DESIGNERS &MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO COMMUN1cATIONS & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT VANdvke 501
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NEW WIDE RANGE OSCILLATOR
TYPE O.S. 101

SETTING A NEW STANDARD FOR

RESISTANCE TUNED OSCILLATORS

FEATURES
 FREQUENCY RANGE : 25 c/s to 250 kc/s continuously variable in four ranges.
 LONG TERM STABILITY : 1% or 2 c/s with line variation of 5%.
 HUM LEVEL : 1% of maximum output.
 OUTPUT LEVEL : 100 milliwatts into 600 ohms.
 ATTENUATORS : 60 d/b in steps of I d/b into 600 ohms.
 DISTORTION LEVEL : less than I% over full frequency range.
 DIMENSIONS : 22ins. x I3ins. x 9ins. Standard I9in. panel suitable for rack mounting.

SOLARTRON LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
22 HIGH STREET . KINGSTON -ON -THAMES Telephone : KINgston 1787

Why you should use ...

ers
SPECIA

1610t/tVaiteW

ROSIN COM.D
sot.o0

I Maximum "Wetting" Capacity

2 Accelerated Fluidity.

3 Moderate soldering bit temper-
atures.

4 Mechanical bonding and perfect
Electrical conductivity ensured.

6 Residue sets hard, is non-
corrosive, and of high dielectric
strength.

7 No harmful fume deposits.
8 Continuous, unvarying core

9 Even distribution of activator
in core.

5 Minimum amount of solder used 10 Approved by Air Ministry and
per joint. General Post Office.

Supplied in a wide range of Gauges and Alloys on I lb. and 7 lb. reels, works
coils, or as required. Prices on application.

Sole Manufacturers

H. J. Enthoven & Sons, Ltd.
89 UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
Phone : Mansion House 4533. Works : Rotherhithe, Croydon,

Derbyshire

Tel.: Devizes 536

Dear Sirs,
A short time ago a friend

of mine in Massachusetts
purchased one of your trans-

formers. His enthusiasm

knew no bounds so I am

sending you an International
Money Order on this date

for one of these trans-

formers. I might add that I am look-

ing forward to doing business
with you

after the recommendation
that I have

received. Sincerely yours,

The New Model Type 21336B.,
Primary 10,0000 centre tapped, incremental inductance
over 100 henrys. Secondary impedances 1.250, 280,
50, Tau, 11.30, 15.30 and 200. Leakage reactance
under 15 millihenrys. Size : x 4" x 6". F.C. 41" x 3}" x2BA.Weight : 12 lbs

0FORA,e4,

Arai
(SAVAGE uliv DEVIZES)

,M. Savage Transformers, Ltd.,
Nursteed Road, Devizes, Wilts.
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SPRING LOADED TERM
4

1:9414Terzy

417#00

PAINTON & CO LTD KINGSTWORPE ,NORTWAMPTON ENGLAND,

K .19 . NI
3.7db/100ft.

45 Mcs.

YOUR GUARANTEE of quality and perfection is the
Telcon Black, Blue and Brown identification thread.

Further details of these and other R.F. Cables
on application

AS.60. NI
1.5db/100ft.

45 Mcs.

THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD
Head Office: 22 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2 Enquiries to: TELCON WORKS, GREENWICH, S..10

Telephone: LONdon Wall 7104 Telephone GREenwich 3291
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0.341C° This ' Carpenter ' Relay produced
by The Telephone Manufacturing Co.

Ltd. incorporates two HYCOMAX ' Sintered
Magnets. These are essential where Small
Complex Shapes, high magnetic efficiency and
stability are required.

NUREX LTD. (Powder Metallurgy Division) RAINHAM, ESSEX
Tel.: Rainham Essex 240

London Sales Office : Central House, Upper Woburn Place, W.C.I

TRANSFORMERS
AND CHOKES
SPECIALLY DESIGNED

FOR ALL

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

SOUND EFFICIENT

CONSTRUCTION DESIGN

INDUSTRIAL TYPES
UP TO 25 K.V.A.

STEWART TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
1021 FINCHLEY RD., LONDON, N.W.II

Tel.: SPEedwell 3000 and 3533

GEE4111D10 et

VALVES VALVES VALVES
Transmitting and Receiving

PLUGS AND SOCKETS
Jones, Belling & Lee and (W) Types

VALVEHOLDERS
Ceramic, Amphenol, Paxolin, all types

12 -way Screened Flexible Cable, Henley
No. 12 14.0076 Flex. Met. L6/10/0 per 100
yds.

1.3 K, 100 -watt Wire -wound Pots, 15/- ea.
12 v D.C. to 230 v A.C. 50 cycles Rotary
Converters, 150 watts. Complete with
300 v A.C. Meter and D.C. Input Regulator.
0/1010, plus carriage.
230 v D.C. to 230 v A.C. Rotary Con-
verters, 100 watts. Guaranteed perfect.
L6110/0, plus carriage.

Trade and Export inquiries invited

15 LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2
GER rard 6791
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TWO SPEED -MOTOR. At the turn of a switch you have two speeds.
33.1/3 or 78 r.p.m. The Turntable is a full 12' diameter its main spindle

precision ground and lapped. runs in phosphor bronze bearings. The

synchronous motor is virtually vibrationless and is suitable for playing
standard. transcription and microgroove recordings.

Retail price without pickup £13 15 0

Purchase Tax. £5 19 2

SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT PICKUP for standard and microgroove recordings.
The interchangeable heads are fitted with an easily replaceable armature

system complete with a semi -permanent sapphire. Armature mass 20
milligrams. Extremely low mass at needle point (4/5 m.g. only) allowing for

reduction in downward pressure to 10/12 grams for standard recordings,
and 5/7 grams for microgroove recordings.

Prices: With one Head - £4 0 0. plus £1 14 8 Purchase Tax
Extra Heads, each - - £2 10 0, plus £1 1 8 Purchase Tax

Spare armature System with Sapphire. 14/8 including Tax.

THE CONNOISSEUR Varigroove Recording Unit. 33.1/3 and 78 r.p.m.
100 to 300 GROOVES PER INCH continuously variable. MOVING COIL
CUTTER HEAD of entirely new design. Patented method of suspension
allowing use of large magnet system, producing sensitivity and response

hitherto unobtainable. All patterning effects eliminated, allowing micro-
groove recordings to be made with ease.

15 ohms impedance. Frequency response 30 - 15.000 c.p.s
LESS THAN 5 WATTS required to fully modulate.

Price £130 0 0
ALSO HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFYING EQUIPMENT

A R.SUCDEN AND CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD.. BRICHOUSEYORKSHIRE.

WITHOUT A SHADOW OF DOUBT THE BEST
for

radio and television

I I I I I I I I I No m r
Apo

are the miniature high -voltage
36 EHT "Westalite" rectifiers to
provide a reliable and economic
E.H.T. supply either from the line
fly -back or from the 350-0-350
input of the standard mains trans-
former in a balanced voltage
multiplier circuit : "Westalite"
rectifiers for H.T. supply, H.T.
boost and line fly -back damping,
and copper -oxide "Westectors"
for sound and vision interference
suppression. For full details of

aWESTINGHOUSEn
METAL RECTIFIERS

Send 6d for a copy of "THE ALL METAL WAY" to Dept. W.W.//.

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD., 82, York Way. King's Cross, London, N.I
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NEW AMPLIFIER FOR DISCERNING P.A. MEN
The beautifully styled, precision engineered B.M.4o marks a great step
forward in portable 3o watt amplifier design.
 Designed for both A.C. mains and 12 volt battery operation.
 Provision for independent electronic mixing of two microphones and one

gramophone channel.
 Special tone control circuit, with independent bass boost and cut, and

treble boost and cut.
 Built-in vibrator.
These and many other features make the B.M.4o the most up-to-date amplifier
available. List price £45

We are also the leading manufacturers of office intercommunicating
equipment and gramophone units. You are invited to write for

further details.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LIMITED
CLAREMONT WORKS, OLD HILL, STAFFS. PHONE: CRADLEY HEATH 6212-3
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CERAMIC SWITCHES
For applications where only the best is good enough.
Stators and rotors of Frequentite ceramic. All contact

members of silver alloy.

Vright and frealre Limited
I38. SLOANE ST. LONDON S.\'.I Tri 510 f;VE 2214 5 FACTORY SOUTH SHIELDS, CO DURHAM
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Important trends in

VALVE DESIGN

MULLARD LINE OUTPUT PENTODE TYPE PL81

The line output stage of a television

receiver imposes conditions which
call for a valve having properties
which differ considerablyfrom those

of a normal output valve.

The essential requirements for a
line output valve are, first, that it
shall be capable of supplying a large

peak anode current when operated
at a low anode voltage, and second,
that the insulation of the anode
shall be capable of safely withstand-
ing the high voltage peaks, which
may amount to 5KV to 7KV, occur-
ring during the fly -back period.

Satisfaction of the first of these
requirements is mainly a matter
of the geometry of the valve; the
second can be assured only by care-

ful mechanical design.

The PL81 is an all -glass power
pentode on the B9A (Noval) base,
specially designed for use as a line
output valve. Its heater is rated
at 0.3A, 21.5V, and is therefore
suitable for series operation in

transformerless receivers intended
for A.C. or D.C. mains supply.

It will deliver a peak anode cur-
rent of 350 mA at an anode voltage
of only 70V and a screen voltage
of 170V. The efficiency of the
valve is thus intrinsically high.
By adopting the booster diode cir-
cuit whereby the H.T. line voltage
is increased, the required output
can be obtained at a still lower
anode voltage, so that the already
high efficiency of the stage is further

improved.
The necessary high insulation re-
sistance to withstand a peak voltage

of 7KV has been obtained by
special internal construction, and
by bringing out the anode connec-
tion to a top cap so that the use of
a specially insulated valve -holder is

not necessary. Even so, the seated
height of the valve is only 75mm
and the overall diameter 22.2mm
-dimensions only slightly larger
than those of the voltage amplify-
ing pentode in the same range.
The production of a valve of this
output and high insulation in so
small an envelope may be counted
as something of an achievement.

RATINGS & CHARACTERISTICS

Heater Suitable for Series
operation, A.C. or D.C.
Vh 21.5V
Ih 0.3A

Capacitances
cin

Cout

Ca-gl

Cgl-h

Characteristics
Va

Vg3

Vg2

Vg I

Is

Ig2

gm

1.1.g I -g2

14.3µ4F

6.511.1.LF

<0.41411F

<0.21.84F

170V

OV

170V

-22V
45mA
3mA

6.5mA/V
6

Reprints of this article together with
additional data may be obtained free
of charge from the address below

Mullard I

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT

CENTURY USE, SHAFTESBURY AYE. W.C.2

MVM 149
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Tess KarsorSeAf
MINIATURE AMERICAN TYPES

for AC/DC EQUIPMENT
A complete range of miniature B7G valves is now
available for 110 volt or 240 volt AC/DC equipment.
All these valves bear American type numbers.

TYPE 5005

OUTPUT TETRODE for 110v. Supply

Heater Rating ...
Mutual Conductance
Power Output

TYPE I9AQ5

50.0 volts 0.15 amp
7.5 mA/V
1.9 watts

Price: 15/6 plus P. Tax

OUTPUT TETRODE for 240v. Supply

Heater Rating .

Mutual Conductance
Power Output .

TYPE 35W4

19 volts 0.15 amp.
4.1 mA'V
4.5 watts

Price: 13/- plus P. Tax

HALF WAVE RECTIFIER

Heater Rating
R.M.S. Input .

Rectified Current

35 volts 0.15 amp.
240 volts max.
100 mA. max.

Price: 10/6 plus P. Tax

DIMENSIONS:-Seated Height 21" max.
Diameter r max.

TYPE 126E6

SPECIAL HEPTODE

Supply Voltage
Neaten Rating
Anode Impedance .. .

Osc. Mutual Conductance
Conversion Conductance

TYPE 12BA6

110 volts 250 volts
12.6 volts 0.15 amp.
0.5 1.0 meg.
7.5 7.5 mA/V
0.40 0.48 mA/V

Price: 16/- plus P. Tax

VARI Mu R.F. PENTODE

Heater Rating . 12.6 volts 0.15 amp.
Anode Impedance 0.25 1.5 meg.
Mutual Conductance 4.3 4.4 mA/V

Price: 13/- plus P. Tax

TYPE I 2AT6

DOUBLE DIODE TRIODE
Heater Rating . 12.6 volts 0.15 amp.
Voltage Gain 33 42

Price: 12/- plus P. Tax

DIMENSIONS :-Seated Height li" max.
Diameter max.

WRITE NOW TO DEPT. 4530
for data sheet on the above valves.

MilmAn
TECHNICAL ADVICE SERVICE

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND CABLES LIMITED, FOOTSCRAY, SIDCUP, KENT.
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AN APOLOGY
The inconvenience and annoyance caused to the public and to our
friends in the trade occasioned by the delay in delivery of acos
microcell pick-ups is a matter that causes us the gravest concern.
It is in the main due to the unprecedented demand for these pick-
ups which has outrun the supply of certain raw materials and also
made our factory space inadequate. Commitments to manufacturers
made prior to the general announcement of the pick-ups have still
further aggravated the position.

Happily, the raw material problem should shortly be solved and
plans for greater production facilities are being urged forward. In
the meantime, we are doing all we can to meet existing orders, but
regret that delivery on new orders will be subject to about three
months' delay.

We can only express our regrets for the circumstances that have
made this announcement necessary, and trust that our trade friends
and the general public will bear with us in view of our assurance
that all possible steps are being taken to meet the situation and to
reduce delay to a minimum.

COSMOCORD LIMITED ENFIELD MIDDLESEX
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THE "BELLING -LEE" PAGE
Providing technical information, service and advice in relation
to our products and the suppression of electrical interference

Apologies to the B.B.C.
In the September issue of the
Wireless World " on this page we

stated that the B.B.C. altered the
frequencies of Sutton Coldfield a
fortnight before the station opened.

This was a mis-statement for
which we do not hesitate to apolo-
gise. Something happened, but
at this distant date we cannot recall
the details, but B.B.C. Engineering
Division tell us that they first
published the Sutton Coldfield
frequencies on loth September
1948 and that they were never
altered. We agree that nothing
should be said or written which
might cause uneasiness in the
minds of the trade or the public.

While we do our best to be accur-
ate in this page, when we do " drop
a brick," the quality of those who
come back at us is ample evidence
that our page is read by the right
people.

Rationalisation of Television
Aerial Numbering

Most " Wireless World " readers
know that eventually there will be
eleven television transmitters opera-
ting on five frequency channels,
and therefore the sooner we stop
talking about the London and
Midland transmitters the better.
The transmitters should be referred
to by their official channel number
-London-Channel r, Midland ---
Channel 4, etc.

All aerial manufacturing members
of the Radio and Electronic Com-
ponent Manufacturers' Federation
have agreed to indicate the tele-
vision frequency by the official
channel number following a stroke,
incorporated immediately after the
list number of the particular
aerial.

It has also been agreed to stand-
ardise a colour code for each fre- -
quency channel, but this may not
be used by everyone immediately.

So far as all this concerns
" Belling -Lee " a complete new list
of television aerial numbers has been
built up, and became operative on'
Sept 1st.

At first all aerials are being
despatched from the factory labelled
on the outside with the old and
the new numbers, and using the
following colour code:

Channel No. Cat. Colour
suffix Code

1. London t Yellow
2. North England 2 Light Blue

3 Red
Midlands 4 Green

3.
4.

5 Dark Blue
In each " Belling -Lee " case

the first figure group before the
stroke will indicate the list number,

the first suffix the channel on which
the aerial will operate (-ft London,
-/4 Midland, etc.) and the second
suffix shows either the type of
mounting (-/L chimney lashing,
-1W wall mounting, -/9 9 foot mast
and lashing) or the type of feeder
supplied (-/B balanced, -/U un-
balanced).

L802/1 or 4/C. L802/1 or 4/L.
Comparison of Aerial Prices

" Belling -Lee " aerials may ap-
pear dearer than some but we
do ask those interested to make
certain that when they are thinking
or talking aerial prices that they
are clear in their minds what they
are getting for their money.
" Belling -Lee " have made a
practice of stating the price of a
complete aerial, whereas some other
manufacturers feature a price which
is in fact the price of the cross -arm
and elements only, pole, if any,
and lashings are extra, Because
of this, one is apt to consider that
" Belling -Lee " aerials are more
expensive than they really are.

Suppression of Motor Car
Ignition Interference.

It is very gratifying that some
interest is at last being taken in
this subject and it is possible that
a lot will be done voluntarily before
legislation takes place. The A.A.
give it its blessing, then the B.B.C.
are helping by their film on Tele-
vision and by. demonstration on
Sound Broadcast, neither are they
always preaching to the already
converted. There must be many
television viewers whose cars are
still a source of annoyance to others.
The selfish owner never sees the
trouble his own car makes, unless
his wife drives too, and then it is
only for a minute while the car is
put in its garage. It is the duty
of every viewer to suppress his own
car and to persuade all those who
see his television to do likewise
Many garages have been slightly
hostile towards the fitting of sup-
pressors, so we are grateful to the

Motor " for the excellent article
they published recently. This,
together with the fact that one of
the greatest names in car electrics
now recommend and market sup-
pressors, must do a great deal to
break down  uninformed opposition.
An Amateur testifies on behalf
of the " Coronette " silent

aerial discharger.

This is an extract from a letter
dated July :

" The past week or so has given
ample opportunities for studying the
effects of the device on ' coronary
discharge ' interference with the
reception of short and medium
wave broadcast reception.

I am using an R.C.A. AR.77E '
Communication Receiver and can
now listen in comfort to the most
distant continental medium wave
transmitters during heavy and
protracted rain storms. It is only
after half an hour's torrential rain
that a slight background ' hiss '
manifests itself, and this is a
remarkable improvement after my
experience before fitting the Dis-
charger, when, as you know, im-
mediately rain started any pro-
gramme, other than North Regional
or Light, was blotted out by
terrific ' static ' of the shrieking
variety.

I am happy to say that the
expense incurred in taking down
and re -erecting the aerial conse-
quent upon fitting the ' Silent
Discharger ' has been more than
repaid in increased listening pleasure
over the last two week -ends.

I might add that I seem to get
all-round quieter performances since
fitting your Company's device,
and am very grateful to you for
all the trouble and interest you
have taken in the matter."
NOTE : The " Coronette " dis-
charger is designed to fit " Skyrod
aerials only and is unsuitable for
other makes of Vertical aerials.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL RD., ENFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND
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An amAZing new amplifier.

factual figures
FROM A -Z, FROM PICK-UP TO SPEAKER, including Tone Control Circuits
NOT MERELY A LABORATORY MEASUREMENT OF AN AMPLIFIER ONLY, BUT THE
WHOLE STORY OF THE A -Z ", AS IT WILL PERFORM UNDER USERS' CONDITIONS

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY REPORT
ON TESTS OF AMPLIFIER (MARKED : TYPE A -Z, SERIAL No. A50 I, SOUND SALES)
TESTED FOR :-SOUND SALES LTD., WEST STREET, FARNHAM, SURREY

REFERENCE :-LETTER, RNW/DES/AZ, DATED 31.8.50
The instrument was tested for sensitivity at various frequencies between 20 and 25,000 cycles per second.
The total harmonic distortion was measured at 60 c/s and 1,000 c s ; the hum and noise output voltage and
the output impedance were also determined.
The supply to the instrument was at 230 volts and 50 cis ; the connection to earth was independent of the
mains supply and made directly to the instrument.
The input was in all cases made to the lead provided, with the controls set as follows :-LF cut, 0 ; volume 12
(maximum) ; Bass, 0 ; Treble, 0. A load resistance of 15.0 ohms was connected to the output of the amplifier
by means of the leads provided.

SENSITIVITY
The input required to develop an output of

TABLE I
8 WATTS OUTPUT

Frequency, c/s Input, volt
20 0.10012 watts in the load at 1,000 cis was 0.125 ±

0.002 volt. 60 0.101
The input required to develop an output of 1,000 0.102
8 watts was measured at several frequencies; 3,000 0.102
the results obtained are given in Table I

5,000 0.102
10,000 0.102
15,000 0.102
20,000 0.102
25,000 0.102

HARMONIC DISTORTION
The harmonic distortion was measured with
an output of 12 watts at 60 cis and 1,000 cis.
The second and third harmonics of the
fundamental, in about equal proportions,
were found to predominate. The total
harmonic voltage expressed as a fraction of
the fundamental is given in Table II.

HUM AND NOISE
The hum and noise output voltage was
measured with the input lead short circuited
and found to be 0.005 volt.

OUTPUT RESISTANCE
The output resistance was measured at a

frequency of 1,000 c/s for output powers of
3 watts and 12 watts in a load resistance of
15.0 ohms.
The results obtained are given in Table 111

Dace 5th October 1950.
Reference E.488.18.
Passed by L.H.F.. C.H.R.

TABLE II
12 WATTS OUTPUT

Input Frequency Ratio, Total Harmonics
Fundamental

60 c s

1,000 c, s
0.002
0.002

TABLE III

Power Output, watts Output resistance, ohm

3 0.50 ± 0.05
12 1.2 ± 0.1

E. C. BULLARD, Director.
L. HARTSHORN,

for Superintendent, Electricity Division.

YOU ARE WELCOME TO A DEMONSTRATION OF THIS AMAZING NEW AMPLIFIER,
WHICH COSTS ONLY E30 COMPLETE, AT OUR LONDON OFFICE & SHOWROOMS.

%ounb dales Isinitteb
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

London Office :
Lloyds Bank Chambers, 125 Oxford St., London, W.I.

(Tel : GERrard 8782)

Head Office and Works :
West Street, Farnham, Surrey

(Tel : Farnham 6461 '213)
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Mk. VII
The Stereophonic Amplifier Mk. VII, according
to users, gives the highest quality of any repro-
ducer so far produced. This high quality is to
be expected when the particular points of the
design are considered.
The large reduction of intermodulation distortion
and Dopler effect is achieved by completely
separate amplifier channels for the high and low
frequencies, terminating in separate speakers.
The latter may be separated by any convenient
distance to prevent pressure wave modulation and
it is unnecessary to restrict the bass to prevent
marring treble response.
In each case the speaker is damped by a minimum
of 12 times at audible frequencies to prevent
speaker resonance, and the crossover is very fast,
approximately 28 db for the first octave. A
control is provided to vary the power applied to
the treble speaker, to compensate for its efficiency
compared with the bass speaker, and a frequency
record reveals the absence of dip or rise in output
at crossover frequencies.
The treble control gives 20 db lift or 14 db cut
from 3,000 cycles and compensates for long-playing
records and various American and English record-
ing characteristics.
The small improvements in the latest model
amplifier result in reproduction which is extremely
good and capable of pleasing all tastes.

Chassis complete with valves

Price 36A gns

Manufactured by

VORTEXION LIMITED, 2.57.263 THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON S.W. 19

Telephones LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3 Telegrams : " Vortexion, Wimble, London."
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CHARACTERISTIC
CURVES

of Somerford Trans-
formers showing fre-
quency response between
20 cycles per second and
25,000 cycles per second
are available upon

request.

,A

Oit& at/Y`'

AUDIO

For efficiency and fidelity each Rola speaker is indeed

"one in a million " but in a more literal sense, every Rola

you receive is one in ten million speakers which are proving

the superiority of Rola performance throughout the world.

So let figures speak for themselves and specify Rola.

Manufacturers Enquiries to:-
BRITISH ROLA

FERRY WORKS, SUMMER ROAD, THAMES DITTON.
SURREY (Emberbrook 3402-6)

Wholesale Enquiries to-SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
LONDON & NORTH:-

CYRIL FRENCH LTD.,
HIGH ST., HAMPTON WICK,

MIDDX. (Kin. 2240)

SOUTH:-
ROBSHAW BROS.,

10, EXETER RD., THE SQUARE,
BOURNEMOUTH. (Tel.: 5896-7)

TRANSFORMERS
These two standard ranges of Output Trans-
formers will meet all the normal needs of the
home constructor. They provide a degree of
accuracy, quality and dependability which cannot
be surpassed.

SOMERFORD. A range of Output Trans- MINIFORD. A range of high quality trans-
formers designed to ensure high quality and reliable formers of economical design which provide
performance. Suitable for single ended or push- excellent reproduction for domestic purposes,
pull circuits, they cover the widest limits of the but over a more restricted range of audio frequencies
audio frequency band. May be used with confidence than the Somerford Transformers. 2, 4 and 8 watt
(or the most exacting circuits. types suitable for all outputs.

Write for our
latest Folder
giving complete
details of the
SOMERFORD
and MINIFORD
Transformers'

ARDNERS PAD102"
SOMERFORD CHRISTCHURCH ' HANTS 1--/<k-4

Phone : CHRISTCHURCH 1025
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The

WESTON
S.75

Multi -Range
Test Set

53 Ranges with Rotary Switch Selection

This uniquely comprehensive Test Set has 53 ranges for
measuring A.C. and D.C. current and voltage, resistance
and insulation. It is completely self-contained, with in-
ternal batteries to provide power for the ohms ranges and
self-contained power pack for insulation measurement at
500v. Selection is carried out by two 20 -position switches.
A fully -protective safety device is fitted and is operative
for forward or reverse overload. The 150 -division 6in.
scale is uniformly divided and is fitted with an anti -parallax
mirror. The set is enclosed in a handsome bakelite case
and fully complies with B.S.S. No. 89 covering first -grade
instruments. Full details of the ranges covered, and of the
complete specification, will gladly be supplied on request.

SANGAMO WESTON LIMITED
ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

TELEPHONE: ENFIELD 3484 (6 LINES) AND 1242 (4 LINES)
TELEGRAMS: SANVVEST, ENFIELD

BRANCHES
Glasgow, Newcastle -on -Tyne, Leeds, Manchester,
Wolverhampton, Bristol, Southampton & Brighton.
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PRICE: Complete with
cross -over network and
transformer ...

Without transformer

£15 - 15 - 0
£14- 14-0

TRIUMPHANT SUCCESS
AT THE RADIO SHOW

Acclaimed by those who know . . .

as an outstanding performer
in the quality class

I 2 CONCENTRIC DUPLEX
HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCER

Similar to our highly successful 10" Concentric Duplex, it combines high
quality with large power handling capacity, achieved by a very high flux
density magnet, and special cone material which enables a resonant point of
below 50 c.p.s. to be obtained. The all -metal high frequency diaphragm and
speech coil gives rigidity of construction and maximum driving efficiency.
This rear assembly is totally protected by a bakelice and perspex housing.
SPECIFICATION : Series Gap magnet of Alcomax 3. Flux: LF Gap, 14,000 gauss;
HF Gap, 17,000 gauss-on 1!," pole. Power handling capacity, 15 watts.
Frequency range, 30-17,000 c.p.s. Fundamental bass resonance, 45 c.p.s.

Full details of both 10" and 12" models on request.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LIMITED MANSFIELD NOTTS
rs

E.M.I. TRAINING
for the best posts

E.M.I. Institutes, the College backed by the greatest
electronic industry in the Empire.

* DAYTIME Principles and Practice of Radio - 1 year.
 Telecommunication Engineering -2 years-leading to City
and Guilds Final Certificate.  Electronic Engineering -3 years
(including one year's practical training in E.M.!. Factories)-leading
to C & G full Technological Certificate.

HOME STUDY Radio  Television Industrial
Electronics Maths. Physics. Courses in Radio and
Television (Theory and Practice) for A.M. Brit.LR.E., and City and
Guilds Examinations. Training also given in many other branches of

engineering including the syllabuses of the examinations for
A.M.LMech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.LP.E., etc.

*Next daytime courses commence April, 1951.
Early enrolment is advised

Write for free Brochure to the Registrar, Dept. 16a

E.M.I.INSTITUTES
10.PENIRIOGE SQUIRE. NOTTING HILL GITE,
LONDON. .1. TELEPHONE: NATSWATEN 5131/1

Associated with
" H.M.V."

MARCONIPHONE
COLUMBIA

ETC
1

MODERN PRACTICAL RADIO

AND TELEVISION
This work covers every phase of Radio and Television
Engineering from many viewpoints and meets a great
demand. The author, C. A. Quarrington, A.M.Brit.,
I.R.E., with a long and wide experience of Radio
Engineering, has been responsible for training a large
proportion of the Radio and Television Service
Engineers in this country, and is also well known as a
lecturer on Radio and Cathode-ray subjects to Uni-
versities, Radio Societies, Trade Associations and
other interested bodies throughout the country.

It is impossible to detail even briefly in this small
space the exhaustive ground covered by this compre-
hensive work, but the pamphlet we can send you will
show you that these few remarks are no exaggeration.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS
" Modern Practical Radio and Television " is profusely illustrated.
It contains 16 full -page plates, over 400 diagrams in the text and 7
large folding insets. Each illustration has been specially selected for
its practical utility.

SEND FOR FREE PARTICULARS
7

To THE CAXTON PUBLISHING CO., LTD., 42, Morley Hall,
St. George St., Hanover Sq., London, W.I.
Please send me, free of charge, Particulars of " Modern Practica.
Radio and Television."

Name
(Send this form in unsealed envelope) (1d. stamp)

Address

R.T.S

LI4
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NEW RC/PA/U
REMOTE CONTROL PRE -AMPLIFIER

£8 . 15 . 0
For use only with LEAK
"POINT ONE" AMPLIFIERS

A Leak two -stage feedback tone -control pre -amplifier of negligibly low distortion in which resonant
circuits or resonant filters are not used. This pre -amplifier is a complete re -design, electronically, of the
original RC, PA and of the modified versions supplied to the U.S. market during the past year. The
RC/PA! U will meet world conditions of use, and it embodies not only the best features of the previous
models but every refinement suggested by users in Britain and the U.S., with additions considered
desirable by ourselves.

Input Control. A five -position switch selects :-
I. Microphone (or other source). Response, level.

Sensitivity, 3mV. r.m.s. Input resistance, 200,0000.

2. L.P. Records, with built-in equalisation for new Decca and
Columbia (U.S.) records. Sensitivity, 15mV. r.m.s. Input
resistance, 100,0000.

3. 78 r.p.m. Records, with built-in equalisation for British
characteristics.

4. 78 r.p.n . Records, with built-in equalisation for American
characteristics.

5. Radio (or other source). Response, level. Sensitivity,
50mV r.m.s. Input resistance, 100,000f2.

Treble Control. A seven position switch allows the choice
of accurately determined boosts and losses on all inputs.

Bass Control. A seven -position switch allows the choice of
accurately determined boosts and losses on all inputs.

Volume Control with A.C. ON -OFF switch to permit
switching of the remotely placed power amplifier.

Panel Light as a visual reminder.

Total Harmonic Distortion : 0.02% approx.

The sensitivities relate to 10 watts output at 1,000 c s, with
the tone -controls level, when coupled to the TL 12 power
amplifier which provides the heater and anode supplies.

These amplifiers are those used by H. J. LEAK when giving the most recent DI his demonstrations between a reproduced orchestra
and (two minutes later) the live orchestra in the lecture theatre.
The amplifiers can be used for disk recording with the assurance that total amplifier distortion will certainly be no greater than
that obtaining in the major studies of the world.

* FOR YOUR LIBRARY *
A new booklet by H. J. Leak, M.Brit.I.R.E., describing the above
amplifiers and containing much information of technical value to
those interested in recording and reproduction in the professional

and amateur fields.

FREE ON REQUEST

FROM YOUR DEALER OR FROM US

BOOKLET W/U

H. J. LEAK & CO., LTD. (Est. 1934)
BRUNEL ROAD, WESTWAY FACTORY ESTATE, ACTON, W.3

TL/12 12 watt Triple Loop
Feed back Amplifier

f 25 . I5 .0

Phone . SHEpherds Bush 1173/4
Telegrams : Sinusoidal, Ealux, London

Foreign Cables : Sinusoidal, London
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MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.
33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1. MUSeum 6667

SUPERHET COIL PACKS
This new M.O.S. cod pack of the emailesi
possible physical dimensions set+ a new
high standard in performance. It is of
exceptionally high gain,and particularcarr
has been taken in the design of the Short
Wave range, which gives a performance
equal to that normally obtained only on a
communications receiver.
Winding of coils gives extremely high
magnification in aerial circuit. Iron dust
cores also ensure increased efficiency
While the coil packs are supplied pre.
aligned and in this condition give excellent
result s.sincestray capacities of the various
circuits in which it is used will vary.
the trimmers and cores have been arranged
to be readily accessible for small final
adjustments to ensure maximum perform-
ance. Overall six, 2f in. deep x
wide x high.
All connections are via a small terminating
trip on rear of coil unit. This can be

placed over frequency changer, giving
.thortest possible circuit leads.

TRADE & WHOLESALE TERM

17
Coil Pack in carton withimtruc- 19f 6
tions. Pre -aligned. Poet Free.

Ranges covered 16 to 50 metres and
200 to 500 metres.

S AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

HALF PRICE OFFER
We are able to offerthe famous BURGOYNE
co -axial Aerial Connector at half the usual
dot price. Supplied complete with assembly
.netructiom tube of Bostik cement, and
ill fitting screws. For efficient water -tight
co -axial cable connections and to improve
signal strength. See that you give your
aerial a chance. Used on many famous
maritime inetallations. We have exported
thereto all partsof the world.

Formerly 24/6. NOW 12/3 Post 9d.

CQ2400 MEGACYCLES
TUNING UNIT 207A
10 cm. KLYSTRON equipment comprising
CV67 Rlyetron with tuning plugs, 5Z4G
rectifier:3 neonstabilisers,and power supply.
BRAND NEW equipment which may be
adapted for use with a Super-regen receiver
for the 1:1 cm. ham -band. The cavity, with
extra capacity loading, will be suitable for
13 cm. R.S.G.B. Bulletin July 1948 gives

0/-
details on use of the Kly stron asf oundation
forth's, oscillator. ONLY ( C

pkg.ar r
.57.1

D.C. 4, STEP-UP " GENERATOR
A universal purpose Motor Generator fully guaranteed, brand new and in originalmakers.
cartons. This unit can be drivenfrom D.C. voltages! rtm 2 v . to 14 v. and will givevarying
outputsaocording to the input voltage. For example 6 v. D.C. input an output of about
230 v. 30 mA will be obtained ; at 4 v. D.C. input, 180 v.-25 mA ; at 12 v. D.C. input
480 v.-40 mA. The motor will also provide sufficient power f or use as a grinder, polisher,
etc. and a spindle protrudes 1 in. from the casting for mounting these. Approx. R.P.M. at
12 v. D.C. input is 2,000 (varyingaccording t o the applied voltage). OUR PRICE

Post ,pkg.,1/1. 8/11

AS NEW, 2/.

IMPEDANCE MATCHING UNIT
These units measure 2 x 1 x fin. and provide the
sohttionto obtaining a matchbetweenlowimpedanc'
phones and high impedance output.
Each unit contains a miniature transformer, and if
desired the connections can be reversed so that high
impedance phone can be matched to low impedance
line or output. The high impedance match of these
units is 2,000/4,000 ohms.
A standard lack plug and socket iv fitted to the
body of the unit.

each ONLY Post and Packing lid.

600 ft. BEAM
American type
FOCUSSING

TORCH
Solid brass, nickel -plated. Adjustable
ring focusing. Takes 3 British 132 batter-
ies. Cleverly designed highly polished
reflector. Spare bulb in container in base.
Pull-out loop.

Type
Complete

13/11
Post free.

R3515 FOR TV CONVERSION
21 -valve radar units with 6 stage 14 MC's. IF strip.
Sufficient space on chassis to construct complete TV
receiver, excluding MIT valves: one EA50, ten SPE,
five EF36, three EBC33 one EF39, and EB34. (See
article, lllayissue " Short Wave Listener ").

BRAND NEW IN TRANSIT
riagCASESd. 23-10-0Cae Pai0,

ELECTRIC MOTORS
A complete A.C. motor ready for
use without adaptation. 1/16
h.p., 2,500 r.p.m. For use on
220-250 v. A.C. mains. Spindle
fitted with 2in. diameter pulley
ready for use with small belt
drive. Fitted with 3f t. 3 -way
mainslead, 27/6. carriage paid.
As above but fitted with grind-
stone and polishing mop instead
of pulley, 37/6

Carr. paid'

2 VOLT VIBRATOR
PACKS for only 35/ -
The f 81110. U.S.A.-made vibra-
tor power supply as used on
the Canadian type 58 Walkie-
Talkie. Complete with vibrator.
Post.,pkg.,2/6.
SPECIFICATION: 2 v. Input:
90v. or 180v. 35 mA. H.T.,
1.5 v. L.T. outputs. Size of
vibrator unit 8in. x 3110. x
Qin. Also available complete
with two 2 v. accumulators in
case for 50/- (Carr. pkg. 5/-)

VCR 97 CR TUBES
Brand new, in original transit
cases.

35/ -ONLY
(Carr.
paid)

MAKE YOUR OWN
RECORD PLAYER
incorporating the MO'S

EASY -TO -BUILD

Al AMPLIFIER
with these features :-
`High quality ontpni

°Output four watts
*Low mains consumption

'Pimple stage by stage easy to follow instruc-
tions

iiffo previous radio knowledge needed to get
Prat classresults

gill parts generously rated for long life

The amplifier YOU can build and be sole of
success from the time you first switch on.
It employs three valves in a well designed
circuit. It has been specifically designed
for use with high quality crystal pick-ups
and the reproduction is of the higheststand.
ard. It car be used with magnetic pick-up,
if desired.
For those who have any doubts about their
ability to construct this amplifier, we offer
the instruction manual separately, This

METAL
DETECTORS
SPECIAL OFFER
Another purchase of ex -army
mine detectors enables us to
make a bargain offer to hold
good for this month only.
It is anticipated that, as we
secured only 300 of these
equipments, they will be
sold out in a very short while
The equipment comprises a
3 -valve oecillatcr and ampli-
tier in steel case with head-
phones, the whole being
assembled in a shoulder

00`,:r- le
.1.-11.6.110"" '

22'6
haversack. Two sets of search coils and poles are also supplied for different
methods of detection. A full set of circuits and instructions are included. Carr., pkg
Sensitivity measuring stick,I spare valves and other accessories are included
and the whole is mounted in a heavy woodentransitcase. 12/6

These units are offered at this very low price as they are store soiled.

con sins fully detailed instructions besides
the circuit, diagrams, photographs. parts
list, and sections on operation, fault finding
etc.
The kitltself deservesspecial mention. It is
complete in every detail down to nuts and
bolts and solder tags. A chassis le supplied
with all the holes drilled in the correct
places ,and all the resistance sand condensers
wired to a colour coded group board. Whole
kit well packed in stout cardboard box.
Greatcaretakenin packing valves.

Instruction Manual Post paid. 3/6
Complete kit. ineluding Instraotion Manual.
Vales.. etc.. Post paid. £4- 2 -6
10in, High Quality Speaker by famous manu-
facturer at the special price of 15/11
(Note: this offer only applies to those
purchasing the complete amplifier kit). .

.07....,.,060..........:1

ir \\--:11T
1-1-.."----

iiii

1

t......,
-,
5 `..... 000a ri

4 1 \A .04.00
.....or

..... p........ -
ONLY

PA -0-S "FULVISION
DIAL ASSEMBLY

rr

A brand new 3 waveband full vision dial assembly, else Mu. wide and 6lin. high. Vertical
tuningscales.
Dial is arranged for black illumination, printed three colours on unbreakable "Perspex '
Cleverarrangement of nylon cord drive makesactiontruly non -slip. Dial,backingplateand
pulley, drive spindle, pointer with nylon cord attached, condenser drive drum, dial locating
bracket ,and fullassemblyinstructions insealed carton -
NOTE LATEST COPENHAGEN PLAN ENGRAVINGS.

COMPLETE 17/6 Trade and wholesale terms
available. Enquiries invited.

2 -Valve Battery -Operated

MORSE .--.OSCILLATOROSCILLATOR
FOR MORSE
TRAINING

Incorporates note selector contol, volume control, key and interference lacks. Elise 91n. x
810. x 85in. Powersupply required: R.T.60 v.; G.13. ,41 v. ; L.T.,2 v. Provisionf or these
inside cabinet. Complete with two valves,type PMILF and LP2.

Ca
Ae new and.1/6. Complete.' 5/.

r. pkg Pair of phones (if supplied with unit) 3/6

Heavy duty mores key j/3. Valves carry 12 months guarantee.

LTerms : Cash with order
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METER KIT.
A FERRAN-TI 500 MICROAMP MT METER, with
separate High Stability, High Accuracy, Resistors to
measure, 15, 60, 150 and 600 volts D.C. Scale 'ength
Wm diameter 21M, 101- complete kit.

5 KV. ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER. Scale length
311n., flush mounting, 411n. diameter, 22110/,

BATTERY CHARGERS.
Input 100/250 v. A.C. Output 15 volts at 16 amps.
Continuously variable metered output. Usual price 821.
Our price, 210/10/. each, plus 10/. carriage.

SPECIAL HEADPHONE OFFER. High-grade Double
Headphones, using balanced armature units, D.C. Res.
60 ohms. 3/6 per pair. 111 etching transformer if required,
216 each.

SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
16 , 16 mf. . 500 v. working 4/11
8+8 ml. 500 v. working 4 3
32 r 32 mf. 350 v. working, all cans 4 11
32 mi. 350 v. working 2.6
16 mf .350 v. working, all. cam 2 6
16 mf .450 v. working, cardb oard 3 6
8 mf. . 4.50 v. working, cardboard 2 3
4 mf. . 500 v. working, cardboard 2 6
16 8 450 v. working, all. cans 4 11
All Capacities and Voltages available.

LOUDSPEAKERS by famous makers.
311n. 9,- 8in. 12/6
:55. 10 - 10 In. 23/6

13 6 12in. 39/8

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER KIT.
We can supply the Kit of Parts for the latest version of
this famous amplifier complete in every detail for
210110/-, with Valves.

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
to specification. 63,-.
Mains Transformers, 45/-.

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER KIT.
All parts to construct an eliminator to give an output
of 120 volts at 20 mA. and 2 volts to charge an accum-
ulator. Uses metal rectifier, 35/,

pzrno I mil
GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER KIT.
Consists of Complete Kit of Parts for a 25 watt, Maine -
operated 2 -stage Amplifier for use with any type of
pick-up. Volume and tune controls are Incorporated.
Output impedance is 3 ohms.
Cat.No.AMP147. Price complete, 65'-. For 200-250 v.
mains with valves and diagrams.
MAINS NOISE ELIMINATOR KIT.
Two specially designed chokes with three smoothing
condensers with cirhuit diagram. Cute out all mains
noise. Can be assembled inside existing receiver. 6/ -
complete.
00 -AXIAL CABLE.
Super quality cable, consisting of a centre copper core.

polyvanil resin type Insulator, a flexible screen, a weather-
proof P.V.C. outer cover. Just the thing for Television
lead-in, super mike cable, etc., 80 ohms impedance.
Cat. No. C.755, 3d. per foot.

THE
PREMIER 1950 CATALOGUE

contains all the newest TV Kits, Com-
ponents, Aerials, Tubes. etc., in addition to

thousands of Radio Bargains.
. Price- 62,

T.V. WHITE RUBBER MASKS.
We can now supply a specially designed White Rubber
Mask f or tin. C.R. Tubes at 7/6 each.
9in. White Masks, 9/8. 121u. White Masks, 15/-.
SUPER QUALITY TELEVISION MAGNIFYING LENS.
To suit Sin., 6in. or 7in. Tubes. Increase picture size
considerably, 25/- each.
PERMANENT MAGNET FOCUS POTS. Available for
all Tubes, 15/-. Please state Tube used.
MOVING COIL METRES. All 21in. outside diameter.
1 mA., 7/6 ; 5 mA., 6/-; 50 mA., 9/6 ; 150 mA.,6/-
20 amp., 7/6 ; 40 amp., 7/8 ; 20 v., 5/9 ; 40 v., 5.9 ;
500 roicroamps, 7/6. All 31in. outside diameter. I naA.
15/11 ; 30 mA, 10/6 ; 200 me, 8/6 ; 500 mieroamps,
19/6; Thermocouple meters, 2fin., 2.5 amp.. 5/-; 3
amp., 5/-; 3.5 amp., 5/-; 3Iin. 2 amp., 6/6; Electro-
static Min., 2 kV., 35/,

THE LAST FEW R 107 RECEIVERS.
ONE Or THE ARMY'S FINEST COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVERS. iSee  W.W." August, 1945.)

9 valves, R.F. amp. osc. Frequency Changer, 2 I.F.s,
(465 kc.), 2nd Detector, A.V.C. Al. amp. B.F.O. A.C.
mains, 100-250 v. or 12 v. accum. Frequency range
17.5 to 7 Mole, 7.35 MOB to 2.9 Me/s, 2.0 to 1.2 Me/a.
Monitor L.S. built in. Complete. Write for full details.
Price E12/12/-, plus 21/ carriage and packing.

NEW
A.C. ALL -WAVE SUPERHET KIT.
7 valves (plus rectifiers? for 200.250 v., 40.60 cycle A.C.
mains.
4 Wavebands, 13.6-52, 51-190, 190-540 and 900-2,100
metres.
Pick-up input. Uses 6117, 6K8, 6K7, 6B8, 6J5 and
2-6V61 n pushpull, giving an output of 10 watts.
Specially designed OP transformer to match 6V6's to
3 and 15 ohm speakers.
Negative feedback is applied over 3 stages giving a high
fidelity output. Tone control is incorporated.
214/5/-.
Also available for A.C./D.C. Mains. Specification as
above except that valve line up is 6K7, 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7
627, 2-K T33C. In Kit form at £18/8/10.

FURTHER EXPANSION !
ALL POST ORDERS SHOULD NOW BE SENT TO OUR NEW
HEAD OFFICE AT 740 HIGH RD., TOTTENHAM, N.17.

Telephone : TOTTENHAM 5371.

PREMIER MIDGET RADIO KIT

Redesigned and easier than ever to build.
Includes an attractive walnut or cream plastic cabinet
121n. x 6in. x 6in.
The valve line-up is 6K7, 65117 and beam power output
(CVI510) in the A.C. model and 6K7, 68117 and 12A6 in
the A.C.,1).C. model. Both use metal rectifiers and are
for use on 200-250 volt mains. The dial is Illuminated and
the receiver presents au attractive appearance. Medium
and long waveband coverage. Complete kit of parts with
valves, speaker, cabinet and point-to-point diagrams.
Please state if A.C. or A.C./D.C.  196isrequired. 1 4 inc. P.T.

NEW 3 -BAND MIDGET SUPERHET KIT
Redesigned to cover the short, medium and long wave-
bands (16-50, 190-640, 1,000-2,000 metres) A.C. valve
line-up, 618, 6K7, 6(17, CV1510 Beam power output.
A.C./D.C. valve line-up is the same excepting output valve
is 12A6. Both use metal rectifiers and are for use on
200-250v. mains.
In cream or walnut cabinet as illustrated. Illuminated
dial. An attractive and powerful receiver.
Complete kit of parts with Valves, Speaker, Cabinet and
point-to-point diagrams.
Please state if A.C. or A.C. D.C. 66.19.6is required. me.

CATHODE RAY TUBES. ALL NEW AND PERFECT.
CV. No. Civirn No. Dia. in Focus Dean.

Inches

254
279
600
601.
602
790
817

1112
1131
1138
1140
1379
1381
1384
1395
1511
1516
1521
1522
1593
2889
3776

SCPI
5BPI
3API
2API
3EPI
VCR112
VCR131
VCR138
VCR140
ACR2
ACRE

VCR511
VCR516A
VCR521
VCR522
VC R517
1121114/ 1

9
2.75

5
3
2

5.25 -

12
3.5

12
51
5.25

11.5
6.25

11.75
9
3.5
1.75

5.25

B.S.
E.S.
E.B.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.8.
Mag.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
Mag.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.

Mag.
B.S.

E.S.

E.B.
E.S.
H.S.

Mug.
E.S.

E.B.
E.S.
E.S.
Mag.
E.S.
E.S. 800v.
E.S. 2kv.
E.S. 800v.
E.S. Mag. 4kv.

U.S. for
T.V.

Errant'.
Expmtl.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yea
Yes
Yes
Yes
Expmtl.
No
Expmtl.
No
No.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Expmtl.

Price

40/-
10/-
251-
27/6
15/-
15/-
15/-
15/-
80/-
10/-
90/-
151-
15/-
40/-
17/6
60/-
40/-
5/-

15/-
201-
17/6
201 -

Rail pkg.
and
Insce
10/-
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
1/6

12/6
2/6

12/6
2/6
1/51

10/
2/6
10/-
10/-
1/6
1/6
2/6
1/6
2/6

TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL PURPOSE VALVES

066Ai 10/- 8012 10;-
.. 10/- 843 5/-

5/. 1625 . 5/-
10/- 713A .. 6/6
1(V- 31111.5 .. 6/6
10/- 6/6
2A111-

2-

101-
/610

101- 9002 .... 3/8
10/- 9003 .... 3/8
10/- 9004 ... 8/6

1616 .... 5/-

872A ..
830B ..

705.A ..

703A ..
2E22 .. 7/6
3B24 7/6
VS69 ....
GDT4C
DET5
282A .. 10/-
337A .. 15/-
958A

3/8
CV1510 .. 6/6

10/-

7/6
6/6
10/-

8kv.
1450
2kv.
2kv.
1.5kv.
lkv.
2kv.
31:v.
4kv.
1200v.
4kv.
3kv.
3kv.
4kv.
Sky.
4kv.
5kv.
4kv.

EHTT(CV19) . 20/-
V968(CV1068) .. 6/8
EL266(CV15) . 40/-
VT30(CV1030) 7/6
U17(CV1113) . 5/-
PT2011(CV1046) 5/-
VU133A(CV54)
ADI(CV1314) 6/6
DQP(CV1141) .. 6'6
717A(CV3594) 6
RL18(CV1197)
HY114B(CV3505. 66

MR300/E(CV3558) 151-
1119(CV1(37) .... 6/6
NS2(CV1199).... 5/.
CV137(Klustron).. 5/-
GUI50(CV1079) .. 7/6
1626(CV1765) .. 3/6
B163(3V1102) .. 6/6
GU1(CV1262) .. 6/6
V1906(01720) . 616
E1359(CV76) .. 40/-
931A 30"-
Baae f or 931A 2/6

152-153, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. Phone: CENtral 2833 -and at -207 EDGWARE RD., W.2. Phone: AMBassador 4033

207, Edgware Road is open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays. Terms of Business : Cash with order or C.O.D. over El.
Send 6d. stamp for list.
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§ i sm,FRAiom rwritoI Mt
NEW LONG RANGE TELEVISOR KITS

FOR THE LONDON OR BIRMINGHAM FREQUENCIES

E17 - 17 - 0
As is usual in Premier Kits every single item down to the last Bolt and Nut is supplied.
All chassis are punched and layout diagrams and theoretical circuits are included.

FIVE EASY -TO -ASSEMBLE KITS ARE SUPP LIED :-

A well -made walnut finish PEDESTAL
CABINET is available from stock at
E5/10,0, plus 7/6 carriage and packing.

Working models can be seen during
transmitting hours at our Fleet Street

and Edgware Road branches.

VISION RECEIVER with valves, carriage 2 6 L3 13 6

SOUND RECEIVER with valves, carriage 2 6 £2 14 6

TIME BASE with valves, carriage 2 6 £2 7 6

POWER SUPPLY U NIT with valves, carriage 5 - £6 3 I

TUBE ASSEMBLY, carriage and packing 2/6 £2 18 6

This unit includes the VCR97 Tube, Tube Fittings and Socket and
a 6in. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with closed field for Television.
The Instruction Book costs 2 6, but is credited if a Kit for the complete
Televisor is purchased.

Any of these Kits may be purchased separately ; in fact, any single
part can be supplied. A complete priced list of all parts will be
found in the Instruction Book.

20 Valves are used, the coils are all wound and every part is tested.
All you need to build a complete Television Receiver is a screw-
driver, a pair of pliers, a soldering iron and the ability to read a
theoretical diagram.

The following sensitivity figures prove that the Premier Televisor Kit is capable
of reception at greater distances than any other standard commercial ki. or
receiver whether T.R.F. or Superhet.

VISION RECEIVER.
25pv for I5v peak to peak measured at the
Anode of the Video Valve.

Sound Rejection Better than 40 db.
Adjacent Sound Rejection Midland Model Better that. 50 db

SOUND RECEIVER.
20pv. Vision Rejection. better than 50 db.

Sensitivity ...

Sensitivity ...

NEW PRE -AMPLIFIER FOR FRINGE RECEPTION AREAS
With sensitivity better than 35db.

We can supply the complete kit of parts to make this wide band width Pre
Amplifier, using 2 717A Pentodes. With all parts, valves, chassis, diagrams,

etc., 27/6
All parts available separately.

SEPARATE POWER SUPPLY KIT
for use with this Pre Amplifier can be supplied for 21

(H.T. output I30v., 20mA. L.T. 6.3v., .4A.

When ordering Televisor kits

PLEASE STATE IF THE LONDON OR BIRMINGHAM MODEL IS REQUIRED

BRANCHE
207, EDGWARE RM., W. 2 Phone : AMBassador 4033 (Open till 6 p.m. Saturda;

AND AT 152-15 3 , FLEET STREET, E.C.4 Phone : CENtral 2833
Terms of Business Cash with order or C.O.D. over El. Send 6d. Stamp for list.

ALL POST ORDERS to our new Head Office : 740 HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17. Phone : TOTtenham 5371.
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--110011-41,7410gWrclonil
Now being Delivered !

PREMIER TELEVISOR KITS
FOR LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM

USING 9" OR 12" MAGNETIC C.R. TUBES
including all parts, valves and loud -

'1 9  1 9  0 speaker, but excluding C R. TUBE
!Carriage and Packing 15/4

CIRCUIT DETAILS
The Vision Receiver consists of 4 R.F.
stages (EF54's) which are followed by a Diode
Detector and Noise Limiter (6H6) which is
directly coupled to the Video valve (EF54).
Complete Kit with valves, £3/16/0.
Carriage and packing 2,6.

The Sound Receiver comprises 3 R.F.
stages (6SH7's) followed by a Double Diode
Triode (6Q7), which acts as Detector and
L.F. Amplifier. A Noise Limiter (EA50) is
also incorporated. The output valve (6V6)
drives a 10in. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with

magnet, which is
Time Base Kit.
Complete Kit with valves, i3/1/0.
Carriage and packing 2/6.

The Time Bases employ blocking oscil-
lators on both Line (6SH7 and 807), and Frame
(VR137 and 6V6). E.H.T. (Non -lethal) is
taken from the Line Output Transformer
through a voltage doubler employing two
valves (VUIII). The Sync separators are 6H6
and 6V6.
Permanent Magnet Focusing.
Complete Kit with valves, £8/5/6.
Carriage and packing S -.

The Power Supply is from a double wound
mains transformer completely isolating the
receiver from the mains. The H.T. Rectifier
is a 5U4G.
Complete Kit with valves C4/16/6
Carriage and packing 5 -.

EACH KIT OR INDIVIDUAL PART AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

 Walnut Finished Pedestal
Cabinets from Stock for

9in. Tubes £6 15 0
12in. Tubes £8 8 0

Carriage and Packing 7s. 6d.

The iollowing .ensitivity figures prove that the Premier Televisor Kit is capable of
reception at greater distances than any other standard commercial kit or receiver whether
T.R.F. sr Superhet.

VISION RECEIVER
Sensitivity : 25 ,J.:V for ISV peak peak measured at the Anode of the Video Valve
Sound Rejection : Better than 40 db.
Adjacent Sound Rejection : Midland Model. Better than 50 db.

SOUND RECEIVER
Sensitivity : 20isV. Vision Rejection : Batter than 50 db.

" MAGNETIC"

CONSTRUCTION

BOOK

3/-

07, EDGWARE RD., W.2 Phone : AMBassador 4033 (Open till 6 p.m. Saturdays)

AND AT 1 5 2 - 1 5 3 FLEET STREET, E.C.4 Phone: CENtra 2833
Terms of Business : Cash with order or C.O.D. over LI. Send 6d. Stamp for list.

ALL POST ORDERS to our new Head Office : 740 HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N. 17. Phone : TOTtenham 5371.
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DON'T MISS THESE BARGAINS
,MAINS

TRANSFORMERS

Ordinary-E.H.T.-Special.
All transformers are suitable for
200-250 v. 50 cycle mains, are
fitted with primary screens, fully
impregnated and complete with
all necessary clamps, etc.

300-0-300 at 80 mA. 6.3 v. at
4 amp. 5 v. at 3 amp. Half
shrouded drop through, 54/6.

260-0-260 at 60 mA. 6.3 v. at
3 amp. 5 v. at 2 amps. Half
shrouded drop through. Price
13/9.
350-0-350 at 80 mA., 4 v. at
6 amps. 4 v. at 3 amps., drop
through or upright mounting,
a useful replacement type for
old -type receivers. 26/6.

350-0-350 at 100 mA., 6.3 V. at
5 amps., 5 v. at 2 amps. Fully
shrouded upright mounting, 59/6.

260-0-260 at 60 mA. 4 v. at
4 amps. 4 v. at 3 amps. Half
shrouded drop through. Price
13/9.

235-0..235 at 60 mA

111

6.3 v. at 3 amp.,
5 v. at 2 amps.
Fully shrouded up-
right mounting,151-.
Primary has an
additional tap for
110 v.

Filament Transformer, 6.3 v.
11-2 amps, upright, 6/-.

350-0-350 at 160 mA., 5 v. at
3 amps., 6.3 v. at 6 amps., 6.3 v.
at 3 amps. Fully shrouded up-
right mounting, 36/-.

250-0-250 at 100 mA., 5 v. at
3 amps., 6.3 v. at 6 amps., 27/6.

2,500 v. at 5 mA., 4 v. at 1.5
amp., 202 v. at 2 amp., 27/6.

4 KY. at 5 mA., 2 v. at 2 amp.,
potted with insulators, 67/6.

Special combined transformer
designed to be suitable for Tele-
visor or oscilloscope using a 6in.
tube VCR97, etc. 400-0-400 at
150 mA., 2.5 KV. at 5 mA.,
6.3 v. at 6 amps., 6.3. v. at 6
amp., 6.3 v. at 2 amp., 4 v. at
1 amp., 4 v. at 2 amps., 5 v. at
3 amp., 70/-.

SPECIAL
6.3 v. at 2 amps.,
60 v. at 200 mA.,

tapped 200/220, 230/250,

7/6

PRE -AMPLIFIER MODEL K

The above is the circuit diagram of pre -amplifier model K. You will
notice that the circuit includes two double valves, push-pull input,
and push-pull output transformers, a relay, a choke, and numerous
small resistors and condensers. The whole thing is complete with
valves wired up and enclosed in a metal case size approximately gin. x
4in. x 4in. You will readily appreciate that this little unit will fit in
almost any cabinet, including table models. These units are very well -
made by a famous American company, originally intended for Forces
use, to increase the output of low gain microphones and pick-ups.
We have a fair quantity available, all new and unused, the price is 17/6
each and as this is the equivalent of a 4 -valve push-pull amplifier, it
is of course enormous value. We anticipate a big demand, so please
order by return.

FREQUENCY METERS
BC221

American Manufacture. Accuracy
.005%. Frequency range k/cs 20
me/s. Crystal controlled and
temperature compensated. Makes
an excellent V.F.O. without impair-
ing its use as a frequency meter.
Complete with instruction book.
Used, in good condition. Carriage
paid, 05.

PARTS FOR TELEVISORS
FRAME AND LINE COIL ASSEMBLY

Perfectly made by a very famous maker, for
standard type magnetic tubes, 9in., 10in., 12in.,
or 15in.. we have a limited number only, the
price is 16/6, and cannot be repeated once these
are cleared, so please act quickly.

PERMANENT MAGNETIC FOCUSING
UNITS. No current drain -for all makes of
tubes -patented method of adjusting the gap,
giving really clean pictures and even focus of
whole of the tube free. Price 16/6 each.

R. F.
E. H. T.

Non -Lethal

P.M.
FOCUSING

for
clear pictures

R.F. E.H.T. We were so pleased with the
quality of this unit that we have taken up the
entire output of the manufacturer, the voltage
can be adjusted to make it suitable for working
9in., 12in. or 15in. tubes, the unique design and

vacuum impregnation combine to give a trouble -free unit which will give
years of satisfactory service, and, of course, the big point about the
R.F. E.H.T. is that it is not lethal, the size is only 4} x 3# x 4in., price
complete, ready to operate, 65/-.

HOUSE TELEPHONES

Desk or Wall Mounting

Suitable for intercommunication
between offices, workshops, stores,
garages, big houses, kitchens, etc.
Each station consists of normal
size Bakelite handsets and desk
or wall mounting cabinet with
built-in selector switch, buzzer
and push. All stations can
communicate with one another
independently. Each installation
is absolutely complete and intern-
ally wired. 3 -station installation
complete with 50 yards 5 -core
cable i6/xo/-. 4 -station install-
ation, complete with 50 yards
6 -core cable, 18/5o/-. 2 -station
installation, complete with 25
yards 4 -core cable, g3/x7/6.

ELECTRIC
HEATERS

Heavy cast
framework
totally encloses
the elements, so
these are 100%

afe even in con-
fined spaces,
just right for
your radio den,
garage, office,
shop, etc. 900
watt (heavy)
model, 23/6,plus 5/6d.
carriage. Other
models avail-
able are : 750
watt, 500 watt,
250 watt, all
these are 23/6 each plus 4/6 each
carriage. The 250 watt model
used as a foot -warmer keeps
legs and body warm for less than a
farthing per hour.

SHORT TURNS COIL
TESTER

You know that it is almost an
impossibility to test for shorted
turns in I.F. Transformers, Coils,
L.T. Transformers, etc., with an
ordinary ohmmeter. Our mains -
operated shorted turns coil tester
will reveal these faults in a
second. An essential instrument
in all coil -winding shops as it will
test for continuity at the same
speed. £6/so/-.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
8 kv. sleeving, 3/- doz. yds.
B7G ceramic valve holder, rod.
Ditto, EF50, 9d. Pax EF50, 6d.
Int. Oct. Valve holder Amphenol,
6d. Pax, 4d. Miniature 100 K
pots, 1/6.
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DEPENDABLE SPARES. Unless otherwise stated none of our
spares is Government Surplus. Prices do not include postage, for
details of this see bottom of this page.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
4 mfd. 450 v.
8 mfd. 150 v.
8 mfd. 350 v.
8 mfd. 450 v.
8 mfd. 500 v.
16 mfd. 450 v.

z 6
z 3
z 6
a xi
a 6

z it

8 mfd. x 8 mfd. at 450 v.
8 mfd. x 16 mfd. at 350 v.
8 mfd x 16 mfd. at 450 v.
16 mfd. x 16 mfd. at 350 v
16 mfd. x 16 mfd. at 450 v
16 mfd. x 8 mfd. x 24 mfd. at

3 4
2 6
3 6
3 0
3 9

16 mfd. 450 v. 2 8 450 v. 4 2
16 mfd. 500 v. 3 6 25 mfd. x 25 mfd. at 200 v. ... 3 zz
32 mfd. 350 v. 2 8 16 mfd. x 8 mfd. at 350 v. ... 2 6
32 !Md. 450 v. 3 6 16 mfd. x 8 mfd. at 500 v. ... 4 6
10 mfd. 25 v. so 250 mfd. at 12 v 2 3

25 mfd. 25 v. z o 16 mfd. x 32 mfd. at 350 V. .. 3 4
50 mfd. 12 v. so 12 tad. at 50 v. I 3

P.M. SPEAKERS
All speakers are by very famous makers such as Rola, Celestion,
Goodmans, etc.

With Less
Size. Trans. Trans.
21in. so 6
31in. - zo 0
5in. 12 3 so 6

12 6 so 6

Bin. 13 6 11 6
10in. z8 6 16 6
12in. - 39 6

ENERGISED SPEAKERS
61in. with 700 ohm field and hum buckler, price 9/-. 8in. with 2,000
ohm field, hum buckler and output transformer, x5/6.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
465 kc/s, iron dust cored very high " Q " fitted in standard size can,
6/9 per pair, 465 kc/s iron dust cored very high " Q " fitted in midget
size can, 12/6 per pair. 465 kc/s air cored, medium size can, 6/9
per pair.

L.F. CHOKES
Heavy duty types suitable for power packs and mains smoothing.
These are mostly Government Surplus.

200 mA. 10 henry zo 0 120 mA. 9 henry 6 6

200 mA. 3 henry 5 0 80 mA. 10 henry 4 6

Midget -type inductance 80 mA. 5 henry 4 0
unknown 3 6 40 mA. 5 henry 3 6

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Midget pentode matching to 3-5 ohm
Standard pentode matching to 3-5 ohm
Medium pentode matching to 3-5 ohm
Standard size multi -ratio

3
3
3
4

6

9
3
6

VOLUME CONTROLS
All have full-length spindle and are complete with fixing nuts. We
stock full range of values between 2,000 ohms and 2 megohms.
prices are less switch, z/6 each ; single -pole switch 3/9 each.

TUNING CONDENSERS

2 -gang .0005 mfd. with long spindle 5 6
Ditto, but fitted with trimmers 6 6
4 -gang with built-in trimmers fitted into a screening compartment

but easily removable 4 9
Single -gang .0005 standard size with medium -length spindle 2 9

l'F2
CJ

O1,, Orders under £2 add 1 6, under £1 add 1,-. Postable items can be sent C.O.D., additional charge approx. If-. Good stock of

LIQUIDATOR'S STOCK

Polished walnut radio cabinet size zo x 12 x 741n. complete with
L., M. and S. dial, size 7 x 61in. and backplate with magic eye
cutout, also with drilled chassis and hardboard back. You will
find it quite a simple matter to complete this into a very hand-
some receiver of the £15 class. Limited quantity, price 32/6,
plus z/6 carriage for the 5 items.

FOR YOUR LABORATORY

You many times have felt the need
of a device which would enable you
to put resistance or capacity or a
combination of these two quickly
into a circuit. We have a small
quantity of resistances and cap-
acity boxes which, by the simple
manipulation of plugs, will enable
you to do this. With these boxes
you can put in 1 ohm, 2 ohms, 3
ohms, 4 ohms, and so on, in steps
of 1 ohm, right up to 6,000 ohms.
In a similar way capacity can be
put into circuit by small amounts,
thus making it simple for you to
find optimum working conditions.
These boxes made for Government
Laboratories, are available while
they last at 19/6 each plus 1/6 post
and packing. Don't delay-order
by return.

TWO SUPER SPEAKERS

The first is a beautifully made 10in.
P.M. speaker, a real precision
product made by a very famous
speaker firm. It is undoubtedly a
10in. which reproduces with all
the quality of a 12in. It has three
special features (1) a solid diecast
frame (2) a special speech coil
suspension which gives wider
frequency response (3) dustproof
cone assembly. Speech coil is
normal 2.3 ohms. Price is 16/6
plus 2/6 post and insurance.
The second is the Bin. P.M.
speaker made by the same firm
whose name incidently we are not
allowed to mention but you will
recognise it immediately. This
again has normal 2/3 ohm coil.
Price is r1/6 plus 1/9 post and
insurance.

BREAK -DOWN UNIT
At present day prices the spares in
this unit would cost at least f5.
Here is a list of the main contents
3 two -metre coils ;
3 tuning condensers, split -stator

type ;
4 two -watt carbon resistors, useful

values ;
1 tapped 20 watt resistor, vitreous

coveted;
6 paper condensers, .05 mf. 1,000

v. working ;
3 paper condensers, .1 mf. 1,000

v. working ;
2 H.F. chokes;
4 paper condensers, .1 mf. 450 v.

working ;
2 paper condensers, .15 mf. ;
5 bakelite moulded mica conden-

sers .001 ;
1 paper condenser, .01 mf. 3,000

v. working ;
24 rubber grommets, assorted sizes
6 resistors 1 watt, all useful values ;
6 resistors * watt, all useful values ;
40 resistors watt, all useful

values ;
40 silver mica condensers assorted

values, including : 10, 15, 20,
40, 50, 100, 150, 300, and 500 pf.
types ;

4 English octal valve holders ;
2 English 5 -pin valve holders ;
1 E.F.50 type valve holder;
3 diode valve holders ;
1 louvred casing, size 12 x 7 x 4in.;
1 heavy metal chassis size 12 x 7 x 2

in.;
8 condenser clips assorted sizes.
Also an assortment of nuts, bolts
P.K., self -threading screws, tag
boards, chassis mounting tag con
nectoxs, screened grid caps, plain
grid caps, levers rollers, connecting
rods, outputsockets, etc., etc. ALL
THIS COLLECTION OF PARTS
FOR 6/6 only, plus 1/9 postage and
packing.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
RADIOGRAM UNIT BY A VERY FAMOUS MAKER. Com-
prising centre drive induction motor with speed regulator, auto stop
and magnetic pick up, all mounted on a full size unit plate. Brand
new in manufacturer's cartons. The motors are 78 R.P.M. type, but we
understand that as they are governor controlled, their speed can be
reduced to 33 R.P.M. or they can be made into dual speed motor by
quite a simple modification. We have no precise details of this modifi-
cation at the moment, but if these come to hand we will gladly supply
free of extra charge to purchasers.
Only a limited supply of these radiogram units are available at this
month's Snip price of £5 5s. ea. (this is almost half proper price) so
order by return. If not calling enclose 3/6 extra for packing and
insurance.

ir) all items at time of going to press. List 6d.

,_-_,-FREtysioArfoffitifiTT (2) ELECTRON HOUSE, Windmill Hill, RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDX.

Telephone : Ruislip 578o
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FIRST AGAIN!
12/' TELEVISION AT THE LOWEST PRICE

First Time Offered

T.V. CHASSIS LONDON or BIRMINGHAM
15 valves. Large 12in. black
and white picture. BRAND

NEW AND UNUSED. This is not a kit but a
factory built job. Fully assembled and
tested, made by well-known manufacturer.
Sound and vision RF. unit uses latest type
miniature valves, 6 of 6AM6 and 2 of 6AL5.
Permanent magnet focussing.
Complete with all valves. Any type of 12in.
c.r. tube can be used.
High quality sound with Elac 8in. p.m.
speaker. Closed field.
Hard valve time bases on frame and line,
uses 2 7C5 and 1 62BT.
Line fly back E.H.T. 7-8 Kv., non lethal
using EY51.

LASKY'S £23 0 0PRICE
Complete with 15 valves, but less cathode ray tube.

Carriage and insurance 37/6 extra.

RECORD VALUE

Power supplies 200-250 volts 50 c.p.s. Auto wound mains transformer, with two 6 volt, a 2 volt and 5 volt
windings for valve heaters. 53KU rect. Dimensions: 151in. wide, Min. deep, 10in. to top of tube support.
Make no mistake, this is no Ex -Government lash up, but a new television receiver, complete in every detail, and
when fitted with a cathode ray tube it is ready to function. Mount it in a cabinet of your own choosing, in a
wall or any location that meets your requirements. Complete working and circuit diagrams, for future reference
supplied with each receiver. Write for further details.
Better still call and view. " SEEING IS BELIEVING."

A beautiful walnut console tele-
vision cabinet, suitable for use with
either our 10in. or 12in. receivers.
It is fitted with a shelf for easy
fixing of the chassis, speaker grill
and fret, metal castors. Undrilled.
LASKY'S PRICE E8 10.0.Carriage 12/6 extra.

CATHODE RAY TUBES. NEW AND
GUARANTEED.

9iti. Mullard, Mazda, Brimar
10in. Cnssor, E.M.I. £12
12in. Mullard, Mazda, Brimar.. £15
12in. aluminised Brimar, G.E.C.

Carriage extra.

6 x o
12

2
I

O

4

WHY VIEW IN THE DARK
ELIMINATE EYE STRAIN.
Filters. Filter Lens
9in., 13/6. 9in. or 10in.
10in., i8/-. Price 56/...
12in., 21/-.
Clear lens. 9in. or 10in. Price 45/-.
All the above post free.

TELEVISION AERIALS by K.A.
Combine lightness with extreme

rigidity.
U/D. Universal dipole. 30/-.

WIDR. Wall fitting dipole and
reflector. 60/-.

Carriage free.
(Please state London or Midlands.)

LASKY'S RADIO
370 HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.9

Telephone : CUNningham 1979
Write for a copy of our current Bulletin giving full details of our stocks of new manufacturers surplus components, valves,
transformers, etc., also Ex -Government equipment. Enclose a 21d. stamp, with your name and address, for a copy by return.
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AT LAST IT'S HERE !
A Portable Analyser at a Price You

Can .liford
THE L.S.L. VALVE AND CIRCUIT ANALYSER

MODERN SERVICING METHOD

* Saves time and trouble.

* Portable. Con be used
on the bench or in the
home.

* Simple to operate.

In carrying case, black
crackle finish, with leather
handle. Size 12"\ 12"x 7".

Almost half usual price.

A

Six important features :-
1. The resistance of the meter

is at the rate of 2,000 ohms
per volt.

2. Used as an external meter it
has a total of 30 ranges of volt-
age, current and resistance
readings.

3. It is the only universal
meter on the market which

employs two moving coil meters on the one panel, thus giving a simultaneous indication of current
and voltage reading.

4. The meter is extremely useful in locating difficult and intermittent faults by leaving it in circuit
in the stage suspected on a " soak " test, the meter automatically indicating incorrect readings
when they occur.

5. It is the only meter on the market possessing an internal switch whereby " zero end " can be
carrieo out on the three resistance ranges by a flick of the switch and without the bother of holding
two external wires together.

6. There is a current reversing switch included which is particularly valuable in measuring grid bias.
LASKY'S PRICE Po 19 6. With leads and adaptors. Carriage and insurance 10/- extra.

AND NOW A TELEVISION/SOUND VISION UNIT. NEEDS NO CONVERSION
Model A-London. B-Birmingham. By well-known
British manufacturer. Uses 10 of the latest type miniature
valves. Specification and line up : Vision. 3 R.F. stages
with 6AM6's. Det. and int. suppr. 6AL5. Syn. Sep. 6AM6.
Video output 6AM6. Sound : 3 R.F. stages with 6AM6's.
Det. and int. suppr. 6AL5. Sound output 6AM6. Size of
unit : 10in. x 4 in. x lin. Circuits and full data supplied
with each unit. Remember these are brand new manufazturers
surplus and not Ex -Government. COMPLETE WITH
VALVES. I LASKY'S PR CE £611916. Carriage 2/6 extra.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
Primary 200-250 volts 50 c.p.s.

MBA/3. 350-0-350v 80 m/a.,
6.3v 3a., 5v 2a.

Both filament windings tapped
at 4v.

PRICE 'Si- Post Free.

SBT /1. 300-0-300v 80m/a.,

6.3v 3a., 5v 2a.

PRICE xs/- Post Free.

ANTENNA RELAY UNITS
TYPE CBY/29125

Contains 0-5 m/a m/c
meter, relay insulators 0.75
amp heating element and
switch. Also 50 pf. 5 Kv
vacuum condenser. In
black crackle metal case
as illustrated.

LASKY'S PRICE :
NEW BOXED - - - 12/6
SOILED 7/6 POSTAGE 1/6

CONDENSER CORNER. By famous Manufacturers.
All new goods fully guaranteed.
2 mfd. 350 v.w. 1/-25 mfd. 25 v.w. 2/6
4 350 x/3 50 12 1/-
4 500 21- 64 450 5/22
8 350 2/- 8 x 8 150 2/6
8 500 2/6 8 x 8 500 4/6

12 50 i/- 8 x 16 450 4/3
16 500 3/- 8 x 16 500
20 12 1/ - 16 x 32 350

32 x 32 350
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GARLAND BROS
AMPLIFIER ACIII: We are pleased to announce that we are now
using a Varley Mains Transformer, specially wound for us, and a

Varley D.P.47 Hi-Fi Output Transformer in this popular kit. Speci-
fication : 7 valves (incl. rectifier). Push-pull Output up to 10 watts
(2 x 6V6G) to 30. or 150 Speaker (state which). Supply available
for tuner unit, etc., 280 v. 30 mA approx. High and Low Gain
Inputs. Separate Bass and Treble controls. Negative Feedback.
Complete kit, with circuits and instructions (incl. circuit of suitable

ner) L7/17/6
augrMirglail"ItaGia DIAL ASSEMBLY: 3 -colour. 3 -wave,
7in. x 7in., with drive mechanism. 25/-.
" OSMOR " "Q" COILPACKS: A selective high -Q coilpack of
miniature size (II'in. x 3Iin. x 2Iin.) with easy one -hole fixing.
Type HO, Long, Medium and Short, 33/- plus 7!4 P.T. Type LM,
Long, Medium and Gram., 28/- plus 6/4 P T Type TB, Medium,
Long and Shipping, 35/- plus 7/10 P.T. Type EX, Medium, Short and
Short, 35/- plus 7/10 P.T. Type B, Long, Medium and Short Battery
with frame aerial, 37/6 plus 8/4 P.T, Type T.R.F. Long, Medium for
T.R.F. Receivers, 30/- plus 68 P.T.
" OSMOR " H.F. STAGES: Designed for use with above coil -
packs. For HO, TB and EX Coilpacks, 15/- plus 3/4 P.T. For LM
Coilpack, I3/- plus 2/10 P.T.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS: 465 k.c., standard size, capacity -tuned.
Made for us by a leading manufacturer. Per pair, 12/6.
T.R.F. COILS: M. & L. wave, with reaction winding. Per pair,
6/6.
WEARITE "P" COILS: Full range in stock. Each 3/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS: Pci: 0-200-220-240 v. Sec: 350-0-
350 v. 80 mA. 0-4-6.3 v. 4A. 0-4-5 v. 2 A. Electrostatic screen.
Tag connections. Universal mounting. A truly all-purpose trans-
former. Each 16/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS: Pri : 0-200-220-240 v. Sec. 250-0-250 v.
80 mA, 0-4-6.3 v. 4A. 0-4-5 v. 2A. Electrostatic screen. Tag con-
nection_ Universal mounting. Each 16'6.
BALANCED ARMATURE HEADPHONES: Type DLR2.
With wide, comfortable double metal headband, lead and plug.
The most sensitive low resistance phones made. Boxed. Per pair

TRIMMERS: Miniature ceramic air -spaced 3-30pF 5d. each, 4/6 per
doz. Phi ips Concentric type: 3-30 pF, 6d. each, 5/6 per doz., £3 per
gross. Ceramic air -spaced 75pF I - each. Compression Ceramic
type 50pF 6d. each, 100 /- 100 pF, 9d. each, 250 pF, II- each, 500
pF, 1/3 each, 1,000 pF, 9d. each.
ALADDIN COIL -FORMERS: Type F804, with iron -dust cores,
5d. each, 4/6 per doz., 48/- per gross.
THERMALLY OPERATED MICRO -SWITCHES: Normally
" on." Break at approx. 100° C. (adjustable). Control 10 A, 250 v.
Each 3/6.
ELECTROLYTICS: By leading makers. All new and guaranteed,
1/350, 2/6; 2/200, 1/-; 2/350, 1/6; 4/200, 1/3; 4/450, 2/6; 8/350, 2/6;
8/450, 3/-; 8/500, 3/3; 16/350, 2/6; 16/450, 3/6; 16/500 4/-; 4/9; 5/-;
321350, 3-; 32/450 (T/V), 6/-; 8-8/450, 3/6; 8-8/500, 4/8; 8-16/450,
4/6 and 5/-; 8-16/500, 6/- I 6-1 6350, 4/-; I 6/16/450, 6/-'.16-32/350, 5/- ;
32-32/450, 6/6; 60-100/350, 6/-; 12/50, 1/9; 20112, 2/6; 25/25, 1/9;
50/12, I/9: 50/25. 2/-; 50/50, 2/3,
OIL TEMPERATURE INDICATORS: A sensitive moving -
coil movement, F.S.D. of which is approx. 120 NA. Centre -tapped
moving coil. Calibrated 0-120. Ideal as indicator in bridges, signal
strength meter, valve -voltmeter movement, or can be modified as
sensitive relay. 3/- each, 30/- per doz.
EHT CONDENSERS: .0015 mid. 8 kV wkg. Ideal for EHT from
line flyback. 2/6 each. 01 mfd. 5kV wkg. I IS each.
RESISTORS: w., 3d.; i w., 4d.; 1 w., 6d.; 2 w., 9d.; Wide range
of values in stock.
WIREWOUND RESISTORS: 6 watt, 2, 2.4, 4, 5, 14, 14, 31.5
ohm, I!- each. 12/15 v.att, 100. 1k, 7.5 k., 9 k., 11 k., 12.5 k., 30 k.
ohm, 1/6 each. 45 watt, 80 ohm, 18 k., 2/3 each. 100 watt, 800 0, I k.,
10 k., 20 k , 3/- each. 200 watt, 430 ohms, 4/- each.
HEADPHONES, TYPE DLRI: Low Resistance, with head-
band, lead and plug. New and unused. Special offer at 3/9 per pair,
or 42/- per dozen pairs.
CONDENSERS: Ceramic, silver mica, moulded mica, in following
values (al! pF's). 2, 4, 10, 15, 20, 22, 25, 47, 50, 100, 170, 200, 220,
250, 300, 330, 500, 1,000, 6d. each, 5/- per doz.
TOGGLE SWITCHES: D.P. on -off, laminated bakelice, 1/6.
D.P.D.T., black bakelite, 2/6. D.P. on -off, black bakelite, ex -equip -
meet, 1/-.
NEONS: 85 v. striking, no i-esistor in cap. With holder, 2/- each,
21/- per doz.
CLIX 5A SINGLE PLUGS: Per doz. 2/6.
RUBY LAMPHOLDERS: To take M.E.S. bulb, 1/- each.

' CLEAREX " TELEVISION LENSES: For 9in. tube, 50/-,
with filter, 551-. For I2in. Tube, 70/-, with filter, 75/,
TELEVISION FILTERS for 9 in. tube 18i-. For 12 in. tube 21,',
STABILIVOLTS: Type NSI. Voltage stabiliser and divider.
Operating voltages 280 v., 210 v., 140 v., 70 v. Max. electrode current
80 mA. Each 101,
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS: Individually boxed. Each
26.
METER OFFER: 2.1in. Meters, FSD 50 ,.A D.C. Tropicalised.
Brand new and unused. Few only at 30/- each.
JUNEERO TOOL: Bends, shears, punches and threads. For
all the little jobs that waste your time. As reviewed in this journal.
Each 18/6.
XACTO SLIDE GAUGE AND PROTRACTOR. For use with
above Juneero tool 76.
EXTENSION SPEAKERS: Fitted Sin. Plessey P.M. Speaker in
bakelite cabinet, with perforated back. Also ideal for intercom.
Each 19/6.
AERIAL RODS: Heavily copper -plated steel, one foot long. Fit
into one another to make any length aerial. Per doz. 2/-.
PLUGS AND SOCKETS: Pye angle, I/-; Pye straight, 1/3; B. &
L. 5 pin, 1/6; B. & L. 7 pin, 1/9; B. & L. 10 pin, 2/-; Jones 6 way, 116;
Jones 8 way, 1/9; Jones 10 way, 2/-; Jones 12 way, 2/6; E.H.T. Single,
1,-. The above prices include plug and socket M all cases. Octal
Plug and Socket (Valveholder), black bakelite, 1/9. Jack plug with
Igranic socket, 2/6. Pye T -pieces, 6d. Pye connectors, 6d.
OVERLOAD CUTOUTS: Adjustable from 50 to 100 mA.
Ex -equipment, 4/- each.
MUIRHEAD DIALS: As used on G -units and R.1224A. Each
6/6.
" VIEWMASTER TELEVISION: Instructions, Com-
ponents supplied separately, or in kits as follows: Whiteley, 125/,
T.C.C. London, 135/-. Midland, 140/, Westinghouse, 62/6; Morgan-
ite (incl. V/C's) London, 35/9, Midland, 35/-, Plessey, 112/6, Colvern,
19/3. Wearite Coils, London, 22/-. Midland, 30/-.
" ELECTRONIC " TELEVISION: London Handbook, 2/6.
Wiring diagram, 2/6. Midland Handbook and Wiring Diagram,
4/6. Chassis, with valvehoiders, coil formers, etc., mounted: Vision,
22/6; Sound, 22j6; T/Base, 17/6; P/Unit, 25/-; Gantries, etc., V-.
Designer approved components: Coils and chokes, London, 15/-,
Midland, 17/6. (Please specify London or Midland.) Focus, 30/,
Scanning, 25/6. L/0 Transformers, 25/6. Mains Transformer, 901-.
4kV Transformer, 67/6. 5kV Transformer, 72/6.
L.F. CHOKES: 350 ohm 40 mA, 4/-; 5H 80 mA, 4/6; 10H 80 mA,
7/6; 3H 200 mA, 4/6; 20H 80 mA, 8/6.
P.M. SPEAKERS: New and unused, by leading manufacturers,
5in., 11/6; 13/6; 8in., I Sin., 10in., 19/6. A113.
THROAT MICROPHONES: Magnetic, suitable electronic
musical instruments. 1/9 per pair.
MAINS DROPPERS: .2 amp, 3/3; .3 amp, 4/6; Vitreous enamelled
or cement -coated.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS: 50 pF S.G., I/-; 100 pF S.G., 2/-;
160 pF S.G., 2/3; 200 pF S.G., 2/6; 500 pF Two Gang, 6/6; 500 pF
Three Gang. 7/6. Split Stator 100 -i 100 pF 2/-; Split Stator 250 pF
with worm gear and switch, 2/6.
MAT RESISTORS: 100 ohm 250 watt, 1/6; 300 ohm 250 watt.
I/9,
VIBRATORS: 6volt non -synchronous (4 pin UX), 5/-; 6 v.
synchronous (6 pin OX), 7/6.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS: 140 v. 600 mA (bridge) or 280 v.
300 mA half -wave, I0/-; 24 v. 1.2 A (bridge), 12/6; 12 v. 4A (bridge),
I5/-.
METERS: 2+in 0-150 v. A.C. (Mi.) American, 6/6; 2in. 50 mA
D.C. (M.C.) square flush, 6/-; 2in. 200 mA D.C. (M.C.) square flush,
6/, 2in. 500 D.C. (M.G.) 7 6.
WIRE -WOUND POTENTIOMETERS: 500, 2000, 2500,

1 kI2. 5k0, 8k0, !OKI, 20k0, all 5 w. bakelice cased, 2/6 each. 1000,
5000,5K, miniature I w. preset, 1/6 each. 50 0 25 w. 4/6 each. 17k0
100 w. toroidal ceramic, 6/6 each. 20 k.0 10 w. De Jur Amsco Pre-
cision, 4/6 each.
CARBON POTENTIOMETERS: 5000, 31(0, 10k0, 25k0,
50kJI, 100k0, 250k0, 500k0, I mtl, 2 m02,3 m12, 1/6 each.
ANTI -VIBRATION MOUNTINGS: To take 561b. weight, 1/ -
each.
MINIATURE 24 v. D.C. MOTORS: 2Iin. x 1+in. x !fin., each
10/-.
MICA T/X CONDENSERS: 500pF, 1.5 A at 4-7.5Mc/s. Test
5,000 v. A.G. for ten minutes. 6 for 5/-,
VALVES T/X AND SPECIAL PURPOSE: 803, 805, I0/-;
8012, CV296, 7/6; VUIII. VUI20A, CV66 6/6; VU133, CV54, 5/-;
7193, 3/6.

ALL GOODS NEW AND UNUSED UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. GOODS SHOWN AS EX -EQUIPMENT HAVE BEEN FULLY TESTED
AND ARE IN GOOD WORKING ORDER. PLEASE ADD POST OR CARRIAGE ON ALL ITEMS.

We maintain a very complete and comprehensive stock of valves, cathode tubes and components for radio, television and electronics.
Our shop hours are 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, and 9 a.m. to I p.m. on Thursday, during which
times we are always pleased to welcome callers. Post orders to Garland Bros., Chesham House, Deptford Broadway, S.E.8.

GARLAND BROS
GARLAND RADIO

CHESHAM HOUSE, DEPTFORD BROADWAY, S.E.8
ALLEN & GOULD

5, OBELISK PARADE, LEWISHAM, S.E. 13
TELEPHONE : TIDEWAY 4412;3 TELEPHONE : LEE GREEN 4038
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D. COHEN
RADIO & TELEVISION COMPONENTS

MAINS
TRANSFORMERS

Primary 200-250 v. P. & P. on
each 1/6 extra.
250-0-250 100 mA., 6 v. 3 amp.,
5 v. 2 amp., Upright mounting,
17/6.

250-0-250, 60 mA., 6 v. 4 amp.,
(to be used on common heater
chain with 6 x 5 rectifier), 13/6.

280-0-280, 80 mA., 6v. 3 amp
4 v. 2 amp., drop -through, 14/ --
Same as above, but 350-0-350
14/,
Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA.,
6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 13/6.
Semi -shrouded, drop-thro' 280-
0-280, 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 15/-.
Semi -shrouded, drop-thro' or
upright mounting 280-0-280 80
mA., 4 v. 6 amp., 4 v. 2 amp.,
12/6.

Auto -wound H.T. 280 volts at
360 mA., 4 v. 3 amp., 2 v. 3 amp.,
or 6 v. 3 amp. Separate 4v.3 amp.
rectifier winding (upright or
drop-thro'), 10/6.
Heater Transformers Pri. 200-
250 v., 6 v. II amp., 6/- ; 2, 4 or
6 v. 2 amp., 7/6. P. & P., each 9d.

ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS

50 mfd. 50 work. 1/9.

16-24 mfd. 350 work. 313.

100 mfd. 12 v. work. 1/3.

16-16 mfd. 450 work. 4/-.

50 mfd. 12 v. work. 1/-.

25 mfd. 25 v. work. 1/2.

16 X 8 mfd. 450 work. 3/9.

8 mfd. 450 v. work. 1/11.

250 mfd. 12 v. work. 1/3.

8 mfd. 500 v. 2/9.

16 mfd. 500 v. 3/6.

8x 8 mfd., 450 work. 3/6.

32 mfd. 350 work. 2/-.
32+32 M.F.D. small tube tag ends
200 v. work. at 2/-.

P.M. SPEAKERS
with less

Size trans. trans
34in. 9/ -

Sin. 13/6 -
64in. 13/6 10/.

8in. 15/6 13/6

10in. 19/6 17/6

P. & P. on each of above 1/- extra

ENERGISED
SPEAKERS

8in. 2,000 ohm field with O.P.
trans. 5,000 ohm imp., 15/6.
Sin. 1,000 ohm field with O.P.
trans., 13/6.

Post and packing If-.

MIDGET BAKELITE CABINET, 7in. x 5fin.x Sin. c/w. 5 -valve S/H. chassis
med./long wave scale and back (Takes std. twin gang condenser and 3fin
speaker), 15/,
EXTENSION SPEAKER, 4in. wide x 44in. high x Sin. deep at base tapering
to 24in. c/w. 34in. speaker. 15/-.
Colours of both the above : Cream, walnut, black and maroon. State second
choice when ordering.
LINE AND FRAME COIL ASSEMBLY. Frame coils wound but not fitted
(full instructions supplied). High impedance frame ; low impedance line
matching 5-I. 7/6.
61in. SPEAKER (P.M.) specially made for Television with closed field, com-
plete with O.P. transformer. 11/6.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL
Comprising 5 -valve superhet chassis with transformer cut-out, size
6in. x 2in., with L.M. and S. scale, size 7in. x 5in. Back plate two supporting
brackets, drive drum, pointer, two -speed spindle, twin gang condenser. Main-,
transformer 250-0-250 v. 60 mA., 6 v. 4 amp. Pri. 200-250, Egin. speaker and
6 x 5 rect. 28/ Plus 2/- post and packing.

6 -STATION SWITCHED SUPERHET COIL UNIT, by famous manu'
facturer. Ideal for Car Radio or radio set. Range coverage Pos. I, 200-300 m.
2, 250-360 m. ; 3, 250-360 m. ; 4,320-460 m. ; 5, 400-550 m. ; 6,1,100-1,850 m.
no oscillator required for lining up, complete with Circuit and medium and
long wave frame aerial. 21/-, post and packing, 1/-.
PRE -ALIGNED MIDGET 465 Kc. Q.I20 made for the above Coil Unit,
8/6 per pair, post 6d
CHASSIS TO FIT COIL UNITS AND 1.F.s, size I 14in.x Sfin.x 14in.
2/6
MAINS TRANS. TO FIT ABOVE CHASSIS. Pri. 200/250 volt. Sec
250-0-250 v. 60 mA., 6 v. 4 amp., 13/6, post and packing, 1/-.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising
Chassis 10fin. x5fin.x 2in. with speaker and valve holder cut-outs, R. and A.
64in. P.M. with transformer, twin gang with feet, pair medium and long wave
iron cored T.R.F. coils. Four International Octal valve holders, wave -change
switch and Erie 20k pot with switch, 25/-, plus 1/6 post and packing
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising chassis 104in. x 54in.x 2in. with
speaker and valve holder cut-outs ; Rola 5in. P.M. with O.P. trans. ; twin -gang
with trimmers ; pair of T.R.F. coils ; Four international Octal valve holders
wave change switch and Erie 20k pot. with switch, 19/6, plus 1/6 post and packing.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising Midget twin -gang with slow-
motion drive ; pair midget 465 Kc. I.F.s ; frame aerial ; medium wave osc. coil
and layer type H.T. and L.T. batteries 90 v. + If v., 21/-, plus 2/- post and packing.
STANDARD 465 KC. I.F.s. Iron cored Q.I20, 7/- per pair.
MINIATURE 465 KC. I.F.s. Type M400B. 12/6, plus 6d. post and packing.
MINIATURE 465 KC. I.F.s (slightly larger than the above item), Q.120,
Per pair 10/-.
IRON CORED 465 KC. 1.F.s. Q.I 30, 2.4in. x 14in., per pair 6/-.
IRON CORED 465 KC. WHISTLE FILTER, screened, each 2/-.
VALVE HOLDERS. Paxolin International octal. 4d, each. Moulded
International octal, 6d. each. EF50 ceramic 7d. each. Moulded B7G slightly
soiled 6d. each.
LINE CORD. 3 -way 0.3 amp., 180 ohm per yard. 1 Id. per yard. 3 -way
0.2 amp., 300 ohms per yard, 1/..
CERAMIC P.F.S. 3 each of the following : 330, 220 180 and 82, 2/6.
VOLUME CONTROLS, by famous manufacturer. Long spindle and
switch, f, f, I and 2 meg , 3/6 each. 20, 25 and 50 k., 3/- each. Post and pack-
ing 3d. each.
VOLUME CONTROLS, by famous manufacturer. Long spindle less switch,
5 k., 50 k., 500 k., I meg., 1/9 each. Post and packing 3d. each.
5 -VALVE A.G. MAINS, 200-250 v., 3 wave -band superhet chassis. 1,000-
2,000, 200-550 and 16-50 metres. By very good manwacturer, complete with
valves. 6K8 6K7 6Q7 6V6 and 5Z4. Size of chassis I lfin.x 7fin.x 2in.
Size of glass scale 81 -in. x 7f in. with pick-up sockets (takes 8in. P.M. with trans.).
TAX PAID. E8/18/6. Post and packing 2/6.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising : 5 -valve superhec chassis
with I.F. trans. and V/H. cut-outs, 13i in. x 6in. x 2in. with L.M.S. scale 7in. x 5in.,
back plate and two supporting brackets. Drive drum, spindle and pointer,
mains trans. G.E.C. 350-0-350 70 mA., 6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., and Plessey
8in. M. energised 2,000 ohm field with 5,000 ohm impedance, O.P. trans.,
29/6. Post and packing 2/-.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising : 5 -valve superhet chassis with
I.F. trans., and V/H cut-outs, Inin.x 6in. x 2in. with L.M.S. scale 7in.X 5in.,
back plate and two supporting brackets. Drive drum, spindle and pointer,
6/6. Post and packing 1/6.
CONSTRUCTOR'S PARCEL, comprising : twin gang with feet, pair long
and medium iron cored T.R.F. coils, 4 octal V/H., 3 pole 2 -way switch Erie 20k.
pot. w/s., heater trans. 220-240 v. I amp., 2 yds. flat silk flex, 3 black knobs,
chassis 104in. x 54in. x 2in. with speaker and V/H. cut-outs, metal rectifier
60 mA., 230 v. and 32+32 mfd. 200 v., 19/6, post paid.
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. Removed from equipment but guaranteed :

Metal Rectifier, 230 v. 60 mA.,
Metal Rectifier, 230 v. 80 mA.,
Post and packing on each, 6d.
8 mfd. metal cased, 450 v. work, with clip, 1,- each.

Stamp for List.

POST ORDERS ONLY

MAINS DROPPERS

2 amp. 1,000 ohms, capped 900
ohms. 1/9.

.2 amp. 717 ohms, tapped 100
ohms. 1/6.

.3 amp. 520 ohms, tar ped
2/6 each.

WAVE CHANGE
SWITCHES

3 -pole 2 -way, 1/2.

4 -pole 4 -way, and 4 -pole 3 -way
1/9.

I -pole I2 -way, 2/6.

3 -pole I2 -way, 4/6.

Post and packing 3d. each.

TELEVISION MASKS
White Rubber. 9in. with glass,
10/6.

DUE TO A
LARGE PURCHASE OF
MANUFACTURERS'

SURPLUS
WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER

THE FOLLOWING :-

Heater transformer fully inter-
leaved and impregnated and
guaranteed. 6.3 v. I amp.,
max. input 220/240 volts, 3/6,
Post paid.
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Recognised as the Most Reliable Valveholders

Now in full production

NOVAL and B7 G
Valveholders
of all types in

NYLON LOADED
BAKELITE

We make all types of Valveholders

THE McMURDO INSTRUMENT CO., LTD., VICTORIA WORKS, ASHTEAD, SURREY ASHTEAD 3401

UNIVERSITY RADIO
Offer Goutrunteed
Goodman's Audiom 60 I2in

speakers, as new L5 5 0
Goodman's Axiom ISO I2in

speakers, as new E6 0 0
15 watt speech amplifiers by

Parmeko, 12 volt battery opera-
tion, Complete with Mike LII 0 0

Techniphon disc recorder,
tracking gear and cutting head,
Perfect E12 10 0

Tannoy 12 volt Loud Hailers,
complete with control box, mike
and speaker [6 IS 0

Hallicrafter SX 24 Communi-
cation Receiver, complete and
perfect LI8 0 0

Used Equipment tit
BC348 complete with valves, con-

verted for mains. As new
Universal Avo Minor, as new
Avo Meter Model 40, as new
Gaumont British 16 mm. Pro-

jectors, Model L516 sound or
silent, Overhauled by makers,
complete with resistance and
speakers. Perfect

M.C.R.I. complete with power
pack and all coils, perfect

Rotary Convertors, 12 volt D.C
input to 230 v. A.C. 50 cy. 100
watts. Complete with sliding
resistance and voltmeter

littractire Prices
Collaro RC500 Auto record

05 0 0 Changers, as new E8 0 0
E6 0 0 Evershed's SOO v. Bridge Megger

II I 10 0 with built-in res. box. Perfect E15 0 0
Evershed's Bridge Megger,

built-in resistance box. 250 volt
As new 412 10 0

E67 10 0
Evershed's 100 volt Megger,

less resistance box. Perfect flO 0 0

E8 0 0 National H.R.O. Juniors, less
coils or power pack E9 10 0

C.D.P. Disc Recorder, as new E21 0 0

B.P.L. Meter " Super Ranger "0 10 0 1,000 o.p.v. As new E9 17 6

WE NEED GOOD USED EQUIPMENT URGENTLY. PLEASE SEND,
Avo Valve Tester, 1948/9 roller

panel model, complete and per-
Hartley Turner Speaker Model

215. as new
fect LII 10 0 Eddystone 640 Communication

Ave Model 7, as new
Avo Model 7 with Avo leather

El3 10 0 Receiver, complete with valves,
perfect and as new

case, as new
Taylor Universal Test Meter,

model 75a, as new
Taylor Meter Model 85A, as

new

EIS

E9

E12

0

10

0

0

0

0

Deccalian Single Record Player,
A.C. only, as new

Collaro Microgram Auto
Changer Player, as new

Avo Signal Generator, mains Avo resistance/capacity Bridge.
operation. In new condition ... EIO 10 0 Perfect and in new condition

Taylor Signal G tor Model Hunt's resistance/capacity
65B, as new E.8 10 0 Bridge Model CRB, as new ...

Taylor Valve Tester, and meter Taylor Circuit Analyser Model
combined model 47AP, as new El8 10 0 20A, perfect and as new

WE HAVE OTHER EQUIPMENT ARRIVING DAILY!
CASH OR CHEQUE WITH ORDERS. ALL ITEMS LISTED

BRING OR PHONE FOR OFFER
Labgear Electronic Fault Tracer,

E6 10 0 in new condition 0 6 10 0
Taylor Valve Tester Model 45A,

complete with charts. As new LII 10 0
1.20 0 0 Denco Communication Re-

ceiver, 200 kc/s to 40 me/s. In
L19 0 0 new condition. Complete and

perfect al 10 0
al 10 0 Garrard RC65 U I6c Universal

record changer, AC/DC, mixed
0 10 0 10in. and I2in. Brand-nAw 09 10 0

Transmitters No. ur Brand
0 0 0 0 new, complete and perfect E22 0 0

Transceiver No. 58, complete
II 1 10 0 with power unit, new E12 10

0

ALL S.A.E. INQUIRIES WELCOYIED
ARE CARRIAGE PAID UP TO SO MILES.

22 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2
'Phone GERrard 4447 and 8582. Hours 9 to 6. Thursdays 9 to I.
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CLYDESDALE
Bargains in Ex -Service Radio and Electronic Equipment

YOU TOO ! CAN GET GOING ON " 144."
The P40 VHF superhet receiver provides yet another
basis for that 2 metre rig.
Transmitters prove comparatively simple to build
but the receiver is another story, but let us explain-
We can supply you with this STRATTON built
receiver which can be modified for use on "2."
The set in its present state can be tuned to any spot
frequency between 85 and 95 Mc/s by means of a
crystal controlled oscillator stage which should not
prove unduly difficult to alter, and pruning the coils
is quite simple. REMEMBER ! The P40 would make
a FE mobile receiver for " 144."
Employing an I.F. of 2.9 Mc/s, the valve line includes :
I/EF54 RF, I/EF54 MIXER, I/EC52-2/EF54 OSCIL-
LATOR & MULTIPLIER STAGE, 2/EF39 IF, I/EB34
DET & AVC, 1/6.15 1st audio, and a 6V6 output.
The complete unit is enclosed in a die cast frame with
a louvred cover. Dimensions Ilf x 5f x 4Iin.
CLYDESDALE'S PRICE 03.19.a

PONDONLY a/  each PAID

POWER FOR THE P40 RX.
THE POWER UNIT 5-451-B designed for
use with the P40 receiver proves to be an
extremely handy little unit in any " HAMS "
shack, in that it has an LT output of 12 volts,
a supply which is often needed for powering
Ex-W.D. surplus equipment.

The S -451-B built by STRATTON is complete
and ready for use on an A.C. mains supply of
200/250 volts 40/60 cy.

The outputs are 12.5 v. at 2.5 amps and 175 v.
at 60 Mia. with double choke smoothing and
condenser input.

The power unit is completely enclosed in a

die-cast metal frame with a louvred cover.
Dimensions Ilf x 5f x 4fin.

CLYDESDALE'S PRICE .'/QONLY "" 6 each

POST PAID.

FOR MARINE USE.
The CRV 46151 is a 6 -valve superhet suitable
for shipping, with a frequency coverage of
195-9050 kc/s I RF., and 3 I.F. stages, plus an
audio output stage. The 3rd I.F. stage provides
C.W. Osc.
VALVE LINE-UP : 4/12SF7, I/12SA7, 1/12A6 and
1/991 stabiliser.
H.T. power is derived from a 28 v. dynamotor
mounted sub -chassis, which has an output of
260 v/70 Ma. The valves are wired in series/
parallel providing a 24 v heater circuit.
Complete in metal case 15f x84 x 7fin. Weight
25.81b.

CLYDESDALE'S PRICE C i a aONLY / '010 each
CARRIAGE PAID.

THE 40 METRE RX YOU CAN TAKE
The receiver unit of the No. 18 WALKIE TALKIE provides an
extremely compact set for operation on " 40 " During tests on
7 MO the 18 Rx proved extremely sensitive and requires only
a 2v. accumulator and a 90/120v. H.T. supply with about If v. of bias.
The 18 Rx is a 4 valve superhet with regeneration for use when
C.W. reception is required, by increasing the L.F. gain control to
almost MAX the receiver is in a state of oscillation. The I.F.
is 465 Kc/s.
The valve line-up includes I/ARP12 R.F., I/ARP12 Mixer, I/ARP12
I.F., and I/AR8 2cd DET & AVC and AUDIO OUTPUT. The
output jacks are provided for headphone use.
Circuits and details are available as required.

CLYDESDALE'S PRICE 17 ia
ONLY   /V each.

POST PAID.

WITH YOU.

HOT NEWS TIP FOR THE COMMERCIAL RADIO CONSTRUCTOR

WALNUT WOODEN CABINETS.
A professionally built finely finished walnut
wooden cabinet with inside dimensions 154 x
8} x 7fin. complete with a finished dial aperture
in the front 54 x 3fin. and a speaker aperture
51x4lin. Three holes are drilled symmetrically
below the dial aperture. This is the type of
cabinet which will make want to build that
new house set. Refer H394.

CLYDESDALE'S PRICE
ONLY

POST PAID

£1.5.0 each

DIAL GLASS (Graduated) H 410.
A three WAVEBAND DIAL GLASS to suit
the cabinet detailed above, completely gradu-
ated with station names and wavelength.
Dimensions 6 x 4in.

CLYDESDALE'S 1 /3 each
PRICE ONLY

POST
PAID

CONTROL KNOBS.
IVORY CONTROL KNOBS Ifin. diam.,
f in. deep with serrated edges suitable to fit
fin. spindle with flat side. Knob complete with
spring clip. Refer H403.

CLYDESDALE'S 9d. each
PRICE ONLY

H404, as above but finished in BROWN
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY 8d.

POST
PAID.

each POST
PAID.

LOUDSPEAKERS.
H396 BRAND NEW 8 inch PM MOVING
COIL LOUDSPEAKERS complete with
matching transformer. These speakers are
standard replacement types and ready for
installation, in original makers cartons.

CLYDESDALE'S 17/6 each POST
PRICE ONLY PAID.

A " MUST" FOR YOUR WORKBEN:H.
An inexpensive / H.P. motor-modified from the TYPE 29 MOTOR GENERATOR for use on
200/250 Volts A.C. mains. This motor makes an ideal buff, or light tool grinder-or a static drilling

machine, a drill chuck can be easily fitted to the end of the lin, spindle after the existing fan has
been removed. Motor size I I in. x 5f in.

CLYDESDALE'S PRICE ONLY 25 /.
/ each. POST PAID.

CONDENSERS.
H399 TWO GANG variable tuning condenser
less trimmers .00035 Mfd. nom. with fin. spindle
fin. long. Dimensions 21 x 2f in.
CLYDESDALE'S 7/6 each POST
PRICE ONLY PAID.

MEDIUM and LONG WAVE PADDERS.
ISO and 4C0 Pf. respectively. These two trim-
mers are mounted in a single ceramic block
fitted with a small bracket for mounting
purposes.
CLYDESDALE'S 1 //. each POST
PRICE ONLY PAID.

H400 8 Mfd. 450 v. Wkg. Ali -can Electrolytic
condenser 24 x lin. diam.
CLYDESDALE '5 2/9 each POST
PRICE ONLY PAID.

H400A Mounting clips for the above condenser
CLYD'ISDALE'S 4d. each
PRICE ONLY

H401 16 x 24 Mfd. 450 v. Wkg. Ali -can Electro-
lytic condenser 24 x Ifin. diam.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY 4 /6 each

POST
PAID.

H40IA Mounting clips for the above con-
denser.
CLYDESDALE'S 2d each or 2 /6 doz.
PRICE ONLY

POST 'PAID.

CAN WE HELP YOU. Order direct from:-

Circuits and details of numerous ex -surplus CLYDESDALE SUPPLY 2 BRIDGE STREET
CO. LTD. GLASGOW - C.5units available at low prices. Maybe we can

help you to overcome that snag. Write direct. Phone: South 2706/9. Visit our Branches is Scotland. England and Northern Ireland
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R3584 RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand new, in sealed manufacturers'
packing cases. Incorporating 15 valves type EF50, 2 of SP6I, EF36,
EBC33, 3 of EB34. Complete 45 me/s. I.F. Strip, motor dial and drive,
pots. etc., etc. E6 only, plus 10/- packing and carriage. Whilst they last !

EX-R.A.F. INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Containing VCR -97
CRT with mu -metal screen ; Xtal Unit and valves 16/VR65 (SP6I)
2,VR54 (E834) 2/VR92 (EA50), etc., etc., two deck chassis in metal
case. 18 x 184 x I I in. New condition. 67/6 each. P.us 7/6 packing
and Carriage.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 198. Containing VCR 138A 34in. tube
3 VRS5, 1 VR54, 1 VR92, 2 high-speed relays, volume controls and 101
res. and condensers. Absolutely brand new. Carriage paid, E2.
BAKELITE RECEIVER CABINETS. An extremely advantageous
purchase, enables us to offer the following :-Attractive brown bakelite
cabinet, size 15M. x nin. high x 74in. deep, complete with chassis
drilled for standard five -valve superhet, back, 3 -wave glass dial and back
plate. Chassis and cabinet are designed for 61 in. speaker, and all
standard components. Price complete is 25/- only. Limited quantity.
WAVE -FORM GENERATOR TYPE 34. Ex. A.M. Including
6 SP6I, 4 EF36, 2 EB34 and one CV 116. Also relays, transformers,
pots., condensers and resistors. The whole contained in metal box
size 11 x II x 8in. In clean condition, an absolute bargain at 25/,
plus 3,6 packing and carriage.
A.M. RECEIVER UNIT, TYPE 161. Comprising RL37, 2 EF54
and EC52. Coils, relay and many condenses and resistors. The whole
in metal box size 84 in. x 6zin. x 31 in. New, a bargain at only 15/-.
Carriage Paid.
SPECIAL PURCHASE. Brand new H 4;200 E.H.T. pencil rectifiers,
2,400 v. 3 rnia., only 15/- each. Also RECTIFIERS. 150 (new, ex -
Govt.), 7/6 each. Westinghouse 36 EHT 35, 17/4 ; 36 EHT 100, 26/6.
SLIDER POTS. As used in all the latest T/V sets. A bank of four,
comprising 2 or 10K, 100 ohm and 500 ohm. Only 6/- the set. Easily
split up.
MIDGET .0005 mfd. TWO -GANG TUNING CONDENSER.
Size only 2,1in. x x lkin. Capacity guaranteed, standard length
tin. spindle, complete with mounting bracket, less trimmers, 6/6, or
complete with " built-in " trimmers, 7/6. Each plus 6d. post.
RECEIVER TYPE 21. The receiver portion of the W/S 21 operating
from 4.2-7.5 Mc/s. Double superhet from 18-30 Mc/s. Incorporating
B.F.O. and crash limiter. Valve line-up 7 -ARP 12 (VP23) and 2-AR8
(HL 230D). Absolutely brand new, complete with circuit. Only 45/ -
complete. Vibrator Power Unit for above, brand new, 17/6 only.

TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturer's surplus. Iron -cored.
455 kc/s. Size 4in. x Ilin. x Ilin. Per pair 8/6 whilst they last !
FREQUENCY CONTROL CRYSTALS. By American G.E.
Octal base fixing. Following frequencies only : 2,500 kc/s. 3,500 kc/s,
4,600 kc/s., 6,200 kcis.,13,0C0 kc/s.-at only each 7/6. New Condition,
SPECIAL COIL PACK OFFER. Limited quantity of brand new
manufacturers' surplus, 3 -wave -band, superhet coil packs. Iron cored,
Size 4in. x x 2in. deep. Complete with circuit, a bargain at 251 -
only.
SPECIAL VALUE IN MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 250-0-250,
90 al/a 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., half shrouded, drop through type. Electro-
static screen. Price IS!- only, plus 9d. post. Limited quantity.
RECEIVER TYPE 25. The receiver portion of the T/R 1196. Covers
4.3-6.7 MO., and makes an ideal basis for an all -wave receiver, as per
" Practical Wireless," August, 1949 issue. Complete with valves
types EF36(2) EF39(2), EK52 and EBC33. Supplied complete with
necessary conversion data for home use. Only 22/6. Chassis only, 8/6.
6iin. WAFER SPEAKERS. Special offer of the above well-known
speaker, listed at 25/-. Limited quantity available, brand new, at
15 - each, Post Free.
93IA. PHOTO -CELL MULTIPLIER AMPLIFIER UNIT COM-
PLETE. Incorporating 931A photo -cell, 2 valves type 6AC7, 6AG7,
etc., etc., Can be adapted for use in window lighting, warning systems,
locating foreign bodies in liquids, flaws in textiles, burglar alarms, cir-
cuit switching by relays, etc., etc. Panel size 91in. x 3iin. Circuit
diagram not available. Price 45/- complete, post free.
R.3515 I.F. STRIP. A complete I.F. Unit, comprising 6 SP6I I.F. Stages,
tuned to 13.5 Mcis., I EA50 diode detector, and I EF36 or EF39 output or
video stage. A few modifications only are required to adapt this
unit, which will give pictures of extremely good quality. Price, com-
plete with valves, and foolproof modification instructions, is 45/-,
plus 5/- carriage and packing. Limited quantity only.

Send stamp for current Component List-
Probably the most comprehensive in the trade

5, HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2
PADdIngton 1008 9 and 0401

OUTSTANDING OFFERS FOR THE
DISCERNING AMATEUR

R.C.A. ET -4336B COMMUNICATIONS TRANS-
MITTER, 2-20 mcs. Height 57in., width I7in., depth
24in., 9 valves : 4 866, 2805, 2 813, I/807. New.
Comprehensive booklet and photographs available on
loan against deposit of £1 returnable. Crated and
carriage paid, E60 each.
Q MAX B4 40 TRANSMITTER. Listed £75. Shop-
soiled only C50. Full details on request.
AR88 LF. Equal to brand-new, £45. Crated and carr.
paid.
1155 RECEIVERS. Brand-new, in transit cases, com-
plete with valves. Without a blemish. Aerial tested,
E.9 10 -, plus 7 6 carriage.
RI07. The well-known Army Communications receiver.
Few only, 412'10 carr, paid.
CANADIAN NO. 58 TRANS RECEIVERS, 33-50
metres, complete with mikes, phones and 2 batteries
(I spare). Each complete unit, 10 gns. Guaranteed
brand-new.
1155 POWER PACK AND OUTPUT STAGE
(U50 and KT61) to "Wireless World" specification, in neat
black crackle case size I2in. x 8in. x 5in., with 5in. L.S.
built in. Just plug into 1155 and set is instantly all A.C.
operated without any modifications. Price LS 19 6, plus
3 6 carriage.
TANNOY AMPLIFIERS. Rack type audio amplifiers
fitted with 10 valves : 4/163, 4,,KT66, 2 U18. Used
ex -Govt., but fine condition, £6/10/-. Without valves, E3.
6ft. rack free of charge to purchasers of 4 amplifiers with
valves. This is a unique offer.
TELEVISION PRE -AMPLIFIERS. Makes a blur into
a clear picture. Really sensitive. Fitted with EFSO.
Very compact. Power requirements 6-3 v. L.T. and
200/250 H.T. Ready for instant use. No modifications.
State for London or Birmingham. Price 15 -, plus I -
post and packing. A snip.
TU6B Tuning Units, 3000, 4500 kc s, less outer case.
New condition, 10 -, carriage 16.
BC306 Aerial Tuning Units, ceramic switch, slow-
motion drive, etc. Size I6in. x 8in. x 8in. Brand-new
in cartons. The last few dozen. 10 - each, carriage 1 6.
12 -volt Car Radio. Comprises an ex -Govt. 6 -valve
Command receiver expertly modified to tune medium
wave band. Complete with separate 5in. loudspeaker.
Excellent performance (definitely not available for
6 volts), price C5/10/-, carr. paid.
P.M. Loudspeakers. Best makes : 8in., 13 6, post I - ;

I2in., 39,6, postage 1/6.
PAMPHONIC PA LOUDSPEAKERS. 10in. high
flux unit. Handsome, Maroon Cellulose, Metal Cabinet,
20 x 9 x I 3in. Impedance 3 ohms. Brand-new. In
cartons. Not surplus. Less than half price, 55/-, carr. paid.
Command Receiver Triple Controllers. Brand-new,
in cartons, 8 6, post paid.
Medium Wave Coils for converting BC453'4/5 to MW.,
10 - each. State which required. Tuning spindle and
knob for same, 2 6. EF50 ceramic valve holders, 5 - doz.
(minimum). Morse keys, new, ex -Govt., brass, fine job,
3'6, post 6d.
AMPLIO N CRYSTAL PICK-UPS, brand-new, in
cartons, 26'9, post paid. Type 25 receiver, with 6-6 v.
valves, 226, carr. paid. NEW.
CONDENSERS, waxed tubular. 50 for 10/-, 25 of
.1 1000 v. and 25 of .25 mfd. 500 v.
Lexington Junior Moving Coil Pick-up. One only 70 -,
post paid. All offers subject to goods being unsold.
Above are precise and honest descriptions. Enquiries
must be accompanied by 22d. stamp.

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House

Estd. 1935

55, COUNTY ROAD, WALTON, LIVERPOOL, 4
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For Quality Bargains- Best Buy at Britain's
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER TYPE
RI155.
This famous receiver needs no description, but
for those not familiar with the set we can supply
full circuit details, etc., for 9d. post free. All
sets are air -tested before despatch and are sup-
plied complete with 10 valves. We will gladly
demonstrate any set to callers. Brand new.
L9/1010, or despatched in maker's transit case
for E9/19/6, carriage paid. A.C. mains power pack
and output stage for RI155 receiver enables
this receiver to be operated direct from A.C.
mains. Just plug in ! Price E3/10'0, carriage
paid.

MEDIUM WAVE COMMAND RECEIVER.
Frequency range 200-600 metres. Valve line
up : 12SK7 R.F., 12K8 F.C., 12SK7 I.F., 12SK7
I.F., I2SR7 Det. B.F.O. and I2A6 output (all
metal valves). Needs only -50 k. pot. for volume
control purposes to be fitted and ten minutes
work and receiver is all ready for operation as
either a car radio or domestic radio. Note :
this receiver is the original medium -wave set
with the correct I.F. for the job and not a bodged -
up conversion. Unused and in excellent
condition, only E3/19/6. Circuit details sup-
plied free with set.

RECEIVER TYPE 18.
A four valve battery superhet receiver. Uses
standard iron -cored 465 k/cs. I.F. transformers.
Complete with all valves. Frequency range
6-9 me/s. Circuit diagram provided. Brand
new. Only 17/6.

RECEIVER TYPE 11478.
A 7 -valve UHF receiver, range approx. 200 megs.
Particularly suitable for conversion to 144 mc/s.
Valve line-up two EF50, two EF36 and one each
of EBC33, RL7, RLI6. This receiver is beauti-
fully constructed and fitted with micro -condenser
drive. Contained in black metal case size 8 x 7 x
6in. BRAND NEW IN USEFUL TRANSIT CASE
which might have been designed as a tool box !
ONLY 33/-, carriage paid.

RECEIVER UNIT 2573 (TRI196).
Valve line-up : two EF36, two EF39, one EK32
and an EBC33. Easily and rapidly converted
to a very fine superhet receiver. (See " Prac-
tical Wireless" August 1949.) Supplied com-
plete with circuit and conversion data. In very
good condition indeed and offered at 2216, post
paid.

RECEIVER UNIT TYPE 6.
Housed in case size 10 x 8 x 7 in. Frequency range
3-7 me s. Valve line-up :-five of EF50, and one
each of EBC33, and EF36. The dial is excep-
tionally well geared and calibrated. Slightly
soiled condition externally but perfect inside
29,4. Callers only.

R1355 RECEIVER.
New, but slightly store soiled. 49.6, plus 5: -
carriage.

45 MOS PYE STRIP.
A ready made vision receiver! (London
frequency). Uses six EF50 and one EA50.
Complete circuit data provided. All brand new.
Less valves, 39:6, with valves 62/6.

MODULATOR TYPE 67.
This unit is essentially a heavy duty mains power
pack for 230 volts A.C., 50 cps. operation. It
contains a heavy duty mains transformer with
two 6.3 volt outputs, 5 volts and the H.T. is
343-0-345 volts. Heavy duty choke appropriate
smoothing condensers, rectifier, etc. In addi-
tion there are sundry SP6I 's, etc.. which we
haven't listed. Don't miss this bargain at
only 52'6, plus 51- carriage.

WIRELESS SET NO. 48. Transmitter
Receiver.
Brand new ex-U.S.A. equipment. Frequency
coverage 6-9 me/s. A complete station. All
brand new in six cartons. Comprises I trans-
mitter receiver type 48, complete in case, with
ten valves and one 1-mt's. crystal. Two satchels,
one ground aerial, spare valve case, complete
with ten spare valves, one key assembly, one
hand microphone, two headsets, one hand genera-
tor together with mounting tripod, two battery
boxes and all necessary interconnecting cables
and comprehensive instruction manual. Special
offer for one month only at less than scrap
price. Only 0/1916, plus 10/- carriage. Inland
only. Extra for Eire and Overseas.

BRAND NEW AMERICAN MADE 19 SETS.
This is a transmitter/receiver covering 2-8
mcs. on phone, CIW. and MC1W. It also com-
prises UHF transmitter receiver and an inter-
comm. amplifier. Supplied complete with 15

valves. Only E15, plus 10 - carriage.

INDICATOR UNIT I I6H.
Brand new and contained in manufacturers
original wooden crates. A more up-to-date
version of the famous 6A. The contents include
VCR97 tube, four EF50, three EB34 and innum-
erable other useful components. Price only
796, plus 7/6 carriage and packing

RECEIVER TYPE 21.
A battery operated superhet receiver covering
4.2-7.5 Mcs. and 19-31 Mcs. Operates as a double
superhet on the 10 metre band. Complete with
nine 2 v. valves. Circuit diagram supplied. In

new condition. 454 carriage paid.

6 V. VIBRATOR PACK.
Suitable for use with the above set. With circuit
diagram. Output 150 v. at 40 mA fully smoothed
and rectified. Only 17;6 post free.

ADMIRALTY RECEIVER B36 OR B21.
A superb communications receiver made by
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company. Valve
line-up: two R.F. stages, freq. changer, three I.F.
stages, double diode triode, BFO and output
pentode. Freq. coverage 1-20 Mc/s. (15-300
metres) in 4 unbroken bands via turret coil change.
" S " meter and valve check meter incorporated.
Sensitivity for 10 dbs signal to noise ratio-better
than I microvolt !

Filament transformer for 230
v. AC operation is included but the H.T. supply is
required. Necessary valves are : International
Octal types two of KTW6I, two of X65, three of
KTW63, one of DH63 and a KT63. In new and
unused condition. Complete with circuit diagram.
Supplied less valves. E12/10/.. carriage paid.
Only 20 of these high grade receivers in stock.
First come first served !

THE " EASYBUILT " TELEVISOR
COMPLETE DETAILS OF A FULL SIZE MAGNETIC TELE-
VISOR IN BOOK FORM. DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS, WIRING
DIAGRAMS, ETC., A MINE OF INFORMATION FOR ONLY
2 6, POST FREE.
Inexpensive Television data booklet No. 4. Fully revised and
brought up to date. Describes the 45 m,cs. " Pye " strip as well
as the RI355 and other well-known government surplus units.
Only 2 6, post free.

cbrR

INDICATOR UNIT 62A.
Contains twelve EF50, four of SP6I (CVI18), two
of EB34, three of EA50, 13 pots and a VCR97 tube.
The finest Indicator Unit of them all. Unused
condition but chassis slightly soiled. Offered to
callers only. Price £4/19/6.

LOUDSPEAKERS.
Plessey 10in. p.m. type. ALNI magnet. Suitable
for T.V. Brand new and boxed. Only 17/6 post
paid.

MICROPHONES.
M.G. microphone by Vitavox. With on/off
switch. 30 ohm impedance. Brand new and
boxed. 30/- post paid.

LOOK ! Marconi/Ekco Signal Generators type
TF I 14G. Marconi/Ekco valve voltmeters. Call
for details.

HEAVY DUTY 6 V. ACCUMULATORS.
Size 12 x 9 x 7 in. Brand new. Capacity 85
ampere hours. In teak case. Only 59'6.
Exceptional value.

METAL RECTIFIERS.
Selenium full wave bridge 12 v. 5 amp., 15/. each.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
350-0-350 volts 80 m.a., 6.3 v. tapped 4 v. at
3 amps., 5 v. tapped 4 v. at 2 amps. Top chassis
mounting. Fully guaranteed. 18/6, plus 9d.
postage.

250-0-250 volts, 130 m'a., 6.3 v. at 6 amps.,
5 v. at 3 amps. Fully shrouded top chassis
mounting. A quality job. Guaranteed. 27'6.

E.H.T. Transformer for VCR97 or VCR517
tubes. 2,000 volts, 4 v. for tube heater and 4 v.
tapped at 2 v. for E.H.T. rectifier. 30'-.
All the above transformers have standard
primaries, 200'250 volts 50 cycles.

SPECIAL OFFER.
Mansbridge condensers. 4 mfd. 750 v. wkg.
All brand new. Six for 10 6, post paid.

SPECIAL BARGAIN FOR CALLERS.
UHF RECEIVER TYPE 1481.
Frequency range 65-86 me s, 6 in. slow motion
drive, I I of 6.3 v. valves as follows four of
EF39, one of EK32, four of SP61, one of P61,
one of E B34. I.F. is 12 me/s, B.F.O., etc.
Brand new with circuit. f3/10/0.

Full range of valves, C R. tubes, components,
etc., at very attractive prices. Many, many
bargains for the caller. Large quantities of
resistors, condensers, valves, etc., for
EXPORT AND TRADE DISPOSAL,

CHARLES BRITAIN (Radio) Ltd.
II, UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S LANE,
L 0 N DO N, W. C. 2 TEM 0545

3 minutes from Leicester Square Station (up Cranbourne Street)
Shop Hours : 9-6 p.m. (9-I p.m. Thursday). Open all day Saturday
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FROM EVERY POINT OF VIEW

-A VAST IMPROVEMENT

The Magnavista Lens is not just a
" magnifier " ; it is an optical
instrument, designed by optical
scientists. For perfect clarity,
and to avoid distortion, different
receivers need different lenses.
There is a Magnavista Model
specially designed for your set.
Here is real television progress
which you can see for yourself.

PRICES :

There are over 18 different Magnavista models
at prices ranging from E4 -14 - 6 to E7 -17 - 6.

ra product of 41

METROPEX LTD
38 GT. PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.l

end

KING'S HEATH STATION. BIRMINGHAM

A

NEW
R.C.A. TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHDNE

COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTERS
TYPE ET. 4336.

Designed and produced by the Radio Corporation of America,
the Type ET.4336 is outstanding in the exceptional quality
of construction, versatile operation with rapid band selection
and adjustment, and the embodiment of modern advantageous
features not generally found together in one equipment.
The transm tter is designed for communications service in
the high frequency range of 2,200 to 20,000 kilocycles, and
any desired operating frequency within this range may be
quickly selected, using ordinary crystals. All controls
employed in tuning the transmitter to any frequency within
the overall range are mounted upon the front panel. Shift
from telegraph to telephone operation is switch controlled,
and high speed keying is permissible. Two transmission
power levels of 250 or 350 watts are available, however the
actual outputs obtained are somewhat in excess of these
values at 20 mc s, and increase with decreas ng frequency
to values in excess of 300 and 450 watts respectively at 3 mc, s.

GENERAL FEATURES.
The complete transmitter is housed in a tall console cabinet,
superbly finished, and has a very attractive appearance.
Side and rear panels are removeable, and electrical inter-
locks are fitted as a safety feature. Stylish panel controls
are conveniently grouped, and clearly identified. Five
Meters are employed to read Aerial, Plate and Grid currents,
and Filament voltages. A modulation and keying indicator
of the vapour column type is mounted on the front panel.
The Type MI -19468 Crystal Multiplier, which we supply with
the transmitter, slides into an aperture which is normally
concealed by a removeable panel. When employing thi ;
unit, the oscillator stage in the transmitter functions as an
intermediate P.A. stage, or frequency multiplier, and whilst
employment is optional, transmission over the entire trans-
mitter frequency range, using low frequency crystals, is a
distinct operational advantage.

CIRCUITRY.
Valves Type 807 are employed in the Crystal Multiplier
Unit and the Transmitter Crystal Controlled Oscillator. The
Power Amplifier stage utilizes two Valves Type 813 operating
in parallel, and the Modulator stage uses two Valves Type
805 operated in a Class B arrangement. Plate and screen
voltages for all stages are obtained from a mercury -vapour
rectifier comprising four Valves Type 866A, connected in a
full -wave parallel circuit. An Antenna Coupling and
Matching system is provided, and is so designed to allow the
use of various feeder arrangements.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
Type of Modulation Class B, high level:
Audio -Input Impedance 500 ohms.
Audio -Input Level for 100

per cent. Modulation
A- F Response ...
A -F Harmonic Distortion
Power Input :

Telegraph, Low Power
Telegraph, High Power
Telephone, 100 per cent

Modulation ...
Power Supply Require-

ments ...

Regulation (Maximum) ...

20 vu.
5 db from 400 to 7,500 cycles.

5 per cent r.m.s.

1.25 kW.
1.46 kW.

1.82 kW.

115 -230 v., 1 phase. 50-60
cycles.

5 per cent.

DIMENSIONS. Height, 58in. Width, 17in. Depth, 24in.

WEIGHT. 500 lb.

CONDITION. New and perfect, as ex -factory. Our
Guarantee and Individual Test Certificate is supplied with
each transmitter.

We offer immediate delivery of the above equipment to
home and overseas buyers, complete and with all valves, at
an exceptionally low price.
Full specification and further particulars are promptly
available on request.

LAWRENCES
61, BYROM STREET, LIVERPOOL, 3.

Telephone : CENtral 4430.

Experienced Export Shippers.
A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION WITH EVERYTHING WE SELL.
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Moving Coil Speakers, All new 2/3 Wilms P.M.: 31o., 11 6 ;
Rola 16 6 : 4in. 18/ -; 511i. 10/- ; (with Trans. 14 61:
6/10. 11/8: din. 12/6 and 17/- ( with Trans. 18 -;
loin. 23/6; 12in. Rola 89f8 and celeetioa 75/-.

Potentiometers. New Centralab 2K, 5K, 10K, 25K,
10K, 100K, 4, 1, 1 and 2 meg., lees switch, 3/9, with
switch 6/-. Midget Type 2/8. Midget with switch,
;,1 and 1 meg., Ern

Surplus Potentiometers. All standard size with extended
spindles: 5K, 10K, 15K, 20K, 25K, 50K, 100K,
250K 500K, 750K, 1 meg. 2/6 each.

Coils. Denco Maxi " Q " High " Q " with miniature aloe
Litz wound on Polystyrene Formers with adjustable
Iron Dust Cores. Aerial, H.F. , or Oscillator for 465 k/c
or 1.8 nil, Range covers all wavebands from 3.6 to
2,000 metres. Wiring diagram. Prides: Chassis Mount -
in g, 3/6 (with React. 419) Octal fitting pin base,
4/- (with React., 5/-). Demo T.R.F. Matched pair
Medium and Long Waves, 6/6 Pair. Weymouth T.R.F.
Matched pair M. and L. Waves, 9/6 pair. Superhet
M itched pair S. M. and L. Waves, 8/9 or 11/6 pair.
All types Wearite " P " Coils, 3/. each en stock. Wey-
mouth Midget 1)in. x f die., Iron Core. Aerial, H.F.
or Ose., 3/6 each.

Electrolytic Condensers. B.E.C. Midget Can Tubular,
8 mfd. 450 v. (11in. x lin. die.), 2/8 ; 8-8 mfd. 450 v.

x lin. dia.), 4/-; 16-8 mid. 450 v. x
lin. dia.), 4/6 ; 32 mfd. 450 v., 51- ; 16-16 mid. 450 v.

x 11M. die.), 4/6; Dabilier " Drilitic " Card
Tubular, 4 mfd. 500 v., 3/8; 8 mid. 509 v., 4/-;
16 mid. 500 v. 5/6 ; B.I. Can, standard size, 8 mid.
500 v., 3/9; 8-8 mfd. 100 v., 5/-; 16 mfd. 500 v.,
4/3 ; 16-16 mid. 500 v., 5/3 32 mid. 500 v., 5/-.
All New Stock. D ubflier mica .001 mid. 5,000 v., 2i 6.

Denoo I.F. Liner for accurately lining -up 465 k/c, or
1.6 mic I.F. channels. Pre -tuned circuits, battery opera-
ted and completely self-contained.- Price 421- (incl.
P.T.).

Coil Packs. Osmor Midget Coil Pack. Size 34in. x 211n. x
If in. covering S. M. and L. Waves. Coils wound on
Polystyrene Formers with adjustable Iron Cores,
ensures efficient performance. Factory wired and
aligned. Price, including full circuits for Superhet
401 k/c. Unit, 33/-. Plus 7/4 P.T. Weym 'nth
Midget 31in. x 2} in. x liin. covering S -M -L W/ Bands, for
465 k/c, employing M itched Iron Cored Coils on each
W/Band, 42/10. Wearite Superhet Type 705 and 706,
size 41in. x 3fin. x 1Iin., covering two Short Wave
and one Medium W/Bard or S -M -L Wavebands,
465 k/c, employs Iron Cored Coils 37,10. All of
the above Coil Packs include Switching, Padding and
Trimmer Condensers.

Voule SORE to get it at

TESTABLISHED 25 YEARS -1

Output Transiormer-Stern's. Midget 1 lin. x /M. x lin.
ratio 60-1, 3/9 (or ratio 9(1.1, 3/9). Stern's Multi -
ratio (over 12 ratios, some C.T.), 6/6 watts 8/6.
Stern's Heavy Duty Multi -ratio. all C/Tapped, handles
13 watts and suits P.X.4s, 6L6s, etc., 29/8. Rola
Multi -ratio, 5/6 watts, 10/6.

L.F. Chokes. Midget 10 henry 250 ohm 40 mA., 3/8 ;
20 buy. 250 ohm 60 mA. 8/6.: 20 hey. 300  ohm
100 mA., 11/9 ; 5 hay. 50 ohm 250 mA. 18/8 ;
211001:Ay ,28606. ohm 120 ma., 18/8 ; 9 line. 250 °b.

Aluminium Chassis. Substantially made of gauge 16
S.W.G. with tour side 5,761, x 4in. x 2in., 3/9 ; 9in. X
Sin. x 21in. ; 10in. x 6155. x 204,4/11 ; 10in. x
Bin. x 5/6 ; 121n. x Pin. x 211n., 6/9 ; 14in. x
9in. x 21in. 8/11 t 16in. x Bin. x 21ir., 713 ;
16in x 8in. x in.,8/6.

I.F. Transformer, 485 k/o. New well-known manufac-
turer's surplus fin. x Va. x 111n. Iron Core, 9/ -each.
Denco Iron Core, 465 k/c. or 1.6 mic. 11111. x liin. x
304, 16/6 Pair. Wearite Stand Cap, Tuned, 465 k/c.,
20/. pr. New Surplus 463 k/c, Iron Core, 4in x 1 lin.
sq., 10/- Pair.

Meter Re Sifters. Westinghouse 250 micro, amp., 11/6;
1 mA. 10/8: 5 mA., 4/9.

Selenium Rectifiers. H.T./H. wave. 260 , 50 mA-
5/8 ; 250 v. 100 mA, 7/8; 250 v. 170 mA, 13/9.

F. Wane Bridge Rectifiers for Battery Charging or Models
2, 4 0. 6 v, 11 amt. 7/8 ; 6 or 12 v. 11 amp, 11/6 ;
6 or 12 v. 3 amps. 19/8 ; 6 or 12 v. 5 amps, 23/- ;
12 or 24 v. 3 amps, 23/-.

Variable Resistor to control charging (or model speed)
oP to 3 amps rating, 13/8. Suitable METER, 5,9.

Charger Transformers. Suitable for use with above
Rectifiers. Each has inert of 230 volts. Outputs
(a) 24 volts tapped 15 v., 9 v. and 4 v. at 3 amps.,

/8; ( b) 30 volts tapped 15 v. and 9 v. at 3 amps.,
; (c) 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 3 amps., 16,6 ; (d)

12 volts, If amps., 11/3 ; (e) 15 volta tapped 9 v. at
6 amps., 21/6 ; 15 volts tapped 9 v. at 11 amps., 13/6.
A Battery Charger Wiring Diagram Is included with
purchase of Charger Transformer and Rectifier.

NEW SURPLUS I I FOSTER TRANSFORMERS.

U
2 28.1) VOLTS. SECONDARY 12 VOLTS,PRIMARY

AMPS. 21/ -.
Filament Transformer. Inputs 230 volts, outputs 6.3 v.

11 amp., 8/3 : 4 v. 11 amp.. 718: Input 200/260 v.,
output 4 v. (C.T.) lf amp., 4 v. 2 amp., 6.3 v- 2 amp.,
1916. Input 230 v., output 6.3 v. (C. T.) 4 amp. 18/0.

Westinghouse Rectifiers. (a) H.T.51. Rated 350-0-360
volts 100 rn/a., 35/-; (b) IL T.52. Rated 350-0-350 v.,
200 m/e., 37/8 ; (Cl T.53. Rated 500-0.500 v.,
200 m/a., 50/- ; (d) Type 16H.T.56, 17/9 ; (0) Type
MEAL T.S5, 11/9; (f) Type 36E.H.T.35. Rated 2.6 kV..
51/6km%/a...,28171 ; (g) Type 36E.H.T.100, Puler rating

Mains Transformers. .A11 New Stock with Primaries
tapped for 200-250 colts. Secondaries (a) 250-0-250

330 volt atm

v. (Tapped 4 v.) 4 amp and V.
(Tapped 4 v.) 2 amp., 184 (also available with 350-0-

(b) Stern's 360-0-350 volt .150 m/a.,
6.3 v. (Tapped 4 v.) 4 amp. and 5 v. (Tapped 4 v.)
2 amp.. $816; (b) 350-0-350 v. 250 m/a. 4 volt.
8 amp., 4 4. 3 amp. 6.3 v. (Tapped 2 v.), 2 amp, and
6.3 v. 6 amp. 72/8, and many to other ratings.

Heater Auto Transformers : (a) Tapped 2v . 4 v., 5 v.,
and 6.3 volts 3 amp., 9)6 ; aq 4 v. 3 amp. to 5 v.
2 amp. Reversible 6/- ; (c) 4 v. 3 amp. to 6.3 v. 2 amp.
Reversible, fp-.

Power Potentiometers. Bulgin adjustable slider type,
max. 6 ohms 60 watt, or 14 ohms 60 watt, 13/6 each.
Ex -Govt. Rotary Adjustable 50 ohms 60 watt 5/9.

A 4 Station Pre-set Tuner. A complete self-contained
unit from which any 3 Medium W/Band and 1 Long
W/Band Stations may be pre -selected, and then
individually selected by turn of Rotary Switch. No
Timing Condenser required, only 4 connections are
necessary, price 40/-.

Adjustable Mains Droppers. liin, die. x 211n.: (a)
.15 amp., 1500 ohms, 5/- ; (b) .2 amp., 1,000 ohms,
4/3 ; (c).3 amp. 600 ohms,5/...

6 Volt Vibrator Transformers, secondary 350-0-350 volts,
85 m/a.,8/6.

KITS OF PARTS AND CONSTRUCTORS ASSEMBLY OUTFITS
" MAINS or BATTERY PERSONAL KIT "

A complete KIT OF PARTS to build inir new MIDGET 4 -VALVE SUPERHET
PERSONAL SET, covering MEDIUM and LONG WAVES and designed for MAINS
or 13A1 TER Y operation is now available.

This 2 Waveband Superhet Receiver is designed to operate on AC. 918498 200/240 volts,
or by 49 " All -Dry " Battery, either method being selected by means of a Rotary
Switch. It is so designed that the Mains Section (size 41in. x litin x Silo.) is sup-
plied as a separate Kit, which may be added at ary time. The kit therefore can be
supplied either as an " All -Dry " Battery Personal Set, or as a Midget Receiver for
combined Battery/Mains operation.

The circuit incorporates Delayed A.V.C. and Preseleetiv e Audio Feedback. A Rola
4in. P.M. Speaker with generous rise Output Transformer ensures excellent quality
reproduction. Ready Wound Frame Aerial, Fully aligned I.F. Transformers, and a
Drilled Midget Chassis are included. Valve line up .---1.R.5 I.T.4 (I.F. Amp.)
1.0.5 (Diode Det and Audio Amp) and 3.8.4 (Output Tet).

The Set is quite easily built from the very detailed assembly instructions supplied,
which include a p.actical component layout, with point to point wiring, and a circuit
diagram for both the Set and the Mains Unit.

Price of COMPLETE KIT (less Mains Unit), 26/13,9. Price of COMPLETE MAINS
UNIT KIT, 21/1718. EVER READY Type B114 BATTERY. 9/7.

An attractive Walnut Pinioned Cabinet, size 91n. of in. x 5f in., of the hinged lid
type and suitable to house the combined setts available for 19/9.

THE COMPLETE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS mentioned above can be suppplied
se aratelyf or 1/9.

A Midget T.R.F. Battery Portable " o sal " Kit. A complete Kit of Parts to build a
Midget 4-val!e All -dry Battery Personal Set. Consists of Regenerative T.R.F.
Circuitemplayln g Fl tt Tuned Frame Aerial, with Dance Iron Dust Cored Co(Lthereby
ensuring maximum gain for Single- tuned Stage covering Medium Waveband.

Valve line-up 114 (R.F. AmplJ, IT1 (Detector), 185 (let A.F.), and 364 (output).
Includes latest Rola 3M. Moving Coil Speaker, and a Chassis already drilled and
shaped. A consumption of only 7 mA. ensures long battery life. The Kit Is designed
for a cabinet, minimum size 64in. x 15 3in. Detailed Building Instructions,
with Practical Layout and Circuit included with Kit make assembly easy. Print for
Complete Kit, 23/18/9 (Plus 18/7 P.T.). Suitable unpolished Cabinet 61 in. x 411n. x
3in.. 12/9. Ever Ready B114 Battery, 9/7. Building Instructions, Circuit, etc.,
supplied separately, 1/-.

A Complete Kit o! Parts to build a Midget " " Battery Eliminator, giving approx.
69 colts H.T. and 1.4 volts L.T. This Eliminator la suitable for any Personal Set
requiring H.T. and L.T. voltages Indicated above. The Kit is quite easily and quickly
assembled and is housed 1r; a Light Aluminium Case, size 4}1n. x lf in. x 31in. It

car herefose be accommodated inside most makes of Personal Sete. Prise of Com-
plete Kit, 21/17'6.

" Wireless World" Midget A.C. Mains 2 -Valve Receiver. We cau supply all the com-
ponents, including valves and M/Coll Speaker to build this set as specified lu tne March
issue at a total cost of 2316/0. Reprint of detailed assembly Instructions and circuit
supplied separately for 9d.

" Wireless World " Midget A.C. Mains 8 -Valve Receiver. Covering Long and Medium
Wavebands. We can supply all the Components, Including Drilled Chassis, Valves,
Moving Coil Speaker, etc., to build tale Set, as specified in the Feb. issue, at a total
coat of 24/10/0 including a reprint of the complete Assembly Inetructions and Circuit
(this is available separately for 94.) and Practical Components Layout with point -
to point " connections. An attractive Walnut Finished Cabinet is now available for
this WrVVorld 3 -Valve Set at 2 1 , or it can be supplied with a complete Dial and Drive
Assembly which includes the latest Station Name Dial and Dial Escutcheon, and a
Combined Switch/Volume Control to effect very alight modification. Inclusive price,
35/- (Dial and Drive Assembly with Switch/V. Control supplied separately for 14)-.)

We can supply all the Components, including Valves, M/Coil Speaker, etc., to build a
Midget A.C.ID.C. Mains T.R.F. 8 -Valve (Plus Metal Rectifier) Receiver as designed and
specified by a popular Technical Magazine, at a total Cost of f4/17/13. A reprint of
the assembly instructions, and layout available for 9d.

An Entirely Complete 3 -Valve Amplifier Kit of Parts. Operating on A.C. or D.C. mains
200-250 volts. Rae an output of max. 4 watts, with valve line-up 25A6, 6J7 and 1731.
A matched 6Iin. Moving Coil Speaker is supplied. Price, including Wiring Diagrams
73/. (or less M/Coil Speaker, 59/8).

" ELBCTRON'C " VALVE VOLTMETER. We can supply the COMPLETE KIT OF
PARTS, including the Valve, Diode and Meter, etc., to build this instrument, as
published in the January issue of ' Electronic Engineering," complete with a reprint
of the wiring diagram and assembly instructions (supplied separately for 9d.) at a
total cost of 0,15/,

TELEVISION I I The " Viewmaster " Televisor assembly instructions showing
Wiring Diagram and Practical Component Layout available for 5/ -. We have the
specified Components, including the T.C.C.-Bulgin-ktorganite--W.B.-Westing-
house-Plessey-Colvern, etc., outfits in stock. We can supply this Televisor by the
individual stages (as published with the instructions) Or, by separate Components.
Complete price details can be obtained on application.

THE " EAS BUILT " TELEVISOR. Full coneructional data now available in book f orm,
showing Wiring Diagram, Practical Component Layout and " point-to-point " con-
nections, make this one of the most suitable Televisors for the Home Constructor to
build. The specified Components are all available at very reasonable prices, enabling
the set to be completely built for approx  220-223 including Valves, but excluding
C.R.T. Price otcompleteldanual2/9.

* Send 3d. stamp for our Comprehensive Stock List. When ordering please cover packing and postage.

STERN RADIO LTD., 109 and 115 FLEET STREET, E.C.4
Telephone : CENtral S814 and 2280
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UNSURPASSED
PERFORMANCE

The new " RD Baby De -Luxe " amplifier is ideal where
an output not exceeding 7.5 watts is required.

Performance Figures
Amplifier : Output, 5 watts with less than .5 per cent
total harmonic distortion  Frequency response + I
DB 30-20,000 cps.  Multiple loops which employ a total
of 24 DB feedback, and include all stages and output
transformer  Sensitivity .75 v. for 5 Watts output 
Hum 85 DB below 5 watts output  Complete stability
with inductive, resistive or capacitive load.  " Woden"
iron cored components employed throughout. Pre-
amplifier : Sensitivity, pick-up 90 m/V, radio 425 m/V. 
Noiseless switched bass and treble controls, providing
compensation for Decca, H.M.V., and L.P. record character-
istics,  Detachable, to operate at a distance from main
amplifier.
Prices : Amplifier L10/10;-. Pre -amplifier f4.
The following firms in London now stock and demonstrate the "RD
Baby De -Luxe " amplifier : Webb's Radio Ltd., The Gramophone
Exchange Ltd., Tele-Radio (1943) Ltd.

QUALITY
SUPERHET

By courtesy of the General Electric Co. Ltd., Kingsway,
London, we have pleasure in introducing a new pre -tuned
superhet, as described in their technical publication
TP4. This receiver is ideal for use with amplifiers such as
the " Williamson " ; where reception conditions are
unfavourable to a " straight " type of receiver.

Outstanding Features
 Four pre -selected wavelengths. 3 medium. I long.
 Two positions of selectivity. Bandwidth 6 kc s. and

16 kc s.
 Very efficient 9 kc. whistle rejector, with approxi-

mately 40 DB rejection.
 Variable switched bass and treble controls.
Model RD TP4 : to G.E.C. specification, including
extra bass and treble positions for L.P. record character-
istics. Ample gain for lightweight pick-ups. Very low
overall distortion.
Price : £18. Purchase Tax : E4 4 -.
Model RD TP4A : as RD TP4 but not including tone
controls and pick-up input.
Price : £14. Purchase Tax : E3 5 4.
All individual components for the above units available.

Full details of the above units will gladly be forwarded on request Trade enquiries invited

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO .,
"RODEVCO HOUSE," 116 BLACKHEATH ROAD, GREENWICH, S.E.10

Telegrams: RODEVCO, GREEN, LONDON.

I KW TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS. Two HF 300's out-
put. Operation 3.5 mc to 16 mc.

HALLICRAFTERS BC 410's. Complete with speech amplifier,
antenna tuning unit ; exciter units and coils for all bands.

RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET -4336. Complete with matched
speech amplifier, crystal multiplier and VFO units. Brand new.

LM -300 TRANSMITTERS. (U.S.A.). 140 kc to 400 kc and 650 kc
to 1,600 kc. 300 Watt output.

AUTOMATIC HIGH SPEED TELEGRAPH EQUIPMNT
" BOEHME " (U.S.A.). Up to 400 signs per minute on line and
wireless.

AR -88's, AR -77's, S -27's, HALLICRAFTERS S-37 (VHF
130 mc to 210 mc) HRO'S with coils and power pack.

SKYRIDER DIVERSITY HALLICRAFTERS RECEIVERS.
Complete with console, power units and loudspeaker.

All above items in excellent working condition.
Working demonstration upon request.

TX VALVES 803,805, 807, 813, 814, 832, 861, 866A, DET-I6 ;
6L6 Met. and many others.

Large stock of Tx condensers, crystals and other components.
Alignment and repair of communication receivers and all other
short-wave equipment undertaken.

P.C.A. RADIO
Transmitter Division:- Receiver Division s--

170 Goldhawk Road,The Arches, Cambridge Grove,
London, W.12

London, W.6. Tel. RIV 3279 Tel. SHE 4946

HOME & OVERSEAS
RADIO DEALERS & SERVICE ENGINEERS

are invited to write for our new 1950-51
Season's list. T. C. C. Capacitors, Erie resis-
tors, suppressors, volume controls. Tungsram
valves, Brass BA Screws etc., and hundreds oF
other lines. Postage 3d. Inland, 2/- Overseas

Air Mail.

A. W. F. RADIO PRODUCTS
LT PCD.

II PARK VIEW ROAD, BRADFORD, YORKS.

WALTON'S OF WOLVERHAMPTON

SPECIAL CLEARANCE OFFER!!!

aace again we are making up Parcels of Surplus
Equipment which include useful Chassis and Com-
ponents. Each weigh approximately 100 lbs. and
are contained in a non -returnable wooden case.

Parcel No. I : Radio Parcel No. 2: Electrical

Price per parcel 21/- Carriage 4i6

Our latest LIST gives full details Send S.A.E. to -day

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES
203, STAVELEY ROAD :: WOLVERHAMPTON
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SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
FOR THE TELEVISION -MINDED :
Television construction from Radar Receivers is extremely popular on account of the extreme sensitivity of these units, which
give satisfactory results far outside the supposed " fringe ' areas. Cost is kept to a minimum, and once the receiver is working
satisfactorily it can be incorporated into a Televisor using any size tube, if so desired. Several suitable units are listed below :
RECEIVER R.1355 as specified for " Inexpensive Television." Complete with 8 valves VR65, and 1 each 5U4G, VU120'
VR92, also a copy of " Inexpensive TV." ONLY 55/- (carriage, etc., 7/6). Copy of book only 2;6.
I.F. STRIP 194. Another of the units specified as an alternative for the " Inexpensive TV." A first-class str.p giving
tremendous amplification, and well recommended for constructors who have built televisors but have come " unstuck '' in
the vision or sound receiver. Complete with 6 valves VR65, and 1 each VR53 and VR92, and a copy of the book, which gives
full details of conversion to both stations. Size 18in. x 5in. x 5in. ONLY 45,- (Postage, etc., 2,6).
"PYE " 45 Mc/s I.F. STRIP. Ready made for London Vision channel. Complete with 6 valves EF50 and 1 EA50.
ONLY 60/- (Postage, etc., 2/6).
RECEIVER R.3547. This contains the " PYE " Strip, which can be easily removed if desired, and also 15 valves EF50,
3 of EB34, 2 of SP61, and 1 each EA50, EBC33, EF36, also hundreds of resistors, condensers, etc. BRAND-NEW IN MAKERS
CASES. ONLY 120/- (Carriage 7/6).
RECEIVER R.3084. A very sensitive unit containing 7 valves EF50, 2 of EF54, and 1 each VU39A, HVR2,
EA50, and also a 30 Mc/s I.F. Strip with 4 Mc/s bandwidth. BRAND-NEW IN MAKERS CASES. ONLY 75/- (Carriage 7/6).
10 VALVE 1k METRE RECEIVER ZC 8931. Another very popular superhet for long distance TV reception. Contains 6 IFTs
of 12 M/cs with 4 M/cs bandwidth, and 6 valves VR 65, 2 of VR 92, and 1 each VR 136 and VR 137. Complete with modification
data for both stations. BRAND-NEW IN MAKERS CARTONS. ONLY 59/6. (Carriage 5,-).
RF UNIT TYPE 25 for use with R.1355 for London reception. ONLY 17/6 (Postage 1/8).
RF UNIT TYPE 26 for use on Sutton Coldfield channels are now all sold, but we can supply the RF Unit 27 with full details
of retrimming to cover the TV. ONLY 35,- (Postage 1/6).
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6 as specified for " Inexpensive TV." Complete with VCR97 CR Tube, 4 valves EF50 and 3 of
EB34. BRAND-NEW IN MAKERS CASES. ONLY 90/- (Carriage 7/6). This unit is also specified for the " WIRELESS
WORLD " " General Purpose Oscilloscope," full details available price 9d.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Another handy unit containing the VCR97 Tube, 16 valves Type VR65, 2 of EB34, 2 of EA50.
and shoals of condensers, resistors, etc. ONLY 75/- (Carriage, etc., 12/6).
MAGNIFYING LENS FOR 6in. TUBE. First grade oil filled. ONLY 25/- (Postage 1/6).
TV PRE -AMPLIFIER for weak areas can be easily made from the ex-R.A.F. Amplifier 6046;6050. Contains 2 valves EF50
and gives very high signal to noise ratio. Full details of conversion for both stations supplied. ONLY 22/6 (Post 1/-).

FOR THE RADIO -MINDED :
RECEIVER R.1155. A " must have " for the enthusiast who wants a Communications Receiver of the £100 class. We
have a few only of these superb 10 -valve sets which cover 7.5 Mc/s to 75 kc,s. in 5 wavebands, which are spotless and BRAND-
NEW IN MAKERS' TRANSIT CASES. Every set supplied with full details of easy modifications for normal mains use. ONLY
£12/10/- (Carriage 12/6).
RECEIVER A.E.W.1. A 5 -valve superhet covering 550-1600 kc/s and 6-12 Mc/s in 4 switched wavebands. Operates from
6 v. D.C. source through built-in vibrator pack, and has separate speaker in metal cabinet with 50ft. extension lead. Made
for New Zealand Forces Welfare Dept., these sets have 2.5 watts output and are NEW AND UNUSED. Valve line up : 6U7
RF Amp., 6K8 Mixer, 6U7 IF Amp., 6Q7 2nd detector, 1st Audio, 6V6 Output. The set is fitted with a large open slow-motion
tuning dial, size 7in. x 3in., and both set and speaker are finished in olive green crackle. An ideal receiver for caravans,
coaches, country areas, etc. ONLY £9,19/6 (Carriage, etc., 10/6).
RECEIVER R.I224A. The famous ex-R.A.F. 5 valve battery superhet, which covers 1.0-10.0 M/cs in 3 switched wave bands.
Employs RF stage and 465 kc/s IF, Muirhead large slow motion tuning dial, aerial trimmer, reaction/BFO control, etc. Only
requires normal battery supply of 120v. H.T., 9v. GB, 2v. L.T. Enclosed in wooden cabinet. Complete with valves. ONLY
110/-. (Carriage, etc., 7/6).
RECEIVER 25/73. Part of the TR1196. Covers 4.3-6.7 Mc,s, and makes an ideal basis for an all -wave superhet receiver.
Complete with six valves: 2 each EF36, and EF39, and 1 each EK32 and EBC33, and also modification data. ONLY 22/6
(Postage, etc., 2/6). OSMOR ALL WAVE COIL PACK recommended for this conversion, 40/4.
RECEIVER 18. Part of the TR18. Covers 6-9 Mc/s, and only requires normal battery supply to operate. Complete with
4 valves : 3 of VP23 and 1 of IA L23DD. ONLY 15/- (Postage, etc., 2/6).
AMPLIFIER 3562A. An ex-R.A.F. Amplifier containing 1 valve 5U4G, 2 of 807 and 1 each EF 50 and EA 50, also 2 chokes
10h 100 mA, transformers, metal rectifiers, resistors, condensors, etc., etc. BRAND-NEW IN MAKERS CARTONS. ONLY 19:6.
(Carriage 3:6).

FOR THE SPECIALIST :
B.C.221 FREQUENCY METER. A few more of these superb crystal controlled American Frequency Meters which cover
125-20,000 kc s, with better than 0.01 per cent. accuracy. Each instrument is individually calibrated, and is complete with
calibration book, 1,000 kcis crystal, 3 operating valves and 3 spares, and is housed in a black crackle metal case. A canvas
carrying bag is supplied for protection and portability. ONLY £25.
CLASS D WAVEMETER. Another crystal controlled meter, but covers 1.9-8.0 Mc/s. Complete in metal case with valve
ARTH2 and vibrator, and dual crystal, 100/1,000 kc/s. Designed for 6 v. D.C. operation, but full details of easy mains
conversion supplied. ONLY 79,6 (Postage, etc., 2;'8). Transformer for mains use, 7/6.

FOR THE GENERAL CONSTRUCTOR :
TRANSFORMERS. The following have been specially made for the " Inexpensive TV." Time Base and Vision Transformer
350-0-350 v. 160 mA., 5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. 3 a. ONLY 36/-. Sound Receiver Transformer 250-0-250 v. 100 mA.,
5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 6 a. ONLY 27'6. EHT Transformer for VCR97 Tube, 2-0-2 v. 1.1 a., 2-0-2 v. 2 a., 2,500 v. 5 mA. ONLY
30,-. POSTAGE 1,6 per transformer please.
CONDENSERS. 0.1 mfd. 2,500 v. tubular, 2/6 ; 0.1 mfd. 3,000v block, 4/6 ; 8 mfd. 450 v. 2/- ; 8 x 8 mfd. 450 v. 2/9 ;
or 6 for 15,- ; 8 x 16 mfd. 450 v. 4/- ; or 6 for 22,6 ; 16 x 16 mfd. 450 v. 4/6 ; or 6 for 25/- ; 32 mfd. 350 v. 2/9 or 6 for 15/-.
Postage please under 20/..
CHOKES. 5 H. 200 mA., 6,- ; 10 H. 100 mA., 6/- ; 20 H 80 mA., 6/6. (Postage 1t-)

Cash with order please, and print name and address clearly

U.E.I. CORPORATION Radio Corner, 138 Gray's Inn Road,
London, W.C.I. Phone : TERMINUS 7937

(Open until I p.m. Saturdays. We are 2 mins. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station) and 5 n)ins, by bus rom King's Cross)
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PRATTS RADIO
1070 Harrow Road, London, N.W.10

SORHI3B3 LANE Tel. LADbroke 1734

MODEL AC10E .f 9 9 0

AMPLIFIERS. College gen-
eral purpose units. Model
ACIOE 10 watt 4 valve unit.
Neg. feedback. Separate
mike stage, separate inputs
for mike and gram with twin
faders. Tone control. Com-
plete in case with chrome
handle, 011..

Model ACI8E, 6 valve unit with output of 184 watts. Push-pull
output with- eedback over 3 stages. Separate mike stage. Inputs as
ACIOE. Complete in case with chrome handle, £13/19/6.
Model U10E. 6 valve unit for DC:AC mains. Spec. as AC18E. 10 watts
output with: eedback over 3 stages. Separate mike stage. Complete
in case with chrome handle, 411/15/... All above have outputs to match
3, 8 or 5 ohm speakers and are ready for immediate use. Finish,
Blue stove enamel. Input volts average .003 v mike, .3 v gram. No
pre -amplifier required.

Model AC4C, AC or U4C AC.DC
3 valve amplifier chassis for records or
radio. 4 watts output to 3 ohms. L.5/5/..
All prices include carriage -Stamp for
list. The above are as supplied to clubs,
schools, hospitals. factories, etc.
SPEAKERS. Stentorian, 2+in., 1516 ;
5in., 17/6 ; Plessey, 8in., 11/9 ; 10in.,
17/6. Truvox. 5in., 10/6 ; I 2in., 42/6.
Goodmans, 5in., 12/6 ; 8in., 16/6 ; 12in.,

MODEL AC4C 105 - 130/, Rola, 3in., 16/6 ; 8in., 24/- ;
10in., 30.- ; 12in. (G.12), 130/, Mains En., 700 ohm field, 10/- (all
less o!transfr.).
TRANSFORMERS. E.H.T. 2.5 Kv. 4 v., 4 v. C.T. (for VCR97).
Tested 15 Kv., 28/6. 2 x 350 v. 90 mA. 6 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2 a., 18/9. Filament
(input 230 v.), 6 v. 1+ a., 5/9 ; 6 v. 3 a., 8/6 ; 12 v. 14 a., 9/6 ; 4 v. 4 a,
9/6 Output 6V6 to 3 ohms, 3/11 ; 6V6 P/P to 3, 8 or 15 ohms, 18j-.
Midget 154/354, 4/2.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. 2 gang Midget .0005, 4/3 ; 3 gang
standard size, .0005, 6/9. Solid dielectric, .0003, 3/4 ; .0005, 3/6.
Presets SO pf., 4d. ; 140 pf., 300 pf. or 500 -i- 100 pf., 1/- ea.
CONDENSERS. 500/550 v. C'b'd., 4 mfd., 2/9 ; 8 mfd., 3/3 ;
8 1 8, 4/9 ; 8 l- 16, 6/- ; 8 mfd., 2/4 ; 16 -1- 16 mfd., 4/6 (all 450 v.).
.0001/2/3/5, .01, .05, .1, 350/350 v., 6d.
All goods new and unused. Nearest Tube, Kensal Green.

C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post free over CI.

"ADCOLA" SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS
Reg. Trade lbak

Reg. De,ign ,00:10'2
Designed for Wireles Assembly and Maintenance.
SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 6/7v. TO 230/50v.
The three Adcola Models cover the requirements oi the
Television, Telecommunication and Radar Engineers

and assure thorough ointing.
dia. Bic. Standard Model - 22/6

fin. dia. Bit. Standard Model - 25/-
A -in. dia. Detachable Bit- - - 30/ -

Patented 'n England an Abroad.

Sole Manufavurers

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED
ALLIANCE HOUSE. CAXTON STREET WESTMINSTER

LONDON, S W.I. Tele MACcnany 4272

ASSOCIATED

ILIFFE
TECHNICAL BOOKS

The books listed below are obtain-
able at all leading booksellers, or
direct from the P..bli shi ng Dept.,
Dorset House, Stam'ord Street,
London. S.E.I. Write for complete
Radio Book List.

WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING
4th Ed. R. Keen, M.B.E., B.ENG (HONS.), A.M.I.E.E.
This manual treats the subject comprehensively
and supplies a wide range of bibliographical
references. New material in this edition deals
with systems of navigation using the hyperbolic
grid and the application of the Principle of Least
Squares to the plotting of a wireless fix, and
systems of direction finding.which employ special
methods of presentation, including automatic
systems.
1,059 pages. 630 il/us. 45s. net. By post 45s. 9d.

RADIO DATA CHARTS: 43 Abacs for
Receiver Design Calculations

5th Edition. By R. T. Beatty, M.A., B.E.,
revised by J. McG. Sowerby, B.A., GRAD.I.E.E.
Covers the most frequently recurring problems,
the answers to which provide most of the data
needed for the design of radio receivers.
91 pp. 7s. 6d. net. By post 7s. 11d.

SHORT WAVE RADIO AND THE
IONOSPHERE

By T. W. Bennington. A new edition of " Radio
Waves and the Ionosphere." This practical book
shows how existing ionospheric data can be
applied to problems of short-wave transmission
and reception.
138 pp. 10s. 6d. net. By post 10s. 10d.

15 c/s to 100 mc/s
- - - IN 9 RANGES - - -

_ AUDIO _ _ _

_ _ RADIO _

_ _ TELEVISION
AF. RF. SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE K3
meets the need of those requiring a good instrument f or routine tests, measure-
ments or experiments on amrliners, Radio, Television or otlui electronic ap-
paratus.  A clear bin. scale, for each range, with only the one in use visible,
eliminates the confusion so often encountered in multi -range instruments.

Individual C dibration. 1% accuracy. C.W. or M.C.W. (900 c/o)on H.F. ranges Output unattenuated-2 volts, variable sad
Step ittenuation to 2 uV. also 20 volts variable on A.P. Rs. g a.
Send for Leaflet. LIST PLO E 4 Gns.

10 LONDON ST. W.2.ALTAIR INSTRUMENTS Telephone: PADdington 5668

RELAYS
AND

KEY SWITCHES
LARGEST EX -GOVT. STOCK

IN GT. BRITAIN
Types 600-3000 Relays - Siemens High Speed

Also A. C. 250 volts 50 cycles
Uniselector Switches, Telephone Switch -boards TtlePhone Components,
Plugs, Jacks, Handsets, Co-Arial Cables - Government Contractors

JACK DAVIS (RELAYS) LTD. (Dept. W.)

30 PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.I
Phones : MUSeum 7960, LA Ngham 4821

RADIOMENDERS LIMITED
FOR SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS AND REWINDS

We specialise

AMATEURS' WINDINGS, TRANSFORMERS
ALL TYPES, CHOKES, PICK-UP COILS,
INSTRUMENT COILS, Etc.

Highest workmanship Good Delivery

RADIOMENDERS, LTD,
Television & Rad.o Apparatus, Transformer & Coilwinders.

123-5-7 Parchmore Road,
THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

LIV 2261. Trade enquiries invited. Established 16 years.
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There is only one Portable Pattern Generator
that will give you the B.B.C. wave -form on all channels
between 40-70 Mc/s out of viewing hours . .

There is only one Portable Pattern Generator
which enables a T.V. receiver to be installed or serviced
with complete confidence that no further adjustment
will be needed . . .

There is only one Portable Pattern Generator
which will enable every minute of a service engineer's
time to be used profitably . . .

Find out more about the

MURPHY T.P.G.11
before you buy any other make-remember that it is not
first cost that matters, but time saved on servicing and
installation work over a period of years.

For further details and appointments for demonstrations, telephone TUDor 5277

F. LIVINGSTON HOGG
Specialists in high-grade instruments for the communications industry

65, BARNSBURY STREET, LONDON, N.'

95

DEPT. W.W.

18 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1
Tel.: MUSeum 2453 Tel.: MUSeum 4539

Shop hours: Monday - Friday 9-5.30. Saturday 9 -I
FULL MAIL ORDER FACILITIES. Please add postage

R E LAY S (EX -MINISTRY)

D.C. COIL RESISTANCE

600 or 3,000
To PE

SIEMENS HAS
TYPE

NEW ARRIVALS:

3,000 TYPES : 1.9 ohms to 42,000
ohms.

600 TYPES 100 ohms to 9,200
ohms.

ALSO LARGE STOCKS OF
DOUBLE 8 TRIPLE -WOUND
AN.) SLUGGED COILS.

CONTACTS
3,000 TYPES : up to 8 sets.
600 TYPES : up to 4 sets.

3,000 TYPES : Make (M), Break (B),
in Twin -silver, Twin -platinum, D 3me-
silver (2 amp. , Tungsten (5 amp.),
and Flat -silver (8 amp ) Change-
Cver (C), is all but Tungsten . Make-
Belore-Break (K,, in Twin -silver and
Twin -platinum.

600 TYPES (M), (B), and (C), in
Twin -silver and Twin -platinum.

SIEMENS HIGH-SPEED RELAYS
3,400 OHMS D.C.RESISTANCE

TRANSFORMERS
L.T. TRANSFORMERS
4 v. 2 a. Tapped Pri. 7/64 v. 3a. 181C5 v. 3 a. 10'6
6.3 v. 1.5 A. Tapped Prl, 7/6
6.3 v . 3 A. 12.6
12 v. 1 A. 10/6
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
300-0-3(0 v. 60 mA 6 v.2 A. , 5 v. 2 A 22/8
Elston bri MI 250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 5 v.1.5 A. 5 v. 2 A. 23/-
250-0-500 v. 10 mA. 6.3 v. 9 A, 4 v. 1 A. 17'8
350-0-350 v. 100 mA. 6.3 v. 4 A., 5 v. 3 A. 33/9
Elutone MT'100EA. 350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 0-4-6 v. 4 A. 0-4-5 v 2 38/-
350.0-350 v. 150 mA, 6 v. 6 A, D v. 3 A 39/6
350-0-350 v. 250 mA. 6.3 v. A, 0.2-6 v. 2 A, 4 v. 8 A., 4 v. 3 A. 88/-
Elatone MT 9, 500-0-500 v. 250 nth, 6 v. 6 A., 6 v. S a.. 5 v. 3 0. 67/6
4KV 5 mA, 2 v, 2 a., or 4 v., 1 A 67/6
5 KV. 1 mA. 2 v.2 A.or 4 v.1 A. 72/6
L.F. CHOKES.
20 Hy 10 mA. D.C. Resistance 1000 ohnp, 5/6
10 Hp 75 nth 150 5/6
10 Hy 10  mA 300 10/8
20 Hy 60 mA 500 9/6
50 Hy 20 nth 1000 5/6
50 Hy 30 mA 1000 6/-
15 Hp 150 nth 200 17/
5 Hy 250 mA , 80 18/6

AUTO TRANSFORMERS
220/230 v.-110,115 V 40 Watts 12/6
220/230 v.-110/115 V. 75 Watts 17,6
2201230 v.-110:115 V . 100 Watt, 19/F
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Wharfedale 053 30,60, 90: 1 Ratio 8,6

Type P 30. 45, 60, and 90. 1 Ratio 7/2
UPS 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 48, 60, and 72 1 1.1.18
Universal 20, 30, 40, 60 and 80: 1 1.3/6
W.12 15, 22, 45 1 Ratio

Qualfiv 6V6 to 3 or 15 ohms
211
15,-

20 W. 6K ohm= P to Plate to 8l. 7 or lfi ohms 30/-
20 W. 8K ohms PtoPlateton , 7 or 15 ohm. 301-
20 W. 1010 ohm, P to Plate to 31 7 or IR ohm. , 300-
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G2AK Bargintsh's G2AK
POWER TRANSFORMERS. 620550/375/0/375/550/620 v. at
200 mA. plus 250 mA. at the 375 v. taps. Two separate windings for
rectifiers of 5 v. at 3 a. each. Primary 230 v. 50 c. Rated at 278 watts.
Our price, 39/6, carriage paid.
HEAVY DUTY L.F. CHOKES. Fully potted. 30 Hy. 100 ma.
150 ohms (Weight 141b.). Price 13/6. 20 Hy. 126 ma. 100 ohms
(Weight 141b.). Price 15/6. 30 Hy. 150 ma. 150 ohms (Weight
181b.). Price 17/6. All transformers are carriage paid except to
Eire, for which we must ask for 5/- extra.
SPECIAL OFFER. Four 807 valves for El.
RECEIVERS TYPE 18. Covers 6-9 mcs. and are for battery
operation. New condition. Complete with four valves. Only
176 each.
TWIN FEEDER. 80 ohms, Sd. per yd. Twin Ribbon Feeder,
300 ohms (heavy duty), Sd. per yd. Co -ax. Cable, bin. dia.,
70 ohms, 8d. per yd.
Postage on above feeder and cable, 1/6, any length.
TRANSFORMERS. Input 200250v in 10v. steps. Secondaries,
500 500v,120ma, 4v 3.5A c.t., 4v 4a c.t., 4v 4A c.t. and 10v 1 A. 4v can
be connected to give 6v if required. Beautiful job, not pitched -in
junk. Our price 30', packing and carriage I '6.
SMALL FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. Input 230 v. Output
6.3 v. Tapped at 4 v. 1.5 amps. Price 7;6. Postage 9d.
MICROPHONE TESTER. In smart teak case 7"x 5"x 5", con-
tains three jacks, mike transformer, terminals, sockets, etc., with
0-10v rectifier -type meter, 1,000 ohms per volt. 17/6 plus 1,6 post
and packing.
500 MICRO -AMP METERS, scaled 0-600, 5/- each.
POWER TRANSFORMERS. 320/320 130 mA, 6.3 v. 5 a. CT.,
5 v. 3 a. Primary 200/250 v. 50 c. Drop through type, 22/6, post 1/6.
VIBRATOR PACKS. 6 v. input. Output 180 v. 40 ma., fully
smoothed. Price 19/6, plus postage Ii 6. 12 v. input. Output
300 v. 100 ma., fully smoothed. 19/6, plus postage 1/6. All packs
are tested and sent out in working order.

PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK
All Callers to 110 DALE END, BIRMINGHAM

Phone CENTRAL 1635.

Mail Orders to 102 HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM
Phone : MIDLAND 3254.

THE IDEAL MICROPHONE
FOR

TELE-COMMUNICATION
MODEL

C51
MOVING -COIL
MICROPHONE

BY

Designed and developed essentially for G.P.O.
hand -sets, with mobile tele-communication and
P.A. work in view, LUSTRAPHONE Model C.51
is fast establishing itself wherever a good micro-
phone is called 'or. It provides maximum
intelligibility at extreme range and under adverse
conditioi s, and is used extensively by Broadcast
Engineers and others needing quality and depend-
ability. Available as insert unit, or complete hand
instrument. Data sheet on request.

LUSTRAPHON E 84 , BELSIZE LANE, N.W.3
LUSTRAPHONE LTD.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT
METAL CASES and CHASSIS

J
.0 °

0.. 0

and General
SHEET METAL WORK

CHASE PRODUCTS (Engineering) LTD.
27, Fackington Road, South Acton, London, W.3.

Tel. ACOrn 1153 4.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. -
FOR GOVT. SURPLUS STOCK ETC.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 200-229-240 v. 30 cycles 1 -phase, tapped output
giving 3-4-5.6.8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30 v. at 2 amps. ,superior job, with termination
data, new boned, 20/, poet 1/3. L.T. RECTIFIERS, selenium, D.C. output 12 v.
11 amp., suitable for use with above transformers, will charge 2 to 12 v. battery,
new unused, 7/6, post 7d. WAVEFORM GENERATORS TYPE 30, includes a valves,
Vlt65 (2), 6V6G, VR116, VR54. Also various transf ormer e,coils,resietorsand conds. ,
etc. ,chassis mounted with side protection, new unused 12/8. Poet 1/, IMMERSION
HEATERS, water or other liquids, 230 v. 500 watts, fitted high-grade thermostat
which cuts out at 80° C., and in at approx. 3 degree)) lees, 1 fin. dia. hole flange
mounting, superior make, new unused, 12/8. post 1/-. MOTOR GENERATORS
TYPE 72, these can be converted in a few minutes to an efficient sewing machine,
etc . , motor, fitted 3/16in. shaft, standard base mounting, approx. Tin. long by 3in.
dia. ,200/^-50 v. A.C. , new unused, with dat a 1 or converting, 55/, post 1/6, precision
turned brass v -pulleys to fit above motors, tin. dia., 2/6 extra, motors converted
and fitted pulley, 20/-, poet 1/6. TELESCOPIC DINGHY MASTS, extend to 711t.,
base fin. tapers to 5/161n. dia., suitable for aerials, microphone stands, flahing rods,
etc., weight 6 oz., new unused, 5/, post 6d. AUTO TRANSFORMERS, 1.6 kVA.,
230 v. 50 cycles 1 phase, tapped for 40-80-110.150-190 v. at 7 amps., new unused,
bargain), 45/ -,carriage 5/-. UNITS. Contains a 4-sectithi mains suppressor, 10 H.,
80 m/A.emoothing choke, 10 mfd . 450 v.d.c.surge-proof electrolytic c onds. ,400 plus
400 ohm 2 -pole make relay, slug at armature end, twin selenium relay rectifier,
plate mounted, new unused, bargain, 5/-. poet I/MICROAMMETERS 0-100
21in. scale, flush panel mounting, new boxed, 30/-, Poet Ed. MICRO SWITCHES,
4 different patterns, new unused, 5/, post 7d. MOTORS fitted enclosed centrifugal
fan blowers, 24 v. A.C. /D.C., or 12 v. with less effect, new unused, 7/6. post 10d.
TELEPHONE SETS, consists of 2 combined microphones and telephones, 25f t . twin
connecting flex ;provides perfect 2 -way communication, self -energised (sound power)
no batteryrequired,new boxed, 7/8, post 7d. A.C. BELLS, single dome withenclosed
mechanism, suitablef or 230 v. A.C. mains, new unused, 2/6, post 7d. SATCHWELL
THERMOSTATS, oven type, 250 v. 15 amp. A.C. or .1 amp. D.C., variable setting
knob, 10 to 90° C., sterns 12in. long, flange fitting, new unused, 25/-, post 10d.
WINCHES, or hand operation or can be motorised, geared 187.5 t o 1, triple stranded
steel cables extend to 61t., fin. dia. bar support, cables fitted shackle,lifts 12 cwt.,
supplied less handles, new unused, 30/-, peat 1/6.

Send S.A.E. fora copy of our new 20 -page lists; contains many fresh item)).

MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM 17.

Tel.: HARborne 1308 or 2664

WANTED
SURPLUS

All types of receiving and transmitting valves.
Regulator, control and special purpose valves.
Radar Units and Accessories.
Receiving and transmitting equipment.
Cathode Ray Tubes.
V.H.F. and S.H.F. valves.
Wave guide sections and pieces.
Centimetric instruments and equipment.
Klystrons and magnetrons.
Test Instruments and Laboratory Equipment.

Large or small quantities.

Details to Box Office No. 7010

WANTED ?
CONDENSERS
CRYSTALS
HEADPHONES
METERS
PLUG & SOCKETS
RESISTORS

Silver Mica  Tubular  Mansbridge
American British
High and low impedance
Thermo  Moving Coil  Moving Iron
All types
Carbon and wire wound

VOLUME CONTROLS Carbon and wire wound
We hold large and comprehensive stocks of new components

and units, both Government and Manufacturers' Surplus.

Your specific requirements are invited
Wholesale and Export only.

ANDERS RADIO LTD.
167, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I
EUS.: 1639 EST. 1928
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Wireless World Classified Advertisements
Bate 61- for 2 lines or leas and 0, for every adlitions

line or part thereof, average lines 6 words. Box Number
2 words plush-. (Address replies : Box 0000 c o Wireles
World," Dorset House, Stamford St., London. S.E.1.) Trad
discount details available on application. No responsibilit
accepted for errors.

WARNING
Readers are warned that Government surplus

components which may be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturers'
guarantee: Many of these components will have
been designed for special purposes making them
unsuitable for civilian use, or may hove de-
.eriorated as a result of the conditions uncle,
Mich they have been stored We canno
!der take to deal with any complaints regardin

any such components purchased.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS. 36,

Marylebone High St.. London, W.I. Wel-
beck 4058.
SPECIALISTS in the design and manufacture
of high fidelity reproducing equipment from
5-100 watts for domestic or industrial purposes.
Our new twin channel amplifier (type U.E.57).
with independent bass and treble outputs. pro-

. vides the most satisfying standard of reproduc-
tion we have yet experienced. It is now being
demonstrated in our showrooms daily (we close
Thursday 1 p.m.. Saturday 4.30 p.m.), and we
invite those who seek perfection from recorded
music to hear this superb instrument. We also
offer tuning units or complete chassis designed
and constructed to individual requirements.
12-wtartetblehigbhoo;it!alavgn)ri10; lists. -Broadcast
& Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd., Tombland
Norwich. 10065

BERNARDS, makers of television, radio.
amplifier equipment, available for early

delivery; television time -base chassis and E.H.T.
supply combined, 5 valves, completely wired,
tested only new componn used; E7/12/8.
TIERNARDS 12. Cheiverton Rd.. Putney, Lon-
don. S.W 15.' Put. 7538. 10097
CHARLES AMPLIFIERS, Ltd., are nowan5ableCto

produce amplifiers, radio units and
electronic equipment to specification; enquiries
invited for development work and for short pro-
duction runs. -Charles Amplifiers. Ltd.. 40. Ken -
sal Rd.. W.10. 10173

BROUGHTON quality amplifiers, 10-12watts,
for 3, 9. 15ohm speakers, p.p. output,

couples to pre -amp by extension cable for a full
range of bass and treble control, complete with
top cover; E26/10; packing crate £115 return-
able, carriage paid -C. Steward, The Glen.
Broughton Rd., Hadleigh, Essex. [5799

NEW amplifier by Midland Radio Coil Pro-
ducts: The Symphonic Seven High Fidelity

portable. seven watts of high fidelity reproduc-
tion in highly portable form full bass and treble
tone controls, 2 -stage N.F.B. high gain; price
£10/15/6. -For full details of this and other
amplifiers and radio feeders address a post card
to 19, Newcomen Rd., Wellingborough. [5618

OUR model SL.35 radiogram chassis is now
available; a 5 -valve all -wave superhet,

complete with valves and p.m. speaker, large
fully illuminated glass dial in attractive colours;
aerial tested ready for installation: really re-
markable value at £12 with Sin speaker, or
£12/10 with 10in speaker: 21kd stamp for illus-
trated leaflets; trade enquiries invited.-Bayly
Bros., 46. Pavilion Drive. Leigh -on -Sea, Essex.

C.J.R. ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC DE-
VELOPMENT. Ltd.. Hubert St., Birming-

ham. 6 (Aston Cross 2440). the Midlands
specialist manufacturers of high fidelity sound
reproduction equipment, for the world-famous
Williamson amplifier and associated accessories
including tone control stages, loudspeaker
crossover units. distortionless contrast ex-
panders and radio feeders: send for details and
prices. [0105

TELRAD ELECTRONICS. 70, Church Rd.,
Upper Norwood, London, S.E.19.-De-

signers and manufacturers of Telrad quality
amplifiers; established as the most outstanding
value in high -quality amplifiers, thanks to
faithful reproduction at unrivalled price,
these unique amplifiers are the first choice
of the enthusiast; built to satisfy the dis-
criminating ear; bass and' treble independent
controls, providing widest possible variation to
suit all recordings and varying acoustic proper-
ties of one room with another; £18 complete;
full details on request -Write. call or 'phone
Livingstone 4879. [0019

CONNOISSEUR'S receiver, acclaimed by its
users as the finest receiver for the enthu-

siast and the only one with the following facili-
ties: 9 -1,500 -metre. world-wide results on highly
sensitive 10 -valve receiver, comparable with any
good communication set, or by change of switch.
maximum fidelity reception of local stations on
non-superhet receiver with high quality 2-PX4
push-pull amplifier incorporating all refinements.
bass and treble tone control (bpost to cut),
whistle filter and gram input, etc.; basis rebuilt
R1155; write for details or call for emonstration.
FEEDER units as above, or use with external
high -quality amplifiers; R1155 specialists, re-
ceivers repaired and re -aligned, also modified as
above, -or to your requirements; R1155 circuit
and values 2/- post free.-R.T.S., Ltd . 5, Glad-
stone Rd., Wimbledon. S.W.19. Tel. Lib. 3303.

Partrioge flews

SCREENED
-and hermetically
sealed in oil . . . !

REDUCTION of field
40 db at 50 c/s. These
are the figures for the
Type HS -MU sealed
transformer shown
above, and are typical of
the advantages that these
Partridge potted trans-
formers bring. Apart
from enhanced electrical
efficiency, their per-
formance is consistently
maintained under all
climatic conditions by
reason of the permanent
hermetic oil seal.

All Partridge Precision
Components (both stan-
dard and " To Specifica-
tion") are now available
as hermetically sealed
units.

Fullest details gladly sent on request

PAR It DGE
TRANSFORMERS ITO

ROEBUCK ROAD, KINGSTON BY-PASS

TOLWORTH SURREY

Telephone ELMbrodge 6737-8

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
WILLIAMSON amplifier from £15/10 to exact

specification, also a revolutionary new 20w
amplifier with two d.c. stages, of exceptional
high quality, tuning units, etc. -For details and
demonstration write or 'phone A. S. Colman, I.
St. Stephen's Gardens. W.2. Bay. 3661. f6117

TELEVISION receiver, built to special order of
client moving to Scotland; selects three pre -

tuned channels; many other special features;
uses 9in tube but could be changed to 121n;
brand new; highest offer secures. -Write for
details to J. Mort, BCM/HIFIDEL, W.C.1. [6142

MANY people strive after quality reproduc-
tion but in most cases the price of asso-

ciated equipment makes this impossible; how-
ever, with the R.T.M.C. Williamson amplifier
you can attain your ideal at a reasonable price
as superb quality can be obtained with reason-
ably priced speakers and pick-ups and there
is no need to use expensive apparatus; the
R.T.M.C. version of the now world-famous
Williamson amplifier (which incidently cannot
be improved upon and is still pre-eminent in
its class) is still the best reproducer you could
possibly buy and before purchasing a quality
reproducer we invite you to hear the Williamson
but it must be a R.T.M.C. model; superb quality
parts only used with outstanding finish and
results; many have tried to equal the William-
son and extravagant claims are made but seeing
and hearing are the best advertisement and
we therefore offer you the opportunity of coming
to actually hear the R.T.M.C, version of this
wonderful amplifier which is superlative in its
class; you are, however, quite safe in ordering
by mail and the results obtained will astound
even the most critical; 7 -valve model £23/10.
9 -valve model with built-in pre -amp £28/10 (ex
covers); tuners, etc., supplied; write for details
(3d stamp) to-R.T.M.C. (Ealing), Ltd., 141,
Little Ealing Lane, W.5. Tel. Ealing 6962.

RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS -SURPLUS
AND SECONDHAND

EDDYSTONE 680 as new, maker's guarantee
expires Feb. 1951; offers. -Box 6781.

-PDDYSTONE 358X, 150kc/s. 31mc/s, ex-
W.D. £12/10, or nearest offer. -Box 7152.

1 1 -VALVE radiogramEspeaker; chassislOgn
s 5 n..ivleostvP,Se:

Filey. [6026
61155, as new, in orig. case, with power pack

and speaker; carr. paid; £10. or nearest.
PHILI-Box 7150.

PS P.C.R. communication receiver, with
Douglas, I.O.M.

COMPLETE 30 -watt amplifier, 4 K.T.6tos in
parallel push-pull switching for mic. gram.

or radio, £18/10.-Mit 3668. 16096
QOUND sales 456 amplifier,

offers./
PX4bs. 5

1.7 watts 3 db. 20c-20kc: offers. -Waters. 152.
Stifford Long Lane. Grays, Essex. [6020

VR.L. double conversion receiver with 19
spare valves and 350 watt auto -trans-

former, little used: offers. -Box 7153. (6167
HAMMALUND, super pro. as new. complete

with power unit and speaker, £40.-
Philbey, 219, Ilford Lane, Ilford 0295, Essex.

TRIX amp. with speaker and extra speaker,
and chrome stand, type U. v::£25-£30

new. -Apply Horse & Groom, Cam-

ALLICRAFTER BC614 speech amplifiers
complete all tubes, perfect condition; £18.

BENDIX BC221 frequency meters. complete,
perfect; £25.
SCR 522 freq. 100-156 mcs. complete transmit-
ter/receiver in new condition with all tubes;
£30.
TUNING units, types T176 to TU26B, new with
covers. 12/6; BC610 tuning units. P.A. coils and
spares available, WS19 Mk II and installation
kits, spares, etc., large quantities.
EXPORT enquiries for ex -Govt. American
spares promptly attended.
McELROY ADAMS MFG. GROUP. Ltd.,46,
Greyhound Rd., London, W.6. Tel, Fuham
1802. Cables. Hallicraft. London. [0194
-IDDDYSTONE model S750. new, £45. -Ring
-EA Chancery 8720, 10.30 a.m.-4.30 p.m. F.
Thompson, 37, Chandos Court, The Green,
Southgate, N.14.

HR.O. Rx's from £12/10: some coils now
available; also in stock. AR88. AR77E,

BC348. CR100, S27, SXI6, etc. -Requirements
please to R. T. & I. Service, 254. Grove Green
Rd.. London E.11. Ley. 4986. [0053
8V AC high quality amplifier and feeder unit ,

w.b. 6V6 P.P. output, 2 chassis, black and
chromium; £15/15, guaranteed; 7v AC/DC
radiogram chassis, 3 w.b. P.P. output, illumina-
ted glass dial, guaranteed; £12. -Box 6779.

HAYNES radiogram, complete in cabinet:
two R.F. tuner unit; 14 -watt amplifier

with PX.25 valves; Garrard auto -changer;
crystal pick-up; Goodman's 12in speaker on
separate baffle; spare valves; also Williamson
amplifier and pre -amplifier and tone control
unit -Box 7154. [6169
SCOTT Philharmonic 30v receiver in 9magni-

ficent cabinet with lightweight auto -
changer, many refinements, complete with ser-
vice books, etc.; this receiver is considered the
world's finest domestic radio and was purchased
regardless of cost; Voight domestic and H.C.
speakers, twin units, Lowther amplifiers; a first-
class high fidelity system; AR88D with speaker,
trimmers untouched, in mint condition; offers
wanted; s.a.e. for full details -Hampshire, la,
Thornton Hill. 8.W.19. Tel. Wimbledon 6718.
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RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS -SURPLUS
AND SECONDHAND

967a U.S. Army receiver. S wavebands,
2/20 me/s, 9 valves, EF'., 31.F. 2 D.D..

etc; vernier tuning can be used for D.F.-L.V.P.-L.V.P.,
Stanstead Hotel, Sutton, Surrey. 16162
Mei EST offers (1) Philips 1947 5 -valve AC/DC

3W.B. model, unavailable England, (2)
Decca FFRR head (low impedance), (3) Decca
case for Garrard autochange unit. -Box 6953.

EROUSH electric model 1550 televisor, 15in
tube superb results, less than 50 hours

use, gladly demonstrated in Bury district, SO
miles from Sutton Coldfield; offers over 85gns.-
Box 6774. 15988

NATIONAL IMO seven sets coils AC, power
pack, complete with 12 -inch Vitavox high

fidelity speaker and fitted oak stand (optional);
best offers over £45 (forty-five pounds) to -
Pritchard, 55, Aldhelm Crescent, Hawthorn.
Wilts. [6068

BATTERIES
WALTON'S OF WOLVERHAMPTON offer

Ni-Fe accumulators.
ONCE again we have been fortunate to secure
a limited number of these famous accumulators;
all are new and have never been filled with elec-
trolyte, but are slightly externally soiled' due to
storage; voltage, 2.5 (2 cells), Cap. 15 A.P.H.
Act: size 21/2inX21,(iinX8in deep.
LIST price over 50/-; our special price. includ-
ing packing and carriage, 12/6 each, 3 for 30/-.
12 for £5.
WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES, "03, Staveley
Rd.. Wolverhampton. [0011

NEW DYNAMOS. MOTORS. ETC.
NEW motor -alternators 1,500 cycles, 80v, 25a.

-B.E.R., 69, Church Rd., Moseley, B.rm-
ingham. (6119

BATTERY chargers. 4 models, 2-6-12v. 1-2-4
amp D.C.; any mains voltage: also larger

types special transformers, chokes, test gear, in-
terior car heaters, etc, -The Banner Electric
Co. Ltd., Hoddesdon, Herts. 10122

JANETTE d.c. to a.c, rotary converters, 200/
250 volts d.c. input. 200/250 volts, 50 cycles.

iOghtgits!.ci2Pitic'Oirtnpletti
300

'lliatgioaehvInce9g
television and radio. -Johnson, 319. Kenning-
ton Rd.. London. S.E.11. Reliance 1412-3.

ALL types of rotating electrical methiner), up
to 20kva available, including rotary con-

verters. rotary transformers, motors petrol and
diesel-engined generating plants, alternators
and d.c. generators. We are also in a position
to quote for power transformers; as actual
manufacturers we will be glad to quote for any
quantity for home or export.
DIEEEL, Electric generating plants, 3kva. 230v
with push-button remote control, starting equip-
ment, ready for use; £195.
ROTARY transformers, input 20v d.c.. outputs
6.5v d.c. and 300v d.c., permanent magnet field.20/-; ditto, input 28v d.c. and 1,200v. 70ma
d.c. output, energised field, 35/-; ditto, input
12v d.c., output 500v. 90ma d.c. energised
fields, 35/-.
PETROL electric generator Plants, comprising a
J.A.P. No 2a single cyl. engine coupled by vee
rope drive to an alternator, giving an output
of 230v. 50 cycles, 400 v.e., with sc,ened igni-
tion and filtering on generator, eminently suit-
able for operating television and radii on farmr,
etc.. price £40; such plants can be supplied
with various outputs, a.c. or d.c.. for other
applications.
CHAS. F. WARD. Lordscroft Works Haverhill
Suffolk. Tel 253 [0039

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC. -SURPLUS
AND SECONDHAND

 ALRADIO D.C./A.C. converter, type 230-
200; 200 watts, 75 cycles, unused, £11. -Box

6794. [6048
LIGHTING plants; please note items 1, 2 and

3 are not surplus but current products of
well-known British manufacturers.
ONE alternator. 230/1/50. 3kva. belt driven by
Petters very latest type diesel engine, governor
control, self energised, voltage control, starter
handle or press button, also by remote control.
1 press button start and stop unit supplied. extra
units supplied; complete with H.D. starter
battery and charger; cheap to run; engine covered
by Petters inspection service; strong, lasting job;
tested on full load; supplied ready for use. £195
delivered; second p'ant with Petters latest
diesel engine, 5hp. 1.500 rpm, direct coupled to
alternator, 2.5kva. 230/1/50, self energised, volt-
age controlled, handle or press button start.
main switch and fuses, voltmeter, tested on full
load; £135 delivered; starting battery extra; only
a few at this price; covered by Petters inspection
service.
230/1/50 ALTERNATOR. 400va with volt reg.,
self energised, clock or anti -clock. 3,000 rpm,
44 cv-.'es at 2.500 rom, suitable television. etc
£18/10 delivered; 12 and 24v charging and
lighting sets, new or used. example. Chore Horse,
32v lla. 4 -stroke. air-cooled, dynamo, self -start.
ammeter, auto cut-out, Field reg. terminals,
cheap to run, new, unused; £20 delivered; used,
£14.
ONAN 24 or 30v 1.25kw, self start, tested, used
but good condition: £18.
NEW unused. unfilled. uncharged. 6v batteries.
72. 85, 110-125, 23 plate and 200 amp/hr; 22-26
delivered; descriptive p -ice list; send P.C.;
engines, 1.2 and 35/ihp; cheap.
HEAVY flexible rubber covered cable. 100amP.
2/- yd. heavy duty sliding res. charging and rec-
tifying equ'p-nent; no catalogues or lists (ex-
cept 6v batts.); please state exactly your require-
ments; see disolayed ad., page 100, for S.T.C.
rectifiers. including just available new high -
voltage disc. E.H.T. rect.
TERMS. c.w.o., pro forma invoice, or c.o.d.
(Post goods onlv).
PEARCE. 66. Great Percy St., W.C.I. Near
Angel. (0014

WHAT THE
HARTLEY-TURNER SPEAKER

IS REALLY WORTH
It's nearly two ye anis ince the 215 speaker was introduced

tothe U.S.A. NOW, of course, it is the choice of the man who
really understands mimic, and we have had many hundreds
of testimonials telling us us what a good speaker it is.

In general American speakers are of a higher quality of
performance than British and we set ourselves a tough lob
in putting over the 215. Taking a very fair average of the
opinions expressed about the Hartley -Turner -not getting
too excited about the super testimonials, not getting
depressed when a man doeen't say en ough-we find &general
oPinionthat the 215 is better than most American twin and
triple units, coaxial or otherwise.

The 215 is bracketed with what is usually considered the
best. American coaxial, and that speaker costs $155. The
price of the EL irtley.Tunaer in the U.S.A. Is $40, and there
you have the simple reason why we have " made good."
In their opinion we offers performance as good as their best
at about a quarter of the price.

In Britain the price of the 215 is gg, but it would still be
cheap at £25 In terms of performance. Ina world of rising
costs we see little hope of keeping this price very much
longer. No doubt you would still think it a bargain if we
did raise the price, but why pay more ? In speakers as with
other products price la not always related to performance.
and those who own the 215 wouldn't change It for any other
whateverthe price.

Send f orf reecatalogue and literaturetoday. Our one and
only Interest is and always has been high fidelity, and we
offers complete service in that field.

H. A. HARTLEY CO. LTD.
152 HAMMERSMITH ROAD
LONDON, W.6. RIVerside 7387

"You can rely on us"
FOR CLEAN COMPONENTS AT COMPETITIVE

PRICES
IMMEDIATE DISPATCH

MIDGET COIL -PACKS
These are an ideal miniature Coil -Pack
especially suited where space is limited.
They consist of iron -cored miniature coils
for both Aerial and Oscillator stages, built-in
Wavechange switch and midget trimmers.
They are intended for an 1.F. of 465 KO and
I.F. Transformers type RS/GB 465 (12/6d.
per pair) are the ideal companions for a
trouble -free superhet,

TYPE "R"
MW/LW/GRAM Ranges 200-550 metres,
800-2.000 metres.
SIZE : Length 2fin. Width Itin. Depth Ifin.
TYPE 'S"
MW/SW/GRAM Ranges 200-550 metres,
17-50 metres.
SIZE : As Type " R."
TYPE "C"
LW/MW/SW Ranges 800-2,000 metres,
200-550 metres, 17 -SO metres,
SIZE :Length 3fin. Width Ifin. Depth Ifin.
TYPE " R " and " S " each 25/... TYPE " C "
each 28/6. Post 6d.

All coils enclosed -All iron -dust cores
adjustable. Completely wired, only five
connections needed to external circuit.

Catalogue with Data, 3d.

RADIO SERVICING Co.
444, Wandaworta Road, London, .i.A1.4

'Phone MACs May 4155.

77,77A,Bns ; 28, Tram, Wandsworth Rd. S.R. Station.
Open till 6.30 p.m.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC. -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

ED C. rotary converter, 200-230v D.C. to
230 V. A.C., 180 watts. latest type, as

new, with voltage regulator, smoothing and
silence cabinet suitable television or radio, -
Dr. Cameron, Pro. 5440. [6002

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
BASS reflex chambers from £4/7/6: cross over

units; write for lists.-E.L.R.. 342, City Rd.
F C 1. Terminus 2303. 16013

BASS Reflex cabinets, beautiful walnut finish,
for all good speakers; stamp leaflets.-

Cabinetware, la. Heyes St., Blackburn. [0090
LOUDSPEAKERS -SURPLUS AND

SECONDHAND
IToRaT P.M. unit in domestic carrier, horn

speaker; 250. -Box 6960. [6095
VOIGT speaker, AC/DC with home con-

structor's horn. £15/15; Voigt m.c. pick-
up
£5;

fporre-ag? cicuhatirrAcoiDviinthotoorivn78torpnme. arm,

non-magnetic turntable, £4; R.C.A. amplifier.
15 watts, unused. 210.-62, Lichfield Rd..
Sutton Coldfleld, Warwickshire. [6124

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENTTRIO' transmitter -receivers' these were for-
mer.y sold at £6 each. the remaining

few to be cleared at 25/-, carriage paid.
THE STAMFORD RADIO Co.. 199, Stamford
St., Ashton -under -Lyme, Lancs. [0200
TNTERNATIONAL marine radio transmitter1 and receiver, for telephony or telegraphy,
with motor generator, in perfect condition and
complete with instructions and diagrams; £40. -
For further details apply Overhill Engineering
Co.. Ltd.. Ho:ton Heath. Poole, Dorset. F6128NEW TEST EQUIPMENT

AVAILABLE for early delivery, two -beamswitch unit, 6 valves, self-contained power
pack, variable switching frequency, provisional
price, £10/14/6, enables two separate traces to be
displayed on standard oscilloscope.
BERNARDS. 12, Chelverton Rd.. Putney, Lon-don. S W.15 Put 7538 10098LABORATORY equipment, enquiries are in-

vited for various precision electronicmeasuring instruments and a quantity of elec-trical test equipment -Details and prices onapplication to Truvox Engineering Co., Ltd.,
130. Mount Street, W.I. 16093OSCILLOSCOPE and Wobbulator complete.
V £20; T.B. c/s 10 to 350.000 c/s X and Y plate
amplifiers, easy to handle, has outstanding per-formance fully guaranteed, immediate deliverywith set of leads and booklet, " OscilloscopeTechnique "; further details from the manufac-turers -Erskine Laboratories. Ltd. Scalby,Scarborough 101 80

TEST EQUIPMENT -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

AVO model 7, new and unused. in makers'
carton; £14/10. -Box 6780.

16003UNIVERSALAvo Minor, £5.-Cherrywood,
Sty.ecroft Rd., Chalfont St. Giles. Bucks.

UNUSED Oscillograph, model No. 339 by Cos-
sor; 250. -Wills, Station .Approach, Graves-

end. [6143VALVE tester, in good working order, E.n. dr
T.P., Ltd., Manor Way, Boreham Wood,Herts. 15981COSSOR D.B. oscilloscope model 339A, blue
tube, as new; £30.-Lugg, Fairyfield, New-

ton Rd., Great Barr. Birmingham 22A, (6084TAYLOR meter. generator and valve tester,
cost £60, unused; best offer over £30. -

Cycle Shop, Queen's Rd., East Grinstead, Sus-
sex. 16116
11111 C.A. U.H.F. signal generator type 710-A11, covering 370 to 560 No. 570
Dorland Advertising, Ltd., 18-20, Regent St.
S.W.1. [6126A F. oscillator, C.R.O., microphones, power
.t1.. unit, flash test. meters. loudspeakers, etc.,
for sale; amateur giving up; list available.-
Tovey. 63. Hythe Rd.. Swindon. 16161AA VO valve tester, Hunts resistance and capa-

citance analyser, B.P.L. R.F. signal genera-
tor, all in excellent condition; also 230, up-to-
date service sheets; the lot 227, instruments
separate if required. -L. Wilson, 4, Delph lane,
Leeds, 6. [6130-
SALFORD sig. gen. 517F, £40; Cossor 339 D.B. .

Scope. £30; Marconi 'TF340 output meter,
£20; Dumont Scope, £20; Avo valve tester, £12;
Marconi valve voltmeter, 237/10; Advance El.
Sig, Gen., £16, all as new, carr. extra; many
other items in stock. -Please state requ'rements
to R. T. & I. Service. 254. Grove Green Rd.,London. Ell. Ley. 4986. [0056BARGAIN! As brand new! Original export

packing! One Mullard Cathode Ray Oscilla-
tor, Type E-800/1; one Mullard Cathode Ray
Oscillator Type E-805; one Mullard Cathode Ray
Tube Unit, Type B-100; two LTP voltage stabiliz-
ing, oil cooling transformers, output 230v, 1kVA
suitable for use with an input voltage varying
between 190-260v; two LTP single-phase recti-
fier units 230v 50 c/s and output of 145v, 7a, dc:
please write.-ATA Scientific Progress, Ltd., 63,
Kensal Rd., London, W.10. [6144

NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
EQUIPMENT

TAPE recordings platforms, using 2 motors
and 2 heads, complete with tape and spools;

210/10: limited number only.
A. S. WARBURTON, 70. Alcester Rd., Moseley,
Birmingham, 21. [6171

MAGNETIC tape. Emitape type 65 on 1.200ft
spool, 251-: paper tape. 25/-; blank record-

ing discs, 12in dfsided, 4/6; all from stock; full
trade terms available.
SOUND DISCS (SUPPLIES). Ltd., 178, Bispham
Rd.. Southold. Lancs. Tel. 8153. 15335
INFINITE baffle corner deflectors, scientificallydesigned

acoustic chambers for 8 to 151n
speakers; lists. -Broadcast & Acoustic Ennio-
ment Co., Ltd.. Tomb:and, Norwich, 10064
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GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408 HIGH ST., LEWISHAM, LONDON, $.E.13

Ted. : Lee Green 0,69 year Lewisham Hospital

TERS CAW WITH ORDER. NO CIO.D.
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against cash.

EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY

DYNAMOS BY WELL-KNOWN MAKERS.
110 volts, I kilowatt D.C. output, 2,300 R.P.M.,
L5/10/0 each, carriage 10/-. A.C. Alternators,
output 85 volts at 24 amps. 75 cycles, 2,300
R.P.M., E3/10/0 each.
CONDENSERS by well known makers. (New
boxed). 2,500 M.F.D., 50 v./wkg., 7/6 each.
Smoothing Chokes, 3/5 henries at 250 m/a.,
as new by well known makers, weight 7 lb.,
12/6 each.
BRIDGE MEGGERS by well known makers.
250 v. type complete in leather carrying case,
as new, E12/10/0 each, carriage and packing
7/6. Also a few Wee Meggers for sale, price
on application, 250 volt type.
LARGE RECTIFIER UNITS. Input 100/250
v. A.C.. 50 cycles I phase, output 36 v., 20 amps.
D.C. Smoothed, as new, weight 24 cwt. A few
only to clear, L15/1010. carriage forward.
SPENCER TURBO COMPRESSOR UNITS
fitted with a Universal A.C./D.C. 250 v. 2 h.p.
motor, 10,000 R.P.M., 3 inch inlet and outlet,

as E12/10/0. carriage I0/-.
ROTARY CONVERTORS. 24 volts D.C.,
inpat 5.) v. 5t),;ycles I phase at 450 watts output,
complete with step-up transformer from 50 to
230 v., L6/10/0 each, carriage 10/-. Condition
as new.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (new). All with
200/250v. primaries in steps of 10 v. Output
350/0/350 v. 180 m/a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 5 v. 3 a., 3716
each ; 350/0/350 v. 180 mia., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a.
4v. 4a., 37/6 each ; 500/0/500 v. 150 mia., 6.3 v.
4 a., 4 v. 4 a., 5v. 3 a., 41/6 each.; 425/0/425 v.
160 m/a., 6.3 v. 3 a., 6.3 v, 3 a., 5.3 a., 39/6 each.

'ctra 1/6.
ISENTHAL SLIDER W/W. control Dimmer
R..aiaaances, mains voltage, 750 watts, from full
to Is/out, 27/6 each, carriage 2/-. CELL TESTING
V/METERS, reading 3.0-3 v. moving coil
movements, by well known makers, 7/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (new). All 230/
250 v. primaries in steps of 10 v. Outpat
350/0/350 v. 300 m/a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 4 v.
4 a., 5 v. 4 a.. 62/6 each ; 450/0/450 v. 300 m/a.,
6.3 v. 8 a.,6.3 v.8a.,4 v. 4 a.,5 v. 4 a., 62/6 each ;
500/0/500 v. 300 m/a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v.
4 a., 5 v. 4 a., 4 v. 4 a., 67/6 ; 353/0/350 v. 253 m/a.,
6.3 v. 8 a., 4 v. 8 a., 4 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. tapped 2 v.
2 a. (electronic), 57/6 each. Carriage 3/6.
EXTENSION P.M. SPEAKERS. Makers
Johnson & Phillips, 31 inch, 2/3 ohm speech coil.
Will handle If watts (new boxed), 8/6 each.
Rotary Transformers, ex-R.A.F., D.C. to D.C.,
28 v. to 1,200 v. at 70 m/a., 7/6 each, carriage

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (new). All 2301
250 v. input in steps of 10 v. Outputs 0, 6, 12
and 24 v. at 10/12 a., 47/- each ; 0, 18, 30, 36 v.
at 5/6 a., 42/6 each ; 0, 6, 12 and 24 v. at 25/30
a., 68/6 each ; 0, 6, 12 and 24 v., 5/6 a., 35/- each.
PRE -PAYMENT If- SLOT ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK METERS, all electrically
guaranteed, 200/550 volts 50 cycs., I ph., A.G.
input, 24 amp. load, 27/6 each ; S amp. load 35/-
each ; 10 amp. load, 42/6 each ; 20 amp. load,
50/- each, carriage 2/- extra ; in quantities of one
dozen or more a special discount of 10%.
EX R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS. These
contain a 21in. scale 0 to 450 Microamp meter
shunted to I m/amp. calibrated 0 to 10 volts,
moving coil, complete with I m/a. rectifier,
" mike transformer," etc., all contained in
polished wood bar. as new. 17/6 each.
POWER TRANSFORMER AUTO
WOUND voltage changer, tapped 0, 1.0. 15a,
190 and 233 volts at 1,600 watts, L51510 ea:h,
carriage 3/h ; ditto, 2,000 watts, 16/510 ea:h.
carriage 3/6; another tapped 0. 110, 200,230 volts
at 357 watts, at 47/5 each, carriage 2/..
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS,
quarterly type, far sub -letting garages, apart-
ments, etc., all folly guaranteed electrically for
200/250 volts A.C. mains, 53 eyes., I phase, 5 amp.
load, 17/6 each 10 amp. load, 20/- ; 20 amp, load,
25/- each ; 50 amp. load, 37/6 each ; 100 amp. load,
45/- each ; carriage 2/- extra on each ; special
discount o 10% on quantities of one dozen or
more.
MAINS VARIABLE SLIDER RESISTANCES,
protected type, by well-known makers, 450
ohms, .9 amps., 22/6 each ; ditto, 1,500 ohms to
carry .45 amps., 22/6 each, not protected, 0.4
ohms, to carry 25 amps., 10!- each ; 14 ohms to
carry 1/4 amps., 12/6 each.

NEW GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND
EQUIPMENT

TRANSPORMEno. tone control and loud
speaker niter chokes for all " W.W." cir-

cuits; special designs promptly made. -R.
Cause. so, Lang,and Crescent. 8. btanmore,

Wor. 5521, [5976
-VXPORT on.y. BSR 2 -speed gram motors,
.1:1 53% and 'Thrpm for microgroove or standard

simp.e speed change, 10in turntaole,
103-120/200-250v 50c/s, tax tree price £3/10 in-
c.uding packing and postage to any part of the
world.
FRITH. RADIOCRAFT, Ltd., Churchgate.
Leicester. (0024

SCOPHONY-BAIRD tape recorder (portanie).
6-vaave. push-pull bV6s, frequency range

50-8,000 cycles. compete with 1,200ft tape and
MX. microphone, brand new with 3 months'
guarantee. £45; slightly used model, less micro-
phone, £38/10; tape and wire recorders bought
for cash.
HAYNES & SONS. 14. St. Mary's, Bedford.
LINE -A -TONE tape record.ng panels; a pre-

cision panel comprising 2 motors, high
nuelity sound and erase heads, high-speed cap-
stan suspended on ball races, giving tape speeds
of 71/An, 15.n and 30in per sec.; freedom from
wow, no un:acing necessary for rewind; finished
in black crackel, size 141n by 12in. £20.
LINE -A -TONE tape recording units. This unit
comprises the Line -A -Tone tape panel, 4 -stage.
41/4 watt amplifier, with built-in oscillator. hand
microphone and speaker; in handsome walnut
cabinet 18in by lain by 11i/vin high; the complete
Unit with one reel of tape, £60.
SOUND and erase heads high fidelity type, £3
each, standard type £1/10; oscillator coils, input
transformers, etc.; send for price list; trade
enquir:es invited.
MORECAMBE SOUND SERVICE, Sealand
Works. Cross Cop, Morecambe. [0078
LiRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

-SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND
RIERLEY armature pick-up and trans -_1/ former. £3/3; non-magnetic turn -table,

16/ -.-Box 6950. [6053
WILLIAMSON Partridge output transformer

1.70 secs. unused, 90/-; exchange for .95 f2
secs.-Ormerod, 17. St. Armes Rd., Blackpool.

AGNETIC recording, stainless steel wire,
.1V1 .0036in diam. 8oz spools. 14,000ft, 15/-;
120z spools, 20/-; post free. -H. Wilson. 17.
Berwood Farm Rd., Sutton Coldfie:d. [5985
MAGNETIC sound recording wire, stainless

steel, temporary wooden spools. approx.
hours' running time at 2ft per sec.: 14/- per
cpool.-A. Smart, 40. Grange Rd., Halesowen.
PRACTICALLY new double track U.S.A. taps

recorder, complete with amplifier. h gh
quality microphone and ex. speaker, any techni-
cal examination; £47/10.-A. S. Warburton. 70
Alcester Rd.. Moseley, Birmingham, 21. [6172

RAMOPHONE motors by Garrard and Col-
klf Taro, ac and dc models 100/250v; spool emi-
tape, spool mag. recording wire; transformers,
capacitors, volume controls, etc., for sale; sur-
plus to requirements, all new or slightly used;
not ex -Govt.; list. -Box 7033. [6133
M.S.S.. late type disc recorder with M.S.S.

amplifier pre-amplifier. radio feeder unit,
ball and biscuit microphone, mixer, special extra
German turntable graded for dubbing, etc.. all
in oak consul cabinet, cost over £250: exchange
for car. etc., sell £130.-11. Somerset Gardens.
Teddington. Molesey 1817. [5990
TAPE record heads high or low impedance,

single screw fitting, 26/-; motors for mag-
netic recording. 21/- complete tape recorder
platform: including tape and empty spool, head
and two motors, £14/10; for magnetic recording
machine complete or components write to E. &
M. Developments, 9, Troy Grove, Kings Heath,
Birmingham. 14, [6035
FOR sale. complete mobile public address

equipment including two 20W amplifiers
loudspeakers, etc.; installed in l0cwt van type
trailer, A.C. equipment with convertors, for
D.C. or battery use; also service equipment. -
Further particulars and offers to Barnes. Free-
man & Co., Incorporated Accountants, 22.
Lorvirm Soak North, Iowes`oft. 16044
AMERICAN Presto portable recorder, model

K-8; complete in case with speaker, ampli-
fier, re-recording turntable, playback. Turner
high impedance mike, cable, pair of headphones,
instruct'ona, manual: re-crds at 79 ro'n. 33i, -pn
in to out, out to in, 110/230 transformer; condi-
tion as new.-Krahmer, 76. Bedford Court Man-
sions, Belford Ave.' W.C.1. Museum 1810.
110.A. EQPT in ex. cond.. comprising Vort.xion

super 50w amp. (£38 list), 2 accousttcal
labrynth speakers (E19/10 list). 2 Goodman's
horn reproducers. 2 Reslo M/C mks. with
lirorne stands. 1 chrome table stand, twin turn-
table unit with fader circuit and Rothermel

P.U.s. good record stock mod. and O.T.
dance music; for quick sale. £120. or offers for

52. Copy Nook. B:ackburn.
Blackburn 6528. [6163

NEW COMPONENTS
CRYSTAL microphone inserts (Cosmocord

MSc -6), guaranteed brand new; 15/6 post
free.
RADIO -AID, Ltd.. 29, Market St.. Watford.
Tel. Watford 5988. [0036
ALLEN & GOULD. 5. Obelisk Parade.

Lewisham. S.E.13. Please see our displayed
advertisement under name Garland Brothers on
Page 84. [0191
V OU are bound to try an Osmor " Q Coil-
s pace eventually and be delighted with the

results: why not save time and money now ?
Send a stamp for free circuits and latest lists
of coils, coilpacks. dials, etc.. etc.
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS. Ltd. (Dent.
W.C.A.) Boroagh Hill. Croydon, Surrey. (Tel.
Croydon 1220.) 10046

"DEMOBBED
VALVES"
MANUAL

Service valves and their
commercial equivalents -
2/9 post free. Manual giving
also British, American and
Continental types.
If yours is a valve problem -
Bulls are the people to solve it.
Send stamp for FREE comprehensive Valve
Lists. Please enquire for any new or obsolete
types. Order C.O.D.
EBLI is very rare now -we have a few left.
BN A price increase will not affect the greater
part of our large stock at present.

EX-W.D. CHASSIS with brand new valves
1R5, 1S4, 155, 1T4 and circuit Diagram,
showing how this can be converted to a very
excellent Personal Portable. 31'6Post 1/-. -

SERVICE SHEETS. The one you require
on FREE loan if you buy one dozen 1 0/ 6
assorted at

EASY TERMS up to 10 months -and very
near Cash Price on all TAYLOR meters.
Catalogue FREE.

AMPLION TESTMETER
1,800 ohms per volt on all D.C. and A.C.
ranges. 10 v., 100 v. and 500 volts D.C. and
A.C. 50 mA. and 500 mA. D.C. Resistance up
to 200,000 ohms (3,000 ohms centre scale) with
self-contained battery. 5,000 volts range with
a separate H.T. test prod (9/6
extra). Supplied with test prods. £3.17.6Multicolour scale easily readable.

PHOTO CELLS. All sizes, mounted and
unmounted. Special Leaflet on application.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
4 mfd. x 450 v. small can 2/4
8 mfd. x 150 v. tubular metal midget z/zo
8 mfd. x 350 v. can
8 mfd. x 450 v. midget can
8 mfd. x 500 v. card. Tubular
8 mfd. x 500 v. cardboard case
16 mfd. x 350 v. midget can
16 mfd. x 500 v. can

2/5
2/6
3/-
3/-
2/64
3/4

16 mfd. x 500 v. cardboard tubular 3/9
32 mfd. x 500 v. High Surge, type K5 5/6
32 mfd. x 350 v. standard can 2/9
8 x 8 mfd. x 450 v. can 3/6
8 mfd. x 16 mfd. x 450 v. standard can 2/6
8 mfd. x 16 mfd. x 450 v. standard can 3/3
16 mfd. x 16 mfd. x 350 v. standard can 4/-
16 mdf. x 16 mfd. x 450 v. midget can 4/- 
32 mfd. x 16 mfd. x 350 v. small can 4/-
16 mfd. x 32 mfd. x 350 v. type K47 5/6
16 mfd. x 24 mfd. x 350 v. standard can 3/6
20 mfd. x 20 mfd. x 200 v. for Pilot,

Maestro, etc. 4/6
25 mfd. x 25 mfd. x 200 v. block 4/6
50 mfd. x 12 v. American can 1/8
50 mfd. x 50 v. micropac 3/6
12 mfd. x 50 v. all can z/10
25 mfd. x 25 v. cardboard tubular
8 mfd. a 8 mfd. x 450 v. all can
14 mfd. x 450 v. wet standard can
16 mfd. x 450 v. wet standard can, single

screw fixing
250 mfd. x 12 v. small tubular
500 mfd. x 12 v. small tubular

2/I
4/3
3/3

4/6
3/
3/ -

Plus 6d. postage. Kindly mark envelope (W.W.).

RADIO BU us VALVES I
146.HIGH ST.. HARLESDEN Nwle
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NEW COMPONENTS
HANNEY OF BATH offers:-
WIRELESS World T.V. superhet, complete set of
20 coils wound exactly to designers specification;
45/-.
POLYSTYRENE formers, 1lAinX4,in tapped 0
B.A. for slug. with fixing hole. 1/-; 214inX%in,
8d.
PAXOLIN formers. 1.1kinXskin, tapped 0 B.A.
for slug, with fixing hole. 9d; 1I/2in or 2InX1kin.
8d; VsinX.Y.r.in, 9d; polystyrene varnish, large
bottle, 1/10; 0 B.A. screwed rod, copper 2/- ft.
brass 1/- ft; Eddystone 583 split stator, 7/6;
B.T.H. CG1-C yals, 11/3; H.4/200 rectifiers,
28/-; co -axial cable. 1/3 yd; Dubilier type 680
condensers, 5,000v test. 0.001 6/6 each. 0.002 7/-;Reliance pots, IK, 2K, 10K, type TW., 4/6;
100K, 150K, 2 meg type SG.,5/-; Erie resistors,
14 and watt, all. values, 4d; also T.C.C. con-
densers, Dubilier drilitics, valves, tube masks,
Belling -Lee and J -Beam aerials, etc.; Mullard
tubes, 9in, MW22-14C, £11/6/9; 12in, MW31-14C, £15/2/5.
WILLIAMSON amplifier, Gardner output trans-
former, 104/6; Woden (potted) ditto, 97/6;
Savage 2B36B, 90/-; Woden mains trans (potted),
70/-; Varley ditto, 55/-; Woden potted chokes.
CH1 24/-, CH2 31/6, CH3 (pre -amp) 33/-; Reli-
ance 100 ohm pots, W/W, 4/6; Dubilier high
stability, resistors, all specified values, 1,4, watt1/3 ±5%, ±1% 2/3, watt ±5% 1/-. ±1%
2/-; silver mica condensers, 25 to 500 pfd, ±5%9d. ±1% 1/3, 1,000 pfd. 1/-, 4.000 pfd. 2/-; 5 -
bank 6 -position switch, 7/6; matched resistors
and matched valves supplied ex -stock.
ACOS GP20 pick-up. £3/11/5; Goodmans audiom
60. £6115, axiom 12 £818; Wearite P coils. all
ranges, 3/- each; Denco type C TRF coils. 6/6
pr.; Amp ion test meter, 77/6; enamelled copper
wire, 141b to 7lb reels, all gauges; nuts, bolts.washers, 2. 4 and 6 BA, brass studding, etc.. etc.
We supply everything for WW, PW, EE andBernards designs . . . . get our quotation by
return, retail only; TV list 214 stamp; general list.
inc. Williamson components, 3d stamp please.
L F .HANNEY, 77. Lower Bristol Rd.. Bath.

GARLATTD RADIO, Chesham House, Deptford
Broadway, S.E.8. Please see our displayed

advertisement under name Garland Brothers on
sage 84. [0192
EHT Transformers, mains transformers.o1U92out-put transformers and chokes; open orbolted types; transformers designed to individual
specification;

TRANSFORMER
r ntity.WILLESDEN COMPANY. Ltd..

781. Harrow Rd.. N.W.10. Ladbroke 2846. [007S
10-nrotrsepeccongterl.ahr iposstsufer,eefouviigul-s

lator LI, L2, and L3, 7/6 post free.-Marl-
borough Yard, London Archway, N.19. [0183

ELEVISION: " Wireless World " Superhet
Televisor, fully illustrated set of reprints,5/, Construction simple with the following

parts, all made closely to specification:
COMPLETE coil set, L B. or Holme Moss, 52/6;
copper RF chassis set, fully drilled and with
V/H and 11 screening cans mounted, 52/6;VF box, 10/-; de luxe chassis set, all fullydrilled chassis with V/H and tagpanels, cond.
clips, etc., 120/-; fully drilled only, inc. power
chassis, 98/-, fully punched but not drilled,50/-; set of scanning coils, 35/-; focus coil,47/6; mains trans., 77/6; main choke, 50/-;blocking trans., 15/-; line trans., 42/-; 4kvEHT subassemblies, 70/-. Westhet 4kv recs.,1.6/6 ea.; H4200 recs., 45/- pr.; condensor sets,test Hunts types. Trade enquiries invited.

BEL SOUND PRODUCTS Co., MarlboroughYard, London Archway 5078. [0184
COILS.-Williamson tuner coils, 7/6 per pr.;iron cored s'het, 2/6 ea.; L.M.S. elec-tronic, Wireless World, Prac. W'less and other

'tele. coils. Coils wound to order, precise
measurements made, mfrs.' and factors' en-
quiries invited.
BEL SOUND PRODUCTS Co., Marlborough
Yard, London Archway, N.19. Arc. 5078.

ELECTRONICS.-Write to the firm which
specialises in electronic equipment for your

requirements in relays, valves, thyratrons, photo-
electron multipliers, special C.R.T. image

converters, selsyns, velodynes, etc., as well as all
components.-J. McMillan, 5, Oaklleld Rd., Bris-
tol. 8. (5972

coilpack kits, 2 -stage 3 -station (1LW,
2MW) preset, amazing performance, only

wiring to complete, size 33/41nX2in, full instruc-
tions, circuit diagrams, etc.. 12/6, post 6d:
midget relays, size 11y'inXlinX56in, weight loz.
coil 5K ohms, contacts SPDT. operates on 3ma.
12/6; all c.w.o.-A. P. Cretton (W), 349, Connor
Rd.. Portsmouth. 15908

A W.F. RADIO PRODUCTS for rapid de-
liveries of Tungsram valves, T.C.C. capaci-

tors, Erie resistors, suppressors and volume con-
trols, components for the View Master & E.E.
televisors, A.W.F. transformers for all radio
needs and hundreds of other service lines; send
ld stamp for our new monthly bulletin to, 11,
Park View Rd.. Bradford. Tel, 41854. 15900
60/9 only for the famous Model 30 tuningV unit, consisting of 3 -waveband Model

30 superhet coil pack, pair ' I.F. trans-formers, 2 -gang condenser and attractive dial
(8inX6in); each component individually selected
pre -aligned, sealed and the whole matched to-
gether as a unit; the superhet you build with
this unit needs no further adjustment! Or
supplied instead with the superb J.B. horizontal
Spin wheel tuner and dial assembly at 90/6
Full details of these and our other high quality
products (coils, IFTs, mains transformers, etc.),
together with many circuits and constructional
tips, contained in the latest edtion of theHome Constructor's Handbook,"price 1/6.
Mail order office.
SUPACOILS, 98, Greenway Ave.. London, E.17.

NEW S.T.C. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS'
Largest L.T. range in Great Britain. Current
products. NOT surplus. E.H.T. H4200,
W.W. Televisor, H4/100 VR97, Now replaced
by N2/100, 15/10 and N2/500, 11/2. Post 6d.
HALF WAVE RECTIFIERS.
I6v., 1a., 7/- ; Ia., 8/6 ; 2a., 9 10 ; 3a., 17/- ;
all post 6d. 4a., 18/- ; 6., 22 6 ; post 10d.
30v. la., 12/6 ; 2.a, 14'8 ; 4a., 26'- ; 6a., 38/6 ;
48v. Ia., 16/6 ; 2a., 21,- ; 4a., 3716 ; 6a., 54/-;
100v. 2a., 36 6 ; 4a., 69/- ; 6a., 100/-, ail p. II-.
HALF -WAVE HEAVY DUTY, fin.
SQUARE COOLING FINS.
16v. 5a., 226 ; 10a., 24/6 ; 30a. 5v., 37/- ; 8a.,

40 6 ; 48v. 2.5a., 27,6 ; 5a., 50/6 ; 8a., 57/,
all post I -.
BRIDGE CONNECTED FULL WAVE.
Special price 230v. la., D.C., 90/-.2.5-3a., D.C.
105 -. 17v. I.25a., 12/9 ; 2a., 16/4 ; 2.5a., 21/3 ;
3a., ; 4a., 261- ; 5a., 27/6 ; all post free.33v.
la., 19 6 ; I a., 22 6 ; I.5a., 29/6 ; 2a., 32/6 ; 3a.,
37/6 ; 4a., 45,6 ; 5a., 46/6 ; all post 10d. 54v.
I.5a., 411- ; 2a., 50 - ; 3a.,57/- ; 5a., 70/- ; 72v.
I.5a., 53/- ; 2a., 64 - ; 100v. 1.5a., 76/- ; all p. I/ -

BRIDGE CONNECTED HEAVY DUTY
nin. SQUARE COOLING FINS.
I7v. 6a., 36/2 ; 10a., 441- ; I2a., 76/. ; 20a.,
84 - ; 33v. 6a., 68 ; 10a., 75/- ; 12a., 132'-;
20a., 148/- ; 54v. 6a., 95/-; 10a., 106/-; 72v, 6a.,
122,-; 10a. 138 -; 100v 10a. 200:-, all p. 1/4.
BRIDGE INDUSTRIAL FUNNEL
COOL. I7v, I2a., 80/. ; 20a., 92 - ; 30 a.,
130/- ; 50a., 198 - ; 33v. 6a., 73,- ; 10a.,
84/- ; 12a., 132 - ; 20a., 152,-; 54v. 6a.,
97/- ; 10a., 114 - ; 72v. 6a., I20/- ; 10a.,
I44/- ; 100v. 6a., 168/. ; 10a., 202/6, all
post 1/6.

VALVE CHARGER REPLACEMENTS.
No wiring alterations. Philips & Tungar.
2-12v. 4-5a. Charger Kit, 230 A.C. Vent. Case,
Ammeter, wt. 221b. £5110/-, del.

Wholesale & Retail

T. W. PEARCE (Est. 18 yrs
88 GREAT PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.C.,
Off Bentonville R.I. Between Ring's Crow and Angel

LABORATORY
TEST EQUIPMENT
High Grade test equipment supplied by
Hatfield Instruments is GUARANTEED
equal in every way to the maker's speci-
fication. All instruments are either New
or Rebuilt in our own laboratories.
FERRIS NOISEMETER type 32A. This
instrument measures either noise or field
strength in the range 160 Kc. to 20 Mc/s.
It is supplied complete with 6 v. vibrator
power pack, standard aeral, and external
multipliers, to enable field strength measure-
ments up to 10 v. per meter. NEW.
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR,
Type 195L by Marconi Instruments. Condi-
tion absolutely as new.
OHMMETERS by Airmec. 6 ranges sel-
ected by press buttons. First range 0-100
ohms, full scale. Large 8 inch meter, accur-
acy 1%, mains operated. NEW. Price L25-0-0.
CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANS-
FORMERS by Advance, Type MTI61 input
190-260 v. Output 230 v. I per cent. at
60 w. These transformers are in new
condition.
PRECISION CONTACT DRIVEN
FORKS, and Phonic Motors, by Muirhead.
For use at low frequency.

COSSOR OSCILLOSCOPE, Type 339.
A few only, ex stock.
Send for comprehensive lists of Signal
Generators, Valve Voltmeters, Wavemeters,
etc.

HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS
175, UXBRIDGE RD., HANWELL,

LONDON, W.7.
Telephone EAL. 0779

COMPONENTS-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.
50w MODULATORS, complete with power sup-
plies, 0-110-200/250v, 50c/s, 8 valves, 6C5 into
6C5's p.p., into 807's D.D., 3 rectifiers. parer
smoothing condensers throughout, jacks for key,
milke and line; the power unit gives 500v 200mA
(d.c. smoothed) and 6.3v 5a, in addition to
supplying the modulator; complete ottfit with
circuit diagram in metal case (21in rack mount-
ing panel) contained in solid oak case no mod.
trans., to clear the remainder of our stock at
reduced price; £8/10 carr. paid.
PERSONAL receivers. 3 valve T.R.F. using IT4's,
contained in handsome bakelite case with lift -up
lid, size 7 X61/2X5in with lid closed, plastic
carrying handle, frame AE in lid, these receivers
cover the medium waveband and operate from
self-contained dry batts., standard types,
W1435 and U2, output to a pair of lightweight
'phones (H.R.) controls, SM tuning and reaction,
opening lid switches on, supplied brand new,
with valves, batteries. 'phones, an ideal set for
invalids, hosp. patients, etc., these receivers
are not Govt. surplus and are offered ready to
play; carr. paid, £3/19/6.
CHASSIS Steel, 51/dnX5141nX114in, drilled. 4 -
button base holes. 1/9; 5X9X13/4in. drilled 7
button base holes, 2/3; ali., 1-7X91/2X2,./ain.
drilled 7 int., octal and square, open ends, 3/-;
E.H.T. trans. 4kv lmA, 2v 2a. secs.. primary.
230v, 50c/s, gives approx. 5.500v with usual
smoothing, 29/6; primary, 0-110-210/240v, SOc/s
sec., 300-0-300v, 80mA, 4v 2a, 6.3v 2.5a. 15/6
primary, 230/250v, 50c/s, secs., 460v, 200mA
210v 15mA, 6.3v 5a, 12/6; all trans. post paid
smoothing chokes, 20H 80mA, 350ohm, 6/11
5H 200mA, 1000, 5/6; 6H 200mA 1000. 6/6; 8H
250mA 500. size 4X5 X5. shropded, 10/6; all
post paid; electrolytics. 8mf 450v, 2/3; 16+8 350v
Can. 3/- ;32 350v card, 2/-; 32 450, card. 2/6:
60+100mf 350v Can, 3/-;, 25 25v, 1/3. 25 50v.
1/3, 50 25v, 1/3; 100 12v. 1/-; 50 12v. 9d: out-
211.ptrans., 2,000/20, 2,500/20, 2,750/20, 3,030/

6,00040. 7,000/40, all at 3/-; 3 ratios. 7,000-
3.500-1.750/40. 4/-: switches, standard Yax1ey.
2p 4w 3b, 2/6; 1p lOw 2b, 2/6; 2p 4w 2b, 2/-, 2P
4w lb, plus additional wafer with shorting
plate. 2/-; all have 3in spindles; superhet coils,
3/4inX1.54.in. formers. M wave, H.F., Ae.. Osc.
L wave, H.F., Ae., Osc., 1/6 per coi_ midget
I.F. trans., 465kc/s, iron cored, size 1./isin die.,
lisAan height. 10/- fair.
METERS, metal cased 2in circular, 0-15/600v
req. ext. res. 6/8, 0-20A or 0 40A with shunts,
5/-; bakelite cased 2in square 0/1mA 8/6,
0/5mA 6/-. 0/50mA 7/-, 0-300v series res. sup-
plied 7/-, 0/20v 5,,-; bakelite cased 21,z2in circular
0/30mA 7/- 0/100mA, 0/200mA 8/6, all meters
flush mounting. post extra; visual indicators type
1, crossover needle 2-60 microA movements with
common magnet, 3/-' SM dial as on RF26, etc..
less cursor, 3/11; rotary power units type 104,
12v D.C. input, output 250v 60mA, 6.5v, 2.5A,
D.C. P.M. rotary mounted on chassis with sum.
6/-, post paid; 'Type 87, 24v input, output as 104.
5/6; plugs and sockets, bakelite with keyway, 5.
7 and 10 way, 1/6 pair; 8 way " Jones " plugs
and sockets with cover. 1/6 pair: bakelite cases
with lid, inside meas. 6X61,4)(31/,in without lid.
lid in deep with former for frame AE, lid re-
quires fixing, ideal for personal sets, meters,
etc., 7/6, post paid: extension speaker controls,
100 wire wound. 14in spindle, 9d each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. Ltd.. 27, Tottenham
Court Rd., London, W.I. Tel, Museum 9188.
MK wire wound pots, standard snindle. 3 watt:

1/- each. 9/- doz.-Hoyle, 320. Dewsbury
Rd.. Wakefield. [6017

SALE.-General radio precision variable

7151. [6164
condenser, type F55.722: offers.-Box

SUPREME RADIO, 746b, Romford Rd.. Manor
Park, London. E.12. Tel, Ilf, 1260. Est.

16 years. New bargains!
P.M. focus units from 15/- each; E.F.50 valve
holders. 6d each: retaining rings for same, 8d.
each; B7G valve holders. Amphinol type, 9d
each: Alladin coil formers with cores. 8mm, 8d,
each. 6mm 6d each: 3 meg carbon vol. controls,
7I/., each; 100 Kfl vol. controls. with long spindle
and sip switch. 2/6 each; 0.25 MO vol. control.
long spindle less switch, 2/- each; noise sup-
pressor units, consisting of 2, 0.lmfd cond and
iron cored choke, 6d, each; co -ax cable, 80(1
8d. yd. 600 type 6d yd; twin balanced feeder,
5d. yd or 4/6 doz yds: C.V.102 crystal diodes,
2/6 each; Westinghouse type metal rectifiers,
250v, r.m.s.. 65 m/A, 4/- each: 6300. 0.2amp
flat type mains dropper, tapped for 200-250v.
1/6 each: 2 -pole 2 -way small switches. 8d. each;
fly -back type line -trans, with provision for
EY51 valve. 22/6 each; 16mfd 350v Drylitic cond.
1/9 each; 50mfd 50v or 25mfd 25v tub. cardboard
bias cond, 1/- each, 11/- doz or ass. 4mfd
450v metal or cardboard cond. 6d. each; i.f.t./s,
465 Kc/s, small type. 12/6 or; 6 -pole 4 -way
2 -bank switches, 1/6 each. Special lines-just
arrived! Mains trans, drop through type. pri-_
mary tapped 0 to 250v. set. 275-0-275v 100 m/a.
6.3v .4amp. 5v 3amp, with screen, bargain price.
14,11 each: also 465 kcis, standard size i.f.t./s,
8/6 pr; p.f, condensers. 40pf, 50, 60, 65. 70,
100, 307. 500. 700, 1,800, 1,980 p.f., all at2/- doz. or ass. doz.
COMPONENT parts for constructor television
and radio circuits our speciality.
TERMS c.w.o.. no c.o.d.; send 6d. extra for
Postage orders under £5; 21/ d. s.a.e. all enquiries
and list. [00210.0UTHERN RADIO SUPPLY. Ltd., 11. Little
tJ Newport Street, London, W.C.2. See our
displayed advertisement page 111. [0316
1LTAGSLIP transmitters, Sin Mk. 2 and Mk. 4,ill. 21/6: Magslip Hunters, 2in Mk. 1, 9/6:s.a.e. details.-K. Logan, Westalley, Hitchin,Herts.15889
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An ultrasonic

soldering iron
Can be used for soldering
aluminium, magnesium,

duralumin and other metals
hich form refractory oxides.

The soldering iron has a nickel silver bit
driven by a magnetostriction transducer. The
transducer is arranged to run at its natural
resonant frequency by a feed -back system.
A conventional low voltage winding heats
the soldering bit.

1.HE problem of soldering metals which form
refractory oxides has now been overcome.

A new soldering iron, developed by Mullard,
destroys oxide film by ultrasonic stimulation and
provides a " clean " metallic surface.
This means perfect soldering of aluminium,
magnesium, duralumin, etc., can now be achieved
without scraping or brushing molten metals.
Standard soft solders can be used. And no flux
is needed.
A small electronic amplifier supplies the ultra-
sonic power. There are no controls, apart from
the mains switch, to operate. Unskilled. orkers
can use the apparatus without discomfort,since
the ultrasonic frequency used is inaudible to the
human ear. Full information about the Mullard
Ultrasonic Soldering Iron - the only com-
mercial model in the world - is available on
request.

kt

The Milliard Ultrasonic Soldering Iron and
Amplifier. The unit operates from A.C. mains
and is robustly made to suit workshop
conditions.

Mullard kThs)

Mullard
Mr"

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD.,
EQUIPMENT DIVISION, CENTURY HOUSE,
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.

TELEPHONE: GERRARD 7777

m 13 4cE)

COMPONENTS-SURPLUS AND
SECONDHANDC, J, EMMS, Ltd.

BRIDGE full wave metal rectifiers, 6 or 12 -
volt 1 amp, 5/6: 6 or 12 -volt 3amp. 10/-; 6 or
12 -volt 7amp. 17/6; 6 or 12 -volt 10amp. 25/-:
24 -volt lamp, 11/-; 24 -volt 3amp, 20/-.
SLIDING resistances. 1 to 4amo 14ohm, 5/6;
12amp lohm, 6/-; 12amp lohm, non -slider.
3/6.
26a, Colherne Mews, London. S.W.10. Fre-
mantle 8941. [0201

W./W.S.,HET. televisor, complete parts, every
item as specified, as new, great reduction.-

" Newlands," Moss Lane, Churchtown, Southport.
HHUMDINGERS 50 ohm w.w. pre-set pots. one

hole fixing, ins. from sp. and E.. ideal hum
control, brand new; 1/- each, 6 for 5/ -.-Palmer,
16. The Crest. Widley, Portsmouth. [6010

TELEVISION 2v preamp self con. for London
50/-; Antlference H aerial. London. 40/-

2v converter self con.. London to B'ham. 50/-
all perfect. -1350, Stratford Rd., Birmingham
28. [6102

60A watt auto transformers, new but soiled.
V 45/- plus 3/- carr.. wt. 16 lb. 230/110v:

Lustraphone m/c mikes, new 52/6. post 1/-; Rola
8in p.m. speakers, less trans.. new 13/6. post
1/3; crystal diodes, capsuled, new 3/6.
CHAMPION PRODUCTS. 43. Uplands Way, Lon-
don. N.21. Lab. 4457. 10100
T NDICATOR units type 184A, fitted 3in and 6in
1 cathode ray tubes, type A.C.R.10 and V.C.R.
5I7B, and 1.7 valves, viz., 6 R.92. 5 V.R.91, 3
V.R.54, 3 V.R.65, metal rectifiers, chokes, trans-
formers, potentiometers, resistances, condensers,
etc., £3/10 each, carriage 10/-.
SIEMENS high-speed relays, 75 ohm, double
coil, 4/6 each, 45/- per doz.
TUFFNEL jockey pulleys, 2in diam, fitted ball
race for in diam. spindle, 2/ -each, 20/- per
doz.; ditto., diam., 3/- each; 30/- per doz.
SOLENOIDS, fitted cantilever action, operating
voltage 10/12 volts D.C.; dimensions, 3m long,
lin diam; price 5/6 each; post paid; solenoids,
heavy duty, 12/24 volts D.C. 10/- each, post
Paid; solenoids, operating voltage 12/24 volts,
-2IAn long -1 inch diam... ideal for model train
track controls, etc., 4/- each, post paid; 15 amp.
Mercury switches, fitted with saddle and clip,
4/- each, postage paid.
VOLTAGE regulators, 300 ohms, 0.29/1.0 amps,
size 7in X7in X7in, 32/6 each; 12 -volt gong bells
as used by police, nickel -plated, size 71/2in diam.,
7in long; price 35/- each, post paid.
WESTOOL electric furnaces, 200/220 volts, high
and medium heat control for heating two
soldering irons, up to inch diam. bits, 50/- each.
CRYPTO rotary converters, input 24 volts D.C.,
output 230 volts A.C., 50 cycles, 100 watts, fitted
carrying case, £4115 each.
H.F. aerial change -over switches, type 78A,
manual or relay operation 24 volts, size 51/2inX
4inX2in, £1/7/6 each.
COLVERN wire wound potentiometers with
switches, sizes 10, 25, 500, 50 and 1,000 ohms,
in lots of twelve or more, 32/- per doz.
PERFORMANCE meters type No. 2, fitted stan-
dard mains 230 V.A.C., 50 cycle power pack,
2 V.R.91, 1 V.R.137, 1 5Z4G, 1 C.V.51, 1 V.R.92.
and other useful components, £2/5 each, carri-
age 3/6.
EXTRACTOR motors, complete with fan, 12v.
31,4,,amps D.C./16 volts A.C., new in original
packing, price 17/6. postage 1/6.
NEW Klaxon, 200/250 volt, 50 cycle A.C. mo(ors,
capacitator inductance start, 2,700 r.p.m., 1/40
hp, fitted in cradle, condenser supplied, price
£2/7/6 each.
SYNCHRONOUS clock units, self-starting, 200-
250v A.C.. 50 cycle, fitted Sangamo motors, con-
sumption watts, size 2:%in diam, 2in deep,
geared 1 rev 60 mins friction reset.
IDEAL movements for making electric clocks,
time switches, etc., complete with 12 to 1 dial
train and 5in hands, price 22/6, post paid.
SANGAMO as above, final speed one rev. per
min., less dial train, ideal for dark room pro-
cess time, etc.. price 20/- each, post paid.
NEW Rolls-Royce " Coolant " pumps with tower,
inlet diam, twin outlets, 11!,in diam approx,
aluminium casing, brass impeller pumps approx.
500 g.p.h., price 30/- each, carriage paid.
A large assortment of various ex-W.D. radar and
radio equipment, relays, power packs, oscillo-
graph units. gears, photographic apparatus,
available; s.a.e. for lists.
H. FRANKS, 58, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1.
Tel. Museum 9594. [0057

MICROPHONE handsets: Carbon 4/6. moving
coil 3,6. power (Tannoy) 4/6. Headsets

and microphones: Moving coil 8/6. Earpieces
single: Moving coil 2/-. electro-magnetic 810
ohms 9d, 4 ohms 6d. electro-magnetic micro-
phones 2/6, electrostatic meters 0/2.000 17/6.
PASSINGHAM. North St.. KeighleY. [0002

OSCILLOSCOPE cabinets, 11 X 9 X 61,/,2, complete
with chassis containing support and holder

for VCR 139 tube, 2 potentiometers, various re-
sistors, etc.; the cabinet has hinged viewing hood
with plate glass window; supplied with full con-
version data, 10/- each, plus 1/4 postage; 2in
moving coil microphone inserts, 45 ohm, suitable
for microphones or miniature extension speakers.
3,- each, plus 4d postage.
VALVE volt meter, pocket size, complete kit
of parts for home construction which in-
cludes black crackle case size 4,iin X 31,',in x 17e_on
already drilled with hinged back, high-class
moving coil meter, miniature valve and base,
switch, leads, battery. etc., with full instruc-
tions; this instrument, when constructed will
cover ac, audio and RF test work over the low
voltage rangeof 0-7 volt; price 27/6 and postage
If-.
TELEKIT SUPPLY COMPANY, 51, Addington
Rd., West Wickham, Kent. [6138

UP to the ARMSTRONG

standard

DOWN to

10.9 Metres !

ARMSTRONG Model EXP 125/2

All -Wave 14 Valve (inc. Cathode Ray)

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS.

THIS model, although produced
for the home listener,

has been designed primarily for
the export
increasing use of the II -metre
band, the provision of a Con-
tinuous Wave -Band Coverage
from 10.9 to 550 metres (plus
1000 to 2000 metres on the
home model) is an outstanding
feature of this British chassis.
Ideal as a radio receiver or
record reproducer, Model EXP
125/2 combines an exceptionally
high standard of performance
with a splendid quality of re-
production.

*Continuous Wave -Band Coverage
from 10.9 to 550 metres.

* Radio Frequency Pre -Amplifier.
*2 Intermediate Frequency Stages.
* Variable Selectivity.
* Bass and Treble Lift Controls.
*15 watt Push -Pull Output.
* Home Model : From 200-250 v

A.C. Price £33.12.0 plus tax.
* Export price en request.

Kindly write for illustrated catalogue.

ARMSTRONG CO. LTD.
(Wireless & Television'

Warlters Road, Holloway,
London, N.7

Telephone . NOR 3212
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SLOPING PANEL INSTRUMENT CASES
Mild Steel Case having detachable back and
bottom, fitted with P.V.C. Feet.
TYPE I. Overall dimensions 4in. x 4in. x

Skin. high approx 12 6
Postage and packing I 0

TYPE 2, Overall dimensions Slin. x in. x
6fin. high approx. 17 6
Postage and packing I 6

TYPE 3. Long version of Type 2, 15fin.
long El S 0
Postage and packing 2 0

FINISHES : Black Wrinkle Enamel.
Grey or Brown Wrinkle Enamel to order.

CARRIAGE Paid on Orders over E2.
ILLUSTRATED LISTS AND

TRADE TERMS ON APPLICATION.

REOSOUND ENGINEERING & ELECTRICAL
COMPANY, " REOSOUND WORKS,"

COLESHILL ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD
Tel.: SUP. 4685. Drama: Reosound, Sutton Coldtteld

-THE MODERN BOOK CO. -
Sound Reproduction. By G. A. Briggs.

2nd Edition. 10s. 6d. Postage 6d.
Testing Radio Sets. By J. H. Reyner.

22s. 6d Postage 9d.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook 1950

Edition. By A. R. R. L. 20s. Pos.. age
9d.

Questions and Answers on Radio and
Television. By E. Molloy. Ss. Postage
3d.

Television Servicing Manual. By E. N.
Bradley. 4s. 6d. Postage 2d.

Radio Engineers' Handbook. By F. E.
Terman. SOs. Postage 9d.

A Portable Televisor. By E. N. Bradley.
3s. Postage 2d.

The Technique of Radio Design. By
E. E. Zepler. 25s. Postage 9d.

Recent Advances in Radio Receivers.
By L. A. Moxon. 18s. Postage 6d.

Magnetic Recording. By S. .1. Begun.
42s. 6d. Postage 9d.

The Electronic Musical Instrument
Manual. By A. Douglas. 18s. Postage
6d.

Radio Engineering. By E. K. Sandeman.
Vol. 145s. ; Vol. 2 40s. Postage 9d.

Radio Communication at Ultra High
Frequency. By I. Thomson. 21s. Postage
9d.

Personal Portables. By E. N. Bradley.
2s. 6d. Postage 2d.

We have the finest selection of British and
American radio books in the Country.
Complete list on application.

19-23 PRAED STREET
(Dept. W.I0)

LONDON W.2
PADdington 4185

COMPONENTS -SURPLUS AND
SECONDHAND

LITTLEWOODS, North London's best selection
of radio and television components; pay (I,

a visit or post or phone your enquaies; no lists.
LITTLEWOOD & GRUNER. Ltd.. 27. Ballards
Lane. Finchley, N.3. Fin. 30b0. 10055
' YOU'LL probably get it at Smith's. Edgware1 Rd.l Everything for the construc-
tor, from a 1/10watt resistor to a radiogram
cabinet, lowest prices, biggest variety. -Near
Metropolitan Music Hall. Pad. 5891. 10114
SURPLUS, unused. .1 350v 2/6 doz, .01 1,000v

3/- doz. .05 500v 3/- doz. .1 500v 3/- doz,
.01 mica 3/- doz, 4pf, 20pf 2/- doz, 2mfd 500v
9d each; TRF coils 4/9 pair, etc. -Bargain list
from: T. G. Howell & Co., 29, McWilliam Rd.
Brighton, 7. 15616NEW silver mica condensers, 30, 33. 47, 50.

58. 60. 75. 120. 150. 200. 470. 1.900. 3.000,
4,000, 4,700, 5,0000 pf, 2/6 doz, 22/6 gross;
inciuding postage, any values; mail orders only.
I. A. DOCK. 97, Belgrave Rd., Ilford, Essex.
M -PIN socsets, twin push buttons (no knoos.
el etc.), twin feed troughs, all 3d each. 2/6 doz.
24/- gross; 0.1rnfd 500v Aladdin formers, SW
coils, 3d each, 2/6 doz' many other bargains;
post extra; money back guarantee; no c.o.d.;
s.a.e. lists.
ANNAKIN. 25, Ashfleld Place. Otley, Yorks.

COMMUNICATION
receivers In stock.

Hammuriung Super Pro, H.R.O. Sen.ors
Hallicraiter 5.52. C.R.iu0. A.R.88D.. A.R.88L.F..
etc.. all in perfect order; R.1155 receivers in new
condition, complete in original transit cases;
your enquiries are invited for rotary conver-
tors and electric motors, most sizes and types0v
available from stock; motor alternators. 11
d.c.. input 230v a.c.. 50 cycles, 250 watt out-
put, £8; special clearance of F.H.P. electric
motors. 35/-, 110v -250v a.c.
UNIVERSAL a.c./d.c. motors, suitable for
sewing machines, 40/- each; 12v -15v a.c./
d.c. motors with extended sp.ndle, suitable for
models, etc., 9/3; 20watt P.A. rack mounting
amp.ifier, new and complete, with heavy duty
a.c. power pack, 200/250v. PX25 P.P. output,
E4/10, less valves; new moving coil micropnones,
hand type, heavy duty and complete with 12yd
screened cable. £3/15; 2 only as new B.T.H.
Jenson cinema speasers, energised. and twin
unit multi -cellular horn unit; 20ft telescopic
tubular T/V mast, 15/6 each; large selection
of test equipment; multi-rahge meters, valve
testers. signal generators, oscilloscopes. br_dge
meggers and meggers, etc.,. all at reasonable
prices; hand bearing prismatic compasses with
provision for battery in handle, perfect, 40/ -
each; very large stocks of transmitting valves,
Keystones, of all types, send us your requ.re-
ments; special offer of new, not ex-W.D.,
mains tra.nformer, semi -shrouded. 200/250v
tapped primary, 250-0-250. 100ma., 5v 3amp.
6v 4amp. 20/- each; large stocks of L.T.
transformers, spec.al sizes and ratings wound
to specification; a.c. and a.c./d.c. gram
motors and auto -record changers in stock from
£10/15; switchboard mounting voltmeters, amp -
meters, various ranges a.c. and d.c. availab.e
at cheap prices to clear; large stocks of
enamelled wire, 28 s.w.g.. 18 and 20 s.w.g.,
D.S.G.. No. 15 U.X. base American valves avail-
able; prices do not include postage.
SERVICE RADIO SPARES. 4. Lisle St.. W.C.2.
Gerrard 1734. 10188

FRESH
stock electrolytics, 8mf 450v 2/6, 8X8

450v 3/-. 8X16 450 3/9; v/controls I/spindle
10K to 2 meg. L/sw, 2/6; W/sw, 3/9; P.M
speakers Sin 11/6, 6in 11/9; Sin 13/6. 10in 16/6
Pen/out trans., 3/3; M/ratio, 4/9; cho:es, 7H
80m/a, 5/6; P/1713e cot's, 2/6; half-price offer
mains. trans., 350/350. 4v, 80m/a, 21/-
350/350, 6v, 5v, tapped at 4v, 80m/a, 16/6
V/holders, Int/oct, 6d. B7G 9d. B9G 6d. B.A
5; headphones with T/mics, 5/6; Tannoy hand
mica., 4/6; asst. tub. conds. 001. 01, 05 005. etc..
6d ea.; B.V.A. valves, current prices; order
c.o.d.; new stock list available; stamp p'ease.-
Radio Unlimited, Elm Rd., London, E.17. Tel.
Key. 4813. 10062
rr.V. COMPONENTS. -An exceptional oppor-
.L tunity to secure high qua'ity television com-

ponents, guaranteed in perfect working order. at
very moderate prices; heavy duty T.V. mains
transformer, 60,-; specification, primary 210.
230. 250v. 50 cycles; secondaries, 350.0.350 at
175mA. 2 volt 1 amp.. 4 volt. 3 amp. 6.3 volt 8
amp. R.F./E.H.T. unit, 5.5kv, complete 55/-;
smoothing choke 3.3hy. 175rnA, 12/-; focussing
and deflecting equipment, comprising line and
frame oscillator transformers, line and frame
0/p transformers, scanning coils and P.M.
focussing unit, 72/6 for the 6 items; smoothing
capacitors 60mfd 450v working plus 100mfd.
350v working. 6/-: transparent tube guard.
cream surround, for 12in C.R.T., 18/-: resis-
tance panels with six pre -Set resistors. 12/-:
co -axial plugs or sockets, 1/- each; all goods
sent carriage paid on seven days' approval. ca. -11
with order (refund in full if goods not accept-
able): post orders only. -Scotsman Sales. 13.
Queensway, BayswaNOTICESter.London, W 2. 16052

BRITISH Sound Recording Association,
THE lecture season has now commenced and an
outstanding programme has been arranged: to
all actively engaged or interes'ed in high
quality sound recording and reproduction, mem-
bership of the Association is essential; lectures
and demonstrations on all aspects of electro-
acoustics are given at the meetings; reports,
papers and other valuable material appear in
the Journal; a few specimen copies are
available to non-members. price 2/9 o.f.; the
Manual of Equipment and Accessories is also
available, price 1/2 p.f.; write for brochure and
membership application form to -The Mem-
bership Secretary. Barrie J. King. 48, Mount
View Rd., North Chingford, London, E.4.

PEERLESS
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS TYPE 1150

This receiver forms the basis for a
Radiogram of unsurpassed perform-
ance, and at great saving in cost.

Principal features
ti Osrarn Valves
4 Wave Bands
2 I.F. Stages
R.F. Amplifier
4 Stages A.V.C.
Treble Control
Base Control

include :
so watts output
Push-pull Amplifier
Magic Eye Tuning
Wave -band Indicator
Randspread Dial
Negauve Feed -Back
Tropical Specification

so to 2,000 Metres, 52 months' guarantee.
Write for full particulars :-

TELEMECHANICS LIMITED
3 NEWMAN YARD, NEWMAN ST., LONDON, W.1

Telephone LANghom 7965

* Please note new address.

THE " FLUXITE QUINS " AT WORK
" What's going on here to -night ?

T.V.'s not working. No light !
B.B.C. on the 'phone,
And they're asking a loan,

They're wanting a tin of FLUXITE 1 "

See that FLUXITE is always by you -in
the house - garage - workshop - wherever
speedy soldering is needed Used for over 40
years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all iron-
mongers -in tins, 106., 1/8 and 3/-.

TO CYCLISTS ! For stronger wheels
that will remain round and true, here's
a time tested tip. Tie the spokes where
they cross with fine wire AND SOLDER.
It's simple - with FLUXITE - but

IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE where you want
it by a simple pressure. Price 2/6. or Oiled. 3/5.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book NI the Art of "SOFT" Soldering and
for Leaflet on ASE-HABDE V ISO STEEL and
TEMP ERI.Sti TOOLS with PLOSIVE. Price Id
FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. WW), BERMONDSEY

STREET, LONDON, 8.E.1.
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Television. Receivers Type 3585, com-
plete with 45 me/s. strip using 5 EF50's
Diode (EA50) and Cathode follower, together
with a further 2 EASO's, I EF50, 4 SP61's,
5 VR56, 3 VR55, I VR53, I VR54, also stacks
of resistors and condensers, 2 5,000 and
2 1,000 relays, all brand new, in sealed boxes,
at ES/10j- each.
Television. I.F. strips only, ex the above
units, complete with 6 EF50's, I EA50, also
brand new and unused, 62/6 each. Ditto, less
valves, 37/6. Limited number only.
Teles ision. Units type 208a, 2 -stage 45 me/s.
vision or sound, 2 EF50's, complete with full
instructions, 14'6 each while they last.
Television. Brand new R1355 Receivers
complete with valves, as used in the " In-
expensive Televisor." Suitable for London
or Sutton Coldfield, 51/6 each.
Television. Power Packs. Complete tele-
vision power supply, giving you 2,500 volts
at 5 raja., 350-0-350 volt H.T. at 200 rajas.
and 6.3 volt at 15 amps., input voltage 230
volts 50 cycle, fully smoothed and with all
valves, ex -Admiralty units. 92,6 each.
Limited number only.
Television. Coil formers, lin. x fin. poly-
strene with slugs. 6 BA single hole fixing, 6d,
each. Wound, 7d. each.
Television. Condensers for the " Elec-
tronic Engineering " 1,000 P.F. midget
moulded mica ditto, 500 P.P., 4d. each.
Television. High voltage condensers, oil -
filled Mansbridge type, " TROUBLE FREE."
.1 mfd. 3 kv., 2/6 each ; ditto, 4 kv., 3/- each ;
ditto, 5 kv., 3/3 each.
Television. High voltage valve caps, fully
insulated, 6d. each. Diode holders, 3d. each.
E.H.T. sleeving, 3d. per length. E.H.T. cable,
12 yards 1/9.
Television. Iron dust cores for "Alladdin "
fcrmers, also 24, 25 and 26 U.H.F. units, also
1355 and 1155 receivers, 2d. each.
Chokes. 5 Henry 200 m/a., resistance
100 ohms, 3/6 each ; 25 Henry up to 40 mfa.,
4/6 each ; 7 Henry 60 m/a., 3/6 each ; 20 Henry
100 mja., 6/6 each ; I amp. L.T. smoothing
chokes, I/6 each, all ex-W.D.
Television. Transformers ideal for 'scope,
input 230 volt 50 cycle, output 700 volt
20 mia. 4 -volt 1# amp. twice, each tested
at 5 kv., suitable for voltage doubling, 16/6
each. Brand new and boxed.
Type 25/73 Units, complete with valves.
Brand new, 22/6 each.
Accumulators. Unspillable 2 -volt 7 amp.,
41in. x x 1Z-. Lead acid. Brand new, 6/6
each.
Accumulators. 6 volt 85 amp. Lead acid.
Brand new, Very limited number. Only.
59/6 each.
Special Offer. 6 mfd. 1.000 volt Mansbridge
condensers, 2/6 each ; 16 mfd. 350 volt, 1/6
each ; 24 volt blower motors, A.C./D.C., 6/ -
each. Rectifiers, 12 volt 5 amp., 17/6 each.

Open all day Saturday

G. W. SMITH & CO.
(RADIO) LTD.

3, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
Phone : GERrard 8204.

WANTED, EXCHAN0E, ETC.
WANTED, war surplus test set Type 87.-Box 1

7157. [6175
WANTED. " Wireless World," Vol. LV, No. 6,

June. 1949.-Box 7158. 16176
WANTED. Magnetophon Tons B. with spares

'ampiifler not required).-Box 2665. 10198
WANTED.

dynamometer a.c, test set, also
oscilloscope type 339A, also L050A oscil-

lator.
LaSLIE DIXON & Co.. 214, Queenstown Rd.,
Battersea. S.W.8. Macaulay 2159. 10176`
WANTED. 2 AR88D and 2 AR88LF receivers;

state condition and price; will buy separ-
ately.-Box 7159. 16177
WANTED, receiver giving clear high fidelity

voice and music English stations; reason-
able price.-Box 7030. 16123
WANTED. Type 805C G.R. signal generator;

only oscillator portion need be in good con-
dition: write details.-Box 7155. [6170
WANTED, junction boxes JB-70-A and T-50

microphones.-P.C.A. Radio, Cainbridge
Grove. London. W.6. Tel. Riv. 3279. 10080

WANTED, H.R.O. coils, Rx's. etc., AR88s
BC348s. etc.-Details to It T. & I. Service,

254, Grove Green Rd., London. E.11. Ley. 4986.
110163

A PS -15 radar indicators, scanners, waveguide,
11324s. Cannon plugs, leads and all APS

parts; CRTs 5170 and VCR530.-Cranrn=
Grimsby. [6030
WANTED. laboratory test equipment includ-

ing standard signal generator, watt meter,
oscilloscope, bridges, recorders; send price and
details to:
HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS, 175, Uxbridge Rd..
Hanwell, W.7. Tel. Ealing 0779. (0037
WANTED. all types of radio equipment, test

instrument., radio receivers, personal
sets, television, components, etc., etc.; call.
write, send or 'phone.
MILLER'S RADIO, 38a, Newport Court.
Charing Cross Rd., London. 15221
WANTED, surplus relays, impulse switches.

sparking plugs, 5 -way, push-button units;
any condition; large or small quantities; highest
prices paid.-Box 4660. 15579

WIRELESS Engineer, 1940, Nos. 5, 6, 7 and
12; all issues for 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944

and 1945; also indexes for Wireless World, 1945-
1948 inclusive.-Box 6772, [5978
CASH offered for Trix amplifiers T114, T101,

B65, B65M, B619; all Trix or Vortexion
amplifiers also wanted.-Harmony House, 116,
Cambridge Rd., Southport. [6055
WANTED, BC -610 Hallicrafters transmitter,

SX-28'; AR -88 receiver and spare parts
for above; best price.-Write Box 851, c/o Spiers
Se^vice. 69. Fleet St., London, E.C.4. 10081

WANTED, receiving equipment AN/APR.4,
compete with tuning units and hand-

book; reasonable
Instruments, Ltd.. Times Mill, Heywood. Lane=

[6051
WANTED, copies of the Wireless World, vol.

44 No. 2 February, No. 6, June, No. 9,
September, and inoex; please write or telephone.
-The Librarian, Research Laboratories, The
General E'ectric Co., Ltd., Wembley, Middx.
Arnold 4321. [6135
WANTED. new surplus valves of all descrip

tions. large or small quantities; tubes, type
725A, 723A/B, 829B, 1B24 or 1B22; all types
of test instruments; Selsyns. Magslips receivers
and transm tters; best prices; immediate settle-
ment.-Write G. Lawrence & Co., 61. Byrom
St., Liverpool. 3. [5892

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
MAINS transformers rewound, new trans-

formers to any specification.
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; first-
class workmanship, fully guaranteed.
F.M. ELECTRIC Co.. Ltd., Potters Bldgs..
Warser Gate. Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 3855.

10113
MAINS transformers rewound promptly, usual

guarantee.-Rad'o Rewind Service, Brith-
dir, nr. Dolgelly, N. Wales. [5243
LOUDSPEAKERS rewound and cones fitted.

any make, prompt service.-Model Loud-
speaker Service. 34a, Bullinedon Rd.. Oxford.
MAINS transformers rewound or constructed

to any specification; prompt delivery.-
Bede Transformer Co., Ltd., Bedesway, Bede
Trading Estate, Jarrow. [3198
TELEVISION, radio and amplifier repairs or

mod.ficatAns; home -built receivers aligned
and tested: quotat1ons by return; any type
transformer or coil supplied.
BERNARDS. 12. Chelverton Rd., Putney, Lon-
don. S.W.15 Put. 7538. 10099
ELECTRICAL measuring instruments of every

make repaired and standardised.-The Elec-
trical Instrument Repair Service, 329. Kilburn
Lane London. W.9 Tel. Lad. 4168. [3715
REPAIRS to moving coil speakers. cones;

coils fitted. field rewound or altered:
speaker transformers, clock coils rewound; guar-
an.'eed satisfaction, prompt service.
L.S. REPAIR SERVICE. 49, Trinity Rd., Upper
Tooting. London. S.W.17. Balham 2359. 10110
A REWIND service which duplicates or mod).-

fiess as required; transformers. loudspeakers.
e`c.: prompt returns.-Raldel Services. 49. Lr.
Addi,combe Rd.. Croydon. Cro. 6537,

REPAIRS.-E.H.T.,
mains and O.P. trans-

formers. field coils and chokes; also arma-
tures and motors; new transformers designed to
any specification; all work fully guaranteed.
WILLESDT.N TRANSFORMER Co., Ltd., 781.
Harrow Rd.. N.W.10. Tel. No, Ladbroke 2846.

ADIO MAINTENANCE SERVICE for guaran-
teed rewinds and repairs; armatures, F.H.P.

motors, vac, units. portable tools. etc.; good de-
live3

.

ries.--139, Goldhurst Terrace, N.W.6.
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RF units are NOT required.
Data for London is now available, price 3/ -
per copy ; data for Birmingham will be ready
shortly
We can supply new I355's, in original maker's
cases, price 55/-.

RECEIVER 3547. Containing 15 EF50's and
8 other valves, midget motor, hundreds of
components, and a ' Pye " 45 mcls strip. In
original maker's sealed cases, L6/7/6.

AMPLIFIER I135A-twin inputs, three
valves (EBC33, EK32 and EL32) complete with
our " 10 min. conversion data," 17/6.

CONTROL UNIT 214. In sealed maker's
cartons, with 3 EF50's, 2 EB34's, I DI, 39
resistors, 17 condensers, 8 pots, yaxley
switch heavy toggle switches etc., 19/6.

PHOTO -CELL MULTIPLIERS. Complete
with 931A multiplier (equivalent to Mazda
27M I ), 2 6AC7's and 1 6AG7, this unit con-
tains the cell bleeder network and will find
a wide variety of applications where really
high gain is required. ONLY 30/-,

RECEIVER 21. Supplied complete with
vibrator pack, these may have slightly damaged
switch spindles (not damaged wafers) but are
otherwise perfect. Complete with 9 valves
and circuit, 35,-.

POWER UNIT S4418. With separate and
individually controlled HT and filament
transformers, these provide 300V at 200mA
DC, 12v. 3A AC and 5v. DC. In attractive
cases measuring 14 x 7 x 7Iin., they are fully
fused, and complete with HT and LT indicator
lights. OUR PRICE 65/,

STILL AVAILABLE. Midget Motors, 9/6
Receiver 18, 17/6 ; Mod. Transformers, 6/6 ;

HT Batteries, 94v., 6/6 ; 157v., 8/6 ; Indicator.
198, 401- ; American Telephones, 37/6 ;

Control Box C-56/APX2, 4/3 ; Control Box
C-57/APX2, 4/3 ; Receiver 25, 19/6 ; Vibrator
Pack 21, 15/6.

RADIO EXCHANGE CO

9, Cauldwell Street,
BEDFORD. Phone 5568.
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The "MAJOR""MAJOR" Insu'ation Test Sets
Outstanding in the famous "Record "
family, this Test Set has a constant
pressure generator of patent design.
Ranges are available up to 500 volts
'5o megohms, with or without con-
tinuity range of o/30 ohms.
Our engineers will be pleased to discuss your
problems. Write fur folder Dlb.
THE RECORD ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.

BROADHEATH, ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE
Telephones: Altrineham 3251-2-3
Telegrams Cirseale Altrineham

Cables : ' Cirseale Altrineham
SS, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

Telephones : ABBey .5149
Telegrams : Cirseale &west, London

Cables Clrecale ', London

Good Investments
NIFE CELLS. New 12 volt 45 ampere hr. 9
cells in wood crate, E8;10 - each, plus carriage.
MOTOR GENERATORS. A.C./D.C. 2 h.p.
200/250 volt 50 cy. S.P. induction motor direct
coupled on C.I. Base to 100 volt 1.4 kW. D.C.
Generator, 2,950 r.p.m.
DOWTY LIVE LINE HYDRAULIC PUMPS,
25/- each, carr. extra. Water Pumps, 230 volts
A.C., lift 31t., head 10ft., capacity 100 g.p.h.,
0/151-, carr. 2/-. Rotary Suds Pump only ; lift
8ft., head 35ft., capacity 60 g.p.h., 04,10.- each.
Post 2/-.
WIRE. Field wire, new D.8 twin, 5 mile drum
twin wire, E8/10/..
G.P.O. Wall type Telephone constructors parts,
comprising carbon mike in bakelite case, Trans-
former, condenser, switch -book and contacts,
long magnet bell receiver, magneto bell in box
8in. x 6in. x 34in., cords, terminal strip, and hand
magneto generators, all with wiring diagram,
35/- per pair, plus 5'- carriage charges.
CRYSTAL SETS. The Lesdix Boudoir Crystal
Set in black bakelite case fitted diode detector.
17/6. The lvalex Crystal Set in neat white bakelite
case, catwhisker detector, 15/6. Postage on either
set 1/6 extra. Headphones, new and tested for
crystal reception, with headband and cord, 10/ -
pair, post 9d.
RECTIFIER UNITS. Ex.-G.P.O. 230 volts A.G.
50 cy. input. D.C. output 50 volts 5 amps. 50 volts
15 amps. 50 volts 5 amp. 30 volts 8 amps. 30 volts
10 amps. 12 volts 3 amps., all in vent. metal cases,
new condition , write for special list " R.U.W. "
THE RAYCRAFT KIT, new, comprising 10,000
ohm. relay, light ray cell in bakelite case, megastat,
valve holder, conderner, etc., with instruction
booklet, 45 -.
PRECISION TEMPERATURE CONTROL
OVENS for Quartz Crystals. 230 volts A.C.
50 cy. will give a stability with suitable crystals of
better than 2 parts in a million. Fitted precision
thermostat and thermometer. Temp. adjustable
40/60 degrees cent., C4 17 6. Carr. 2 6.
VARIABLE SLIDER RESISTANCES. Double
tube 150 ohms 2 amps., 30 -.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214 Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8

Telephone : MACaulay 2159

REPAIRS. AND SERVICE
" SERVICE with a smile." -Repairers of all

types of British and American receivers,
coil rewinds; American valves, spares, line cord.
5675
-F R I Ltd.. 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum

[0112
" STUroL" arezindLldsmainfisrst-tertansssforwmoerrc,

prompt deliveries and satisfaction guaranteed.
-Sturdy Electric Co., Ltd., Sturdy Works,
Burnopfield, Newcastle -on -Tyne. [0125

ASECOND -to -none rewind service, reliable.
neat, return of post service; your television

requirements promptly executed, EHT, LHT and
heater transformers; stamp for quotations. -
R. E. F., 137a Ashton Rd., Oldham. [3519

AISH rewinds, no delay transformers, main>.
TV. output, chokes, also to your specifica-

tion; vacuum impregnation, interleaving, new tag
panels; our aim -your satisfaction.-AiM & Co..
Ltd., Vanguard Works, Poole. Dorset. [6108

REWINDS and conversions to mains and out-
put trans. pick-ups. fields, clock coils. car

vibrator units, etc., from 4/6, P.P.; equipment
a speciality; all work guaranteed. -N. L. Re-
winds, 4, Brecknock Rd., N.7. Tel. Wordsworth
7791.

2 4-}gunnosremrevricet,ew6igaonthsingsuaoruatnptuetes,[5.a7nn7
11.s., etc.; all types of new transf., etc., sup-
plied to specification; business heading or ser-
vice card for trade prices. -Majestic Winding
Co.. 180, Windham Rd.. Bournemouth.

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE for re-
winds. mains and E.H.T. transformers,

chokes and field coils; new transformers
designed and manufactured singly or in quanti-
ties. -Metropolitan Radio Service . Company,
1021, Finchley Rd., London, N.W.11. Tel.
Speedwell 3000.

WORK WANTED
CONSULTING electronic specialist can acceptf0130

commissions for design, development or
assembly of most types of apparatus, technical
advice. fiat rate, 10/- per query. -Box 6786.
QUALIFIED free-lance radio, T.V., communi-
la cations engineer (25 years' experience),
undertakes service manufacturers, dealers:
Surrey. Middlesex; own car; gear; laboratory;
confidential. -Write BM/FFBJ, W.C.1. 15998

DRAUGHTING, tracing and photoprinting
services; estimates free: contractors to the

Ministry of Supply and the Admiralty for draw-
ing and tracing work to their requirements and
specifications. sub -contracting work of this
nature undertaken.
DRAWING & TRACING Ltd., 456a, Ewell Rd.,
Tolworth, Surbiton. Tel. Elmbridge 7406. [5975

JMORT. B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., offers to the
trade and amateur a service of technical

advice, design and construction of special test
gear, receivers and other apparatus. including
correction of faults in home -built apparatus._
J. Mort. BCM/HIFIDEL. W.C.1. [5752

MISCELLANEOUS
" CLEARPIC " black screen.
TELEVISION black screen of Perspex gives
better contrast in daylight or at night; cuts
out highlights on tube; attachable any set, any
size screen, 10/- each; c.w.o.-D. A. L., Ltd..
Harley Road, Blackpool. [6009
POLISHED walnut console cabinet,' 12X10

e104

Ppanel; E.8.-32, Chatham Rd., Kingston.
[6159

WALHOT radiogram cabinets; stamp leaflets.
-Cabinetware. la. Heyes St.. Blackburn.

WALNUT radiogram cabinets, stamp details.
Park.

-E, Wisker. 501, Hale End Rd., Highams
WALNUT radiogram and television cabirn6e1t5s1,

sample designs few only, stamp details.-
Shaw, 69, Fairlop Road, Leytonstone. E.11.

592
SELENIUM photo -electric cells, 45mm [ dia2.

10/-; 40mmX22mm, 7/6; all standard -size
photo -cells in stock; s.a.e. for details. -G. R.
Products, 22, Runnymead Ave., Bristol. 4.

ENGRAVING, amateurs and trade couldft6Tice8
the opportunity of engraving problems in the

future by getting in touch with A.G. Engraving,
19a. Windmill Rd., London, S.W.18. Brass,
bronze erinoid, perspex dials; one knob or
repetition equally entertained. [0034

ALLSCREWS. Ltd., for B.A. screws, nuts.
washers studding, grub -screws, bolts.

soldering tags, woodscrews, etc., plain or nickel
or cadmium plated, one -gross packets or large
quantities; stamp for lists. -270a. King St..
Hammersmith, W.6. Riv. 7762. [5426

EX -GOVERNMENT rteel instrument cases,
copper -plated and finished battleship grey,

size 231n long, 10in high, and fin deep, excellent
condition 12/6 with carrying handles, 10/- less
carrying handles, plus 2/6 packing and carriage
England and Wales.-Weatherhead's, Bletchlev.
Bucks.

T last! You can easily motorise your sewing
machine at low cost. Send for our small

ma motor fitted with pulley wheel and flex
to run off 220-240v a.c.. price 24/- carriage
paid; list available. -Malden Transformer Sup-
p:ies, Opposite G.P.O., George St., Richmond.
Surrey.
COPPER wires enamelled. tinned, Utz, cotton,o3n ..silk covered, all gauges; BA screws, nuts.
washers, soldering tags, eyelets; ebonite and
laminated bakelite panels. tubes, coil formers;
Tufnol rod; headphones, flexes, etc.; latest radio
Publications, full range available; list, s.a.e.;
trade supplied. -Post Radio Supplies 33 Bourner38
Gardens, London. E 4.

SITUATIONS VACANT
EXPERIENCED and qualified radio and tele-

vision engineer required, Kensington area,
highest wages to experts only. -Tel, Frobisher
7464 appointment. [6173

RADIO SUPPLY CO.
34, Hanover Street, Park Lane, Leeds, 3
BRAND NEW GUARANTEED GOODS
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Fully inter-
leaved and impregnated. Primaries 200-230-
250 v. Screened.
Drop through types, with TOP Shroud
260-0-260 v. 70 ma., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
Standard ... 12111
250-0-250 v. 70 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 2 a.
Midget, 24-3-24in. 14/11
350-0-350 v. 70 ma.,6.3 v. 2 a.,5 v. 2 a.... 15/9
350-0-350 v. 80 ma., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
Standard ... ... 17/9
350-0-350 v. 100 ma.,6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
Standard ... 19/6
350-0-350 v. 120 ma.,6.3 v.4 a.,5 v. 3 a.
Standard ... 23/9
350-0-350 v. 150 ma.,6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a.
Standard 25/9
Fully Shrouded Upright Mounting Types
250-0-250 v. 60 ma.,6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
Midget, 24-3-3in.
250-0-250 v. 100 ma.,6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 100 ma.,6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. C.T.,

350-0-350 v. 150 ma., 6.3 v. 2 a.,
6.3 v. 2 a., 5 v. 3 a.
425-0-425 v. 200 ma., 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a.
C.T.,6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a. C.T.,0-4-5 v. 3 a.... 42/6
ELECTROLYTICS. 8 mfd.450 v. Small Met.
Tubs, I/11 ea. ; 16 mfd. 350 v. Small Cans,
2/3 ea., 18/6 doz ; 8-16 mfd. 450 v. Cans,
3/6 ea., 35/- doz. ; 8-16-32 mfd. 450 v. Cans,
4/9 ea.: 50 mfd. 12 v., 8d.
SMOOTHING CHOKES. 40 ma. 10 h.
360 ohms, 3/3 ; 60 ma. 15' h. 400 ohms,
4/3 ea., 42/- doz. ; 80 ma. 12 h. 350 ohms,
5/3 ea., 45/- doz. ; 100 ma. 10 h. 100 ohms,
200 ma. 5 h. 100 ohms, 7/6 ea., 66/- doz. ;
250 ma. 10 h. 100 ohms Potted, 11/9 ea.
OUTPUT TRANS. 6V6 to 2-3 ohms
(Small), I/II ; Push-pull 10 w. 6V6, PX4,
6L6 to 3-5-8-15 ohms, 15/-. Williamson type,
exact to author's spec., 63/-.
TERMS. C.W.O. or C.O.D. over LI. Post
extra under 12. Full list 3d. Special List for
Trade, 3d.

IS/6
23/9

21/6

27/9

AN UNUSUAL
" BUY "

for

ELECTRICAL
and

RADIO ENGINEERS!

aks<oeve.r

LI
O

The Unique OHM'S
LAW CALCULATOR
Whether you are constructing or ser-
vicing a radio set, problems involving
voltage, current and resistance can delay
progress A " FLIK-O'-DISK " will give
the answer in a jiffy -with the mere
touch of your forefinger. Send for yours
-TODAY !

LIMITED NUMBER ONLY -
offered at

HALF PRICE!
Send P.O. NOW to :-

313di
IONIC LABORATORIES LTD.
SWinley Buildings, Bath Road,

CIPPENHAM, SLOUGH,
BUCKS
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MAINS
TRANSFORMERS

(Postage Extra under £2)
As supplied by us to the Ministry of Supply, 13.13.0
Education Authorities. Admiralty, etc.
Interleaved and impregnated. Screened primaries
tapped 200/250 v.
(Also built to your specification-prompt deliveries-
quotation per " Return o f Poet.")

DROP THROUGH TYPE. TO? SHROUD
(a) 250-0-250 v. 60 mA., 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a 15ia
(b) 250-0-250 v. 60 mA., 4 v. 9 a., 4 V.2 a. ... 15/6

Following types have Universal L.T. windings.
6.3-4-0 v. 4 a. CT., 5-4-0 v. 2 a.
(c) 250-0.350 v. 80 mA. 17/6
(dl 300-0-300 v. 80 mA. 17-6
(e) 350-0-350 v. 80 mA. 1716
(1) 250-0-350 v. 100 mA. 16/F
(g) 300-0-300 v mA. 198
(h) 350-0-350 v. 100 mA. 19/6

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT TYPES
(i) 350-0-350 v. 150 mA., 0.3 4.0 v. 6 a.

CT., 5-4-0 v. 3 a. 39,-
(I) 425-0-425 v. 180 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a. CT ,

6.3 v. 4 a. CT., 5 v. 3 a. 4216
(k) 425-0-425 v. 180 mA., 4 v. 8 a. CT.,

4 v. 4 a. C.T., 4 v. 4 a. 44/6
(I) 425-0-425 v. 180 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a. CT

4 v. 2 a.C.T., 4 v. 2 a.C.T., 5 v. 3 a. 47/-.
Note.-Model (j) above is suitable for Williamson

Amplifier.
Williamson Pre -Amp Mains Transformer

325.0-325 v.20 mA., 6.3 v. 0 a..6.3 v.1.5 a. 19/6

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER REPRINT
36 -page booklet published by " Wireless
World " 3/6

WILLIAMSON OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
Built to Author's specification 1.112

secondaries. Approved type £3 12 8

WILLIAMSON SMOOTHING CHOKES
Choke No. 2 £1 2 6. Choke No. 1, 12/6
PRE -AMP. CHOKE, 50H. Di niA., 1,5000 15/6

FEEDER UNITS
High class radio feeder units with R.H. stage. Switched
pick-up socket.. Glees scales. Completely aligned.

A. Covers 16/50, 190/50 and
900/2,000 metres. Price, including
Purchase Tar £10 6 6

MODEL B DE LUXE. Covers 45/145,
190/550, 900/2,000 metres and six
ranges of band spread. Price, in-
cluding Purchase Tax £18 7 6

MODEL E. As Model A, but with Variable
Selectivity and infinite impedance
detector. Price, Including Purchase Tax £12 15 0

"VIEW MASTER" TELEVISION RECEIVER
All asi ndividual parts stocked us well as complete kite
CONSTRUCTOR'S ENVELOPE, containing full i °atm,
ti ons. layouts, diagrams, etc., 5/-, post free.

POLISHED ALUMINIUM CHASSIS, 16 S.W.G.,
4 SIDES, 3 in. DEEP

lflie. x 6in., 10in. x gin., 8/6; liin. 10/6;
14in. x 9in.. 16in. x 8in.. 11/6; 20in x 8in.. 12/6

EDDYSTONE SHORT-WAVE COMPONENTS
Entire nge stocked. Eddystone illustrattd catalog.

SPECIAL OFFERS
0005 2 -gang T. Condensers 6 6
Coil Packs 3 W.B. Miniature £1 9 6
465 He is IF. Transformers, pair 12 6
T.M.C. mid. 7 Kv. Condensers, with clip 12 6

INSTRUMENT WIRES
Comprehensive range in enamelled cotton and silk
covered copper wires from 16 S.W.G. to 40 S.W.G.
500 V.A. Auto Transformers. 115/220.... £2
PACKARD BELL PUSH-PULL PRE -

AMPS. In sealed cartons with acces-
sories and two valves, fiSL7 and 28D7

2 0

16 6

TRANSMITTING VALVES
807, 6i- ; 805, 23/6 ; 813. 27/66166, 9/6; ILK 9/6.
VCR97 C.R.T.s i n maker's transit cases £1 12 6

Quantity discounts on Ex: Govt. Valves.

SEND NOW Gd. P.O. for 64 - PAGE CATALOGUE

Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D.

COULPHONE RADIO
''The Return of Post Mail Order Service'

53 BURSCOUGH STREET
ORMSKIRK, LANCS.

Phone 987

SITUATIONS VACANT
INSTITUTES.

PRINCIPAJ..: Professor H. F. Trewman, M.A.
(Cantab.), M.LE.E., M.I.Mech.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.
APPLICATIONS are invited for two full-time
posts as lecturers in Electrical, Electronic and
Telecommunications Engineering to students on
two, three and four year courses. For one post
applicants should have a good degree in Elec-
trical Engineering, 'with Telecommunications.
For the cther post, a graduate Telecommunica-
tions Engineer is required, preferably with Post
Office experience. Applicants for both Posts
should be under 30 years of age, and are required
to possess industrial and good instructional ex-
perience.
THE commencing salary depends on experience
and will be in the range of £450-£600 per
annum.
APPLICATIONS, stating age, qualifications, and
experience, with the names and addresses of
three persons to whom reference may be made,
should be sent, within fourteen days after the
appearance of this advertisment, to The Prin-
cipal, E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd., 10, Pembridge
Square, London, W.2. [6057

CROWN Agents for the Colonies.
RADIO Engineer (development) required by the
Government of Fiji for one tour of three
years in the first instance, for duties in con-
nection with the installation and maintenance
of small H.F. radio stations and the general
planning of an enlarged radio -telephone net-
work; commencing salary according to qualifi-
cations and experience, in the scale £F840 ris-
to £F960 a year (£F111.£100 sterling); free
passages; gratuity on satisfactory completion
of service at the rate of £F25 for each period of
3 months' service; candidates must have had
wide practical experience of installing and
maintaining radio stations, administrative ex-
perience of the organisation required for operat-
ing a group of stations, and experience of Inter-
national proceedure and frequency allocation; a
knowledge of the special requirements of
meteorological and aeronautical radio service's
an advantage; apply at once by letter. stating
age, full names in block letters, and full par-
ticulars of qualifications and experience. and
mentioning this paper to the Crown Agents
for the Colonies, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.1;
quoting M/N/25777(3B) on both letter and en-
velope; the Crown Agents cannot undertake to
acknowledge all applications and will communi-
cate only- with applicants selected for further
consideration. [6000
CROWN Agents for the Colonies.
RADIO Officer required by Nigeria Government
Posts and Telegraphs Department (for aero-
nautial wireless for one tour of 18-24
months in the first instance. with prospect of
Permanency; salary according to age and ex-
perience in scale £660-£850 a year (including
expatriation pay). plus temporary allowance be-
tween £51 and £65 a year according to salary:
outfit allowance £60: free passages; liberal
leave. Candidates should preferably hold a Post-
master -General's Certificate in radio -telegraphy
or an air operator's certificate, should have had
a thorough grounding in I.C.A.O. codes and pro-
cedures, and recent experience in operating
wireless and direction finding stations used for
aeradio services. Experience in radio -telephone
procedure and knowledge of manual V.H.F.D/F
would be an advantage.-Apply at once by let-
ter. stating age, full names in block letters and
full particulars of qualifications and experience
and mentioning this paper to the Crown Agents
for the Colonies. 4, Millbank. London, S.W.1,
quoting M/N/25824(3B) on both letter and en-
velope The Crown Agents cannot undertake
to acknowledge all applications and will com-
municate only with applicants selected for fur-
ther consideration. [6046
YORKSHIRE ELECTRICITY BOARD.

RADIO and Television Assistants (Vacancy No.
69/50).-A Specialist Assistant is required for
the Radio and Television Section In each of the
Sub -Areas of the Board at Bradford, Hudders-
field, Sheffield, Leeds, Wakefield, Hull and
Grimsby. Salaries in accordance with the
National Joint Council Agreement, Grade 5
£570/20/£630 per annum. Applicants must have
had a sound training and experience in the
maintenance and repair of various makes of
radio and television sets and the duties will
include supervision of the Sub -Area Radio Ser-
vice Depots carrying out installation, repair and
maintenance of apparatus, and will also include
responsibility for the training of radio mecha-
nics. The possession of a qualification will be an
advantage. Applications, stating the above
vacancy number, age, qualifications, experience.
and indicating the Area to which they wish to
be appointed, should he forwarded to the Secre-
tary, Yorkshire Electricity Board, Wetherby

; Road, Scarcroft, Leeds, within fourteen days of
the appearance of this advertisement. [6074

ADIO television engineer, a t -ss only;acwmnollnavatSocgefi

I) ADIO service assistant engineer; knowledge
1 T/V an advantage; write.-Robert Bennett.
Id.. 73. Stroud Green Rd.. N.4. [6076-i) ADIO service engineer required to take

IL charge of workshop. television experience
essential. able to drive; good prospects for right
man.-Bruce Moore, 109, York Rd., West Hartle-

171ADIO engineers, experienced' requirecrirt
work on communication receivers, D.F.

equipment; work in N. London or S.W. area of
London; write giving particulars of experience.
-Box 6961. [6097

BETTER
THAN

TWINS

The words " twin -units," " cross-
over," " feed -back " exercise so mag-
ical a fascination these days that we
feel it is not amiss to point out that
the Barker patent drive is in fact the
equivalent of a very efficient twin unit
with its own built-in cross -over, plus
an extremely high degree of self-
adjusting feed -back found in no ordin-
ary speakers, twin or otherwise.
Further, the Barker patent cone
corrugations provide a smoothly varying
effective cone area which radiates ade-
quately over the full audio range.
Nor does it exhibit any break in quality
or space since its material and treat-
ment are homogeneous and continuous.

These facts are well known to many
hundreds of our friends who find
constantly recurring pleasure in the
way their Barker speakers bring out
the essence of good performances, new
experiences in music, speech, and even
in noise !

Send now for details of the 148a and
150, twelve inch units, and the new
501 cabinets.

BARKER
NATURAL
REPRODUCERS

BCM'AADU
LONDON, W.C.1.
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THE

BRITISH NATIONAL
RADIO SCHOOL

ESTD. 1940

NOW IN OUR ELEVENTH
YEAR AND STILL

NO B.N.R.S. STUDENT

HAS EVER FAILED
To pass his examination (s) after com-
pleting our appropriate study course!

NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS
and what we have done a thousand
times already, for others, we can do

again, for YOU !

A.M.Brit.I.R.E. and
CITY and GUILDS Radio and
Telecommunications Exams., etc., etc.

Six months' trial period without obligation
to continue.

Please mention this advt. and send for free
booklet and sample lesson to:-

STUDIES DIRECTOR

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
66, ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON

Phone : Addtscombe 3341

IF IT IS NEW and GOOD

HOLLEY'S RADIO STORES
285, CAMBERWELL ROAD,

S.E.5

Have it in stock
SOUND SALES A -Z AMPLIFIER

AND DX FEEDER UNITS.
LEAK " POINT CNE "

AMPLIFIER AND NEW SUPER -
HET TUNER

ACOUSTICAL Q.U.A.D. AMPLI-
FIER

WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER AND
TUNER BY GOODSELL

FELICITY L.P. JUNIOR AMPLI-
FIER, TONE CONTROL AND PRE-

SET TUNER
CHARLES K.I. AMPLIFIER AND

TUNER
Recommended SPEAKERS

WHARFEDALE CORNER DUAL
TANNOY " DUAL CONCENTRIC "
BARKER 148a and 150 UNITS
GOODMANS AXIOM 150
DECCA CORNER SPEAKER AND
LONG PLAYING RECORD EQUIP-
MENT ;also TWO SPEED MOTORS
AND L.P. PICK-UPS
ARMSTRONG ALL -WAVE CHAS-
SIS
RADIOGRAM AND CORNER
SPEAKER CABINETS.
Open all day Saturday.

'Phone RODney 4088

SITUATIONS VACANT
WOOLWICH POLYTECHNIC, London, S.E.18.
THE Governing Body invite applications for
the post of lecturer in the department of Physics
and Telecommunications. to teach chiefly elec-
trical subjects to the standard of the Inter-
med.ate B.Sc. examinat.on ano the H gher
Mi:tonal Certificate in Telecommunications. Can-
didates will be preferred who have a degree In
Physics and a anowlenge of some branch of
telecommunicatiocu, but a candidate with a su:t-
sale degree in e.ectrical eng.neering will be
considered.
BURNHAM technical scale salary 1300-£15-1555
plus London allowance and graduate add.t.ons.
starting salary accord.ng to industrial and
teaching exper.ence. Maximum possiole is 1708.
FULL particulars of the pest and app.:caton
forms may be obtained from the Cleric to the
Governors, to whom they should oe returned
within two weeks of the date of this advertise-
ment. 16028
LTIS MAJESTY'S COLONIAL SERVL.,..-
11 MALAYA.
A VACAiCY exists for an Engineer in the
Department of Broadcasting, Malaya, to insta:
and manage broadcasting studios, recording
channels, and transmitters on a salary scale of
$460 to $1,065 per month (equiva.ent to £644-
£1,491 per annum). In addition a cost of living
allowance is payable, and varies from £210 per
annum for a single officer to a maximum of
£525 for a married officer with children. Income
tax is at a low rate.
The alpointment is permanent and pensionable
but subject to a probationary period of 3 years.
Free passages are provided for the officer, h:s
.vi.e and up to 3 children on appointment; and
for the officer and his wife in respect of each
tour, while assistance'is given towards children's
passages. Furnished quarters are provided if
available, at rates varying from $20.5 to $71
per month (equivalent to just under £29-1100
per annum). Vacation leave will be granted at
the rate of 4 days per month of resident service
in a tour of 3-4 years. Free medical attention.
CANDIDATES, between the ages of 23 and 35.
should have an Engineering Degree, Graduate -
ship of the Institute of Electrical Engineers or
equivalent, and at least 2 years' general experi-
ence with an organization handing studio and
transmitter equipment. The successful candidate
will later be required to pass an examination in
Malay.
CANDIDATES should write for an application
form, stating age, experience and valifinations.
to the Director of Recruitment (Colonial Ser
vice), Colonial Office. Sanctuary Bui'dings
Great Smith Street. London, S.W.1. (mote'',
-e`erence No. 27326/39. F6073
SENIOR television engineer required for re-

search dept. of McMichael Radio, Ltd.;
apslicants should write stating age. experience
and salary required, to-Personnel Officer. W,pc-
ham Rd., Slough. [6015

CAPABLE man of high intelligence and In-
tegrity as personal assistant to owner -

manager of soundly established London retail
radio business; state age and full details of
lareer.-Box 6788. [6023

TELEVISION testers and radio testers re-
quired for firm of rad.o manufacturers; top

rates, plus bonus; good conditions and prospects.
-Apply, Hale Electric Co., Ltd., Talbot Rd
West Ealing. W.13. [5999INTERNATIONAL company has vacancy for

radio technician. South America; should
have experience ground installation, mainten-
ance navigational aids and good commandSpanish.-Box 6782 f 6007V. K. COLE LTD. (Malmesbury Division),
14 invite applications from electronic engineers
!or permanent posts in development laboratories
engaged on' long-term protects involving the
following techniques: -
1 PULSE generation and transmission.
2. SERVO mechanisms.
3. CENTIMETRIC and v.h.f. systems.
4. VIDEO and feedback amplifiers.
5 V.H.F. transmission and ieoeption.
THERE are vacancies in the senior engineer,
engineer and junior grades; candidates should
have had at least 3 years' industr al experience
in the above types of work, together with educa-
tional qualifications equivalent to A.M.I.E.E.
examination standard; commencing salary and
status will be commensurate with qualifications
and experience; excellent opPortunities for
advancement are offered with entry into pensionscheme after a period of service.-Forms of
application may be obtained from Personnel
Manager, Ekco Works, Malmesbury, Wilts. [5974PILOT RADIO. Ltd.. requires imrned'a-e

fault finders. testers and mechani^al in-
spectors for radio and televis'on a"gnmPnt
experienced in factory production, five-day wee's
with good rates of pay.
APoLY or write to:- Park Royal Rd.. London
N W.10. [6179

RADIO and electrical engineer, preferably
s'ngle. aged 26/32. required by Brigsh

Company. trad'ng Micld'e East; salary accord'ng
experience. p-ns.on scheme, cost living al'ow-
ance. etc.-Apply Box 6777 [5992
ELECTRICAL inspector for mains and audio

transformer test department, or.vous
similar experience essential; N W London-
Write with full details of age and salaries earned
to Personnel Manager Box 6792 [6038

TESTERS for pre -production assembly: must
be experienced in electronic and radar

equipments and be ab'.e to work on own initiative
with minimum supervfslon.-Apply giving fulldetails. to the Personnel Manager. E. K Cole,
Ltd. (Development Department), Malmesbury

r

SOLONS FOR YOUR
SOLDERING JOBS

Types available -65 vim oval
tapered bit.
65 watt round
penci. bit.
I 25 watt oval
tap ,rod bit.
125 watt round
pencil bit.
240 watt ova
tapeeed bit.

These five models wih satis.y practically every
soldering demand whether for the occasional
household job or continuous soldering under
workshop or factory conditions. With the
Solon the heat is in the bit itself .. contin-
uously . . hour alter hour; all connections
housed at end of handle away from heat.
Each model complete with 6 feet Henley 3 -core
flexible. Now available from stock. Write
tor folder Y.zo.

W.T.HENLEY'r TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
61-54 Hatton Barden. London, E.C.1

Wititliospures'
utility Parts

The
Service Engineer's

First Choice

AMNIA

H:GH QUALITY TAPE
RECORDING HEADS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
Also TAPE OSCILLATORS, AMPLIFIERS.
Constructor's Enve,opes (4 3 Poil Free G.B.)

"Magnetic Tape Recording- 4th Edition
revised and enlarged ready shortly

TAPE MECHANISMS & RECORDERS SOON!
Write for latest Price List.

AUDIGRAPH LTD.
Dept. MR3, 74, Great Hampton :street,

HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM, IS
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-towards perfection-
TUNER TYPE DT'4

by
LOWTHER

The finest tuner unit in existence
for quality reception (T.R.F. &
Superhet) No complications in
connecting to any well known
amplifier.

{Pike for full descriptive folder to: -

THE LOWTHER KWH! CT.U"AIEG CO.
(The Laboratory Production Unit)

Lowther House, St. Mark's Road,

Bromley, Kent RAV. 5225

M. & J. PEARSON
263, GALLOWGATE, GLASGOW, C.4.
Offer the following Clearance Lines
100 14:C Crystals, Bliley and R.C.A., 12/6
each. Selenium Rectifiers, full wave,
24 v. 4 amp., 25/- each ; 12 v. 4 amp., 15/-.
Ex.-U.S. Tuning Units. Range C. and D.
enclosed in Black Crackled Case I 2in. x 9}in. X
81in. with handles, 15/.. each.
New Transformers. Input 220-240 volts.
Output 352-0-350, 80 mA., 6.3 and 4 volt,
5 amp., 5 volt 2 amp., 16,1- each.
Ferranti 0-500 Micro -Ammeters. 21in.
Flush Type. New and Boxed, special offer,
16/6 each. Modulation Transformer, D a'
In sat and Output 360 watts and 12 watts,
M ilti tapped primary, totally enclosed,
7'n. x 7in, r 7in. Weight 30 lb. 25f -each.
Choke. 10 henry, 650 mA. Totally enclosed
7in. 7in. 7in. Weight 30 lb. 251,
Swinging Choke. 3.6 to 4.2 H., 250 mA.
Totally enclosed,41in. x 31in. 4in. Weight
7 lb. 7/6 each. American Loran Indicator.
Less Valves and Tube. Contains a host of
components, including 24 Ceramic Valves,
Holders, High Vo:tage Condensers, Switches,
etc. 17/6.
Receiver Type 78. 5 Valve Superhet,, with
100 klc. crystal, E.C.H.35, E.F.39, 615, VR9I,
VR92. Good condition. 35/- each.
Transformer, 230 volt, 50 cys. input.
115 volts, 500 v.A, 35/..
Eddystone Power Unit. 200-250 volt,
50 cys, input, 300 v 200 mA D.C., 12.5
volts 3 amp. A.G. and 4 volt D.C. smoothed
for microphone output. E2/5/0. Test Set,
Type 74, input 230-250 volts. 50 cys. Tube
139R. Valves VR135, 5Z4, VU120, 615,
6Q7, 5VR, 65,i. Good condition. Ideal
for conversion to Scope. £3J5/0. Sperry
Bomb Sight Computer, as advertised at
0/15/0. Brand new in transit case. Our
price E2/10/0. A gift to the model makers.

All prices include Carriage or Post.
Rash with Order and please write name clearly.

SITUATIONS VACANT
MINISTRY OF SUPPLY invites applications

from electronic engineers and physicists for
unestab.i.shed appointments in the Experimental
Officer Cass at Research and Development
Estab .shments in the South Midlands.
jANDIDA IT..b should possss at least Higher
Schoo. Certificate or equiva.ent qualification, but
speo.al cons.deration would be given to app.icants
wno have such additional qua.fficat.ons as a full
apprent:re-sh p in light e_ectr_oal eng_neenng or
electronics, or a degree in physics or e.ectrica.
engineermg; experience of radar or radio gained
in the Services or in industry, of electronic tech-
n.ques, part.cu.arly in the D.H.F. range or of
naive deve_opment, would also be an advantage.
SALARY accordmg to age, qualificat.ons and ex-
per..ence within ranges: Experiental Officer (min.
age 2.8). £495-E645: Ass.stant Ranee:mental
Officer, £220-£460; rates for women somewhat
lower.
APPLICATION forms obtainable from Ministry
of -abour and National Service. Techn.ca. and
ScLenit.fic Reg_ster (K). York House, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2, quot.ng D.253/50 -A. C.osing
date 14 days after date of appearance of tai
advertisement. F6090

JUNIOR engineering and laboratory assistants
witn know.edge of radar or radio wanted for

interesting work in Luton.-Graduates or ex-
re...sr or radio mechanics should write giving full
cietails mentioning ref. H 9E to Box 6952. 16062

ELECTRONIC engineers and physicists are
invited by the Min,stry of Supp.y to apply

for unestablished appointments in the experi-
mental officer class at Research and Develop-
ment Establishments in and near London.
MINIMUM qualification Higher School Certifi-
cate; applications also invited from candidates
holding Higher National Cert.ficate in light en-
gineering inc.uding electronics, or higher quali-
fications; experience in the following fields is
desirable; electronic measurements in connec-
tion with field trials; radio and electronic cir-
cuitry; high speed electrical transients; e.ectron.c
development; general experimental research re-
quiring some mathematical facility.
SALARY according to age, qualifications and
experience within ranges: experimental officer
(minimum age 28). £525-£675 (London); £495-
£645 (provinc.a1), assistant experimental officer
£230-£490 (London), £220-£460 (provincial);
rates for women somewhat lower.
APPLICATION forms obtainable from Ministry
of Labour and National Service, Technical and
Scientific Reg.ster (K) York House, Kingsway,
W.C.2, quoting A.294/50A. C-osing date 14 days
after the appearance of this advertisement. (6101
A DMIRALTY invites applications for unestab- IA lished appointments as technical author in

various naval establishments; the duties are to
prepare technical publications and handbooks
on electronic equipment used in H.M. ships.
THE posts will be graded in one or other of the
ranges: £625 X £25-£ 750 or £500 X £20-£625
according to qualifications and experience; rates
outside London will be a little lower.
CANDIDATES should have had experience in
the production, maintenance and/or operation of
radio and radar equipment or electronic control
systems; in addition, they should either have
completed an engineering apprenticeship or

equivalent training and possess technical know-
ledge to the standard of Higher or Ordinary
National Certifidate, or alternatively, have had
extensive experience in one or other of the
appropriate technical and specialist branches of
the Royal Navy; preference will be given to those
who have had previous experience in technical
writing.
WRITE quoting D.49/50 -A to Ministry of Labour
and National Service, Technical and Scientific
Register (K), York House, Kingsway, W.C.2, for
application form which must be returned com-
pleted 14 days after appearance of this adver-
tisement. [61

ADIO and televison. experienced men14re-
quiredR for servicing. the rate for electrical

fitter (radio and television) is at present 35d
Per hour; N.J.I.C. conditions.-App.y Midlands
Electricity. Board, 31, Kingsway. Stoke-on-Trent.

[5986
ELECTRICAL engineers or physicists required

with experience In the theory and prac-
tice of servo mechanisms and analogue comou-
tors for interesting new development work near
London.-Apply, mentioning ref. DEF, to Box
6252. 15866

TELEVISION/RADIO service engineer. fully
experience. ab'e to drive; permanent posi-

tion with excellent opportunit'es; full oarticu-
ars. references and salary required to W. J.

E,iott. Ltd.. Howarctsgate. Welwyn Garden City
Herts. 75880
Tin ADIO engineer, able to drive, required by
1.4 motor agents in west of London suburb;
must have sound experience of car radio, car
electrical systems and mains wiring; write
stating age, experience and wage required to-
Box 6778. [5994

SALES engineer required by the Edison Swan4
Electric Co.. Ltd . 155. Charing Cross Rd..

London. W.0 2. for department engaged in the
sales of heavy duty thermionic valves. Technical
qualifications essential. State also age and ex-
perience in detail. 16042

YOUNG man, 21/22, required as service/sales
engineer for London area by well-known

manufacturer of industrial high frequency
equipment; starting salary £400 per year and
expenses; write, stating if car owner or driver
(not essential)-Box 6964.
CILJALIFLED engineer or physicist required.[6112
4a4 with experence in design of e:eotronic in-
struments; sa ary £550 or more

ri
according to

age an dexoeence.-Reply, with full particu-
lars to P.D. Research Division. A. C. Oossor.
Ltd.. 22. Htghbury Grove. N.5.

SURPLUS
BARGAINS
MANUFACTURERS'

LIMITED

We can offer

SUPPLIES

for

& BANKRUPT

immediate

STOCKS

ONLY

delivery

Resistors (, 1, 4, 1, 2 and 3 watt.
ALL VALUES

16 foot sectional aerial in Canvas
carrying bag.

2 Volt Accumulator suitable
for Radio or Model Driving.
House Lighting, etc. Heavy
Mass Type Plates. Pre -
charged. Only need filling.
Size: 7in. x tin. x tin.

Receivers: R1155, 1355 and 184 Brand
New in original cases. Dinghy Radio

Transmitter SCR 578.

Celluloid (R.A.F.) Portable
2 v. lead. Acid Accumulators
7 amp. H.R.S. Size: 31in. x

./." 31in. x Ifin.

Charging Control Boards with Auto.
cut out, 3 amp. 220 y.

Magnifying Lens, Rubber Mask. Burgoyne
Solder Guns. Bakelite Accumulators.
Ex -Govt. S.W. Condensers. All types.
Meters, Switches, Toggle and Yaxley.
Headphones, L,42 and H/R. Vibrators, 6
and 12 v. Speakers all types. Volume
Controls. Output Transformers. Chokes.
Crystals-Valves Type CV.I01.

Storage Secondary Portable Canadian
Hart Batteries, 6 v. 1001125 amp.

6 v. 125 amp " Globe " Car Batteries.

Brand New Accumulators 6 v. 85 a.
Size : 12 x 9 x 7in. Weight 45 lb.
Br tish Made.

Your enquiries are invited

WHOLESALE AND EXPORT ONLY

For further bargains call at our Counter
or write for 12 -page Bulletin.

RADIO MERCHANDISE
Co., Ltd.

65, Farringdon Road, London,
E.C.I.

Telephone: HOLborn 6377.

---....
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MAGNETIC TAPE
Recording Equipments and

Components

OSCILLATOR UNIT. Constructed on
small chassis suitable for sub -assembly,
provides r.f. for erase and bias at 45 kc/s.
Requires 250v. h.t. and 6.3v. for operation.
Complete with 6V6 valve, E3 -
OSCILLATOR COIL ASSEMBLY. Com-
prises high " Q " coil and condenser tuned'
to 45 kers. Specially designed to provide
highly symmetrical sine wave output for low
tape noise. 10 6.

RECORD/REPRODUCE HEAD. High
or low impedance. High quality response.
Totally enclosed. Gap length I mi. 8212/ -

REPRODUCE HEAD. As above but gap
length 0.5 mil. (suitable for 2 -head systems).

ERASE HEAD. Capable of erasing new
high coercive force tape when used with
oscillator unit above. E2,2:-.
TAPE. New high coercive torte tape suit-
able for high fidelity recording at slow speeds.
7in. (1,200ft.) reels. 111101-.

I lin. (1,000 metre) reels also available.
RECORDING and reproducing amplifiers,
desks, and complete machines available
shortly.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

CABOT RADIO
COMPANY LIMITED

Electronic Equipment Manufacturers,

28 BEDMINSTER PARADE, BRISTOL 3.
Telephone 6'314.

CRYSTALS
of OUTSTANDING

QUALITY
TYPE "5"

Frequency range : 100 Kc,s
to 15 NO. Black bakelite
case, 17," high, I*" wide,
I.- thick, with two J' dia-
meter pins spaced r apart.

BROOKES CRYSTALS
10, Stockwell St., Greenwich, London, S.E.10
Phone : GREenwich 1828. Cables: Xtals London

Grams : Xtals Green, London

WANTED
BC3I2 Receivers for 12 volt

and BC348 Receivers for
28 volt operation.

BC22I Frequency Meters in
original condition.

Quote to Box No. 7029 cio.
Wireless World

SITUATIONS VACANT
GENERAL assistant manager required special-

ising in radio and electrical departments
in old -established music, radio and piano busi-
ness: accommodation available.-Apply with full
particulars and references to Morlings, Ltd..
The House of Music, Lowestoft.

ALES engineer required by the EdisonSwan
ElectricElectric Co., Ltd.. 155, Charing Cross Rd.,

.i

London. W.C.2, for department engaged in the
sales of electronic and light electrical instru-
ments: technical oualifications essential. State
also age and experience in detail.

K. COLE. Ltd.,have vacancies for testersr3
-LA at their Electronics Division* experience in
the testing of radar, communications or elec-
tronic equipments. to Ministry specifications.
essential.-Full details in writing to the Person-
nel Manager, Malmesbury, Wilts 15805

FOREMAN for assembly of radio and elec-
tronic equipment in factory located South

Wales; wide experience in Government contract
work desirable; apply giving full details of ex-
perience to-Personnel Department, Murphy
Radio, Ltd., Welwyn Garden City. [5983

ASSISTANT metallurgist required for emPloY-
ment in Essex with a knowledge fo physical

testing and heat treatment; age 24-30. and pre-
ferably in possession of at least H.N.C. in Metal-
lurgy or L.I.M.-Apply. giving full details. men-
tioning reference HAD to Box 6958.

TEST engineers required for design and inrati8-8
facture of appanatus for production testing

of radar, communications and electronic equip-
ment; salary according to qualifications and ex-
perience.-Full details to the Personnel Manager,
E. K. Cale. Ltd.. Malmesbury, Wilts. 16087

AWELL-KNOWN electrical manufacturing
company in North London requires test

foreman for large department producing wide
range of h.f. and 1.f, coils and. transformers;
good experiencef technical knowledge required;
state and salary required to 'P.M."
Box 6775.

DRAUGHTSMAN required for radio technicalE5989
handbook work; ability to produce first-

class diagrams from rough notes is essential:
good prospects, permanency and superannuation
scheme.-Apply, stating age. qualifications, ex-
perience and salary required, mentioning ref.
AEC. to Box 6793. iESIGNER of mains and audio transformers

required, experience of commercial design
work necessary, must be able to produce full
manufacturing and test specifications, interesting
Position: NM. London area.-Write, stating ex-
perience, age and salaries earned, to Personnel
Manager. Box 6791

M7MECHANIC required for the construction andservicing
of industrial electronic appara-

tus, maintenance of electro-mechanical trans-
ducers. etc.; West London area.-Forward
details of education, experience and salary
required to Box A.E.151. Central News. Ltd..
17, Moorgate. London. E.C.2. 16154

EQUIRED for original and interesting design
work on magnetic recorders, a design en-

gineer capable of undertaking a complete pro-
ject; location South Bucks' convenient for West
London; reply stating qualifications, experience
and salary required to Box No. M.1795, Haddons,
Salisbury Sq., London, E.C.4. [6092

RADIO engineers required; the General Elec-
tric Co. Ltd., are expanding their radio

development laboratory at Coventry, and a num-
ber of vacancies for senior and junior engineers
exist at present and a further considerable
number of vacancies will occur during the next
few months in the new laboratory.
APPLICATIONS are invited from development
engineersrechwnitqhueesxtv.egenacree of microwave eafiginogrrta of
equipment and components to service specifica-
tions.
WRITE, quoting Ref. CHC.(3). to Personnel
Officer, General Electric Co., Ltd., Radio & Tele-Works. Spun St.. Coventry.15879

TELEVISION receiver manufacturing com-
pany in the North West requires a chief

engineer; only experienced engineers interested
in the design and progressive development of a
rang of high quality receivers for quantity pro-
duction need apply; write giving full details
mentioning ref. DDG to-Box 6783. [6011

ANUMBER of senior and junior vacancies for
radio, radar, electronic. television, etc.,

development. service engineers, draughtsmen.
wiremen, testers, inspectors, etc., urgently re-
quired 30 television service engineers.-Write In
confidence. Technical Employment Agency. 179,
Clapham Rd.. S W.9. (Brixton 3487).

YOUNG men, with knowledge and experience
of radio required by large manufacturer

to fill certain vacancies in radio and television
manufacture; applicants should have civilian
or Forces radio experience and should possess
adequate technical knowledge.-Kindly state full
details of experience, with age. to Box 6789.
CHEMIST (aged 28/35) with good ho160ou2r4ss

degree required for Industrial Research
Laboratory at Chelmsford; familiarity with
analytical techniques is looked for, particularly
in metallurgy, together with good experience in
the physical chemistry field.-Write, giving full
particulars mentioning ref. HAJ, to Box 6951.

1606BELLING & LEE, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial
Road, Enfield, Middlesex, have a vacancy

for an assistant for television aerial research;
applicants must hold Grad. I.E.E. or equivalent
qualifications, and should preferably have had
previous experience of V.H.F. aerial problems.
-Apply in writing giving age, qualifications,
and full details of experience and salar 
required. 16069

If you care to call at

MODERN
ELECTRICS LTD.,
164, Charing Cross Rd., W.C.2

Temple Bar 7587

we shall be pleased to
demonstrate the G.L.

"SOUND MAGNET"
Tape Recorder.

TWIN TRACK. 3 speed.
10 watt. output.

£50 complete.

THE SOUND MIRROR
Tape Recorder.

REALISTIC reproduction of
MUSIC, SPEECH, SOUND
effects, invaluable for the
business man.

£62 complete.
S.A.E. please for Catalogue.

LOCKWOOD
makers of

Fine Cabinets
and woodwork of every descrip.
tion 'or the Radio and allied trades

LOCKWOOD & COMPANY
Lowlands Road, Harrow, Middlesex. Byron 3704

For high & :ow voltage
tasting :-
1/30 & 100:850 volts A.C.
or D.C. Write for interest-
ing leaflet 30F.

RUNBAKEN  MANCHESTER 1

AMPLIFERS

Qualify

HOME
KIT for

A complete set of components to construct a 10
watt amplifier including Woden potted mains
transformer. 5 valves. 10in. speaker with trans-
former. Components of the highest quality. No
Govt. surplus. Three switched inputs, negative
feed back, push-pull output, Price Complete
tune control, steel chassis. to the last screw
Suitable home or small hall. £8 0 0CASH WITH ORDER.

(Subject)

BELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
Ch .pel Lane, Sands, High Wycombe Tel: 1152/3,

EETHOVEN LTD
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F1LIELIA Azd

The latest addition to our well-known range
of high fidelity radiogram chassis and
amplifiers is the Fidella Plus. This modern
8 valve radiogram chassis incorporates high
gain R.F. stage, variable selectivity, elec.
tronictonecontroLcathodef ollowerdetector,
5 watt triode output stage, 30-18,000 cycles
audio response. Price 220(12/-.
Other models in our range are:
Fiddle Standard 7 valve model 218151,
Fidelia De Luxe 9 valve model, with push-
pull output £21/5'-.
Precision 5 valve model 212,1716.
All Fidella models have variable selectivity,
wide range electronic tone control. Wale
output stages, cathode follower detect°, s,
and au audiofrequency .espouse of 30-18,000
cycles. All equipment guaranteed 1.2 months.
Technical data sheets willingly sent on
request.

18 Broad Road, Willingdon, Eastbmrne

THE CANDLER SYSTEM

will train you for your

MORSE CODE TEST
Read the following extracts from unsolicited

letters Sent us by Candler students
Ref. 2170.3785. (First fire lessons.) "I recently passel
my G.P.O. Amateurs' Morse Examination after your
first five lessons.'' (Junior Course.)
lief. No. 2243. (Clad to announce.) " I am glad to
announce that I recently passed the P.M.G. Special
Exam., and as you will see on my report, my speeds
are now far ahead of the speeds needed in the examina-
tion. I therefore walked through the telegraphy
part." (Junior Course.)
Ref. 2573. (A really wonderful course.) " I feel it my
duty to express my appreciation for a really wonderful
course. Before taking the course my solid ' receiving
'peed was about 16 to 18 w.p.m., this I copied letter by
letter -'and was I nervous.' To -day I can copy
25 to 26 w.p.m. at one word behind. I can read
30 to 35 w.p.m. as easily as reading a book. Frankly
I think that all the ' profit' I have gained from the
Candler System cannot be represented by -so many
words per minute; but,rather as alifetime'iiesperience
gained in a few weeks. It has been said' you have to
lay to learn' -true, but with Candler you pay so

tittle seal learn so much." (Advanced Course.)

There are Candler Courses for the
absolute Beginner and for Opera-
tors desiring to increase their ac-
curacy and speed in the Receiving
and Sending of the Morse Code.
Full details of Candler Courses are given in the

" BOOK OF FACTS "
Sent post free on request.

Courses on Cash or Monthly Payment terms

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
(55w). 121 Kingsway, London, W.C.
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO engineer required by manufacturer's

service department in North London area;
applicants should give full details of education.
which should not be below School Certlfical.,
Standard, technical training and experierr.,.
age and salary required to -Box No. 430, c a
Era Publicity, Ltd., 7 Fitzroy Square, London.
W.I. l5995

THE General Electric Co., Ltd., radio and
television works, Coventry, have vacancies

for senior -junior mechanical designers, design
and detail draughtsman accustomed to the
design and layout of electronic apparatus. -
Applicants should state fully their experience.
age and salary required to the Personnel Mana-
ger. 16127

DRAUGHTSMEN.-Several vacancies exist in
West London for mechanical and electrical

draughtsmen and designers with well-known en-
gineering group; experienced switchgear and
electronic men are required, but men with sound
mechanical or electrical D.O. experience will
be considered. -Apply quoting ref. AAB to Box
6785. [6016

PHYSICIST or electronic engineer required
for the development of apparatus fpr phy-

sical measurements' preferably honours degree
standard, or equivalent, with several years in-
austrial experience; full particulars, age, quali-
fications, experience, salary required, etc. -Box
A.E.94, c/o Central News, Ltd., 17 Moorgate,
London, E.C.2. [6001

CHARGE hand required for radio coil -winding
section; must have had 2/3 years' experi-

ence; good prospects for keen young man
capable of handling female labour; the ability to
plan winding capacity, fix piece rates, etc., an
advantage; pleasant working conditions; close
to sea. -Weymouth Radio Manufacturing Co.,Ltd.,

Weymouth. [610
DRAUGHTSMEN (electrical) with experience

of schematic or detail wiring diagrams, are
invited to apply for progressive positions in the
Drawing Offices of the English Electric Co., Ltd..
Liverpool. -Write, giving full particulars quoting
ref. 140, to Central Personnel Services, English
Electric Co., Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham Street,
London, S.W.1. 16059

YOUNG man aged about 20 (or less if not
subject to National Service) required by pro-

gressive and well-known Croydon firm, to learn
coilwinding, testing, etc.; intelligence and good
practical knowledge of radio essential; write
stating age, experience and salary required (5 -
day week).-Osmor Radio Products, Ltd.,
Borough Hill, Croydon. [6098

E.

K. COLE, Ltd., have vacancies in their elec-
tronics division at Malmesbury. W. -As, forsenior and intermediate draughtsmen in the

Development Drawing Office, for work on radar,
commurvicataons and electronic projects; previous
experience dos this field desirable but not essen-
tial. -Apply in writing to the Personnel Manager
Ekco Works. Malmesbury. Wilts. 16086

APPOINTMENTS of two assistant foremen in
the test department, will shortly be made;

knowledge of electrical work essential; experi-
ence and technical standard of radio electrical
work desirable, but not essential; 5 -day week,
and all welfare conveniences. -Apply Personnel
Superintendent, The Edison Swan Electric Co.,
Ltd., Cosmos Works, Brlmsdown, Enfield. [6109

A NORTH Midlands firm requires electronic
engineers experienced in maintenance and

design of electronic equipment, to work on the
measurement of vibrations of engines, etc.; some
mechanical knowledge, strength of materials,
etc.. an advantage: Higher National Certificate
minimum qualification: salary £400 to £500
DA., according to experience. -Box 6787. f6021

ELECTRONIC development engineers. -Senior
and junior electronic engineers required for

design and development work on interesting
new projects, degree or higher national certifi-
cate essential; good salary and excellent
prospects, pension scheme. -State age, qualifica-
tions and experience to Personnel Manager,
Fairey Aviation Co.. Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex.

16050
7;1LECTRICAL component manufacturers, situ -
.11.1 ated in W. London, require intelligent per-
son to take charge of special test section;
applicants should possess Inter-B.Sc., or equiva-
lent, have previous experience of test and -

measuring equipment and be capable of main-
taining accurate records. -Write, stating age,
experience and salary required, to Box 6796.

[6160
CJERVO engineers for experimental work are
1.7 requried by a prominent aircraft concern;
applicants, preferably under 35 years of age.
must be educated technically to degree standard
and have experience in the design of one or more
of the following: hydraulic systems, servo ampli-
fiers, small electrical mechanisms. -Apply
stating age, experience and salary required to
Box 6954. 16066
rrECHNICAL assistant required by large firm
.L in N.E. London suburb for experimental
work in connection with the indus'zial appli-
cation of electronics (di -electric heating, process
control, etc.); applicants should have fulfilled
liabilities under the National Service Act and
have a good degree (or near equivalent) in
electrical engineering or physics and some prac-
tical engineering or radio experience, a know-
ledge of radio frequency oscillators, transmission
line theory and radio frequency measurement is
essential; the post offers good scope, interest
and experience; commencing salary will be in
the region of £400 to 2450 per annum accord-
ing to qualification and experience; successful
applicant would be required to join staff pension
scheme. -Write giving full details of training
and experience to Box 7156. (6174

NUSOUND PRODUCTS
136 WARDOUR ST., LONDON, W.1

Tel. GERrard 8845

(Oxford Street End)

REFLEX CABINET
At last, a reflex cabinet for the famous Wharfedale
10in. Speakers. Sizes 301n.,151n., 12in. Complete with
reflector -Bass port -Polished finish. A handsome
piece of furniture. Price 28/15/-. Please write for
descriptive leaflet.

NUSOUND QUALITY AMPLIFIERS.
41 watt output -independent bass and treble boost -
pre amp. -provision radio feeder unit, 210/10/, Con-
structional booklet 1/8. Post free. Complete kit E8.
n watt output. PP 6V6s-independent bassand treble
boost and cut --switch for L.P. records--neg. feedback
-frovision for radio feeder unit-freq. response 25 to
20.000 c d.b.-hum 80 d.b. down at 6.5 watts
-21f4eeadcbar-k 14 d.b.--sensitivity .05 volt. Price only

NUSOUND QUALITY FEEDERS.
Pre-set TRF-Home, Light and Third with gram.
position -air spaced trimmers for stability of tuning.
Size 61n. -71n. , height pin., 26/10/8. inc. Constructional
booklet, FR post free. Can be built for 23/101-.
Pre-set S/Het.-Home, Light and Third -choice of
MW or LW Light -Gram position. Size gin..7in.,
height 411n. 28/10/8 inc. (Please send S.A.E. for
descriptive leaflet on all our products.)

GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT. Connoisseur P/ups,
Standard L/weight, 23/19/-; Trans. 13/-; Super
Liweight, one head, 25/141; Micro -groove head,
23/11 8 Trans. 15/-; Fibre P/up, £4131-; Special
Trans. 25/- Garrard plug-in heads. standard, 26/9
Miniature, 4.3/-; Hi Pi, 64/3; Adaptor, 6/-; Garrard
RC65 Hi Fl mixed changer, 21.7/7/9; NewEMt changer,
10in. or 12in., 212/17/-; Conrad 331 r.p.m. motor,
65/4; Collard AC47 78 r.p.m. centre drive, 26/18/2:
Wharfedale Micro -groove Equalizer, 50/ -
We stock all the well-known makes of speakers and
quality components inc. Wharfedale, Vitarox, W.B..
Goodman, etc.

TELEVISION.
We stock all the parts for the Viesvmaster and Elec-
tronics televisors inc., W.B. Table Model Cabinet,
26/17/6. Post 7/6. The New Black Filters, 9in.,15/-,
12in., 22/6. Haynes Latest Focus Unit, 36/-. 9 or
10in. lens with built-in Black Filter, 88/, Engraved
knobs, brown or white, gold filled, Price 1/8 each.
Focus-Brill.-Contrast-VolumeBass-Treble.

NUSOUND TRANSFORMERS.
A selection from our range and we can wind to your
spec.,dellvery 7 days. Estirnatesfree.
700 v. 10 ni/a.,6.3 v. 1.5 a., 4 v. 1 a.,18/&
0-250, 500v.. 6.3 v. 1 a., 4 v. 1.5a. 18/6.
6.3 v. 11 a. Heater trans. 230 pri. only, 6/9.
4 v.2 a. Heate rtrans. 230 pri. only, 6/9.
6 v. 0 a. C.T. Heatertrans. 230 pri. only, 15/6.
6.3 v. 3 a. C.T. Heatertrans. 230 ye. only, 12/6.
12 v. 1 a. C.T. Heater trans. 230 pri. only, 8/6.

NUSOUND CHOKES.
CH4, 10 H.,150 ohms, 75 m/a.,
0115, 10 H., 300 ohms, 60 m/a.,4/6.
CHID, 15 H., 250 ohms, 80 m/a.,shrouded,10/9.
C118, 10 H., 300 ohms, 100 m/a.,shrouded, 9/6.
CH9, 10 H.,200 ohms, 150 m/a., shrouded, 12/8.
CH2, 5 H., 80 ohms, 250 m/a., shrouded, DNB.
Our c omprehen sive ist of TV -Radio and Gramophpuo
equipment ,etc., is now available. Price 4d. post free.

RADIO UNLIMITED
ELM ROAD, LONDON, E.17.

Telephone KEY 4813
LOUDSPEAKERS. Guaranteed New/
Boxed. Sin. 31 -in. 12 6, Sin. 11/6, bin.
12/6, 8in. 13.6, 10in. 17.6, 12in. 42/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Fully
shrouded. 350-350, 4 v., 4 v., 80 m/a., 25/ -
post free.
AMPLIFIER for Microphone or Gram.
A.C. mains, 5 watt chassis, fitted with Tone
and Volume controls, and complete with all
valves. Excellent reproduction. 26/5/- carr.
paid. Blueprint and data 2/6.
VALVES. Large range of B.V.A. types at
current B.O.T. prices. C.O.D. service.
MORSE TRAINER. Brand new, compris-
ing key, twin -coil buzzer, battery, 18ft.
twin wire. Earphone, etc. Complete with
Manual, 9/6 Post Free.
NEW Stock and Publication list ready, 3d,
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SUCCESSFUL SATISFIED
SALES! CUSTOMERS

pEnnin.E.
THE ALL SEASON SENSATION. ACCLAIM-
ED THE COUNTRY OVER. THE INTIMATE
RECEIVER WHICH COMBINES APPEAR-
ANCE AND PERFORMANCE. HOUSE) IN
A BEAUTIFUL WALNUT CABINET. EACH
SET FULLY GUARANTEED.
HEIGHT 10", WIDTH I-4', DEPTH 54"

4 Valve SUPEKHET
THE SET UNBEATABLE
THAT SELLS VALUE
ITSELF! Ell 9 7

INC. TAX.

"THE ROVER"
SUPPLIED ONLY THROUGH SELECTED
WHOLESALERS. ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS
AND ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY CARDS.

PENNINE AMPLIFIERS
ELLAND YORKS ENGLAND

TEL. ELLAND 2107

YOUR METER DAMAGED?

Leading
Electrical
Instrummt
Repairers
to the
Industry.

Rep sirs by skilled craftsmen to ill makes and types of
Voltmeters, Aiuineters, MieroarnmAers, Multirenge Test
meters, Electrical Thermometers, Recording Instruments,
Synchronous Clocks. etc. Quick deliveries-tor speedy
estimate send defective instrument by registered po,,t, to

L. GLASER
Electrical Instrument Repairers

341 CITY ROAD, E.C. I
Tel. Terminus 2489

WE DON'T THINK.
that you will see the following units adver-
tised elsewhere, and we believe that they
represent REAL value for money.

( I ) Brand new Indicator Unit (ID-
11/APS4) and Amplifier Unit (API-
5A/APS4). The two units in sealed cartons,
with viewing hood, in plywood transit case.
Contain 3 6J6, 2 6V6GT, I 6SL7GT, 1 3FP7
(3in. C.R.T.), 6 potentiometers, etc., etc.
Valves are by R.C.A. Only 45!-, plus 6/ -
towards carriage by passenger train.

(2) Admiralty Wavemeters G82A.
Beautifully made grey steel case, I3in. x 9in. x
9in. Contain 3 EF50, I EC53 (" peanut"
triode oscillator), Y63 (magic eye), EA50,
200: I two -speed tuning dial (real precision
job) and of course a host of other components.
Calibration :hart 2850-3150 MO supplied.
No rectifier crystal. Ftice only 31/, plus 5/.car.

REED and FORD,
Mail Orders : 46B Grosvenor Road, Southport.

SITUATIONS VACANT
A LEADING nrm of moblie radio equipment

pronucers requires resident technical
representatives for liaison auti.s with auto-
mobiie manufacturers in Birmingham and
Coventry areas.-App-scants between e.5 and 65
and possessing sound rauio engineering training
should app.y, in writing, giving age, qua.taca-
tions, detai.s of experience and sa_ary required
to Box 7148. 16153
ENGINEERS required for electrical desigii o_

radar apparatus and also for laboratory
wort in connection with radio and te.ev.s.on;
5?? scants must have sound basic training, pre-
ferably a degree in physics and some experience
in industrial ciesign laooratories.-Wr.te, stating
age, experience and salary required, to Personne.
Dept., Murphy Radio, Ltd., Welwyn Garden
City, Herts. f6058

Le.,,i
V ....asdITY COLLEGE. London, has a

vacancy in the Department of Psycho-ogY
for a Grade I technician; experience in construc-
tion and maintenance of electronic and electri-
ca, apparatus and meta. work; sa.ary scare £390
xg13-E481; family allowance schent...-App.i-
cation forms from the Secretary, university
Collige, London, Gower St.. W.C.1, quoting

sere° ogy/2. 1615aIATAYNE KERR have vacancies in their
TV .aborator.es for a senior deveopment en-

g.neer and a development engineer to underta e
design and deve.opment wore covering a tv.de
field of e ectronic app 'cations and measare-
ments; applicants should apply in writing to --
The Chief Deve opment Engineer, Wayne Kerr
Laboratories, Ltd., Sycamore Grove, New
Malden, Surrey. [6120
FIEVELOPMENT engineer (electronics) re-

quired by old -established company, to be
responsible for the design and deveopment of
specialized radar and electronic instruments;
applicant should have good circuitry experience
in time -base, pulse and C.R.T. techniques; pre-
ferably conversant with Service des.gn require-
ments; state age, experience and salary
expected.-Box 6965. [6113

RADAR, radio and/or electronics senior deve-
iopment engineer wanted for work on im-

portant defence project in special English
Electric Co. laboratory; salary R600-0900 p.a.
according to experience; write giving deters of
qualifications and previous experience mention-
ing reference 456A to --Central Personnel Ser-
vices, English Electric Co., Ltd., 24/30, Gilling-
ham St., London, S.W.1. [6105

AN experienced valve design or production
engineer required by the Engl'sh Electric

Valve Co.. Ltd.. at Chelmsford. aged 25-35. with
previous experience on the manufacture of large
receiving valves and small transmitting valves.
-App'y giving full details and present salary.
quoting reference 497A. to Central Personnel
Services, English Electric Co.. Ltd.. 24-30. Gil-
lingham St., London, S.W.1. 16025

RADAR technac.,ans are required by a we..-
known firm of radio manufacturers for a

factory in South Lancashire; experience in the
eervic ng and/or installation of radar equipment
.s essential; persons who have had experience
in th s type of work in the Services would be par-
ticulaTly suitable; good salaries. according to
experience' write giving full details. mentioning
Reference RAH to: Box 6959. (6039

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY invites slip:Scat:one
from electronicengineers and physicists for

unestablished apPo'ntments in the Scientific
Officer and Experimental Officer C'asses at the
Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough par-
ticu arly in the fields of red commun'eations.
including microwave teohniques, cireult design
and measurements servo mechanisms and
measurement of flight parameters.
(1) SCIENTIFIC Officer C.e.ss: candidates must
have a good honours degree 'n appropriate sub-
jeot or equivalent qualifications: at :east 3 years'
Post -graduate research experiencerequired for
senor posts: grade and salary to be assessed
according to age, date of graduat'on and experi-
ence within following ranges: Senor Scient'fic
Officer (min age 26), 2,670-Z860; Scientific
Officer. £300-£620: rates for women somewhat
lower; posts carry F.S.S.U. benefits.
(2) EXPERIMENTAL Officer Cass; minimum
qualefications is Higher School Certificate with
mathematics or a Science subject as a prmaipal
subieet, but candidates with other quallficetions.
such as Higher National Certificate an electronics
or light e'ectnical engineering. or a pass degree
in physics. are Invited to apply; appropriate ex-
pmeence ie ireauired for senior posts and would
be an advantage for all appamtments; grade and
salary to be assessed according to age experence,
etc., wethin following ranges: Senior Experi-
mental Officer (minimum age 35), Z705-28951
Experimental Officer (minimum age 28), 2495-
E645: Assistant Experimental Officer, £220-£460;
rates for women somewhat lower.
APPLICATION forms obtainable from Ministry
of Labour and National Service. Technical and
Scientific Register (K). York House. Kingsway.
W.C.2, quoting D.220/50 -A. Closing date 14 days
after the appearance of this advertisement.

6091
TAESIGN draughtsmen are required by Wayne
15 Kerr for work covering a wide range of
electronic applications, measurements and radio
communications; applicants should have had
several years of experience in this class of en-
gineering; write giving full details of qualifies-
tioas and experience to-The Sensor Project En-
gineer, Wayne Kerr Laboratories, Ltd., Syca-
more Grove, New Malden, Surrey. [6121

RETAIL radio component dealers. S.E. Lon-
salesdon. have following vacancies: (1) Senior

assistant with knowledge and experience
of radio and television component business;
good salary and commission, with prospect of
managerial appointment. (2) Service engineer,
with experience in design and construction
work: amateur would suit: good salary and
bonuses.-Applications to Box 7032. [8132

A REMARKABLE

ACHIEVEMENT IN

FILTER DESIGN

E.M.G.

STEEP -CUTTING

INFINITELY VARIABLE FILTER
Cuts at any selected frequency between 4,000
Ind 8.000 c.o.s.
Avelage sternness of cut 30 db. per octave.
Connects between secondary of output trans-
former and speaker 115 ohms, rated imped-
ancti.
Specially valuable for use with new micro-
groove records.
Greatly reduces needle -hiss on ordinary records
with minimum high note loss, and suppresses
high pitched interferences on radio.

 No distortion, and no appreciable loss of
volume.
Leaflet available from the manufacturers.
Sorel rirret1, rolee1

£4 - 10 - 0
Trade Enquiries invited

E.M.G. HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES, LTD.
6, Newman St., Oxford St., W.I.

Telephone Museum 9971-2-3.

ECTRONICS

JELL[
LTD.

CRANMER AV. EALING.W 13.

Transformer and Coil Manufacturers to the Trade
Telephone HA Ling 3683

RADIO G200 OFFERS
ECHOMETERS. Marconi type 445A
recording Echometers complete. Maximum
depth of sounding 180 ft. Cold be modified
for deeps if necessary. Price 00.

ARTHUR HERE
55, UNION STREET,
MAIDSTONE, KENT

Phone: 2812.

ENGINEERS
Whatever your age or experience, you mat wad
"ENIPNEERING OPPORTUNITIES". Full detail of
the easiest way to pass A.M.I.fdech.E.,
CITY & GUILDS (Electrical, etc.), mantle., etc., ee

"NO PAsS-NO FEE"176 PAGES terms and details of
Courses in all branches

F ee°t
of Engineering-
Mechanical, Electrical.
Civil, Auto., Aero.,
Radio, etc., Building,
etc. If you're earning
leasthani Ina week,tell
us what interests you
and write for paw ta3py
of "ENGINEERLIG
OPPORTUNITIES"
Wiley-FREE I

B.I.E.T.
1187 Shakespeare Ilse-,
tr-19 Stratford Place,

London, wa.
ISMIUMBIZEILICANW.4101WOLTAMOVAC
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Pitman Books
Antenna Theory

and Design
2 voLs.

By H. Paul Williams, PH.D., A.M.I.E.E.,
Sen. M.I.R.E. ; Head of Electronics Dept.,
The Fairey Avia'ion Co., Ltd.
An important work givin-t a complete
account of the theoretical basis of antenna
desi n, followed by comprehensive guid-
ance on the practical aspects. Illustrated.
Vol. I. (Foundations of Antenna Theory)

21/- net.
Vol. II. (The Electrical Design of Antennae)

631- net.

The Principles
of Television

Reception
By A. W. Keen, M.I.R.E., A.M.BRIT.I.R.E.
The entire receiviir. system is examined
sta^e by stage, with diagrams.
Profusely illustrated. 301- net.
"Can be thoroughly recommended to the
studere and service engineer." -WIRELESS
AND ELECTRICAL TRADER.

PITMAN
Parker Strew, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

SOUTHERN RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
R.8515 TELEVISION UNI. TS. 21 valves with 6 -stage
14 Mc. I.F. STRIP. Recommended for ideal TV
conversion by all experts. BRAND NEW in original
wooden cases, £311010.
R.1855 RECEIVERS. Brand New and unused as
specified for inexpensive television, £3/5/0.
T.R.1.198. 6 -valve Superhet Receivers. Perfect and
guaranteed. With circuit, 22/6, plus 1/4.
HENDEE COMMAND RECEIVERS. B.C. 454 (49-100
metres). B.C. 455 ;39-49 metres). Complete with

valves. Perfectcondition, 35/ -each, plus 1/4.
CONTROL CABLES, 14ft., with adaptors for B.0
453/4/5. 9/6 each.
R.A.P. BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Complete, brand
new, with motors, gyro gears, blowers, etc., etc. Ideal
for model mitkers,ete. The bestcomponent value ever
oTered, 33/. each, plus 5/,
LUFBRA 111LE CUTTERS. Adjustable front Sin, to
3 for use on wood, metal, plastic,etc., 5/6.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES by Smith or Venner.
10 -hour movement with thermostatic control, 2 fur
pulses per second. Complete in 80004 -proof case,10/..
plus 1/4.
HAND GENERATORS, 0 volts at 3 amps. Complete
with crank, 20 -.
Laois GENERATORS, 12 volts input, 480 volts output,
at 40 ma., 10
RADIO COMPASS INDICATORS with internal Seleyn
motor,3 in. dial, 13/6 ; 5in. dial, 15/3.
THE CHANCERY LONG PLAYING ATTACHMENT
G33 -f or using Long Playing Records on your existing
itqtiogram or Record Player, complete with High
Fidelity Deeca Crystal Pick-up, 24/17/6, plus 51 -
carriage and packing.
CONDENSERS, 100 assorted. All useful sizes up to
2 uncrofarad. Tubular and mica. 16/ -Per 100.
ALL GOODS PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED STILL

AVAILABLE
Full list of RADIO PUBLICATIONS, 211.

Please Note New Address:

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.
II Little N ewport St., London, W.C.2

GERrard 6653

SITUATIONS VACANT
INTERNATIONAL ABBAD:O. Ltd., require &In-

med.ate apii.ecaLons for appointment of
radar speenlisz. ALdnie East, to en,ie cnarge in-
s:a-ail-en and tra_amit; expor.ence required
oen,"-me.r..c giounci ono 111.1' 111,ar equipaven.,

aaeroon. Eure-a, rxaos. neJecca.
.nc4.s.ve wary free atute ac-

ourrunomuton; pensiens lurk.: free laeasaZe-
o,ip.y Yer.sonne. Lauver. 4u. i-Bra b... W.I.

16078
AN experienced valve engineer is required for

at C.iemis.ora; iipp..eams
ie 25-55 years of age, quaafied engineers

and preerence wi.l be given in app..can,.s w.tn
iirev.uus cies.gn or pruetuction experience of
small transmitting va.ves; write giving full de -
tale of prev.ous experience mentoning rei.
497E to -Central Personnel Services. 'ganglion
,.ectric Co., 24-50, Gnangnam ot., Lonion.
S. W.1, 16099

Bc.LLING & LEE, Ltd., Cambridge Arter_a.
and., Enlie.o, M.da.esex, require a te.e-

v *.on .ervice engineer aged 20/25, to oe trained
Lithe suppress.un of e-ectr.ca..nzerterence ano
to hand.e the re.ative correspindence;
cant niciu.d ?assess C.ty and eititas certificates
in Radio Comun.catim.s I and Tech. Elect. 1,
and mail oe prepared to worn for finals; written
nip -.cations to state age, experence and sa.ary
required. 1599,
-ViNGLISH ELECTRIC require a technical re-

p.esemative for the B.rm.ngh.im area;
eandicates shou.d have good experience of in-
dustr.a. eectron.c equipment and be resident in
the B.rm.ngham area; previous commercial ex-
perence in this fie.d Is desirao.e; car provided;
write giving full details of prev.ous experience
quoting ref. 3060 to Central Personnel Services.
Eng..sn EiectriC Co., Ltd., 24-30, Gillingham St..
Widen, S. W.1. 15932

URGENTLY required for employment In
Swindon area personnel experienced in the

maintenance and repair of radar fire control
,qu-pm.nt; sa.ary £380 p.a.. rising to 2495 p.a.:
opportunities for advancement; app.icants must
give full detats of ag_, practical exp..rienc- and
technical qua.iflcations held.-Repiles quoting
Swindon Vacancies should be address.d toA.D.M.E., 2 A.A. Group, Barossa Barracks,A dershot, Hants. 16156THE General Electric Co.. Ltd., radio and

television works. Coventry, have vacancies
for senior -junior development engineers forbroadcast radio receivers, television receivers.
H.F. and V. H.F. communication transmitters/
receivers.-App.icants who shou.d preferably be
graduates of a university and experienced in
one or more of the above fields should write
stating age. experience and salary reauired toth P, rsonne. Manay.r. 76126

ELECTRONIC engineer; fully experienced elec-
tronic engineer required (grad. I.E.E. or

equiva.ent qualifications) for work in a large
Birmingham light engineering company; the
work will be close y connected with laboratory
and development departments and will consist
of the design, construction and maintenance of
all kinds of electronic apparatus; applicants
should state age, experience, qualifications and
so ary required. -Box 6962. rano

MANAGER required to take charge an_
deve op service department of home com-

pany trading in British Central Africa, handling
radios, refrigerators, typewriters and sewing
machines, etc.; sound electrical and radio know-
ledge essential; preliminary training will be
liven in other service requirements before depar-
ture; four years' contract with passage, housing,
paid leave, etc., etc.; good salary and prospects.
-Address, 1,301, Wm. Porteous & Co., Glasgow

REQUIRED. radio and radar superintennent
[6070

preferab'v sin,t'e for British Shipping Com-
pany's Hong Kong Office, with first-c.ass techni-
cs. qua ificaCons and experience. and eood ad-
rriitiLstrat,,se capacity; starting pay £800 p.a..

us fluctuating high cost of hyingarowance (at
present £360 p.a. singe £720 married): home
ea ve; prov:thnt fund and pens'on scheme; ex-
cellent or:spies for right man. -Rep Y. wising
full qua:Ifloations and references. to Box 6957.

'6033
HIGH frequency induction heating applica-

tions engineer required by progressive and
e.,....and.ng company spec.alizing in the manufac-
ture of high frequency equipment; experience in
induction heating essential and a good knowledge
of metallurgy would be considered as an addi-
tional qualification; the position offers exceilent
opportunities for advancement to a really ener-
getic man having the requis.te experience; write
giving experience and salary required. -Box
7037. [6141

AMERICAN services equipment. -London
firm of manufacturers. stoc'tists and ex-

porters of radio radar and signal equipment
have vamincies for (a) radio -electrical engineer
fully conversant U.S.A. Services radio. radar
and signal equipment. required practice In in-
stallation. o'serat on and maintenance. stores
experience an advantage, excellent prospects
for right app'icant; (b) technical ass slant to
export director. familiar with American equip-
ment. -Box 7149 r6157

MARCONT'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH Co.
Ltd require staff 'or their modern develop-

ment laboratories at Che'msford. Essex to un-
dertake Important development work on interest-
ing coder protects, minified e'ectrical engineers
and physicists, with experience of radar are re-
quired at various eve s. there is is...sc scope for
young men without experience. inc uding those
who possess the highest academic attainments:
where necessary a period of training will be given
at the Marconi Coliege.-Please send full detm.s
indicating present nary eve. quoting Ref
474. to Central Personnel Services English rec-
tric Co.. Ltd.. 24-30. Gillingham St.. London,
S.W.1 r57a3

SENSATION ^N SENSATION !
We can supply from stock the following
wonderful new apparatus:
COLLARO 3 -SPEED GRAM UNITS
(33, 45 and 78 r.p.m.) complete with counter.
balanced pickup arm and 2 plug-in heads
(I Standard and I L.P.) fitted the very latest
ACOS . GP27 Sapphire Styli, automatic start
and stop. Price E13/5/-, carr. paid. Illus.
leaflet. 21d.
COLLARO STANDARD MICROGRAM
CASES, take above or any other gram
unit, brown rexine covered, carrying handle,
uncut motorboard, measure 16fin. x I3in. x
7in., Price 50/-, carr. pd.
TRIXETTE RECORD REPRODUCER
embodying G d 3 -Speed 8 -Record Auto -
changer with turnover dual sapphire pickup
head, high-grade 3 -watt amplifier and elliptical
speaker in handsome portable case I6in. x
13fin. x 10

n.
Price 35 gns., carr. pd. Illus.

leaflet, 2fd.
DECCA LONG-PLAYING RECORDS by
Post. Send 2fd. for list of titles and DECCA
Dral-5peed Record Players.
SYMPHONY No. I (Amplifier) by N.R.S. !
The most versatile domestic Audio Amplifier
on the market to -day !,Independent control
of Bass, Middle and Top, separate Scratch
Cut, negative feedback. For A.C. 200-250 v.,
input for magnetic, crystal and hi-fi pickups.
also Tuner 5 -watt output. Price 3 -ohm model
£811916, 15 -ohm model, [9/7 6 Money re-
funded if not delighted I
SYMPHONY No. 2. Same theme as No.
I but having 10 watts Push -Pull output:

3, 7.5 and 15 ohms, inputs as No. I, full pro-
vision for Tuner. Built on black -crackle
chassis. Woden Mains transformer, Output
trans. and Choke. Price 13 gns.
NO. I TUNER. Specially recommended for
above amplifiers and Leak, Williamson, and
other Quality Amplifiers. L. & M. wave
T.R.F., neg. feedback detector, virtually
distortionless. Price of Complete Kit and
Constructional Manual, 61/10/, or Ready -
built, 15/10/-.
NO. 2 QUALITY SUPERHET TUNER
L.M. & S. waves, special bandwidth, large
full -vision Dial Assembly, spin -wheel tuning.
As Kit, t7/15/-; Ready -built, 151,
BASS -REFLEX CABINET KITS incl.
all lin. patent timber, cut and jointed, screws,
felt, etc., only hammer and screwdriver
required to build from full instructions,
speaker cutout and lower vent, give superb

,bass response and top. Bin. Speaker model
stands 2ft. 6in. high x Ift. 3 in. k Ift. deep.
Price 80/, 10in. Speaker model3 Oin. x I6in.
x 13 fin.,9 0/-; 12in. Speaker model 30in.x I 74 in.
x I6in., I00/-. Any of the above Ready -built
for 7 6 extra.
RECOMMENDED HI-FI SPEAKERS:
Wharfedale Super 8in. with cloth surround
and aluminium speech -coil (giving extra
octave of "top"), 85/-. Wharfedale Colden
CS., 951- and the Vitavox KTIO I2in. at CI.
Send 21d. now for new CATALOGUE AND
BARGAIN SUPPLEMENT indispensable to all
Quality Enthusiasts. TERMS c.w.o. or c.o.d.

NORTHERN RADIO 3ERVICES,
16 Kings College Road, London, N.W.3

Phone: PRImrose 8314

A

Prov. Patent applied 'or

14'- each
SQUARE. TAPERED
or ROUND SHANK

in. H.S.S. BIT

Capacity : 1-4 ins. dia.

VERNIER AD1USTMENT

E PARALEX ADJUSTABLE

RECISION HOLE CUTTER
ALFA PRECISE INSTRUMENT CO.
111 Green' -rot, Gardens London N.W.
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Simple self -feed speeds up
so.dering. Better work.
Saves solder.

Enr leafl^t

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL

UNITS
For-

AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND
COMMERCIAL USE are available in
the complete range from 35 kilo-
cycles to IS megacycles.

Alternative mountings in standard
two -pin A.M. pattern 10X, International
octal, and miniature type FT243, can be
supplied for most frequencies.

Prices are fully competitive, and
we specialise in prompt deliveries for
urgent requirements.

WE WELCOME YOUR ENQUIRIES.
THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd.

63-71 Kingston Road,
NEW MALDEN, SURREY

Telephone : MALden 0334

SQUARE -WAVE GENERATORS
Driven by any A.F. Oscillator. Rise time
less than one micro -second. Extremely wide
frequency range. A high grade instrument
for laboratory use.

Full details on request.
DUN ELECTRONICS,

Riley Works, Riley Street, Chelsea, S.W.10.
Telephone: FLA 3217.

fl_4/IfitSOLDERING
IRON frpaA,

RUNBAKEN  MANOESTER 1

CHASSIS

HAYES RG.120 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS. Writ=
now for full details and circuit data of this outstand-
ing 5 -valve chassis, costing only £13 7 6 with match-
ed 8" loudspeaker. Delivery anywhere by rail.
ARMSTRONG CHASSIS. We hold full stocks of
this famous chassis ranging from 7-14 valves and
including T.V. Demonstrations in our Showroom.
Full details will be sent on request.
We shall be closed from December 24th to January
14th for alterations to our premises. Postal
business as usual during this period.

THE HAYES COMPANY
I ALCESTER RD., MOSELEY, BIRMINGHAM, 13

Phone : SOUTH 0202

SITUATIONS VACANT
REQUIRED at once, by the Plessey Co., Ilford,

young engineers of British birth with
several years' experience of radio communica-
tion, radar, or electronic development work;
applicants should preferably have a degree in
physics or engineering, but this qualification Is
not essential; the posts involve work on interest-
ing long term development projects and are
permanent and pensionable; please state full
particulars with age and salary required to
Personnel Manager. (6106

McMICHAEL RADIO. Ltd.. require senior
Project en,,Yineers in their Equipment Division

Developme Lant boratory at Slough; training and
experience in the field of Applied Electronics (in-
eluding communications) and experience of work-
ing with Government departments, are the chief
qualifications reouired; salary will be commen-
surate with ability; write, stating age and full
details of training, qualifications and experience.
to the Chief Engineer. Equipment Division, Mc-
Michael Radio, Ltd., Slough, Bucks.
NELSON RESEARCH LABORATORIES,E8S ,,

ENGLISH ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.. Stafford.
require draughtsman for development work on
vacuum devices. including industrial type elec-
tronic valves; must have flair for design of Jigs
and fixtures for assembly and processing of com-
ponents and be familiar with modern shop
techniques in this field: salary according to
qualifications and experience.-Apply, mention-
ing reference 143A. to Central Personnel Services.
24-30. Gillingham St. London. S.W.1. 15881
SEVERAL draughtsmen with electronic ex-

perience are required by an old -established
firm at their research laboratories, Boreham-
wood; applicants must have experience of the
design and detailing of modern electronic equip-
ment; please state full details of experience, age
and salary required; there are also several
vacancies for juniors to train as electronic
draughtsmen; an experienced drawing office
clerk (male) for office records and photo copying
is also required, age 40-55 years.-Apply Box
6784. [6012

ATTRACTIVE staff vacancies for draughtsmen
exist at Chelmsford and in London with

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.; con-
tinued expansion of the company's work calls
for increased D.O. output and electrical or
mechanical draughtsmen are invited to apply
for these permanent staff positions on the de-
sign and development of radio and radar equip-
ment.-Write, giving full details, quoting refer-
ence 142A, to Central Personnel Services, English
Electric Co.. Ltd. 24-30. Gillingham St.. Lon-
don. S.W.]. 15769

ANUMBER of senior radio development en-
gineers are required by the Research Divi-

sion of the Plessey Company to work on interest-
ing long-term radio communication projects;
candidates must be British -born, between the
ages of 25-35, and should have some years' ex-
perience in the design of radio communication
equipment; the posts are permanent and pension-
able.-Apply to Plessey Co.. Ltd.. Ilford. giving
full particulars of age, education and past ex-
Perience. All applications will be treated in
confidence.

160ESEARCH and Development engineer forrr
work on electronic switching, control and

computing apparatus required by N.W. London
firm of repute manufacturing a variety of elec-
trically controlled light mechanisms and extend-
ing their development in the electronics field:
position offers good remuneration and perma-
nency; candidates should have good theoretical
background of wire and tape recording principles
and practical experience in development.-
Kindly submit details of experience, age, salary
required, etc., to Box 7035.

VACANCY exists with a well-known radio7
Aengineering firm near London for a tech-

nical writer; duties will be to originate tech-
nical sales literature of all kinds, to deal with
Printers and typographers. and to liaise with
design engineers within the company; experi-
ence gained would range over the company's
many products and would be invaluable to a
young engineer; applicants should have a good
general knowledge of telecommunications, be
between 21 and 30 years of age, and have an
ability for this special kind of writing.-Apply
giving full details, mentioning Ref. BGH to
Box 7031. 16125

A NUMBER of interesting vacancies have
arisen for physicists and engineers for ex-

perimental and design work in research teams
at the Research Laboratories of the General
Electric Co.. Ltd.. East Lane, North Wembley,
Middlesex. A variety of problems are being
investigated and applications will be considered
from men with both general and specialised
training and experience in the fields of physics
and light mechanical or electronic engineering.
Details of openings will be sent to all selected
candidates who send particulars of their quali-
fications and experience to the Personnel Officer
(Ref. GBCL/33/4). Replies will be sent to
all letters.

i)9APPLICATIONS are invited by the Marconi's62
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., for the post

of project engineer in the broadcasting division.
applicants should have a university degree in
electrical engineering or equivalent qualification::
and have had experience in the installation,
operation and maintenance or design of trans-
mitting or studio equipment; the successful can-
didate must be able to assist in the planning,
organisation, co-ordination and control of the
development, sales production, distribution and
installation of all television equipment handled
by the company.-Write, giving full details
mentioning ref. 46'S, to Central Personnel Ser-
vices, English Electric Co., Ltd., 24-30, Gilling-
ham Street. London, S,W.1. 16061

ALUMINIUM

E  L  R
BASS REFLEX CABINETS
Kits or completely assembled cabinets with or
without speakers. Massive, sturdy and reso-
nance free construction.
10in, Models from E4/12/6 in the white.
I2in. Models from E5/7/6 in the white.
Duplex models also available to house twin
speakers with or without cross -over units
and speakers.

CROSS -OVER UNITS
2,000 cycle cross -over units El 10 0
1,000 cycle cross -over units E I IS 0

Many other types available, including models
with independant volume controls for Bass
and Treble.

Write for free lists.

(Callers by appointment only.)

FL -R 342, City Rd., London, E.C.1
Tele : TERminus 2303.

-AUTOMATIC SWITCHES
IRECONDIT:ONED)

ELECTRIC CLOCKWORK
I to 100 AMPS. 7 to 35 DAYS

From 35/... EACH

All guaranteed for a year.
Write for illustrated fists : DONOHOE,
2, UPPER NORFOLK ST., NORTH SHIELDS,

NORTHUMBERLAND.

BULLANCO 66 QUEEN S IPS E IS NEWCROSS
1092

SHEET
EXPANDED

TUBES,
ANGLES,

BARS.
RODS,

MOULDINGS.
RIVETS

usr ANY SIZES CUT OR FOLDED

SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
WILLARD BATTERIES. 12 v. 85 ah. In solid
vulcanised rubber. Sealed case, C6/10/-. Carriage
6/-,
PRITCHETT & GOLD. 12 v. 16 ah. Batteries
in oak cases. Brand new. Dim. 64 x 84 x
29/6. Carriage 2/6.
ALKALINE BATTERIES. By Brittania batteries,
Ltd. 14 v. 45 ah. Brand new and unfilled. Dim.
84 x 44 x 2in., 15/-. Carriage 1/6. 2 5 v. 21 ah. Dim.
9 x 24 x 3in., 12/-. Carriage 116.

MASTER VOLTMETER. 0 20 v. A.C. Moving
Iron, 6in. mirrored scale made by Metro Vickers.
Brand new, 17/6. Carriage 1/6. 150 voltmeters
D.C. 2fin. panel mounting, 12/6. Carriage 9d,
6 v. D.C. Voltmeters scaled at 6 v. and 60 v
10/6. Carriage 9d.
EX-A.M. AUTO TRANSFORMERS, TAPPED.
0. 110 v. ISO v., 190 v., 230 v. 1 6 kva., £4/10/0
Carriage 5/-. Heavy Duty.
TRANSFORMERS. Prim. 0-240 v. 50 cy. Sec.
0-14-20 v. 20 amps., 37/6. Carriage 5/-. Prim.
200-250 v. 50 cy. Sec. 6 3 v. 15 a., 17/6. Carriage
1/6,

30FT. LENGTH COILS CO -AXIAL CABLE.
With Pye Sockets on each end, 8/6. Postage 9d.
Edgware Road Branch open all day Saturday.

169/171 Edgware Road, London, W.2. Pad 7851
125 Tottenham Court Rd., W.I. Eus 4982

Hundreds of BARGAINS for CALLERS
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GOVT. SURPLUS, UNUSED

CONDENSERS
of all types .

We can offer, FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY from very generous
stocks, a wide range of ultra -high
quality fixed paper Condensers,
from .001 p.F to 81,F. Also STOCKS
of small, genuine MICA Conden-
sers from .00001 (10 pf) to .01 1kF

(10,000 pf). Prices are exceedingly
moderate.
Enquiries are invited for manufac-
turers' requirements, wholesale
and export only for bulk
quantities, and for scheduled de-
liveries over a period as required.
Most condensers are now avail-
able for immediate delivery.

SITUATIONS VACANT
A WELL-KNOWN radio manufacturing com-

pany in the South require senior experienced
radar development engineers to lead teams work-
ing on nationally important radar projects;
attractive salaries will be offered to suitable
applicants; houses will be available for key men;
the company has an excellent pension scheme.-
Apply giving full details of qualifications and
previous experience mentioning ref. DGD to Aox
G991. [6122

M.I. ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, Ltd.,
:1:./ offer outstanding opportunities for experi-
ence in interesting development in many
oranch.es of electronic engineering. including
radar, radio communication. television rece..vers.
audio -frequency engineering and magnetic re-
cording; app:Icat:ons will be welcomed from men
with engineering or Physics degrees or the
equivalent, with design experience; salaries ac-
cording to age and experience.-Applicants
shoud write, giving full details. to Personnel
Department. ED/21, E.M.I. Engineering Develop-
ment, Ltd., Blyth Pond. Hayes. Middx. 16081

UNIVERSITY of Glasgow requires, for wore
in the physiology department, a technician

(grade A) with experience in building electronic
nevices; he will be required to construct to speci-
fication high -gain L.F. amplifiers, stabilised
power supplies, time bases, etc.; a good standard
of worionanship is expected; a knowledge of
physiology is not essential, but a successful
applicant would be expected to learn physiolo-
gical laboratory technique; salary scale: £350-
£435.-Applications, stating experience and
qualifications, should be sent to the Senior
Administrative Assistant, The University, Glas-
gow, W.2, from whom further particulars may
be obtained. [6054

LABORATORY technician required for elec-
troencephalography department of medical

school; applicants should possess technical train-
ing in electronics and servicing of amplifiers;
workshop practice essential; previous E.E.C. ex-
perience not essential. Preference will be given
to graduateship of British Institution of Radio
Engineers. Institution of Electrical Engineers,
or equivalent qualification. Salary scale £370.
rising by 4 increments to £435 p.a., plus Lon -

Please re;uest our 4 -page bulletin CONSEVEN 01114 don weighting allowance according to age.-
Application forms, to be returned within 14
days of the appearance of this notice, from the
Secretary. Institute of Psychiatry. Maudsley
Hospital, S.E.5.

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH Co.,
Ltd., have vacancies for two engineers for

180 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1 work on VHF development, applicants for the
first post must have good practical knowledge

and 76, Old hall St., Liverpool 3, Lancs. and experience on VHF low power transmitters.
for the second post experience on multiplex
channelling audio and/or video is required;
applicants must be familiar with problems on
linearity, distortion, etc., and a knowledge of
centimetric techniques would be an asset;
salary will be not less than £650 per annum,
and may be higher for candidates with out-
standing qualifications and experience; the
company has a staff pension fund.-Please
apply giving full details, quoting Ref. 822. to
Central Personnel Services. English Electric Co.,
Ltd.. 24-30, Gillingham St., London, S.W.1.
A DMIRALTY.-Vacancies exist for electrical

11 andior mechanical engineering draughtsmen
in Admiralty research and development estab-
lishments located in the vicinity of Weymouth,
Portsmouth, Teddington (Middlesex) and Bal-
dock, Herts. Draughtsmen experienced in light
current, electro-mechanical, precision mecha-
nical and electronic equipment are particularly
needed. Candidates must be British subjects of
21 years of age and upwards, who have had
practical workshop experience (preferably an
apprenticeship) together with drawing office ex-
oerience. Appointments will be in an unestab-
lished capacity, but opportunities may occur for
qualified staff to compete for established posts.
The salaries offered, depending on age, experi-
ence, ability and place of duty, will be within the
range £283-£510 p.a. Exceptionally well quali-
fied candidates may be considered for appoint-
ment in a higher grade within the salary range
£470-£610 p.a. Hostel accommodation is avail-
able at some establishments.
APPLICATIONS, stating age and details of
technical qualifications and apprenticeship (or
equivalents) and workshop and drawing office
experience, should be sent to Admiralty (C.E.II,
Room 88), Empire Hotel, Bath. Original testi-
monials should not be forwarded with applica-
tion. Candidates required for interview (at
London or Bath, whichever is nearest) will be
advised within two weeks of receipt of appli-
cation. 16134

CLAUDE LYONS LTD

CABINETS & CHASSIS

A.C. 5 valve 3 W.B Superhet Radiogram
Chass.s. Absolutely complete kit of parts
including wiring diagram iS10/0 0
Or fully wired and tested £11/15 3

CABINETS as illustrated 12"x 9"v 7" 30 -
All the components to fit this cabinet are
available.
Walnut veneered radiogram cabinets. All
apertures cut to suit your own units E1610 0
WE CAN MAKE ANY TYPE OF CAB-
INET TO YOUR SPECIFICATION.

Send a sketch and full details.
AMPLIFIERS : 4 to 15 Watts from E3 15 0
Full details of alive from; -LEWIS RADIO Co.
322, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON, N.22. Phone: BOVVes Park 5997

MARINE radar engineer required by major
British oil company for service at a Middle

East port: applicants must not be over 35 years
of age, and must be Associate Members of the
Institute of Electrical Engineers, or possess com-
parable academic qualifications, coupled with a
wide knowledge and experience of post-war
Mercantile Marine radar equipment mainten-
ance; general knowledge and some experience of
marine radio communication systems would be
an advantage: the successful applicant will be
required to institute a small maintenance depot
capable of offering emergency service to ships
fitted with a variety of radar equipments; he
would a.so be required. as a secondary commit-
ment, to service marine radio communication
systems, including VH/F radio telephone equip-
ment: the post carries an attractive salary com-
mensurate with the above, plus a generous
allowance in the local currency; there is a pen-
sion scheme, and terms and conditions of service
are good.-Write. giving personal particulars
and details of qualifications and experience,
quoting Department F.205. to Box 2908 at 191.
Gresham House, E.C.2 15883

SUPACOILS
OFFER

THE LATEST EDITION OF THE

HOME
CONSTRUCTOR'S

HANDBOOK
No keen radio enthusiast should be without
this invaluable booklet which is of equal use
to beginner, amateur or professional radio
engineer. It contains, among other things
 Circuits of Feeder units, Superhet

receivers, Test equipment, Amplifiers
and power packs, etc.

 Pages of servicing and constructional in-
formation which will assist you in YOUR
radio problem.

 Complete resistance colour code. A considerable amount of invaluable
general Radio information.

 A comprehensive catalogue.
 Above all it is profusely illustrated with

half tone blocks and costs 1/6 only or a
copy will be given FREE with every order
for LI or more.

We also offer the following selection from our
stocks of quality components :
 COILS. A complete series of High Q

variable iron dust cored coils (as recom-
mended for the P.W. 9 valver) in wave-
lengths 10-30, 16-50, 30-75, 75-200,
190-550 and 800-2000 metres ; Aerial,
H.F. or Oscillator at the remarkable
price of 3/- each.

 MODEL 30 famous 3 waveband superhet
Coil Packs, aligned, 40/11 inc. full connec-
tion details and instructions given with
every pack.

 MODEL 40 Coil Packs-similar, with
R.F. stage, aligned, 70/3 inc.

 MODEL 30 TUNING UNIT consisting
of 30 Coil Pack, pair of I.F. Transformers,
matched 2 -gang and attractive Dial.
Components aligned together as a unit
and sealed. 69/9 inc.

 MODEL 40 TUNING UNIT, similar
with R.F. stage 99/6 inc.

 CHASSIS. Good quality aluminium
chassis in stock for 5 v. Rec. 11/- ; 6 v.
Rec. 12/-. Amplifiers and Feeder Units,
etc., from 7/-

 3.B.SL8 SPIN WHEEL Tuning Assembly
to suit Coil Packs and Chassis
above 25/- each

 COIL GROUPS. The very popular
Coil Group A 26/9
Coil Group B
GRAM components of all types in stock. I9

SUPACOILS MAIL ORDER OFFICE
98, Greenway Ave., London, E.17

Have you had a copy of our

25TH BIRTHDAY
Radio & Television Component Catalogue?

If not, send today, 6d. post paid.
All Radio enthusiasts should
possess a copy, an excellent refer-
ence list for ALL leading makes
of components. You can rely on
Quality, Value and Service from

COVENTRY RADIO
Dept. W ', 189 Dunstable Road, LUTON
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LYONS RADIO Ltd.
WAVEMETER TYPE W1239. Frequency coverage
19 to 61 Skis. Rectifier type employing the following
valves 1 VR92, 1 635, 1 VI1103 and 1 61E5. The
tuning control is fitted with a Muirhead slow-motion
drive, all components and construction are of the finest
quality and the meter is housed in a well -made wooden
instrument case, copper lined, measuring 154 a 104
x Din. These wavemeters have their own built-in power
pack for operationfrom A.C. mains 200-250 v. They are
a really top grade job and would make a useful addition
to any Laboratory or Test room, etc. Condition as
new and unused supplied In maker's transit case. PRICE
70/-. Carriage 5/6.
MORSE PRACTI E BUZZER SET. Good quality
[florae key mounted on polished 64 in. square hardwood
base with adjustable audible note buuer and holder f or
battery. Operates from 44 v. dry battery. Brand new.
PRICE 5/9. Post 1/-. Battery if required 2/3.
RECEIVER TYPE RIESS. As specified for " Inexpen-
sive Television " these receivers contain an I.F. Strip,
8 VM65s, 1 VIT120 and 1'504. etc. In absolutely
new unused condition, supplied in maker's transit case.
PRICE 8936. Carriage free.
R.F. UNITS. These well-known converter units that.
are used in conjunction with the above or any receiver
tuning to 7 Mc/s. In good used condition complete
with valves.
TYPE R.F. 24, 12/6. TYPE R.F. 25, 19/6. TYPE
It P. Di, 30/-. Type R.F. 27, 27/6. Postage 1/6.
MINIATURE RADIO CONSTRUCTION MANUAL,
3:8. Postpaid.
POWER PACK MANUAL. Construction and theory,
4 8. Postpaid.

3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, (Dept. M.W.)
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12

Telephone : Sh3phlrds Bush 1729

TELEVISION COMPONENTS
FOR THE

VIEWMASTER, "P.W." & "E.E."
TELEVISORS IN STOCK

Price Lints of snaffled and alternative components for
" P.W." and "E. E." TV. available.

J. T. FILMER
MAYPOLE ESTATE,
BEXLEY,KENT.
Tel. Bexley/moth 7267

The VOIGT Loudspeaker is still ahead of all
others. P.M. Unit with 22,000 line gap flux

V
E40 ex Works.
Corner Horns (in the
white) [19- 10- 0 or
E47- 10- 0 ex Works.
Home demonstrations
arranged in London area.

Order from
VOW' PATENTS LTD.
Sydenham, 8.E.26 Syd 6666

I
III III

B. & H. RADIO
EAST STREET, DARLINGTON

BASS & TREBLE SEPARATOR
Enables the use cf separate
speakers for bass and treble.
Permits adjustment of amount of
treble relative to bass and also
allows speakers of different im-
pedance to be used. Kit of parts EI 9 6

SCRATCH FILTERS
Give marked reduction of scratch
level without serious effect on
treble response IS 0

VARIABLE SELECTIVITY I.F.
TRANSFORMERS. 465 k/cs.
Gives 3 degrees of selectivity
Per pair II 0 0

WHISTLE FILTER
Is very simply inserted in the
speaker wiring and gives a very
sharp, narrow cut which com-
pletely eliminates 9 kc s whistle Li 13 6

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Is a complete, portable and
accurate signal source operating
from a 4.5 volt battery L2 10 0

Further particulars on request.

SITUATIONS VACANT
EXPERIENCED

electronic engineer with
sound recording experience required for

research and deve.opment department South
London district.-Box 6773. [5987
RADIO tester with experience in testing corn

munications and radar equipment to
Ministry specifications required for marine rad.o
manufacturers; London area.-Box 7034. 16136

RADIO/TELEVISION
service manager re-

ouired by organisation with branches
throughout London area; first-class technical
experience essential.-Apply by letter to:-
W. H. BARNES. Ltd., Head Office. 36-38, Peck-
ham Rd.. London. S.E.5. [6029
DRAUGHTSMEN between 25 and 30 years of

age are urgently required for work on the
development of miniature airborne radio equip-
ment: experience in design of microwave radio
and/or radar equipment and components to
Service specifications would be an advantage
though not essential; attractive starting salaries
will be paid and there will be excellent prospects
of advancement in an expanding organisation.
Replies should be sent in writing to the Per-
sonnel Officer (Ref. GBLC/127). Research
Laboratories of The General Electric Co.. Ltd.,
East Lane, North Wemb.ey, Middlesex, and
should give full details of experience, quali-
fications and age. 16155
APPLICATIONS are invited from electronic

development eng.neers for positions, with an
expanding organization near Kingston, engaged
on interesting new projects involving radio and
radar techniques; candidates should have good
technical knowledge and experience of these
techniques together with some experience in
engineering equipment to the prototype stage;
candidates should preferably possess an electri-
cal engineering degree or a diploma or be cor-
porate members of a professional institution'
salaries offered will be commensurate with quali-
fications and experience, and the positions will
be progressive for applicants with initiative;
working conditions are ideal in pleasant sur-
roundings, and a first-class canteen is on the
premises; write stating age, nationality, qualifi-
cations, experience and salary required.-Box
6963. [6111

SITUATIONS WANTED
A DVERTISER, 16 years pre-war experience in

.[M.. radio industry, 11 years radar offfimr Royal
Air Force, latterly industrial liaison officer be-
tween R A F.. Ministry of Supply and leading
manufacturers, leaving Service shortly. require,
position where experience in both industry and
Service and an appreciation of problems common
to both would be an advantage.-Box 6955. 16071

AGENCIES
LONDON sales organisation wishes to com-

mun!cate with manufacturers of electronic
equipment and light electrical apparatus who
desire London and Home Counties representa-
tion.-Box 6790. [6031

BUSINESSES FOR SALE AND WANTED
MOBILE radio workshop for sale, ideal for " on

the spot radio repairs." built into 1941
Morris 13.9hp van, all in good condition.-Full
details of internal fittings and power Supply from
Cu 'l 68, Church Rd., Stretton, Burton -on -
Trent. -on-

FOR domestic reasons, working director
wishes dispose 51 per cent holding in

limited company of flourishing North London
radio retailers, fully furnished fiat in modern
block nearby if needed; £1,385 for quick sale.-
Page. Moore & Page. 30. Ely Place. E.C.1.

15746
FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS

WANTED. working interest in small progres-
sive radio, electrical business-Box 6776.

MANDFACTIIRERS of quality product whose
name is household word require director

to develop retail section; new shop front recently
fitted; premises occupy prominent position in
rapidly developing parade and should be caPa-
able of considerable business; capital required
about £2,000 but applicant must have either
first-class technical ability or experience of re-
tail selling and servicing; only first-class men
willing to work hard and carve out a future- for
themselves need apply; good salary and share
of profits.-Full details to Box 6956. 16072

TECHNICAL TRAINING
clUALIFIED radio officers urgently required.-
log Training details from the Radio & Tele-
vision College, Ibrox Terrace, Glasgow. Boarders
accepted. [6118

CITY & Guilds (Electrical, etc.), on " No
Pass-No Fee " terms. Over 95% suc-

cesses. For full details of modern courses in all
branches of Electrical Technology send for our
176 -page handbook, free and post free.-B.I.E.T.
(Dept. 388A). 17. Stratford Place, London, W I.

[0117
TRADE MARKS

THE Trade Marks Nos. 615902-03 consisting
respeCtively of the words " Vacolite " and

°tartan " and both registered in respect of
instruments and apparatus for aiding the deaf
and parts thereof, were assigned on September
25. 1950, by Allen & Hanburys. Ltd.. of Three
Colts Lane. Bethnal Green, London, E.2. to
Bonochord. Ltd.._of 48. Wigmore St., London.
W.1, without the goodwill of the business in
which they were then in use. f6166

TUITION
WIRFLFAS land, sea and air; students, both

sexes, age 14 upwards, trained for interest-
ing appointments In all branches of radio; low
fees, boarders accepted; 2d stamp for pros.-
Wireless College. Colwyn Bay. (0018

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
OFFER EX STOCK

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE.
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ.

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
Most gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL
FORMERS AND TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.

THE CRYSTAL VALVE
as used in radar receivers.

These Crystal Valves or Diodes are not
Government Surplus but brand new goods
manufactured by one of the largest and most
famous Radar Equipment Manufacturers in

the country.
3/6 each, postage 2 -id.

Protective Tubs: and Fixing Brackets, 3d. extra.
Send stamped addressed envelope for corn-

prehensive lists. Trade supplied.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4,

'Phone: CL!sso'd 4688

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE

ROD. BAR. SHEET TUBE. STRIP WIRE.
3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES

No Quantry too Small. Lis, on application.
London:H.ROLLET & CO., Ltd. Llyerpl:
6, Omaha m Place S.W.1. Kirkbs, Estate.
cLOane 3463. Sr 44 )rVS'unop 207,

TO DEALERS
We can offer a limited number o. Dealers

a reliable and quick
RADIO & TELEVISION REPAIR

SERVICE

REGO-FRASEFI
TELE-RADIO ENGINEERS
62 Hare Street Woolwich 5.6.18

Tel. WOO. 1804

-WILCO ELECTRONICS
RECEIVERS I132A. Brand new, perfect
condition, range 100 to 124 Mc/s, standard
I9in. rack mounting, fitted tone control,
manual and A.V.C., large calibrated slow
motion dial, tuning meter, etc., really first-
class receiver. Our price 64/19/6.
POWER PACK, Type 3, for above receiver,
brand new, in perfect condition, input
switched 200 to 250 volts, A.C. 50 cycles, with
two smoothing chokes, fitted D.C. voltmeter
0-300, milliamp meter 0-150, fuses, etc. A
superb .ob, 6411916.
AMPLIFIERS, 50 watts, rack mounting, by
" Tannoy " including 10 valves, 4-L63,
4-6L6 in parallel push-pull, 2-FW4/500, for
200 to 250 volts 50 cycles, complete with
output transformer, 112110/-. Carriage 7/6.
AMPLIFIERS, 15 watts, Marconi Type 6,
using 2-PX25, MHL4, rack mounting,
complete with power pack, 200 to 250 volts
50 cycles, meter, etc., with valves, 01101-,
less valves E6. Carriage 7/6.
TEST SETS. Type 28. Incorporating a
50 Microamp, meter in steel case, 6in. x 31 in.
x 3in, diode valve, 50/-.
P.M. SPEAKERS. 8in. Goodmans in wall
case, 21/-,
CRYSTAL PICK-UPS. Rothermel Senior,
33/,
CUTTERS STYLII, 6/.. per dozen.

206 LOWER ADDI500MBE ROAD,
CROYDON ADD. 2027
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OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO

Get this FREE Book!
'ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES
reveals how you can
become technically -quali-
fied at home for a highly -
paid key -appointment in
the vast Radio and Tele-
vision Industry. In 176
pages of intensely inter
esting matter, it includes
full details of our up-to-
the-minute home study
courses in all branches of
TELEVISION and
RADIO, A.M. Brit.
I.R.E., City &

Guilds, Special Tele-
vision, Servicing, Sound

Film Projection, Short
Wave, High Frequency, and

General Wireless Courses.
We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS -NO FEE"
If you're earning less than Lio a week, this
enlightening book is for you. Write for your
copy today. It will be sent FREE and
without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

388e BHA ESPEARE HOUSE
17 19 STRATFORD P,.A LONDON, WI.

DUKE & CO.
FREE OFFER of phones, with No 14 superhet
receiver Short Wave, complete and working, frequency
rangeeasily changed (I.F.4651. To clear 17/6.
CRYSTAL SETS, complete. guaranteed reception. 816.
CRYSTALS, semi -permanent, 2/6. oats, 1/6. Timing
condensers, 3/6.
LiGHTWEIGHT PHONES, 26. best quality, 3/6.
METAL EEC'S, small size 250 v 60 m/a, 6/6.

GANG CONDENSERS. 2/6 each
3 WAVE DIALS (gloss), 6 for 2/-.
CAR SPOT LIGHTS. Ex L.P.T.B.. 7/6 each.
HEAD LAMPS. Ex. L.P.T.B., 7/6 each.
LAMPS. 12 and 24 v., 12 watt, for lighting plants,
9i- per dos.
TRANS. AUTO, ex-Pathe 110-230 v., 15/-.
DUNLOPILLO. Smallregular quantities only available,
sizes 32 x 18 x tin. fiat and 34 x 15 x 3in. wedge,second-
hand but good 12/6. Inclusive of post.
H.T. PATTERIES. All thy guaranteed minimum volts
150, tapped 21-90 L.T. 5/6 vim 1,3 postage.
WALVIE TALTIES. A few left only at 17/13. Only
one valve (ATP4) and switch (send receive) short.
Set of drawings supplied with ea h one.
SPEAKERS. 51n. speaker. 10 -, 5in. with 12 &OW.
12 6 6M. with 15/6. Bin. MK filo. with 1$ 10in
19 6, 121n 35 6. (Special super midget trans( ormer
6S)
CONDENSERS (elect/ °Mica) 32 +32, 450 v. 39,
16 +16, 350 v..1 6. 8 +8 350 v. 26. 8 8 450 v. 3 6.
Single 8. 450 v. 3 & Single 8, 350 v. 2/6. Single 16,
450 v., 36.
SPEAKER. NEW, Sin. In extension cabinet, only 14!6.
complete.
DOMESTIC RADIO KIT. In walnut bakelite cabinet,
4 valve T.R. F. Universal or A.C. for only 24/15/6
or in Ivory cabinet 9/ -extra. Assembled 301 -extra.
CHOKES. 10 Henry 80 mill ; 230 ohms, 9/-. 10 Henry
100 mill; 300 ohms. 9i6. Also well-known make midget
inn ohms. 1 'Henry 0 mill, 1/ -
Money back guarantee If not satisfied. Cash with
Order please, and allow sufficient to cover postage.
Stamps only to, lists.

219 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD,
ESSEX. Ilford 5296

TUITION
TELEVISION.

THE only school in Great Britain devoted solely
to training in television. Postal course prospec-
tus. -Principal, Gothic Television School, 13.
North Ave.. London. W.13. [0051
TELEVISION minded?
E.M.I. gave the world electronic television
E.M.I. is now giving the finest home study tele-
vision courses; free brochures giving full de-
tails on application to -Registrar, Dept. W.W.6,
E.M.I Institutes, 10, Pembridge Sq., London,
W 2. Bayswater 5131/2. [0001
BOROUGH POLYTECHNIC, Borough Rd..

S.E.1.
DEPARTMENT of Electrical Engineering.
A TWO years' full-time Higher National Diploma
Course in electrical or radio engineering will
begin at the Borough Polytechnic on the 8th
January, 1951; the course includes industrialtraining as well as college work and leads to
the above qualification; students must have ob-
ta1ned an Ordinary National Diploma in engin-
eering (electrical or mechanical) or have attain-ed an equivalent standard; prospectuses and
forms of application for admission may be ob-
tained from the Secretary. [6094
RADIO training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E.

Diploma; prospectus free. -Technical Col-
lege, Hull. fool
WIRELESS operating; attendance and postal

courses: stamp for reply to Manager, The
Wireless School. Manor Gdns.. London, N.7,

15901
NOTHING succeeds like success! What wehave done a thousand times we can do
again, for you. -See the B.N.R.S. Advt. on
Paige 106. 10172ekIIALIFIED radio officers, urgently required,lot training details from the -Radio & Tele-
vision College, Ibrox Terrace, Glasgow; boarders
accepted. [6006
A.M.I.Mech.E.,

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.. City and
Guilds, etc., on " no pass -no fee " terms:

over 95% successes. For details of exams. and
courses in all branches of engineering, build-
ing. etc. write for 176 -page handbook-free.-
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 387B), 17. Stratford Place. Lon-
don, W.I. [0118

TELEVISION postal course for radio trades
Examination Board's dlploma. also postal

courses for P.M.G. 2nd and 1st class Certifi-
cates and Amateur Radio Transmitting licence.
-Apply British School of Telegraphy Ltd.,
179. Clapham Rd.. London, S.W.R.140 years'
experience in coaching students in wireless
telegraphy and allied subjects.) [0124
THE Institute cf Practical Radio Engineers

have available home study courses in every
phase of radio and television engineering
specialising in the practical training of appren-
tices in the retail trade; enrolments limited. tees
moderate. -The Syllabus of Instructional Text
may be obtained post free from the Secretary.
I.P.R.E., Fairfield House. 20. Fairfield Rd.
Croucn End London. N 8. MOW

ROOKS INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
TELEVISION Servicing Manual. 4/9; practical

work with special attention to fault finding
and correction.-Blacicshaw. BCM/HADOR, Lon-
don. W C 1. [6103
WEBB'S 1948 radio map of world, new multi-

colour printing, with up-to-date call signs
and fresh information on heavy art paper. 4/6.
post 6d; on linen, on rollers, 11/6. post 9d.-
Webb's Radio, 1-4, Soho St., W.I. Gerrard 2089.

10115

RADCTIIPSIEgiV:g;3011% ttrigaviel:rUIT4
and practice and shows how to deal with all
radio faults; write for free descriptive leaflet to
-Allen & Unwin, 40. Museum St.. London.
W.C.I. 15786A

.P.R.E. Technical Publications: 5,000 align -
menu peaks for superheterodynes. 4/9 post

free; The Practical Radio Engineer, quarterly
publication of the Institute. sample copy 2/- post
free; membership and examination data. 1/-
oost free. -Secretary, I.P.R.E.. 20, Fairfield
Rd., London, N.8. f 0089

*Hc/obetweeo) IN MINIATURE

SHORT-WAVE RADIO KIT
Probably the smallest one rare Ilion.Wow Radio Rants in
the norld ustng standard puts with Bandspreod tuning dente
"Magnificent seri:maw yin intanith Intik has
and Wood. hit and deigned to preceiw Ankle. IOW
he an only 49/6d -mite today la kaiak* adept.

JOHNSONS (XL/Vs) EfIgill fIIIR

TRANSERIIER3, COILS, ETC
TO ANY S'ECIFICATION

LOW VOLTAGE LIGHTING A SPECIALITY
SPECIAL. 6.3 7A. A 0-2-4.3 5 SA, 241/6

cHo J. E. THORNBER & SONS EST.
3849 3, DEAN AV., MANCHESTER, le 1923

POTENTIOMETERS

RELIANG
Wire wound and Composition types.

Single, Ganged, Tandem Units.
Characteristics : linear, log, semi -log,

non -inductive, etc.
Full details from

RELIANCE
Manufacturing Co. (Southwark) Ltd.
Sutherland Rd.. Higham Hill, Walthamstow E,17

Telephone : LARkswood 3245

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,

CHARGER KITS, CHARGERS
New Goods with Full Guarantee

S.T.O. SELENIUM L.T. RECTIFIERS, up to 300 watts,
bridge, h.w. or c. tap, 200 mia to 10 amp., with or
without transformer. A few of our large stock -
2 v./6 v. i amp., 440 : 2 v. 0.5 amp. with trans-
former, 12/6 ; 6 v. 2 amp., 9/- ; 6 v. 4 amp., 16/6 ;
6 v 10 amp.. 22/6; 12 v. 1 amp., 10/6 ; 12 v. 2 amp.,
12/6: 12 v. 4 amp., 19/6 ; 12 v. 6 amp., 27I-;
12 v. 10 amp- 42/6. Higher voltages in stock. Add
postage 54. up to 12/6,1/- above.

ishFOOLPROOF CHARGERS
AND KITS. New Minor
Charger as illustrated, 6 v.
to 12 v. 1 amp., large
selenium rectifier, stabilis-
ing baretter, 46/-, 18
months'guarantee,orin kit
tons 42/-, post 1/8. Kit
less case 32/6. New 2 amp.
kit for 2 v , 6 v., 12 v.
transformer, ballast bulb,
4in. diem. rectifier, 39/9, or
with ease as illus., v,,
" Automat " 2 amp.

12 v. charger ready for use, 65/.., with 18 months'
guarantee. " Automat" 6 v., 12 v. 4 amp heavy duty
charger, weight 22 lb., 26/5/, plus 12/6 crate and cart.
HEAVY DUTY KITS. S.T.C. 12/15 v. 4 amp. rectifier,
70 watt transformer, baretter for 2 v.. 6 v., 12 v.
charger, foolproof operation, full instructions, 526 ;
ditto but for 2 v., 6 v. 4 amps., 48/6. post 1/4. Slider
Kit,100 watt trans., 4 amp. rectifier, slider resistance.
high grade ammeter for 6 v., 12 v. charger, 23/171-;
ditto but 120 watt tears. and giant finned 6 amp.
rectifier, slider res., ammeter, SS, weight 18 lb. For
small radio store 1 to 20 cell 1.5 amp. kit,transformer
150 watts, 2 amp. rectifier, baretter bulb, for con-
tinuous running, 24/15/, post 1/6.
ELIMINATOR KIT for 120 v. 20/30 rola eliminator,
20 watt trans., 120 v. 30 m/s h.t. rect., 2 v. 0.5 amp.
trickle rect., 2 s 8 mfds. condensers. 35/-, post 112.
SELENIUM SMALL SPACE B.T. asearrmas,
250 v. 60 m/a h.w. for a.c./d.c. sets, 7/-; 110 v.
80 m/s. 6/-; 250 v. 100 m/a. Midge, 13/6 ; 350 v.
0-350 v. 80 onle c.t., 13/6, post 6d. extra.
CRYSTAL DIODES. New 3/6.
dEESI721titi..2.1/6A.cc=initio. r cell desulphster and con -

CHAMPION PRODUCTS
43 Uplands Way,Londan, Nil. Phone LaS 4467
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Reosound Engineering & Electrical ..o. 102
Reproducers & Amplifiers, Ltd. 24
Robshaw, Bros., Ltd. 54
Roding Laboratories 24
Rogers Development Co. 92
Rollet, H., & Co., Ltd. 114
Rothermell, R. A. Ltd. 30
Runbaken Electrical Products 108, 112
Salford Electrical Instruments, Ltd. 23
Samsons Surplus Stores 112
Sangamo Weston. Ltd. 73
Savage Transformers. Ltd. 60
Scharf, Erwin 46
Sifam Electrical Instrument Co., Ltd. 24
Simmonds Aerocessories, Ltd. 27
Simon Sound Service 17
Smith, G. W. (Radio), Ltd. 103
Solartron Laboratory Instruments, Ltd. 60
Sound Rentals, Ltd. 9Sound Sales, It. 70
Southern Radio Supply, Ltd. Ill
Stability Radio Components, Ltd. 32
Standard Telephones & Castes, Ltd 67
Steatite & Porcelain Products, Ltd. 41
Stern Radio, Ltd. 91
Stewart Transformers. Ltd. 62
Stratton & Co., Ltd. 8
Sugden, A. R., & Co. (Eng.neers), Ltd. 63
Supacoils 113
Szymanski, S. 36
Taylor Electrical Instruments, Ltd. .... 56. 58
Taylor, Tunnicliff (Refractories), Ltd. 35
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd Cover iii
Telegraph Construction & Maintenance

Co., Ltd., The 61
Telemechanics, Ltd. 102
Tele-Radio (1943), Ltd. 40
Thermionic Products, Ltd. 48
Thornber, J. E., & Sons 115
Transradio, Ltd. 42
Trans World Airlines 14
Trix Electrical Co., Ltd. Edit. 421
Ultra Electric, Ltd. 28
United Insulator Co., Ltd. 38
Universal Electrical Instruments Corpn 93
University Radio, Ltd. 86
Valradio, Ltd. 50Vitavox, Ltd. 3Voigt Patents, Ltd. 114
Vortexion, Ltd. 71
Walton's Wireless Stores 92
Wayne Kerr Laboratories, Ltd., The . 30
Webb's Radio 6
West Spencer 52
Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co.. Ltd. 63
Weymouth Radio Mfg. Co.. Ltd., The 56
Wharfedale Wireless Works 18. 30
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd. 74
Wilco Electronics 114
Woden Transformer Co., Ltd. 16
Wright & Weaire, Ltd. 65
Young, C. H. 96

VENTEX CABINETS
have become the accepted standard for first
quality 12 in. loudspeakers.
Type 1275 ... 12 gns. Type 1255 ... 14 gns.

Fit our FULLY COMFEN3ATED VOLUME
CONTROL. Essential for high quality re-
production at low volume levels.

A range of HIGH QUALITY TUNERS and
AMPLIFIERS with an advanced specification
will shortly be available. S.A.E. for details.

C. T. CHAPMAN (Reproducers) Ltd. 3217
FLAxman

RILEY WORKS, RILEY STREET, CHELSEA, S.W.IO
Daily demonstrations at Webb's Radio.

NEON TEST
* FOR 200-250v. MAINS.

HAS A 1,001 USES
CONSUMES ONLY HALF A MILLIAMP,
FULLY SHROUDED WATERPROOF.

TAts ok et.('
VEttv
(NAN NEW

PROD

A.F.BULGIN SeCO,LTD,
BYE PASS RD.,BARKING, ESSEX
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Condenser leadership
-from the hisiale./

Mr. Test
r.

Terminal hermetically sealed:
two pronged soldering tag.

Robust bakelite case: maxi-
mum path between terminals
to avoid possible flash -over.

Series wound element: con-
servatively rated to provide
ample safety margin.

"Visconol" impregnation and
filling for safe H.V. working;
prevents arcing or brushing.

Hermetic sealing on to special
gasket avoids reliance on
soldered joints.

Sturdy one -hole fixing.

Suitable for use in conditions
of tropical humidity.

The unique design of these chassis -mounting Condensers

renders them eminently suitable for television and

allied high voltage applications up to 50,000 v. where exceptionally

stringent conditions are likely to be encountered. They are

processed with the newly developed impregnant "Visconol ", which

affords the advantages of adequate voltage

rating and low power factor, whilst improv-

ing the stability of the dielectric and its

power to withstand sharp -front short -time

surges. Wide range of working temperature,

-40 C. to +71'C., ensures reliable operation

under most stringent conditions.

`VISCONOU CATHODRAY CONDENSERS
THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD  RADIO DIVISION  LONDON  W.3  Tel: Acorn 0061 (9 lines)
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THE FINEST CORED SOLDER IN THE WORLD

Used by Europe's Largest
Air Transport Contractors
As a safeguard against faulty soldered

joints, the leading British manufacturers

of aircraft and the makers of the electrical,

navigational and radio equipment in-

stalled in the aircraft, use exclusively

ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER.

Airwork Ltd., the largest British Air

Transport Contractors also use only

Ersin Multicore Solder in their extensive

Radio Maintenance Workshops.

One of Airzoork's fleet of 27 -passenger Viking Mark 1B aircraft in
flight in the Middle East.

(Above) Servicing a modern aircraft Transmitter/
Receiver at Airwork's Gatwick Airport Radio

Maintenance Workshop.

Ersin Multicore Solder contains three cores of
extra active non -corrosive Ersin Flux. With its
guaranteed flux continuity and instantaneous
melting, it gives high speed soldering and com-
plete freedom from "dry" or H.R. joints.

Whether you use Ersin Multicore for manufac-
ture or for maintenance, you will find it the most
economical as well as the most efficient solder.

SIZE 1 CARTONS - 5/- RETAIL Illustrated are the Size 1
Carton for Service En-
gineers and Workshops

Catalogue
Ref. No.

Alloy
Tin/Lead S.W.G. Approx. Length

per carton
(Specifications and Prices
on left) and the Nominal
7 lb reel for Factories.

C16014 60/40
60/40

14 18 feet (Bulk Prices on
application)

C16018 18 47 feet
C14013 40/60 13 16 feet
C14016 40/60 16 34 feet

(Lengths subject to revision)

Ersin Multicore Solder
Manufacturers and Service Engineers are invited to write for technical

information and free samples of Ersin Multicore Solder.

NW 11111ificoN sod /tilts L
MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.1 Telephone: REGent 1411


